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Optimized Color Transforms for Image Demosaicing
Evgeny Gershikov
Department of Electrical Engineering, Ort Braude Academic College of Engineering,
Karmiel 21982, Israel
and Department of Electrical Engineering, Technion - IIT, Haifa 32000, Israel

Abstract:
Most demosaicing algorithms today are based on first reconstructing the green (G) color component
followed by the reconstruction of the red (R) and the blue (B) components based on the green. This approach
and the associated methods of using the differences R−G and B−G are arbitrary and in most cases not optimal.
Instead, we propose optimal color transforms for demosaicing. This optimization is based on energy
compactness and smoothness of the color components. We compare the performance of the proposed algorithms
to presently available demosaicing methods and show that the new optimized approaches are superior both
visually and quantitatively. Our conclusion is that the proposed color transforms improve the performance of
demosaicing algorithms.

Keywords: Bayer pattern, Color transform, Demosaicing, Energy compactness, Image interpolation,
Optimization, Smoothness

1.

Introduction

Since many acquisition devices are based on a single sensor using a color filter array (CFA), only
partially sampled versions of the primary colors R, G, B are recorded. This is done in most cases according to
the Bayer pattern [1], as shown in Fig. 1. In this case, the green has twice as much samples as the red and the
blue, making the green interpolation easier to accomplish due to reduced potential of aliasing [2,3]. Then the red
and the blue components can be reconstructed based on inter-color correlations, which are usually high in
natural images [4-8]. Straightforward algorithms for demosaicing, such as bilinear or bicubic interpolation
methods, however, do not use these inter-color correlations and operate on each color component independently.
Better performance is achieved by algorithms that are based on the above sequential scenario of reconstructing
G first, followed by the reconstruction of R and B, e.g., [9-14]. In such algorithms the inter-color correlations
are usually exploited by interpolating the differences R−G and B−G. However, since no optimization is
performed, it can be shown that using these differences is not the best method to perform the task efficiently.
For the sake of completeness, we should add that non-sequential demosaicing methods have also been proposed,
e.g. the iterative techniques of [15] or [16] as well as vector CFA demosaicing [17]. In this work we propose
methods of choosing other color transforms for the interpolation of the red and the blue according to different
optimization criteria.
We consider the following demosaicing algorithm.
1.1 The basic demosaicing algorithm
The stages of the algorithm are:
1. The green color component is interpolated using the method in [9]. It consists of filtering the CFA pattern
horizontally and vertically, then choosing the direction of interpolation corresponding to the smaller
estimated gradient (to avoid interpolation across edges): horizontal or vertical. In case of equal gradients the
average of the horizontal and vertical interpolators is taken. This technique of interpolation was chosen
because it provides good performance at low complexity.
2.

The interpolated green component Ĝ is used in the reconstruction of the red and the blue colors. The color
differences   R  Gˆ ,   B  Gˆ are calculated at the known pixels of the red and the blue colors,
respectively. Then the red-green difference is interpolated at the locations of the known blue samples and
the blue-green difference at the locations of the red samples using the local polynomial approximation
(LPA) filter [13]. Better performance can be achieved by this filter compared to simple bilinear
interpolation.
RG

BG
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3.

The missing pixels in the red and blue - those at the locations of the known green pixels are interpolated
using simple averaging of their two vertical and two horizontal pixels (bilinear interpolation). The
interpolation is performed once again on the

ˆ BG .

 RG and  BG differences resulting in full images ˆ RG and

ˆ ˆ ˆ RG
The final red and blue components are calculated according to R  G   and
Bˆ  Gˆ  ˆ BG .

Figure 1. The Bayer CFA pattern.
The structure of this work is as follows. Color transforms for demosaicing based on optimization of different
properties of the image are presented in Section 2. Demosaicing results for the proposed method and comparison
to other available techniques are given in Section 3. Section 4 provides summary and conclusions.

2. Optimal Color Transforms
All printed material, including text, illustrations, and charts, must be kept within a print area of 6-1/2
inches (16.51 cm) wide by 8-7/8 inches (22.51 cm) high. Do not write or print anything outside the print area.
All text must be in a single-column format. Columns are to be 3-1/16 inches (7.85 cm) wide, with The basic
algorithm performs its interpolation in the G, R  G, B  G color space. This choice is not necessarily optimal
and thus other color transforms can be considered following an optimization process [18]. The change of the
color space is not possible prior to the reconstruction of the green since at each pixel of the image only one of
the primary colors is available. However, it becomes possible after the reconstruction of G in Subsection 1.1,
Step 1. We thus propose a new general color space:
(1) C1  G,

C2  a1R  a2G, C3  d1B  d 2G

for some constants a1 , a2 , d1 , d 2 instead of the regular choice. To avoid the solution of a1  a2  0 in the
optimization problems presented below, a constraint has to be added forcing the L1 norm, for example, of the a
coefficients to be 1 (similarly for the d coefficients). Thus

a1  a2  1 and d1  d2  1.

(2)

2.1 Energy compactness and non-singularity
A Rate-Distortion model for color image coders was developed and optimized in [19]. As a result the
optimal Color Transform (CT) was derived. Denoting the CT matrix by M , the target function to be minimized

  MM 
3

for the optimal CT was found to be

T

k 1

1

 GM , where GM
k

k

is the geometric mean of the subband

kk

variances. Based on this result, the following target function can be proposed for our demosaicing algorithm:

  MM 
3

(3)

T

k 2

1

 var C  ,
k

kk

where Ck and the RGB components are connected by
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 C1 
R
0 1
C   M G  , M   a a
2
 1
 2
 

 C3 
 B 
 0 d2

(4)

0
0  .
d1 

3

 var  C  , which is a measure of the energy compactness in the

The expression in (3) is made of two terms:

  MM 
3

new color space and

T

1

k 2



k

k 2

, which is a measure of the non-singularity of M. The optimal
kk

coefficients minimizing (3) under the norm constraint of (2) are
(5)

a1 

var (G )
cov ( R, G )
var (G )
cov ( B, G )
, a2  
, d1 
, d2  
.
var (G )  cov ( R, G )
var (G )  cov ( R, G )
var (G )  cov ( B, G )
var (G )  cov ( B, G )

Since the target function of (3) combines the properties of energy compactness and non-singularity of the color
transform, we refer to this algorithm as ECNS, which is the acronym of Energy Compactness and NonSingularity.
2.2 Smoothness of the C2 and C3 components
The energy of the difference signals  RG  R  G and  BG  B  G is mostly concentrated in the low
frequencies [11]. This is the reason for the good performance achieved by interpolating these differences using
averaging [11-13]. This also means that

 RG and  BG are smooth. To further impose this smoothness on C 2

and C 3 , the following methods are proposed.
2.2.1 Minimal high pass energy
The idea here is to minimize the energy of C 2 and C 3 , filtered by a two dimensional High Pass (HP)
filter.

We

denote

  C 
M

N

i 1 j 1

HP 2
k
ij

the

filtered

color

components

at

pixel

(i, j )

C 

HP
k
ij

by

and

minimize

, k  2,3 for an image of size M×N. Alternatively, a pair of one dimensional HP filters HPx and

HPy can be used to filter C 2 or C3 horizontally and vertically, respectively. Usually, HPy is chosen as

HPy  HPxT . Then the expression to be minimized becomes

 C    C 
i

HPy

where CkHPx is C k filtered by HPx and similarly for Ck

HPx 2
k
ij

j

HPy
k

i

j

2
ij

, k  2,3 ,

. The optimal a1 , a2 coefficients for this problem are

12   22
12  11
, a2  
,
11  212   22
11  212   22

(6) a1 
where
(7)

11 

  R 
HPx

i

12 

2

ij

j



 R

HPy

  R  G 
HPx

i

j

HPx

ij

ij



2
ij

,  
22




 R

HPy

 G 
HPx

i

j

 G 
HPy

ij

2

ij

ij



 G

HPy



2
ij

,


.


The solution for the d 1 and d 2 coefficients is the same as the solution for a1 and a 2 , respectively, in (6) with
B replacing R everywhere in (7). For simple choices of HPx , such as the backward/forward approximation of
the horizontal derivative
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 HPx  [1  1] , the calculations can be performed on the available small images obtained from the CFA (Fig.
2). Alternatively, R and B can be first reconstructed using a simple technique, such as bilinear filtering of the
R  G and B  G differences, and then used for the estimation of the derivatives. In this work we use the Sobel

 1 0 1 


gradient operator given by HPx  2 0 2 .


 1 0 1 



Figure 2. The Bayer pattern components: RR, BB, GR and GB (from left to right).
2.2.2 Minimal energy in the wavelet domain
Another approach is to consider the energy of the C 2 and C 3 color components in the high

frequencies and to search for the coefficients a k and d k  k  2,3 that minimize this energy. One possible



formulation for this problem is to minimize

W

f {LH ,HL,HH } m

Ck
f

(m, n)2 , k  2,3 , where W fCk (m, n) is

n

the one level Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) of C k at position (m, n) in subband f , which is one of the
high frequency subbands (LH, HL or HH) above. The solution for this problem is as in (6), but now

11 
(8)

12 



W

f { LH , HL , HH } m



( m, n ) 2 ,  22 

n

W

f { LH , HL , HH } m

R
f
R
f



W

f { LH , HL , HH } m

G
f

( m, n ) 2 ,

n

G
f

( m, n )W ( m, n ).

n

The solution for d 1 and d 2 is similar.
2.2.3 Minimal relative energy in the Fourier domain
The energy in the high frequencies can be expressed in the frequency domain of the Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT) as well. In this case taking the relative energy of C 2 or C 3 provides better results. Therefore,
we seek to minimize (for an image of size M  N assuming M and N are multiples of 4)
M /2 1 N /2 1

(9)

E

 

DFT Ck ( m, n )

m  M /4 n  N /4
M /2 1 N /2 1

 

m 0

Ck

DFT ( m, n )

2

2

, k  2,3.

n 0

DFT Ck (m, n ) here denotes the DFT coefficient of C k at position (m, n) in the frequency domain. The solution
of this problem requires solving third order polynomial equations resulting in long expressions for the a and d
coefficients. For simplicity we do not provide them here.

3. Demosaicing Results
The basic algorithm (Section 1.1) was implemented with and without the optimization techniques of
Section 2. We also added the refinement method [20] as post-processing. This method provides further
utilization of the inter-color and intra-color correlations and works well with our algorithms. The set of images
given in Fig. 3 was used in our simulations,i.e., for each one the Bayer pattern was built, interpolated by the
different algorithms and compared to the original image. The distortion measure used was the S-CIELAB metric
[21]. The comparison of the proposed algorithms is given on the left side of Table 1. We can see that all the
proposed algorithms achieve better results than the basic algorithm and the bilinear interpolation. The best
performance with respect to the S-CIELAB metric is achieved by the minimal high pass energy (Min HP)
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algorithm (Section 2.2.1). This shows the importance of the smoothness of the C 2 or C 3 color components for
our interpolation process. The second best algorithm is ECNS, which means energy compactness and nonsingularity of the color transform are important for demosaicing as well as image coding [18].It is of interest to
compare the proposed methods to other available algorithms. We have chosen some of the available state of the
art techniques: Alternating Projections (AP [10]), Directional Linear Minimum Mean Square Error (DLMMSE
[11]), Variance of Color Differences (VCD [12]), Local Polynomial Approximation (LPA [13]) and Successive
Approximation (SAP [16]). The results for these algorithms can be seen on the right side of Table 1. From the
table we can see that the Min HP algorithm is superior to the
other methods, while the performance of ECNS is similar to that of the VCD method that provides the
best results among the algorithms chosen for comparison. Visual results for the new methods as well as existing
algorithms for part of Image 8 are given in Fig. 4. As can be seen, the proposed methods provide better results
than the other algorithms (including VCD that provides the most competitive performance). The values of the a
and d coefficients for these algorithms are given in Table 2. Note that even if the values are close to
a1  a2  0.5 and d1  d 2  0.5 , which would result in taking the common R  G and B  G differences
(after scaling), the new methods outperform the basic algorithm.

4.

Summary And Conclusions

An optimization approach to demosaicing has been introduced. Instead of using the common choice of
the R  G and B  G differences for the reconstruction process, better performance can be achieved by
choosing an optimized color space according to the desired properties of the image. Such properties can be
energy compactness as in the ECNS algorithm or smoothness as in the Min HP algorithm. A basic demosaicing
algorithm has been optimized to achieve these properties and compared to other available demosaicing methods.
Our results show that the proposed optimization method significantly improves the interpolation performance
and that the best performance is achieved by minimizing the high pass energy in the new color space. The
second best is the algorithm that combines energy compactness and non-singularity of the color transform,
providing better results also in the case of color image coding [18]. Our conclusion is that the proposed
optimization approach is useful for demosaicing of color images.

Table 1. S-CIELAB results for the algorithms (from left to right): minimal High Pass energy, ECNS,
minimal DWT energy, minimal relative DFT energy, the basic algorithm, bi-linear interpolation, AP,
SAP, DLMMSE, LPA and VCD.
Proposed Algorithms

Other Algorithms

Image

Min
HP

ECNS

Min
DWT

Min Rel
Basic BL
DFT

DL
MMSE

LPA VCD

1

0.733

0.729

0.752

0.730

0.769 1.505 0.851 0.897

0.723

0.758 0.850

2

0.779

0.786

0.794

0.830

0.796 1.201 1.032 1.215

0.749

0.766 0.778

3

0.747

0.732

0.791

0.812

0.808 1.501 1.165 1.177

0.832

0.832 0.795

4

0.645

0.654

0.650

0.659

0.656 0.833 0.787 0.877

0.644

0.611 0.687

5

0.579

0.595

0.571

0.593

0.578 0.928 0.838 0.828

0.561

0.530 0.593

6

0.576

0.611

0.594

0.577

0.606 1.149 0.654 0.760

0.524

0.581 0.526

7

1.408

1.475

1.456

1.467

1.488 3.272 1.862 1.810

1.431

1.321 1.312

8

1.490

1.508

1.569

1.569

1.608 2.742 1.867 2.168

1.689

2.154 1.563

Mean 0.870

0.886

0.897

0.905

0.914 1.641 1.132 1.216

0.894

0.944 0.888

AP

SAP
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Table 2. a and d coefficients for Image 8 for the proposed algorithms (same order of columns as in Table
1). Even if the values are close to a1  a2  0.5 and d1  d 2  0.5 as in the basic method, the new methods
outperform the basic algorithm.
Min HP ECNS Min DWT Min Rel DFT
a1

0.539

0.578

0.506

0.460

a2 -0.461 -0.422

-0.494

-0.540

d1

0.597

0.509

0.559

d2 -0.449 -0.403

-0.491

-0.441

0.551

Original

DLMMSE

AP

SAP

LPA

VCD

New Alg 1: Min HP

New Alg 2: ECNS
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New Alg 3: Min DWT

New Alg 4: Min Rel DFT

Figure 4. Demosaicing results for the different algorithms for part of Image 8. New Alg. 1-4 are the
new algorithms.
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  function transform and developed its inversion formula,
Abstract: In this research paper we have defined H
  function transform comes out as Fox’s H-function
and it is further detected that particular cases of H
transform defined by Gupta and Mittal [6.7], G-function transform defined by Bhise [1] and other etc.
1. Introduction And Preliminaries:
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H and 2 F1 , occurring in the left hand side of (1.4) in term of
  function, given by Inayat Hussain [8] and [9],
Mellin Barnes contour integral with the help of definition of H
series form of 2 F1 and using the property of Gamma-function, we arrive at the R.H.S. of (1.4) after a little
Proof: To establish (1.4), we first express.

simplification.
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  Function Transform:
2. The H

An integral transform of function f  x  whose kernel is

H  function defined by Inayat Hussain is called

H  function transform, which is defined as follows:
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(ii)  j   j  unity, a j  c j  d j , b j  d j , m  m  1, n  0 p  m, q  m  1, in (4.7), we get an
inversion formula for G-function transform which developed by Bhise [1] as follows:
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Abstract
The study investigated the genealogy, occurrence, social and psychological consequences of violence
in Nigeria.' The researcher surveyed the entire population of Nigeria while he used descriptive research design.
The researcher observed that the occurrence of violence in Nigeria is genealogical and that the state of social
and psychological insecurity in Nigeria corroborates the state of low or delay in all spheres of life of Nigerians.
Based on the observation and revelations; There should be critical incident stress management techniques, there
should be outreach to affected population in form of crises counselling, distribution of materials on stress
reactions. There should be moral reawakening beyond rhetoric, responsible and responsive leadership. There
should be reduction in the social-economic gap between the rich and the poor. The political situation should be
reorganised, the situation should not be winner takes all. There should be provision of jobs to the youths as well
as reorientation programmes, provision of adequate infrastructure, repositioning and strengthening of health
sector and agencies responsible for emergencies.

Keywords:Genealogy, occurrence, violence, social consequences, psychological consequences.
1. Introduction
The United Nations (UN) Secretary General said in 2004 that violence or terrorism is any act intended
to cause death or serious body harm to civilians or noncombatants with the purpose of intimidating a population
or compelling a government or an international organization to do or abstain from doing any act. The purpose
of violence or terrorism includes destruction, seeking provocation, economic collapse, back lash, hatred,
division, elimination of tolerance and chaos.There are some insignificant traces of violence in Nigeria prior
independence of 1960. The emergence of severe violence in Nigeria came into limelight during the lethal or
civil war that took place in the year 1967. It was known as Nigerian-Biafra war which took place between 6th of
July and 15th of January 1970. The Nigeria civil war was fought to integrate and reunify the country. The
colonial masters decided to keep the non-homogenous Nigeria in order to control effectively vital resources for
their economic interests. For administrative convenience the Northern and southern Nigeria were amalgamated
in 1914. The only thing they’ve been having together was the name Nigeria. Amalgamation ought to have
brought the various people together and provided a firm basis for the arduous task of establishing closer cultural
social, religious and linguistic ties vital for true unity among the people. There have been disunity, division,
hatred, unhealthy rivalry and disparity in development. Political parties emerged and based on ethnic, rather
than national interests.The battle to consolidate the legacy of political and military dominance of a section of
Nigeria over the rest of the federation began with increased intensity. It is this ugly occurrence and struggle that
degenerated to incessant coup; counter coup and a bloody civil war. The federal government however used
political diplomatic psychological and military strategies to prosecute the war. The relics of this war still raise
its ugly heads up till today. This is because people still nurture grievances resulting into violence up till today.
The technology used in provision of weapons and weaponry are still in vogue in Nigeria. This has in fact inbued
in Nigerians the tenacity and intensity to use the weapons that escaped to Nigeria populace. Immediately after
the civil war the rate of violence subsided. The resurgence of violence that heralded distruction was the bomb
blast in Nigeria traceable to 1986 during the regime of General Ibrahim Babangida when Mr.Dele Giwa the
Founding Editor of Newswatch magazine was masacred by a mail bomb in his home; but because it was home
based and individual Nigerians does not rip it the bud. Since then various kinds of bombing incidents has
erupted Nigeria. Majority have been reported in Nigeria under the despotic rule of General SanniAbachawho
was acclaimed and accused of masterminding and executing killings to intimidate opponents of his regime.
There was an isolated case of accidental bombs explosion that took place at Ikeja cantonment in 2002 leading to
the death of more than one thousands persons. There is no gainsaying the fact that Nigeria government should
look backward in order to reduce the rate of violence in Nigeria . Violence began with military men in Nigeria
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and to eliminate violence, the Nigeria government should be made to look for way of reducing violence in
Nigeria.Year 2010 marked the resurgence of bomb blast as an act of terrorism in the civilian era when some
bomb blast went off in Warri during Amnesty dialogue organized by vanguard newspapers in support of the
amnesty programme of the then President UmaruYaradua to arrest the cases of militancy in the Niger Delta
region. There have been series of blasts in Nigeria. Nigeria capital city is supposed to be the most secured place;
unfortunately it appears to be the most unsafe place to dwel.There was a bomb blast on October 1, 2010 during
the Nigeria’s 50th independence anniversary celebration in Abuja. It was suspected to be sponsored by the
movement for the emancipation of the Niger Delta(MEND) a group of Niger Delta militants. On January 1,2011
there was a blast at the Mammy market in Abuja, on April 26,2011 in Maduguri the Borno state capital in
Bauchi an army barracks was bombed on June 16, 2011, an Islamic sect popularly called Boko Haram claimed
responsibilities for some of the blasts. A lot of lifes have been lost in Nigeria in fact Nigerians are engulfed in
fear and are proned to all the diseases related to fear. In December 2012 American citizens are warned to desist
from travelling to Nigeria and certain zones and states were particuliarised as hot zones where life are unsafe as
there may be bomblasts in the zones. Americans were intimated that if they should visit, Nigeria should contact
the America embassy before embarking on any travelling. According to a united states security group Clayton
consultants, Nigeria is among the worlds top eight kidnapping hotspots, along side war zones and failed states
such as Afghanistan,Iraq and Somalia.

2. Personalities and Characteristics Of Violent Individuals
The National Association of Resident Doctors (NARD), Neuro-Psychiatric Hospital Yaba declared in a
seminar the upsurge in violence, bombings and kidnapping the psychological impact on Nigerians and the
coping strategies. The seminar was organized because many Nigerians are engulfed in fear as a result of
bombing and occurrence of kidnapping. They observed that major psychological impact are shock and acute
stress reactions, this has culminated in today’s epidemic proportion. These acts are perpetrated by antisocial
personalities or by psychopath terrorists. Psychopath can be intelligent and have contact with reality. They are
law breakers, deceitful, aggressive and reckless in disregarding safety. Psychopaths can not feel empathy or
affection for others. Those who are present or nearly exposed to trauma of violence or in a bid to help victims,
societies, communities or corporate bodies are engulfed in psychological reactions.Nwokedi (2000) reported
that kidnapping and terrorism is a fall out of youth unemployment and display of stupendous inexplicable illgotten wealth by leaders. Kidnapping, according to criminal law is the taking away or transportation of a person
or persons against his or her will, usually to hold the person in false imprisonment or confinement without legal
authority. This may be done for a ranson or in furtherance of another crime. While terrorism means to Frighten
“The terror cum bricus was a panic and state of emergency in Rome in response to the approach of warriors of
the cumbri tribe in 105BC.Factors of Violent Behaviours Different or various factors accounts for Involvement
in violence and terrorism. There are biological, psychological, andsocial factors that enhances violence:
Age: Males between the ages of 15 and 30 years tend to be the most violent subgroup irrespective of
culture(Blumenrach 1993; Fareta 1981; Kroll &Mackenzic 1983; Shah Fineberg&James 1991). The elderly are
disproportionately represented in the population that may become violent (Astroen, Bucht, Eisemann,
Nombery&Saveman (2002) Hindley of Gorden 2000; Petrie 1984). In a study of 200 cases of assault at the
Cincinnati Veterans Administration of Medical centre, Jones (1985) discovered that 58.5% of the assaults took
place in the geriatric facility. The statistics is noteworthy because the institution also had a larger psychotic and
substance abusing population.
Substance Abuse: There is probably no psycotrophic or psychoactive drug either legal or illegal that does not
correlate with violence when it is abused. Whether the abuse is going on a meth high, coming off vacuum or
experiencing the withdrawal or heroine, violence and drug use to have a strong relationship. (Blumenrach
1993b; Piercy1984,Rada 1981;Simonds &Kashani 1980). Alcohol has been associated with more than half of
reported cases in psychiatric institutions (BachyRita,Lion&Climent 1971). The potential for violence is further
increased when individuals who have a history of psychosis engage in alcohol or drug use (Klassen’ Connor
1988; Yesavage&Zarcone 1983)
Predisposing History of Violence: A history of serious violence, homicide, sexual attacks, assault or threat of
assault with a deadly weapon is one of the best prodictors of future violence (Califonia Occupational Safety and
Health Adminstration 1998,Fareta 1981, Monahan 1981).
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3. Psychological Disturbance
A variety of mental disorders may be predisposing to violence the anti social personality type who has
a history of violent behaviours, emotional callousness,impulsity and manipulative behaviour. The borderline
personality who lacks adequate ego to continue intense emotional drives and repeatedly exhibits emotional
outbursts. The paranoid is on guard against and constantly anticipating external threat, the manic who has
elevated moods,hyperactively and excessive involvement in activities that may have painful consequences, the
explosive personality who has sudden escalating periods of anger, the schizophreme who is actively
hallucinating and has a bizarre or grandose delusions, the attack victim, who is fearful dissociative and has
extreme flight or fight reactions and acting out suicidal plans (Blumenriach 1993; Greenfield, McNal& Binder,
1959;Heilbrum, 1990; Heilbrum&Halmbrum, 1989;Klassan O.Connor, 1988;Murdach 1993).
Social Stressors
Blumenreich(1993) & Munoz: Joaquin, NovalMoringo, Garcia & Concha (2002) reported that loss of
job, job stress, break up in a relationship, a past history of physical or sexual abuse and financial reversals are a
few of the social stressors that cause acute frustration and rage in an out of control social environment that leads
to violence.
Family History
A history of violence within the family is often carried into other environment. An early childhood
characterized by an unstable and violent home is an excellent model for future violence (Wood &Khuri 1984).
A history of social isolation or lack of family & environmental support also may heighten the potential for
violence (Halbrun&Halbrun, 1989, Munoz 2000). Bases Of Violence
There are biological, psychological and social bases for violence. Biologically low intelligence,
hormonal imbalance, organic brain disorders, neurological and systemic changes of a psychiatric nature
diseases, chemicals, intense chrome pain or traumatic head injury may lead to more violence-prone behavior
(Fish bain Cutler, Rosomoff, & Steele-Rosomofff (2000); Hamsfra 1986; Helbrun 1990; Heibrum&Heibrum
1989). Psychiologically specific situational problems, certain functional psychoses and character disorder are
predisposing to violence (Greenfield, McNal&Buder1989), Klassen&D’Connor 1988).Socially, modeling the
violent behavioural norms of family, peers & the environment within which one lives can trigger violent
tendencies (Nisbelt 1993, Tardif 1984, Wood &Khuri 1984).Specific on site physical environmental stressors
such as heat, crowding, noise, conflict and poor communication can trigger violence (Anderson 2001, Jensen
&Absher 1984). When all these ingredient are mixed together, the result start to resemble the kinds of people
and environments with which the crises worker is likely to come in contact (Tardiff 1984).

4. Symptoms In People Exhibiting Violence Behaviours
Most people react to the stress of violence with an emotional or somatic response which are normal
reaction and do not constitute mental disorders in themselves. Some people seek help from their Doctors or
Counsellor, some people faces sleeping problems, eating problems, head aches, increased level of arousal,
cognitive confusion, poor concentration, memory difficulties, distressing dreams or nightmares, instrusive
thoughts or images, behavioural withdrawal or isolation, increased compulsiveness, increased use of drugs and
alcohol, hyper vigilance, reluctance to leave home, emotional fear, sadness, anger and irritability are other
challenges. Adebayo(2004) reported that acute stress reaction is another psychological impact which is said to
be transient response which sometimes occurs immediately following exposure to or during an exceptionally
severe event but subsides within a short period of time usually hours or days. He also observed that Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) is an intense prolonged and sometimes delayed reaction to an intensely
stressful event. The core symptoms are hyper arousal, poor concentration, irritability and persistent anxiety.
Research Rationale
There are reports on the national daily bases and sophisticated media about the occurrences, tenacity and
waves of violence. There appears to be increment in the rate of ailments and diseases associated with fear.
Economically, investors desert Nigeria because of the fear of mishap and dangers that may erupt their business
as a result of violence occurring in daily basis in Nigeria. The reports of disasters in print and visual media about
violence throws Nigerians into social and psychological problems. The researcher therefore traces the
genealogy, occurrences and reported that it appears to be one of the tendencious problems ravaging Nigeria.
One continue to languish that Nigerians image is dented nationally and internationally, Nigeria is rated as one of
the 8 hot zones or war zones in the world where violence of bombing and kidnapping is very high.
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5. Conclusion
Based on the aforementioned it can be concluded that majority of Nigerians are susceptible to social
and psychological stress resulting to violence. The bases of Nigerians violent behaviors are historical looking at
the antecedents. The violent behavior in Nigeria has historical background. Majority of Nigerians experience
somatic and psychosomatic ailments that are not alien to violence.

6. Significance Of The Study
The study could be of benefit to the students, teachers, counsellors, curriculum planners, religious
organizations, health care Practioners, law enforcement agents, parents and guardians. Student could learn
about the occurrence effects and remedies for involvement in violence. Teachers would be able to teach courses
that would stem the tides of violence. Curriculum planners would be able to incorporate into the national
curriculum areas to be taught and reduce the wave of violence, counsellors would counsel the students and
Nigerians about the causes, symptoms and consequences of violence. Religious leaders; Pastors and Imams
could preach to the congregation the evil effects of violence. The health care practioners could diagnose and do
prognoses to the clients manifesting violence related ailments, the law enforcement agents could be able to
mount surveillance and handle cases involving violence with reduced problems. Parents and guardians could be
able to understand children showing violent behaviours and handle their wards manifesting behaviour problems
resulting to violence.

7. Recommendations
There should be critical stress management techniques such as debriefing. I t should be incorporated
into the national curriculum education inbued in stress management. There should be outreach to affected
population, provision should be made in form of crisis counselling, bereavement counselling and distribution of
materials on stress reactions. There should be moral reawakening beyond persuasive insincere language or
rhetoric. Nigeria leaders should be responsible and responsive, there should be reduction in the gap between the
rich and the poor. Election of political leaders should go beyond winners takes all. There should be
reconsideration and reconciliation after election. The rigging and fraud that permeates all the political system of
Nigeria should be eschewed. Above all Nigerians should be trained and taught to be job creators and not
seekers. Reorientation programmes should be timely provided for Nigeria youths. Also adequate infrastructure
and facilities should be provided. There should be repositioning and strengthening of the health sector and
agencies responsible and responsive for emergences should be in place.
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Abstract
Cloud computing is an Internet based computing which aims at providing hardware and software
resources. It enables the users to access and share information from devices like laptops, desktops, smart
phones, etc. which have ability to connect to the Internet. Cloud computing caters to dynamism, abstraction and
resource sharing. The project mainly deals with the creation of Integrated Development Environment for the
java language to code, compile, run, test and debug the code using the browser based IDE through the Internet
and a web browser. The project is aimed at creating a browser based IDE to code in Java language in the cloud
which will allow real time collaboration with the peers.

Keywords: Centralized Compiler, Cloud Computing, Collaborative Learning Tools, Peer Reviewing, Browser
Based IDEs, Compiler, Document Sharing.

1.

Introduction

Cloud Computing describes a new supplement, consumption and delivery model for IT services based
on Internet protocols and it typically involves provisioning of dynamically scalable and often virtualized
resources. It is a byproduct and consequence of the ease-of-access to remote computing sites provided by the
Internet according to their own needs. This may take the form of web-based tools or applications that users can
access and use through a web browser as if the programs were installed locally on their own computers. There
are five known ways of providing cloud computing currently viz. public, private, community, combined and
hybrid cloud computing. The users need not care how to buy servers, software.This project mainly deals with
the creation of Integrated Development Environment for the java language to code, compile, run, test and debug
the code using the browser based IDE through the Internet and a web browser. The IDE will permit easy
development, testing and debugging of applications. Cloud computing is a model for providing computation,
software, data access and storage services that do not require end-user knowledge of the physical location and
configuration of the system that delivers the services.
1.1 Collaborative Writing
The cloud will allow the real time collaboration with peers. Collaborative writing allows the users to
work concurrently on single document.
Computer-supported collaborative writing has received attention
since computers have been used for word processing. Research that analyzes collaborative writing in terms of
group work processes, focusing on issues such as process loss, productivity, and quality of the outcomes [5], [6];
and research that studies collaborative writing in terms of group learning processes, focusing on topics such as
establishing common ground, knowledge building, and learning outcomes [4]. Collaborative writing is an
iterative and social process that involves a team focused on a common objective that negotiates, coordinates,
and communicates during the creation of a common document is a cognitively and organizationally demanding
process.
1.2 Centralized Compiler
The paper aims to describe centralized compiler which helps to reduce the problems of time, cost and storage
space by making use of the concept of cloud computing. Also, the trouble of installing the compiler on each
computer is avoided.The main reason for creating the project is to provide a centralized compiling scheme [2],
[3]. Also, it will act as a centralized repository for all the codes written. The other major advantage that this
system will have over the others is that it will make the users system lightweight i.e. there will be no need to
maintain separate compilers at the client side[2],[3]. Also, the process of maintenance and distribution of
dynamic usernames and passwords will be greatly simplified. Also, authentication and personalized task
distribution will be made possible. A compiler, which is the heart of any computing system, transforms source
code from a higher level language to a lower, machine level language. This is mainly done in order to create
executable files which can then be run in order to execute the program and its instructions [2].
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2. Related Work
(1) Cloud computing implies a service oriented architecture, reduced information technology overhead
for the end-user, great flexibility, reduced total cost of ownership and on demand services among other
advantages. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) defines Cloud Computing„ as a model
for enabling easy, on demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g.,
networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal
management effort or service provider interaction. Some of them are lower costs, better computing, location
independence, better security (although this advantage in clouded with doubts of loss of some sensitive data)
[8].
(2) Cloud computing can be viewed from two different aspects. One is about the cloud infrastructure which is
the building block for the up layer cloud application. The other is of course the cloud application. By means of
three technical methods, cloud computing has achieved two important goals for the distributed computing: high
scalability and high availability. Scalability means that the cloud infrastructure can be expanded to very large
scale even to thousands of nodes. Availability means that the services are available even when quite a number of
nodes fault. SaaS provides Internet application to the customer also provides the software the off-line operation
and the local data storage, lets software and service which the user all may use it anytime and anywhere to
order.
(3) The concept of computing comes from grid, public computing and SaaS. It is a new method that shares basic
framework. The basic principles of cloud computing is to make the computing be assigned in a great number of
distributed computers, rather than local computer or remoter server. This article also introduces the application
field the merit of cloud computing, such as, it do not need user„s high level equipment, so it reduces the user„s
cost [9].It provides secure and dependable data storage center, so user needn„t do the awful things such storing
data and killing virus, this kind of task can be done by professionals. Users can enjoy the service even he knows
nothing about the technology of cloud computing and the professional knowledge in this field and the power to
control it.

3. System Architecture

Fig1.System Architecture
The various modules involved in Browser Based IDE to Code in the Cloud are as follows:
1.

Registration:-This module accepts the details of a new user and stores it in the UserDetailsDB database.
This action is logged in the Logs database. This module ensures that the user is registered before the first
login.

2.

Login:-A registered user should login with his username and password to use the IDE. This module
facilitates login and user authentication using UserDetailsDB database. This action is logged in the Logs
database.

3.

Create new Project/ File:-This module permits valid users to create new projects with the name of their
choice. They can also create new files within these projects. The details of the projects are stored in the
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ProjectDB database and those of the files are stored in FilesDB database. These actions are logged in the
Logs database.
4.

Open Project/ File:-This module permits valid users to open existing projects and files. The user‟s access
rights to the projects and files are checked from the AccessDB database. The action of opening project is
logged in the Logs database.

5.

Delete Project/ File:- This module permits the valid users to either delete certain files of a project or delete
the entire project itself. The time at which the delete action is performed along with the User ID of the user
who performs it is logged in the Logs database.

6.

Save:- This module allows the valid users to save their projects and files. These projects are stored in
ProjectDB database and the files are stored in FilesDB database.

7.

Compile:- This module allows the users to compile their Java code by invoking a compiler. The result of
compilation is displayed to the user.

8.

Run:- This module allows users to run the compiled Java code. The result of this action is displayed to the
user.

9.

Debug:- This module permits the users to insert breakpoints in the code for the purpose of debugging.

10. Share:- This module permits valid users to share the projects with other users. The User ID of the peer
with whom the project is shared and the access rights granted are store in the AccessDB database. This
action is logged in the Logs database.

4. Features
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Ability to create new projects and files:- The IDE will allow the users to create new projects and to name
the projects according to their choice. It will permit the creation of new files within the project to write Java
code.
Easy modification of existing code:- The IDE will have the ability to edit and modify the already written
code in various files.
Saving the files and project for future access:- The files and projects will be saved on the cloud itself and
will be easily available to the users from anywhere and at anytime.
Easy development, testing and debugging of applications:The IDE will have tools for easy development of the applications. It will have an integrated Java compiler
to review the build errors. It will also allow users to employ breakpoints in their code in order to debug the
code.
Sharing projects with peers: - The IDE will allow users to share the projects with peers.
Real time collaboration:- The IDE will allow the users to share code and to modify the same files by real
time collaboration feature.

5. Future Scope
The software can be extended in the future to include Java EE technologies like JSP, Servlets and also
other advanced functionalities like code completion, syntax highlighting, sharing code with hyperlinks and
support for other languages.

6. Conclusion
The project aims at creating & compiling Java & Php code in the cloud and also aims to provide the
special feature of real time collaboration for the users. As compared to the current scenario where each machine
need to install compilers separately. This would eliminate the need to install compilers separately. So we can
check our code at the centralized server. Advantage of this project is that whenever the compiler package is to
be upgraded it can be done easily without again installing it on each and every machine.
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Absract: This paper describes is to monitoring the real time environment and data logger using ARM
processor. The various parameters of the surrounding system such as temperature, humidity, gas, fire and
battery are acquired and processed through the Arm microcontroller and stored in a data logger and also we can
analysis in Graphical Lcd.Additional features of this project is to locate the exact position of the sensed data
from the sensors through Gps.The paper will describe decision regarding what resources were included in the
device as well as how to provide flexibility in order to meet a diverse range of application.
Keywords-:Bms, Data Logger, hyper terminal,LPG, POT, Sd card,Tdmi

1. Introduction
We had multiple upcoming projects that appeared to require the low power of a 32-bit CPU, so we set
out to design a board that would work for these projects as well as future projects. A board was designed around
the Microchip ARM7TDMI LPC2148.This paper describes the project hardware and software requirements and
other considerations in the board design as well as component selection and flexibility issues.

2. Block Diagram
In the below, Block diagram there are three main applications involved they are: Industrial, Battery
management system and Data logger. In Industrial application we measure (temperature, humidity, gas and
pressure) through sensors. This sensed data are conditioned (by amplification) and given to the Microcontroller.
In Battery Management System (BMS) for every periodic of time it monitor the (current) through sensors and
send the data to the Microcontroller. This obtained data from the Microcontroller are sent to data logger for
storing in sd card without any delay in a real time and viewed in a Graphical Lcd

Sensors are interfaced with ARM Processor

3. Sensors
A sensor (also called detector)is a converter that measures a physical quantity and converts into a
signal which can be ready by an observer or by an (today mostly electronic)instrument.
3.1: HUMIDITY:
Humidity is the amount of water vapor in an air sample.
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Circuit diagram of humidity sensor
Circuit description:
This circuit is designed to measure the humidity level in the atmosphere air. The humidity sensor is
used for the measurement device. The humidity sensor is consists of astable mulitivibrator in which the
capacitance is varied depends on the humidity level. So the multivibrator produces the varying pulse signal
which is converted into corresponding voltage signal. The voltage signal is given to inverting input terminal of
the comparator. The reference voltage is given to non inverting input terminal. The comparator is designed by
the LM 741 operational amplifier. The comparator is compared with reference humidity level and delivered the
corresponding error voltage at its output which is given to next stage of gain amplifier in which the variable
resistor is connected in the feedback path by adjusting the resistor we can get the desired gain. Then the final
voltage is given to microcontroller or other circuit in order to find the humidity level in the atmosphere.
3.2: Temperature:

Temperature measurement using thermistor
In this circuit the thermistor is used to measure the temperature. Thermistor is nothing but temperature sensitive
resistor. There are two type of thermistor available such as positive temperature co-efficient and negative
temperature co- efficient. Here we are using negative temperature co-efficient in which the resistance value is
decreased when the temperature is increased.
3.3: Gas:
Ideal sensor for use to detect the presence of a dangerous LPG leak in your car or in a service station,
storage tank environment. This unit can be easily incorporated into an alarm unit, to sound an alarm or give a
visual indication of the LPG concentration. The sensor has excellent sensitivity combined with a quick response
time. The sensor can also sense iso-butane, propane. The unit will work with a simple drive circuit and offers
excellent stability with long life.

Circuit diagram of gas sensor
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Circuit description:
This circuit is mainly designed to sense the present LPG GAS in the atmosphere. The LPG GAS
(Propane) is sensed by the gas sensor. The gas sensor is the one type of transducer which produces the voltage
signal depends on the gas level. Then the voltage signal is given to inverting input terminal of the comparator.
The comparator is constructed by the operational amplifier LM 741. The reference voltage is given to non
inverting input terminal. The comparator compares with normal reference signal and produces the
corresponding output error signal. Then the output voltage is given to microcontroller in order to determine the
presence of a dangerous LPG leak.
3.4: Fire:
3.4 .a: Flame sensor:
The flame sensor is used to detect the flame occurrence. When the sensor detects the fire then it
became short-circuit. When there is no fire the sensor become open circuit

Circuit diagram of fire sensor
Circuit description:
The flame sensor is connected with resistor. This connection formed the voltage divider network which
is connected with inverting input terminal of the comparator. The reference voltage is given to non inverting
input terminal. The comparator is constructed with LM 741 operational amplifier. When there is no fire, the
flame sensor became open circuit. So the inverting input terminal voltage is greater than non inverting input
terminal (reference voltage). Now the comparator output is -12V which is given to the base of the switching
transistor BC547. So the transistor is cutoff region. The 5v is given to 7404 IC. The 7404 is the hex inverter
with buffer. Hence zero voltage is given to microcontroller. When there is fire occurred, the flame sensor
became short circuit. So the inverting input terminal voltage is less than non inverting input terminal (reference
voltage). Now the comparator output is +12V which is given to the base of the switching transistor BC547. So
the transistor is turned ON. The zero voltage is given to 7404 IC. Hence +5v voltage is given to microcontroller.
In the microcontroller we can detect the fire with the help of software.

4. Interfacing With Gps

This is a third generation POT (Patch Antenna On Top) GPS module. This POT GPS receiver providing a
solution that high position and speed accuracy performances as well as high sensitivity and tracking capabilities
in urban conditions & provides standard NMEA0183 strings in “raw” mode for any microcontroller. The
module provides current time, date, latitude, longitude, speed, altitude and travel direction / heading among
other data, and can be used in a host of applications, including navigation, tracking systems, fleet management,
mapping and robotics. This is a standalone GPS Module and requires no external components except power
supply decoupling capacitors. It is built with internal RTC Back up battery. It can be directly connected to
Microcontroller's USART. The module is having option for connecting external active antenna if necessary. The
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GPS chipsets inside the module are designed by MediaTek Inc., which is the world's leading digital media
solution provider and largest fab-less IC company in Taiwan. The module can support up to 51 channels. The
GPS solution enables small form factor devices. They deliver major advancements in GPS performances,
accuracy, integration, computing power and flexibility. They are designed to simplify the embedded system
integration process.
5.

Interfacing with Graphical LCD

This project is designed to interface graphical: CD to ARM based microcontroller. Data entry is through PC’s
hyper terminal and the received data is displayed on graphical LCD. MAX 232 is used to communicate with the
hyper terminal. The LPC2148 are based on a 16/32 bit ARM7TDMI-S™ CPU with real-time emulation and
embedded trace support, together with 128/512 kilobytes (kB) of embedded high speed flash memory. A 128-bit
wide memory interface and a unique accelerator architecture enable 32-bit code execution at maximum clock
rate. For critical code size applications, the alternative 16-bit Thumb Mode reduces code by more than 30% with
minimal performance penalty. With their compact 64 pin package, low power consumption, various 32-bit
timers, 4- channel 10-bit ADC, USB PORT,PWM channels and 46 GPIO lines with up to 9 external interrupt
pins these microcontrollers are particularly suitable for industrial control, medical systems, access control and
point-of-sale. With a wide range of serial communications interfaces, they are also very well suited for
communication gateways, protocol converters and embedded soft modems as well as many other generalpurpose applications.

6. Flow Chart And Result

Flow chart of the project
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7. Conclusion
The ARM7TDMI LPC2148 board has proven to be efficacious and robust in the above projects. Its
flexibility to adapt to a wide range of Application. Future plans for this board include the all automated
Management System described above as well as remote access and replacement of an embedded PC system
controlling an industrial machine.
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Abstract:
Data mining concepts and techniques can help in solving many problems. Useful knowledge may be
hidden in the data stored. This knowledge, if extracted, may provide good support for planners, decision makers,
and legal institutions or organizations. Hence Pattern discovery, as one of the powerful intelligent decision
support platforms, is being increasingly applied to large scale complicated systems and domains. It has been
shown that it has the capacity to extract useful knowledge from a large data space and present to the decision
makers. This will contribute to the detection of illegal activities, the governance of systems, and improvements
in systems. This paper proposes a work to develop a mechanism that allows the system to work interactively
with a user in detecting, characterizing and learning unusual and previously unknown patterns over groups of
records depending on the characteristics of the decisions. The data mining in real time could even help to alert
Railways when something untoward happens. Hence this innovative mechanism focuses on detecting anomalous
and potentially fraudulent behavioral patterns within set of railway reservation transactional data .The pattern
based analysis will include the possible detection of fake ids, fake booking , an unusual pattern like reservation
of a person for trains in two different directions on a given date form the same starting city etc.

Keywords: Anomalous transactions, data mining, fraudulent transactions, hash map, pattern, pattern
discovery, rule based discovery.

1. Introduction
All Data Mining is the process of discovering new correlations, patterns, and trends by digging into
(mining) large amounts of data stored in warehouses, using artificial intelligence, statistical and mathematical
techniques. Data mining is the principle of sorting through large amounts of data and picking out relevant
information. It has been described as "finding hidden information in a database. Alternatively, it has been called
exploratory data analysis, data driven discovery, and deductive learning" [13] and "the science of extracting
useful information from large data sets or databases". The interesting patterns are presented to the user and may
be stored as new knowledge in the knowledge base. According to this view, data mining is only one step in the
entire process, albeit an essential one because it uncovers hidden patterns for evaluation [14]. It is usually used
by business intelligence organizations, and financial analysts, but it is increasingly used in the sciences to
extract information from the enormous data sets generated by modern experimental and observational methods.
One of main area where data mining can be used in the industry is in monitoring systems. The specific tasks in
automated transaction monitoring systems are the identification of suspicious and unusual electronic
transactions. An unusual pattern is an observation or a point that is considerably dissimilar to or inconsistent
with the remainder of the data. Detection of such outliers or patterns is important for many applications and has
recently attracted much attention in the data mining research community.
Pattern-based analysis looks for anomalies indicative of fraud or error in normal patterns of data. It is
growing gradually and becomes more important with the quick development of computer technologies with
increasing capacity to collect massive amounts of valuable data for pattern analysis. In real life, fraudulent
transactions are interspersed with genuine transactions and simple pattern matching is not often sufficient to
detect them accurately. Often times, discrepancies in transaction data are missed when analysis doesn’t go
beyond known problems. Discrepancies may result from unanticipated behavior that pattern-based analysis is
more apt to uncover.The basic question asked by all detection systems is whether anything strange has occurred
in recent events. This question requires defining what it means to be recent and what it means to be
strange.“What’s strange about recent events”. WSARE operates on discrete data sets with the aim of finding
rules that characterize significant patterns of anomalies [9]. In general, anomalies can be defined as any
observations that are different from the normal behaviour of the data. Many traditional anomaly detection
techniques look at the data records individually, and try to determine whether each record is anomalous with
respect to the historical distribution of data. A Bayesian Network likelihood model and a conditional anomaly
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detection method are considered by [10],[11]. In terms of data mining, fraud detection can be understood as the
classification of the data. Research on fraud detection has been focused on the pattern matching in which
abnormal patterns are identified from the normality [12]. Input data is analysed with the appropriate model and
determined whether it implies any fraudulent activities or not. One could use the classical data mining tools to
get supporting data to confirm or refute existing personal perception, but one also cannot be assured that there
are no better-fitting explanations for the discovered patterns, or even that no important information has been
missed in the entire data mining process. For a relatively complex real problem with a large data space, all
traditional knowledge acquisition and data mining tools would become obviously inefficient, even helpless in
some ways. For a larger mixed-mode database with more unanticipated variations than normal ones, even the
domain experts would find it difficult to reach useful results. Hence this limitation motivates to develop a
technique that searches for suspicious patterns in the form of more complex combinations of transactions and
other evidence using background knowledge. There are many indicators of possible suspicious (abnormal)
transactions in traditional illegal business. Here we concentrate on fraudulent patterns; This paper proposes a
work that aims to identify certain forms of knowledge that can be inferred from the information infrastructure
that supports railway reservation booking systems. It will also assess the integration of data mining with these
systems as a means to facilitate the extraction of useful knowledge.The purpose of this short paper is to present
an idea of finding fraudulent patterns from a railway reservation dataset and proposing a mechanism to achieve
the same. The structure of the rest of the paper consists of an introduction to data mining and pattern discovery
concepts, followed by a brief description of the key aspects of proposed work. This section sets the scene for the
main methodology for a fraudulent pattern discovery. The paper then concludes with a scope and limitation.

2. Methodology
2.1. Problem Definition
Pattern discovery from large datasets has been an active field of research for the past two decades.
These studies are driven by a desire for automated systems which can search, analyse, and extract knowledge
from the massive amount of data collected in many fields. The main goal is to replace the conventional manual
examination methods which are expensive, inaccurate, error prone and limited in scope. Reservation records
should also be searched for unusual patterns and undiscovered knowledge. This proposed work demonstrates
that different kinds of illegal manipulation or ways used in railway reservation transactions can be discovered by
identifying particular patterns and track them in the datasets. Fraud indicators in the railway reservation
transactions are the focus of this work. The problem is formulated by,
Recognising those indicators, the patterns associated with them, and the human behaviour underlying these
patterns;
A data mining approach to automate the discovery of the illegal activities that generate the patterns.
2.2. Significance
This study will contribute to current efforts in establishing better systems to support the railway
reservation governance. To achieve this, two main problems are addressed.
Assessing the patterns hidden in reservation transaction records which can be used to point out useful
knowledge.
Automating the discovery of some of these patterns from reservation records by applying data mining
techniques.
A major problem is the lack of published work that addresses the automatic extraction of knowledge from
railway reservation systems. Therefore, in some aspects, this is a pioneering study.
2.3. Research Objectives
The primary objective of this work is,
To explore the use of data mining in railway reservation systems and to develop knowledge of where and how
data mining can be applied and integrated into these systems, to contribute to the discovery and alleviation of
fraud in railway reservation transactions.
As stated, the primary objective of this work is set to provide a solution to fraud bookings by agents and to
railway reservation governance by detecting fraud. To serve this primary objective, four main activities or subobjectives are set. They are,
2.3.1 Identify different fraudulent activities in reservation record datasets, in a variety of contexts where these
activities may take place.
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2.3.2 Identify suitable data mining techniques that may help in detecting some of the fraud activities found in
(2.3.1).
2.3.3 Design and develop a data simulator to generate reservation record datasets.
2.3.4 Identify existing tools or techniques to apply the methods found in (2.3.2) above and develop a mechanism
which serves the main objective.
2.4. Suggested Approach
This section of the paper describes the activities that would be carried out by the authors in order to
address the problem of the research.
2.4.1 Acquisition of Domain Knowledge
In addition to the literature review; a qualitative survey was conducted using unstructured interviews
because literature is sparse. This survey asked experts in the field of railway reservation systems (Railway
employees, travel agents and consultants), about their knowledge in indicating the types of frauds or unusual
patterns that may occur in reservation records.
2.4.2 Data collection
For the proposed work the relevant data set is the records of railway reservation transactional data.
Hence the required data set is collected and studied successfully. It has been studied that this transactional
database mainly consist of master files as
- Train Index
- Station Index
- Category Index
- Fare Index
- PNR Index
- Current Index
- Reservation Index
These master files contain the overall details of specific nature. Based on the observations made from the
collected railway reservation transactional data set, the required relevant database is created following the same
structures.
2.4.3 Creation of fraud schemes based on the findings from the first two activities above
In this activity the author studied and analysed the behaviours found in the first two activities to come
up with a set of racketeering methods and schemes that are used in the real world. For each scheme, the author
tried to find the effect of conducting it on the datasets and how the corresponding records differ from the records
of any other usual reservation activity. The findings are summarized in lists of fraud patterns and indicators.
Based on the patterns and indicators studied for the schemes, some of the schemes would be selected for the
testing of data mining. This selection process is mostly based on the available data.
2.4.4 Data mining methods used in pattern discovery
This phase encompasses two activities. First performs the study of data mining concepts and techniques
[5]. This will help in understanding the problems data mining techniques might be useful in solving. The second
activity is to understand the existing fraud detection techniques and examine some case studies of fraud
detection in different fields [12]. This is an important activity since the focus of this study is more toward
detecting fraudulent activities in railway reservation transactions. This review helps to understand how to
formulate schemes found in order to apply detection methods.
2.4.5 Data simulation
In this step, a reservation records simulation system was developed to provide the required data for the
experiments in this research. The need for a simulator stems from not only the lack of uniform data sources but
also the lack of access to railway reservation bookings data.
2.4.6 Formulation of domain specific algorithms
For each fraud method selected in activity mentioned above (2.4.3) the rule of detecting fraudulent
activities in that scheme is formulated. A search is conducted for available tools such as data mining toolboxes
provided in MATLAB or the machine learning/data mining software (WEKA) .These tools can provide
detection methods that can be applied to extract the targeted pattern from the records. If no appropriate available
tools were found, then database queries will be implemented by the author. By analyzing the filtered
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transactions, a domain specific rule based algorithm will be designed for finding abnormal transactions at this
step.
2.4.7 Testing
Perform the tests for the developed mechanism on the appropriate datasets and analyse the results. This
step includes performance evaluation for the used methods.

3. Scope And Limitation
Data mining concepts and techniques can help in solving many problems. This paper suggests that data
mining should be studied and applied in railway management; however, it only investigates the application of a
set of techniques that are used for fraud detection. Furthermore, it is not the purpose to compare and evaluate
performance and efficiency of different algorithms; the main goal is to evaluate the usability and the efficiency
of data mining algorithm in the context of the pattern discovery. The reason of this scoping of the current work
is because it is pioneering work and more focused on addressing the problem and the solutions while efficiency
can be developed later. One of the major limitations of this study is the lack of real datasets. As data is a major
factor in the success of achieving the objectives, the existence of real datasets would have helped substantially
in the progress of the research. A property transactions data simulator was developed to overcome the lack of
data availability. While this simulator has advantages, it has some limitations and creates a finer scope for the
type of data to be worked with.
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Abstract
The cloud computing is the fastest growing concept in IT industry. The IT companies have realized that
the cloud computing is going to be the hottest topic in the field of IT. Cloud Computing reduces cost by sharing
computing and storage resources, merged with an on demand provisioning mechanism relying on a pay-per use
business model. Due to varied degree of security features and management schemes within the cloud entities
security in the cloud is challenging. Security issues ranging from system misconfiguration, lack of proper
updates, or unwise user behaviour from remote data storage that can expose user‗s private data and information
to unwanted access can plague a Cloud Computing. The intent of this paper is to investigate the security related
issues and challenges in Cloud computing environment. We also proposed a security scheme for protecting
services keeping in view the issues and challenges faced by cloud computing.
Keywords— Cloud Computing, Data Protection, Security, Application Program Interface, Average Revenue
Per user.

1. Introduction
The basic principle of cloud computing is to make the computing be assigned in a large number of
computers, rather than local computer or remote server. The cloud computing is extension of grid computing,
distributed computing and parallel computing [3]. In cloud computing the recourses are shared via internet.
Cloud computing provides the fast, quick and convenient data storage and other computing services via internet.
The cloud computing system is like your virtual computer that is a virtual location of your resources. The user
can access their resources those are placed on a cloud as on their real system resources. The user can install
applications, store data etc. and can access through internet anywhere. The user do not need to buy or install any
hardware to upgrade his machine. They can do it via internet. In future we may need only notebook PC or a
mobile phone to access our powerful computer and our resources anywhere.Security aspects of cloud computing
are gaining interests of researchers as there are still numerous unresolved issues which needed to be addressed
before large scale exploitation take place. Cloud computing is not something that suddenly appeared overnight;
in some form it may trace back to a time when computer systems remotely time -shared computing resources
and applications. More currently though, cloud computing refers to the many different types of services and
applications being delivered in the internet cloud, and the fact that, in many cases, the devices used to access
these services and applications do not require any special applications [2].

Figure1:The Cloud
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The basic idea of cloud computing is that it describes a new supplement, consumption, and delivery model for
IT services based on Internet protocols, and it typically involves provisioning of dynamically scalable and
often virtualized resources. The attractive feature of Cloud computing is that it has made access to computing
resources a lot easier, but with that convenience has come a whole new universe of threats and vulnerabilities. In
this paper, we explore the security issues and challenges for next generation CC and discuss the crucial
parameters that require extensive investigations. Basically the major challenge for employing any efficient
security scheme in CC is created by taking some of the important characteristics into considerations such as
Shared Infrastructure, Dynamic Provisioning, Network Access and Managed Metering.

2. Cloud Computing Security Issues
Security issues are the most concerned challenges in cloud computing [3]. Cloud is expected to offer
the capabilities like encryption strategies to ensure safe data storage environment, strict access control, secure
and stable backup of user data. However, cloud allows users to achieve the power of computing which beats
their own physical domain. It leads to many security problems. We will discuss the major security concerns in
the following:
2.1. Identification and Authentication:
The multi tenancy in cloud computing allows a single instance of the software to be accessed by more
than one users [3]. This will cause identification and authentication problem because different users use
different tokens and protocols , that may cause interpretability problems.
2.2. Access control:
Confidential data can be illegally accessed due to lenient access control.If adequate security
mechanisms are not applied then unauthorized access may exist. As data exists for a long time in a cloud, the
higher the risk of illegal access [3].
2.3. Data Seizure:
The company providing service may violate the law. There is a risk of data seizure by the some foreign
government.
2.4. Encryption/ Decryption:
There is an issue of the Encryption/ Decryption key that are provided. The keys should be provided by
the customer itself.
2.5. Policy Integration: Different cloud servers can use different tools to ensure the security of client data. So
integration policy is one of the major concerns of security.
2.6. Audit: In cloud computing the Cloud Service Provider (CSP) controls the data being processed. CSP may
use data while being processed [3]. So the process must be audited. The all user activities must be traceable.
The amount of data in Cloud Computing may be very large. So it is not possible to audit everything.
2.7. Availability: Availability is the major concern in the cloud computing. When the client data is virtualized,
clients have no control on the physical data [3]. If in the cloud, the data or service is not available, it is rigid
to fetch the data.
2.8 Network Consideration
Cloud computing is a technique of resource sharing where servers and storage in multiple locations are
connected by networks to create a pool of resources. When applications are run, resources are allocated from
this pool and connected to the user as needed. The missions of connecting the resources (servers and storage)
into a resource pool and then connecting users to the correct resources create the network's mission in cloud
computing. For many cloud computing applications, network performance will be the key to cloud computing
performance.
2.9. Virtualization Paradigm
In order to process a user request in CC environment, a service provider can draw the necessary
resources on demand, perform a specific job and then relinquish the unneeded resources and often dispose them
after the job is done. Contrary to traditional computing paradigms, in a cloud computing environment, data and
the application is controlled by the service provider. This leads to a natural concern about data safety and also its
protection from internal as well as external threats. Usually, in a cloud computing paradigm, data storage and
computation are performed in a single data enter that may led to the development of various security related
failure.
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2.10. Mapping machines
Cloud computing offers a means to decouple the application activities from the physical resources
required. This has enabled consolidation of multiple applications onto a lesser number of physical servers
resulting in an increase in server utilization. Such decoupling of resources is facilitated by the concept of a
virtual machine which encapsulates an application with a specific set of functionalities. Physical resources are
made available to the virtual machine by a guest operating system running on each physical machine. The
virtual machine runs over this guest operating system which also provides facilities for creation, destruction and
migration of virtual machines. The different security parameters are required to facilitate these functions in
cloud computing.
2.11 Secure Data Management
As data is an important tool of CC the some aspects of the secure cloud, namely aspects of the cloud
storage and data layers. In particular the security issues ranging from ways of efficiently store the data in foreign
machines to querying encrypted data, as much of the data on the cloud may be encrypted is a critical challenge
for implementing security schemes in Cloud Computing [8].
2.12 Resource Allocation
With the cloud model, we lose control over physical security. In a public cloud, we are sharing
computing resources with other companies. In a shared pool outside the enterprise, we don't have any
knowledge or control of where the resources run. Exposing our data in an
environment shared with other companies could give the government "reasonable cause" to seize your assets
because another company has violated the law. Simply because we share the environment in the cloud, may put
your data at risk of seizure. Storage services provided by
one cloud vendor may be incompatible with another vendor's services should decide to move from one to the
other. Thus to secure the resources in a cloud demand highly encrypted schemes.

3. Challenges Of Security Schemes
Cloud Computing represents one of the most significant shifts in information technology many of us
are likely to see in our lifetimes. Basically the major challenge for employing any efficient security scheme in
CC is created by the tasks expected from the clouds. Security schemes look like a defense tool which every
organization needs. However there are some challenges the organizations face while deploying a security system
in Cloud computing. Some of them are:
3.1 Abuse and Nefarious Use of Cloud Computing
Providers offer their customers the illusion of unlimited computer, network, and storage capacity often
coupled with a friction less registration process where anyone with a valid credit card can register and
immediately begin using cloud services. Some providers even offer free limited trial periods. By abusing the
relative anonymity behind these registration and usage models, spammers, malicious code authors, and other
criminals have been able to conduct their activities with relative impunity.
3.2 Insecure Interfaces and APIs
Cloud computing providers expose a set of software interfaces or APIs that customers use to manage
and interact with cloud services. Provisioning, management, orchestration, and monitoring are all performed
using these interfaces. The security and availability of general cloud services is dependent upon the security of
these basic APIs. From authentication and access control to encryption and activity monitoring, these interfaces
must be designed to protect against both accidental and malicious attempts to circumvent policy. Furthermore,
organizations and third parties often build upon these interfaces to offer value-added services to their customers.
This introduces the complexity of the new layered API; it also increases risk, as organizations may be required
to relinquish their credentials to third parties in order to enable their agency.
3.3 Malicious Insiders
Another important challenge regarding implementing security schemes is the threat of a malicious
insider. This threat is amplified for consumers of cloud services by the convergence of IT services and
customers under a single management domain, combined with a general lack of transparency into provider
process and procedure. For example, a provider may not reveal how it grants employees access to physical and
virtual assets, how it monitors these employees, or how it analyzes and reports on policy compliance (e.g. [7],
[1]). To complicate matters, there is often little or no visibility into the hiring standards and practices for cloud
employees. This kind of situation clearly creates an attractive opportunity for an adversary — ranging from the
hobbyist hacker, to organized crime, to corporate espionage, or even nation-state sponsored intrusion. The level
of access granted could enable such an adversary to harvest confidential data or gain complete control over the
cloud services with little or no risk of detection.
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3. 4 Shared Technology Issues
Vendors deliver their services in a scalable way by sharing infrastructure. Often, the underlying
components that make up this infrastructure (e.g., CPU caches, GPUs, etc.) were not designed to offer strong
isolation properties for a multi-tenant architecture. To address this gap, a virtualization hypervisor mediates
access between guest operating systems and the physical compute resources. Still, even hypervisors have
exhibited flaws that have enabled guest operating systems to gain inappropriate levels of control or influence on
the underlying platform. A defence in depth strategy is recommended, and should include compute, storage, and
network security enforcement and monitoring. Strong compartmentalization should be employed to ensure that
individual customers do not impact the operations of other tenants running on the same cloud provider.
Customers should not have access to any other tenant‘s
actual or residual data, network traffic etc.
3.5 Data Loss or Leakage
There are many ways to compromise data. Deletion or alteration of records without a backup of the
original content is an obvious example [6]. Unlinking a record from a larger context may render it
unrecoverable, as can storage on unreliable media. Loss of an encoding key may result in effective destruction.
Finally, unauthorized parties must be prevented from gaining access to sensitive data. The threat of data
compromise increases in the cloud, due to the number of and interactions between risks and challenges which
are either unique to cloud, or more dangerous because of the architectural or operational characteristics of the
cloud environment.

4.PROPOSED SECURITY FRAMEWORK
In the recent years, CC security has been able to attract the attentions of a no. of researchers around the
world [4]. In this section we proposed a security scheme taking regarding issues and challenges keeping in
mind. Our aim is to design and develop a security proposal that would be accurate, secure data in shared pool,
secure for unexpected intrusions, adaptive and be of real time. The proposed secure model provides the security
of cloud services by the following ways:
4.1 Secure Cloud service
The cloud service providers with the highest margins, highest ARPU, lowest operating costs, and
lowest churn will have a significant competitive advantage in the long run. To achieve this advantage, they will
need a comprehensive cloud service delivery platform and the cost of developing such a platform with security
parameter is a factor they will need to take into account. Not all cloud service providers are the same. While
some are giants with multiple data centers worldwide, some, in particular niche service providers. That is not all
bad computing still is their business, which means they invest all their operating and capital budgets in IT
operations. And even the largest providers are not immune to security problems as the hacking of the Sony
network and the major crash of Amazon's infrastructures- a-service installation demonstrated. The security of
service provider managed by:








Check out its security staff.
Ask where its data centres are, how many it has, and what its security parameters and
proposals are.
Separating the company data from company operations has many security
advantages.
Stricter initial registration and validation processes for customers.
To enhanced credit card fraud monitoring and coordination.
Comprehensive introspection of customer network traffic.
Monitoring public blacklists for one‘s own network blocks.

4.2 Secure Web Platform
Cloud platform services deliver a computing platform and solution stack as a service often consuming
cloud applications [5]. It facilitates deployment of applications without the cost and complexity of buying and
managing the underlying hardware and software layers. The security of the web platform is to securing all
content and data traffic - including email, web and identity traffic - moving between an organization and the
Cloud. Some schemes that protect the data and its travels within or outside the organization to the Cloud are:
i. Analyze the security model of cloud provider interfaces.
ii. Ensure strong authentication and access controls in concert with encrypted transmission.
iii. Understand the dependency chain associated with the API.
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4.3 Secure Cloud Infrastructure
Cloud infrastructure is a platform which holds the development environments and within it one would
find managed hosting environment where various applications are built. To secure this Using a secure password
management service that protects user ID and password data and can flag users that repeat passwords across
various systems. For secure cloud Infrastructure we have used:







LDAP controls and administering credentials that keep access information from being
scattered around.
Running scripts to remove access when employees leave the organization are also
proposed for identity management security.
Determine security breach notification processes.
Monitor environment for unauthorized changes/activity.
Promote strong authentication and access control for administrative access and
operations [3].
Conduct vulnerability scanning and configuration audits.

4.4 Secure Cloud Data Pool
 When enterprises adopt cloud computing and deploy databases in virtual environments, they run the risk of
exposing highly-sensitive data to a broad base of internal and external attacks [3]. Here, we enlist strategies
to help enterprises protect their data when implementing a database security strategy in cloud or virtualized
environments.
 Multi-tenancy: To be used for single backup system to protect multiple business units or customers and to
allocate resources to them dynamically on-demand. Therefore, every storage pool needs to be kept secure
and fully independent from the others.
 Chargeback systems: For data protection resources allocated by end-user needs, storage providers need to
track this usage by a wide range of criteria for both chargeback and billing purposes and for infrastructure
optimization purposes.
 Robust Reporting: CC environment need an accurate way to forecast their capacity and processing needs
for budgeting purposes. It also needs to analyze usage to optimize available system resources for better
efficiencies. Thus detailed reporting and analytics not only helps in managing the current environment but
also enables trending and modelling for planning future investments.
 Quality of Service delivery: Storage pooling enables CC environment to set replication priorities for each
pool so that the most mission critical data is replicated before less important data. This QoS orientation
can be set to specific backup policies with different retention periods for a particular storage pool.
 Storage Tiering: Storage tiering is the mechanism to allocate disk drives to a storage pool according to the
capacity or performance requirements for a specific set of data under protection.
 Global Deduplication: De duplication is a critical part of an effective data protection
environment. It is not only necessary for cost-effective optimization of the overall storage capacity but also
provides a cost effective WAN implementation for replication and movement of data to a remote location
for disaster recovery.

5. Conclusion
The proposed secure model has to ensure security of each service by applying the various security
schemes on each cloud architectural component. While most of the risk against security in Cloud computing are
caused by the involvement of computing in different plate forms. For defending the threats, developing the
secure system that will be efficient is a great research challenge. Again, ensuring each component secure is a
major research issue. Many of today‘s security schemes based on specific component mode but there is a lack of
combined effort to take a common model to ensure security of each architectural component, in future though
the security mechanism become well - established for each individual component, combining all the mechanism
together for making them work in collaboration with each other will incur a hard research challenge.
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Abstract
The automated storage and retrieval systems (AS/RS) are major material handling support systems that
are commonly used in the automated factories, distribution centers, warehousing, and non manufacturing
environments. Their applications vary widely from a simple storage and retrieval system for small parts to
central systems where production, assembly, and manufacturing operations are concentrically located around
them. This paper summarizes the literature study of a Robotic automated storage and retrieval system and
development of a dedicated automated storage and retrieval system for YCCE Flexible manufacturing system
laboratory. The prototype model of automated storage and retrieval system developed consist of the control
hardware and software communicating over a field bus network. This also includes study of literature for types
of automated storage and retrieval system, study of literature for suitable environment for automated storage and
retrieval system, order processing for automated storage and retrieval system. This study of automated storage
and retrieval system and the physical model of automated storage and retrieval system will ensure better
understanding of automated storage and retrieval system for student. The development of physical prototype is
highly beneficial to acquisition of tactic knowledge and greatly benefits the development of students by
understanding the automated storage and retrieval system. This model will contribute to the ongoing
development of dedicated FMS. And this prototype model for AS/RS will be the foot step ahead to achieve the
goal.

Keywords :AS/RS, Dwell point analysis, FEM, Network system, Robotic
1. Introduction
An automated storage/retrieval system (AS/RS) can be defined as a storage system under which a
defined degree of automation is to be implemented to ensure precision accuracy and speed in performing storage
and retrieval operations.This dedicated robotic automated storage and retrieval system will be foot step ahead to
contribute to flexible manufacturing system. Development of integrated manufacturing environment has been
going on in YCCE mechanical engineering department from last few batches of PG projects. The continuous
efforts are going on towards the flexible manufacturing system for mechanical department FMS laboratory he
term flexible manufacturing cell is commonly used to refer to machine grouping that consists of either manually
operated or automated material handling, and it may or may not be computer controlled. The term flexible
manufacturing system generally means a fully automated system consisting of automated workstations,
automated material handling and computer control. Storage is an essential function in an automation system.
The material storage system allows materials to be stocked for a specified period of time, before they are reintroduced, or are introduced for the first time, into the automation system. The sorts of stored material are
related to the product (e.g. raw materials, purchased parts, work-in-process, finished products, and scrap and
rework), the process (e.g. process refuse, such as process waste products; and tooling), and the overall support
functions in the factory (e.g. maintenance spare parts, office supplies, and plant records). Each of these material
types is typically stored under different conditions and controls. Robotic AS/RS is designed to pick and palletize
goods onto a mixed pallet which allow retrieving orders in a ready to ship sequence. Robots have frequently
been used to palletize these specialized loads. The first Robotic ASRS system has been developed by Bastian in
the world which helps to create store ready pallet.

2. Literature Review
Jeroen P Vanden Berg explains Analytical expression for the optimal dwell point in an AS/RS” he was
concentrates on deciding the dwell point in an AS/RS, to minimize the expected travel time to the position of
next operation. Report that on the basis of a simulation study the nearest-neighbor rule gives the best results for
selecting an open location within the storage area for randomized storage or within a class-region for classbased storage. When an incoming load cannot be stored within its dedicated region it is better to assign it to a
location further away from the input and output station, than to a location that is nearer than its dedicated region.
The latter is likely to fill up the storage space for fast moving products, which may result in increased mean
travel times. They also considered three criteria when evaluating good due date performance; mean response
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time, maximum response time or the number of late requests and report that these criteria were satisfied better
when using a FCFS sequence for the retrievals than by applying specific urgency rules (giving priority to
retrievals with long waiting times). Hausman et al (1976) deal with optimal storage assignment. Results are
obtained which compare the operating performance of three storage assignment rules: random assignment,
which is similar to the closest-open-location rule used by many currently operating systems; full turnover-based
assignment; and class-based turnover assignment. It is shown that significant reductions in crane travel time
(and distance) are obtainable from class-based turnover-based rules rather than closest-open-location (essentially
random) policies. These improvements can, under certain circumstances, be directly translated into increased
throughput capacity for existing systems and may be used to alter the design (e.g. size and number of racks,
speed of cranes, etc.) of proposed systems in order to achieve a more desirable system balance between
throughput and storage capacity. According to Moon & Kim (2001) were explain shuffling or relocations are
helpful to maintain stable throughputs with all the three types of ASRS operation policies (random, 2 classbased and 3-class-based). They are also helpful to avoid losses caused by crane travel distance increase and lack
of storage with a system under unstable production plans. Relocation does not cause any crane operation
problems since the time to re-locate items in an ASRS is too minor to affect the crane utilization. With classbased storage policies, better throughputs and lower rack and crane utilizations are achieved. An applicable
operation policy can be selected based on the production plan variation, or a necessary variation point for
relocation to the current policy can be determined using the simulation results. Bozer & White (1990) have
developed travel-time models for ASRS machines. The S/R machine is taken to travel simultaneously
horizontally and vertically as it moves along a storage aisle. For randomized storage conditions expected travel
times are determined for both single and dual command cycles. Alternative input/output locations are considered
and various dwell-point strategies for the storage/retrieval machine are examined.

3. Concepts
The objective of this project is to develop a dedicated prototype model of Robotic automated storage
and retrieval system to facilitate study of automated storage and retrieval system for students in flexible
manufacturing system laboratory. And will be the test bed for the ongoing project for the extension for FMS
laboratory with ongoing projects in PG CAD/CAM course. And will allow for analysis of control strategies for
knowledge acquisition, knowledge development, knowledge extension, knowledge spiraling. As the lab model
are also available in the market, but they are available in standard sizes. Standard controllers they are using
which are very costly. They mostly use pneumatic controllers.As they are using pneumatic controllers the
maintenance is high due to leakages. These will be avoided as we are generating fully mechanical controls. And
it is drafted and designed according to FMS lab layout and the sizes of the work parts that will be processed on
the CNC machine tools available with YCCE FMS lab.
3.1 FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING SYSTEM
The term flexible manufacturing cell is commonly used to refer to machine grouping that consists of
either manually operated or automated material handling, and it may or may not be computer controlled. The
term flexible manufacturing system generally means a fully automated system consisting of automated
workstations, automated material handling and computer control. In contrast to this defines a FMS as an
automated computer controlled cell and a FMC with the addition of automated storage and the retrieval as FMS.
The four basic elements of any FMS are
Robot
Workstations,
Material transport and storage system,
Computer controlled system.
3.2 AUTOMATED STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM
Storage is an essential function in an automation system. The material storage system allows materials
to be stocked for a specified period of time, before they are re-introduced, or are introduced for the first time,
into the automation system. The sorts of stored material are related to the product (e.g. raw materials, purchased
parts, work-in-process, finished products, and scrap and rework), the process (e.g. process refuse, such as
process waste products; and tooling), and the overall support functions in the factory (e.g. maintenance spare
parts, office supplies, and plant records). Each of these material types is typically stored under different
conditions and controls.
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Figure 1:- different types for automated storage and retrieval system
3.3Layout Development for robotic AS/RS system
The objective of this project is to develop a dedicated prototype model of robotic automated storage
and retrieval system to facilitate study of automated storage and retrieval system in flexible manufacturing
system laboratory.

Fig:-2 block dig. For FMS lab layout
This work done concentrates on development of robotic automated storage and retrieval system. The
components for robotic automated storage and retrieval system are storage structure, automated storage and
retrieval machine i.e. robot and pick and deposit station. The system is grid following system means robot is
follow the grid system and decided its path by which it can travel the minimum distance. This system consists of
IR sensor system and use the interfacing for remote control. System receives the unit load part from Lathe and
milling machine which are present in the FMS lab. Then sensor provided all this information to the robots then
robot check the two conditions i.e. load/unload means robot is already with work part or ready to accept the
work part from pick and drop station. Second condition is that it check the nearest one condition means those
Robot is near from pick and drop station or rack that robot performs storage and retrieval according to the
requirements.
Controller should be checking the two conditions and then decided which perform the given task.
1) Load/unload condition
2) Nearest one condition
Dimension of layout 3’*4’
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Fig 3:- layout of the robotic AS/RS system
3.4 Robotic AS/RS Rack structure
The total storage capacity of one storage aisle depends on how many storage compartments are
arranged horizontally and vertically in the aisle. There are one row and six columns are present with the single
rack. total length of rack is 3’

Fig 4:-Rack structure
3.5 Robot with Fork Lift Mechanism
In this system two robots will be used with fork lift mechanism. Most of us probably have a general
idea of what a forklift is, but there are a number of different classifications, power sources, sizes, uses and new
technologies that make up these useful machines. Some are used on rugged construction sites and lift heavy
materials and equipment while other forklifts drive themselves inside modernized warehouses. Whether indoors
or out, forklifts are a necessary tool in most warehouses and an integral part of our industries.Forklifts might
seem more industrial than inventive, but consider that they're typically the size of a small car yet they can lift
loads that are thousands of pounds, often several stories into the air, all without tipping over. These machines
work long hours each day lifting and moving heavy loads to keep our manufacturing, automotive, aerospace and
other industries humming along.Forklifts have been around for nearly 100 years and they continue to make
our jobs more efficient just as much as they did when they were invented. Whether they're forklifts that use
batteries, liquid propane, hydrogen fuel cells or another power source, without these machines we wouldn't be
able to build ship or move manufactured goods efficiently.
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3.6 Function
A forklift has two forks that are located on the front of the machine. These two forks only move up and
down, but they can also tilt upward and downward. The operator controls these movements, and uses a Battery
system to move the forks. The battery system applies pressure to a bar with rolling chains that is located in the
forklift. Forklifts can get their power from many different sources, including electricity, gasoline, diesel or
propane. In this system it shall get power from battery. Height of fork lift =15 cm.

Fig 5: - Robot with fork lift mechanism
Dimensions for unit load
Dimension of unit load 100*100*10 mm and weight one kg

Fig 6:-unit load

4. Conclustion:Automated storage and retrieval system (AS/RS) is complex in design and fabrication which needs
exclusive study of transmitting devices, motors to control movements of the various axes, positioning
techniques and feedback control system, power circuitry, behavior of electronics devices it support first user
microcontroller system. Automated storage and retrieval system development is divide in layers i.e. fabrication
of the mechanical components and their assembly, the electrical circuitry, the electronic circuitry,
microcontroller programming and interfacing.
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Abstract
The binding energy of a donor in spherical quantum dots (QDs) is calculated, using a variational
approach within the effective mass approximation. The binding energy is computed for GaAs QD as a function
of the dot size for different impurity positions, and also as a function of the impurity position for different dot
sizes. The results of mine show that when the impurity binding energy increases with the reduction in the dot
dimension. The binding energy is also found to depend on the location of the impurity, and the same is the
maximum for the on-center impurity. Also I found that the value of the polarizability obtained is several orders
higher than the hydrogen atom value.

Keywords: Spherical quantum dot, Donor binding energy, Impurity state, Parabolic confinementQuantum
dots , quantum wells gallium arsenide, III-V semiconductors, impurity states, effective mass, donor Binding
, Semiconductor compounds
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1. Introduction.
The work on the binding energy of a donor atom within an infinite potential well initiated several
studies on the impurity states in quantum wells. Similar studies have also been extended for structures with
lower dimensionality, such as quantum-well wires (QWWs) and quantum dots (QDs). The study of low –
dimensional systems has received much attention in recent years , especially due to the discovery of such effects
as the quantum Hall Effect in two – dimensional (2D) systems. The physics or even lower – dimensional
systems present intriguing challenges both theoretically and experimentally. With the development of modern
technology, it is now possible to produce (Quasi-) 0D systems that confine electrons in all three spatial
dimensions. In this communication, we shall study the effect of polarizability and the binding energy of donor in
a spherical QD of a wide gap material; the derived results will be computed for GaAs QD. The binding energy
will be computed as a function of the dot dimension for different impurity positions, and also as a function of
the impurity position for different dot sizes.

2. Theory
In the effective mass approximation, the Hamiltonian of a single hydrogenic impurity in a spherical QD
with parabolic confinement can be written as
H= [P2/2m*] +1/2 [m*2r2] – e2 / |(r-ri)|
*
Where e and m are, respectively, the electronic charge and effective mass, P is a momentum,  is a
characteristic frequency,  is the dielectric constant of the dot material, and ri gives the location of the impurity
with respect to the center of the dot. In order to calculate the ground state of the impurity binding energy, the
variational technique is used, and for this the trial wave function is taken as
 (r) = N() exp(-r2 /2 ) exp(-|(r-ri)|) ,
Where =m* /h /2.
Here h being the Planck‟s constant.  is the variational parameter and N() is the normalization constant.
The ground state energy of the hydrogenic impurity is worked out from the above equations by using the below
relation.
E(,,ri) = <* /H/ > / <* />
Here * means the conjugate of the eigen function .
Our work consists of two cases.
That is, we derived the binding energy for two cases:
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(i)
(ii)

ri = 0 ., ie., the location of the impurity is zero.
ri = a .r., ie., impurity at the inner surface of the dot.

Cases:
Case 1:
At ri = 0, the location of the impurity is zero.
Therefore the Hamiltonian of a single hydrogenic impurity in a spherical QD with parabolic confinement can be
written as
H= [P2/2m] +1/2 [m*2r2] – e2 / |(r-ri)|
The trial wave function is taken as
 (r) = N() exp(-r2 /2 ) exp(-|(r-ri)|) ,
Where =m* /h /2.
Here h being the Planck‟s constant.  is the variational parameter and N() is the
normalization constant.
Normalization condition:
<* /> = 1
By equating everything, we get
(r) [1/2 m*2r2] (r) d = 2N2 e2 e/ / m* [(sqrt()) / 3/2 – 1/2]
This is the final solution for case (i). Then the binding energy will be,
<E> = 2N2h2 e/ /m* {-5 (sqrt()) /2 ½} - ……
By using this the binding energy was computed for GaAs QD as a function of the dot size. The results are
tabulated in Table 1:
Table 1:
<E> in Ryd*
<E> in Ryd*
-1/2
(nm)

(cm-1)
(Present)
(Reference)
2
0.47*105
13.18
13.1
4
0.46*105
12.10
12.0
6
0.44*105
7.93
7.4
8
0.42*105
4.99
4.5
10
0.41*105
3.18
3.0
*1 Ryd = 5.3 meV for GaAs
In this the present works are compared with the values of the references . Finally a graph is drawn
between the impurity binding energy versus the dot size.
Graph:

For the case ri = 0. From this figure it follows that the donor binding energy decreases as the dot size increases.
As the size -  , the energy should 1 Ryd.
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The impurity binding energy in spherical GaAs QDs with parabolic confinement versus the dot size.
Case 2:
At ri = a, the location of the impurity is at the inner surface of the dot.
Therefore the Hamiltonian of a single hydrogenic impurity in a spherical QD with parabolic confinement can be
written as
H= [P2/2m*] +1/2 [m*2r2] – e2 / |(r-a)|
The trial wave function is taken as
 (r) = N() exp(-r2 /2 ) exp(-|(r-a)|) ,
Where =m* /h /2.
Here h being the Planck‟s constant.  is the variational parameter and N() is the
normalization constant.
Normalization condition:
<* /> = 1
By equating everything, we get
(r) [1/2 m*2r2] (r) d = 2N2 e2 e/ / m* [(sqrt()) / 3/2 – (2 / ) +(1/2) - …..]
This is the final solution for case (i). Then the binding energy will be,
<E> = 2N2h2 e/ /m* {25 (sqrt()) /8 ½} - ……
By using this the binding energy was computed for GaAs QD as a function of the dot size. The results are
tabulated in Table 2:
Table 2:
 -1/2



(nm)

<E> in Ryd*
(Present)
12.28
11.48
7.10
4.21
3.16

(cm-1)
0.46*105
0.45*105
0.42*105
0.40*105
0.39*105

2
4
6
8
10

<E> in Ryd*
(Reference)
12.0
10.9
6.9
4.0
3.08

*1 Ryd = 5.3 meV for Ga As
In this the present works are compared with the values of the references .
Finally a graph is drawn between the impurity binding energy versus the dot size. For
the case ri = a.
From this figure it follows that the donor binding energy decreases as the dot size
increases. As the size -  , the energy should 1 Ryd.
The impurity binding energy in spherical GaAs QDs with parabolic confinement
versus the dot size.
From Table II, it follows that as in the previous case, the binding energy decreases
when the dot size increases.
Comparisons of Table I & II reveals that the binding energy is larger in the case where
the impurity is at the centre of the dot. The graph is drawn between the beta values and the energy values.
Graph:

The impurity binding energy in spherical GaAs QDs with parabolic confinement versus the dot size.
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3. Program For Calculating Binding Energy.
#include <stdio.h>
#include <conio.h>
#include <math.h>
void main()
{double int n,h,m,e,x,y,y0,y1,y2,beta,A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,J,K,L,E1;
float PI;
clrscr();
PI = 3.14;
n = 1;
h = 6.626 *pow10(-27);
m = 6.097 *pow10(-29);
e = 4.8 *pow10(-10);
x = 12.5;
printf (“Enter the value of y:”);
printf (“Enter the value of beta:”);
scanf (“%1f”,&y);
scanf (“%1f”,&beta);
y0 = y*y;
y1 = y0*y;
y2 = y1*y;
A=(2*PI*n*n*exp(y0/beta)*[(h/2II)*(h/2II)] /m;
B=-5*sqrt(PI)/2*pow(beta,(1/2));
C=-(e*e*m)/(2*x*beta*(h/2II)*(h/2II));
D=7/(2*beta);
E=(e*e*m*sqrt(PI))/(x*pow(beta,(3/2))*(h/2II)*(h/2II));
F=14*sqrt(PI)/4*pow(beta,(3/2));
G=6/pow(beta,2);
H=sqrt(PI)/2*pow(beta,(5/2));
I=B+C;
J=(D-E)*y;
K=F*y0;
L=G*y1;
M=H*y2;
E1=A*(I-J+K+L-M);
printf(“%0.3f”,E1);
getch();}

4. Polarizability With An Effect Of An Electric Field.
The donor atom in our system in an external electric field is given by,
H= [P2/2m] +1/2 [m*2r2] – e2 / |(r-ri)| + ez
We use the trial wave function,
 (r) = N() exp(-r2 /2 ) exp(-|(r-a)|) (1+ez)
where z = rcos. And  is treated as a variational parameter.
In the case of „On- Centre ‟ impurity (ri = 0), the normalization condition yields,
N2 = 1 / 4 e/ [[sqrt()/3/2(…) – / [1+(22)/3] +( 2/  5/2) (…) - …..]
If we put  =0 , then we get the N2 value for case 1. (i.e., ri = 0)
I simplified this for second case also and I found out the expectation value of the Hamiltonion and also the
binding energies were computed for different values of the electric fields. The results are presented in the Table
3.
Graph:
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Using these datas, a graph was drawn for binding energy Vs 2, (see in figure).
The curve is linear. However for small values of , it is linear and gives the value of p as 0.7 * 102 * (10-24 cm3)
for polarizability which is defined as
Table 3:
<E> in Ryd*
-1/2

(nm)
 =0
 =10
 =20
 =40
 =60
2
13.18
13.48
13.47
13.46
13.44
4
12.10
12.42
12.39
12.35
12.27
6
7.93
8.16
8.12
8.10
8.02
8
4.99
5.42
5.39
5.37
5.26
10
3.18
3.57
3.49
3.46
3.38
*1 Ryd = 5.3 meV for Ga As
p = [<E> / 2] | =>0= 0.7 * 102 * (10-24 cm3)

5. Conclusion.
We have presented a calculation for the binding energy of the ground state for a shallow hydrogenic
donor in spherical GaAs QDs with parabolic confinement, following variational procedure within the effective
mass approximations. The computed result shows that the binding energy increases as the dot size decreases. In
spherical quantum dots, with an isotropic parabolic potential, the impurity binding energy is found to decrease
as the impurity moves away from the center, the effect being more pronounced for dots of smaller sizes.
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Abstract:
The Inter-Carrier Interference Created By The Carrier Frequency Offset Significantly Degrades The
Performances Of The Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing Signal. If These Offsets Are Random, Then
The Performances Fluctuate With This Shift. In This Letter, We Give Various Reasons For The CFO And
Propose A New Technique To Inhibit The Effect Of ICI And Achieve Performance Almost Independent Of
Carrier Frequency Offset. This New Technique Is A Variant Of The Method Of Combined Data Using The
Conjugate Cancellation Algorithm. When Compared To Other Techniques, It Offers Better Performance In
Terms Of Stability And Consistency.
Keywords:Carrier Frequency Offset (CFO), Carrier To Interferences Ratio (CIR), Doppler-Effect, Inter
Carriers Interferences (ICI), Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM).

1. Introduction
The Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM), For Its Simplicity Of Implementation
Using The Pair FFT/IFFT And Its Innumerable Benefits Such Its High Spectral Efficiency And Robustness
Against The Effects Of Multipath Enabled Modern Telecommunications Systems Go A Significant Step
Forward And Have Access To New Perspectives [1]. It Has Found Its Place In A Variety Of Broadcast
Standards Such As Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB), Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) And In Optical
Applications [2]. However, Its Main Drawback Is Its Sensitivity To Carrier Frequency Offset (CFO). This Is
Mainly Due To Imperfections Of Local Oscillators And The Doppler-Effect Present In Radio Mobile Channels
[3]. The CFO Gives Rise To Inter-Carrier Interference (ICI) That Degrades System Performances [4]-[8]. For A
Given Link, The Offset Due To Imperfections Of Local Oscillators Is Constant Where The Doppler-Effect
Generates Variable And Random Shifts, Which Not Only Degrade Performances, But Also Let Them, Fluctuate
To The Rhythm Of The Doppler-Effect. A Number Of Methods Have Been Proposed To Reduce The
Interference, But None Was Interested In The Stability Of Performance. Among The Methods That Do Not
Require A Channel Estimation, We Cite The Technique Of ICI Self-Cancellation [9]-[10], The Symmetric
Symbol Repetition Scheme (SSR) [7] And The Conjugate Cancellation (CC) [11]. In This Letter, We Propose A
New Method Inspired By The Conjugate Cancellation Algorithm [11]. The Results Show Stable Performances
Furthermore Being Practically Independent Of The CFO. This Is A Major Advantage In Highly Variable
Channel As The Radio Mobile-Channel.

2. Ofdm With Carrier Frequency Offset (Cfo)
In Transmission Using OFDM, Frequency Offset Effects Are Mainly Due To The Imperfections Of
Local Oscillators And The Doppler-Effect. The Normalized Values Are Respectively Denoted By
,
And Where:
And

Where represents The Frequencydifferencebetween The Transmitter And The Receiver, Is The Symbol
Duration, The Relative Velocity Between The Transmitter And Receiver, The Carrier Frequency,
The
Speed Of Light And The Angle Formed By The Direction Of The Wave And The Velocity Vector. The
Influence Of The Doppler-Effect Depends On Several Factors, All May To Vary. What Makes It A Real
Problem With Uniformity And Consistency Of Performance When It Varies In Large Proportion.In OFDM
Transmission Characterized By A Carrier Frequency Offset, We Denote By
The Transmitted Symbols
And Which Is Denoted By
, The IFFT Of
, It Will Be Expressed By :

The Channel Is Affected By A Carrier Frequency Offset; The Received Signal Is Then Equal To:
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To Recover The Signal, We Apply An FFT To The Signal. The Resulting Signal Is Equal To:

After Some Manipulations, The Signal Can Be Written [10]:

Where:
(7)
If The Transmitted Signal Is The Instead Of Emitting

, We Transmit Its Conjugate:

Then, The Received Signal Is Written:

Its Conjugate Is Then Equal To:

To Recover The Signal, We Apply To A Signal An FFT, The Resulting Signal Is Then Equal To [11]:

Where:
(12)

3. Modified Conjugate Cancellationalgorithm
In Our Proposed Algorithm, We Reconsider The Idea Of Conjugate Cancellation [11], But With A
Different Combination, The CIR Obtained Will Be:

Figure 1 Plots The Variations Of The CIR For The Proposed Method And Standard OFDM. Note That The
Modified Conjugate Cancellation Algorithm Provides An Improvement Over The Standard OFDM Beyond
. Comparing The Proposed Algorithm To The Existing Ones, We Can Clearly Notice That For The
Range 0.01≤ ≤ 0.5, The CIR Degradation Is About 35 Db For The Standard OFDM, Which In Terms Of
Performance Shows That It Is Very Sensitive To The Carrier Frequency Offset, While For The Proposed
Method, For The Same Range Of CFO, The Degradation Is Only 2 Db. Furthermore, It Maintains An Average
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Value Of The CIR Equal To 10 Db. In An Environment, Where The CFO Is Strongly Variable, The Proposed
Algorithm Is Clearly More Appropriate.

Figure 1: Comparison Of OFDM CIR And CIR With Modified Conjugate Cancellation

4. Conclusion
In This Paper, We Studied The OFDM In A Radio Mobile Channel. We Cited Several Methods To
Reduce Inter-Carrier Interference (ICI) Created By The Carrier Frequency Offset (CFO). Compared To Existing
Methods, The Proposed Method Has The Advantage Of Being Very Weakly Dependent On The Carrier
Frequency Offset, Which Makes It Is Feasible And Attractive Solution For Links To Great Variation In CFO
Due To Doppler-Effect.
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Abstract
This research has been done to show the point estimate of the population total of Nigeria based on 2006
census resultand to examine the effect of the use of auxiliary information in estimating variance in collapsing of
strata with one unit per stratum. Two stage sampling method was used for the sample selection, which involves
two phases of selection. In the first stage, 12 states were selected out of 36 states using random number table.
The Local Government Areas (774) were taken to be the second stage and purposive sampling method was
used. Based on the research work, considering one unit per stratum, that is selecting one Local Government
Area was selected from each of the selected state. Based on the result obtained, using stratified random sampling
with addition of auxiliary variable, the least standard error of Yˆstr was 3,501,901.105under the collapsing of
12 strata in six into two groups with an estimated population total of 139,295,482 which was very close to the
actual population total of Nigeria based on 2006 census result(140,003,542).
Estimation using stratified sampling with addition of an auxiliary variable gave a better result than estimation
with variable of interest only

Keywords: Population, Collapse strata, Stratified sampling, Stratum
1. Introduction
The general knowledge of our day to day activities is all based to a very large extent on sample. Hence,
sample survey has been very useful in almost every area of lives. Sample survey theory deals with the method
and processes of sampling, data collection and estimation of the population parameters.

2. Collapsing Of Strata
A feature of many surveys Sample design is the selection of a single primary sampling unit (PSU) per
stratum. The selection of a single PSU per stratum gives efficiency in design since stratification is carried out to
fullest possible extent, but it does not generally permit an unbiased variance estimator to be obtained. A widely
used method of variance estimation for this situation is known as collapsed strata technique (Rust and Kalton,
1987). With this techniques, strata and their corresponding sample PSU’s are collapsed together in groups and
then the variability among the unit within these groups is used to derive a variance estimator.If the strata can be
ordered approximately in ascending order of the stratum means, the method of successive difference (Kish,
1965) is attractive. This method is an extension of collapsing of strata in pairs. Frequently, these methods have
similar biases but the method of successive differences has some-what greater precision.Isaki (1983) used
auxiliary information to reduce the bias of the collapse strata variance estimator. The results suggest that when
auxiliary variable is highly correlated with the survey variables, there is a substantial improvement in the
accuracy of variance estimation.The collapsed strata estimator (Cochran, 1977, section 5A.12) is a well-known
estimator of variance estimation in one-per-stratum problem. The procedure collapses strata with one unit per
stratum into groups and treats the strata in a group as independent samples from the combined stratum. In this
research, collapsing can be accomplished separately among the strata containing small and medium sized
districts with one district in the sample. First arrange the strata in a non-increasing sequence based on total
enrolment size. Then collapse strata into pairs or groups sequentially. The variance estimator of a group is given
by (5A.56) in Cochran’s (1977).
2.1 Estimation of Variance with One Unit per Stratum ( n h =1)


Let the sample observation in a typical pair be yj1, yj2, where j goes from 1 to L/2. Let y j1  N g1 y g1 ,


y j 2  N g 2 y g 2 be the estimated stratum totals.
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L/2

Lg

Lg





Yg 2
VCS (Y str )  
(Y gh 
)

Lg
g 1 L g 1 k 1

(Cochran, 1977)









Where Y g is the estimated total for group g for L g =2 when Y g  Y g1  Y g 2 . This method of estimation is
called “collapsed strata”.
When an auxiliary variateXh is known for each stratum that predicts the total Yh, (Hansen, Hurwitz, and Madow,
1953) suggested the alternative variance estimator.


x gh Y g

VCSx (Y str )  
  Y gh  x
g 1 L g  1 k 1 
g



L/2

Lg

Lg







2

(Hansen, Hurwitz & Madow, 1953)

Strata pairs are formed so that the strata in each pair are as similar as possible in respect to the characteristics of
interest. In addition, strata that do not vary much in size as measured by an auxiliary variate are often collapsed.
Pairs are not formed on the basis of selected sample units.
When to Collapse Strata
(a) When the sample contains only one unit per stratum in such a way that variance estimation within stratum
(Syh) is not possible to estimate.
(b) When the first stage of sampling consist of primary sampling unit such as cities or counties and the
ultimate sampling unit are households.

3. Methodology and Data Presentation
The data were collected based on female population, male population and total population for each of
the 36 states and 774 local government areas (LGA) in Nigeria based on 2006 census result. The number of
states was taken to be the first stage and there were 36 states in Nigeria.The second selection is known as second
stage unit. The number of the Local Government Areas in the selected states was taken as the second stage. The
method of selection used here was a non probability sampling schemes using purposive sampling.Based on this
research work, considering one unit per stratum, the 36 states are called 36 strata and each of the state is called a
stratum and each state constitute a number of LGA’s Therefore, one LG was selected from each of the selected
states. The LGA that has a close value to the average value of the state was chosen as a representative for the
selected state.

4. Collapsed strata method used
Deterministic mixing method was employed.
Procedure: The probability Pg=xg/X were determined and were rearrange in ascending order with respect to Pi
for each of the tables. That is:
Estimation based on sample size 12, were rearrange in ascending order and were also collapsed in pair, three,
four and six w.r.t. Pi in order to form homogeneous collapsed strata.
For example, if L=12, L/2=6 groups, taking the first two strata as a group and the next two strata as another
group until the sixth group is obtained.
Table 1: Random digits of the selected 12 states with the Population Total, Female Population of the selected
LGA and the number of LGA in the selected states
Random No
Digits
03
29
13
02
16
25
21
26
33
12
11
18

selected States-L.G.A.
Akwa-Ibom-Itu
Osun -Obokun
Ekiti -Aiyekire
Adamawa-Mubi North
Imo-Ikeredu
Nasarawa-Obi
Kebbi-KokoBesse
Niger-Paikoro
Sokoto-Wurno
Edo-Orhionmwon
Ebonyi-Ohaukwu
Kaduna-Je,a'a

Pop Total
LGA
127033
116511
148193
151072
149316
148874
154605
158086
162307
182717
196337
278735

of

Female
LGA
59467
60965
70980
72850
73084
74462
76201
77280
78964
90051
103489
133068

Pop

of

No of LGA
31
30
16
21
27
13
21
25
23
18
13
23
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Data analysis and Result
In this section, the analysis of this research was carried out. Estimation of population total ( ), Bias
percentage( Yˆ ) and variance of the population total (V( )) with one unit per stratum were estimated with n= 12
using stratified random sampling
Estimation of population total
n

str=

W
h 1



variable of interest only

n

h

yh

str=

M

W
h 1

n =12, N =36, M =774,
Ystr 

strwith

h

yh

W

h

y h  54428.8825

36
 774 54428.8825  126,383,865
12

Bias Percentage = Actual Pop. Total – Estimated Pop. Total * 100
Actual Pop. Total

(140003542  126383865)
140003542
Estimation of population total

strwith

 100  9.728%

addition of auxiliary variable using combine Ratio Stratified
Random Sampling

X=68,293,683

1

2

3

4

5



x
 Yˆgh  gh Yˆg 


xg



N gh

N gh y gh  Yˆgh

0.000871

31

3938023

48994273062

71597227953

0.000893

30

3495330

48994273062

71597227953

7433353

97988546125

1.43194E+11

16

2371088

1.6057E+11

1.32988E+11

21

3172512

1.6057E+11

1.32988E+11

5543600

3.2114E+11

2.65975E+11

27

4031532

1.09848E+12

1.15767E+12

13

1935362

1.09848E+12

1.15767E+12

5966894

2.19696E+12

2.31533E+12

21

3246705

1.24413E+11

1.07202E+11

0.00113

25

3952150

1.24413E+11

1.07202E+11

7198855

2.48826E+11

2.14405E+11

78964

0.00116

23

3733061

49318416006

2.04657E+11

182717

90051

0.00132

18

3288906

49318416006

2.04657E+11

345024

169015

7021967

98636832013

4.09313E+11

Female
Pop
( x gh ).

Pgh 

Akwa-Ibom

127033

59467

Osun

116511

60965

Subtotal

243544

120432

Ekiti

148193

70980

0.00104

Adamawa

151072

72850

0.00107

Subtotal

299265

143830

Imo

149316

73084

0.00107

Nassarawa

148874

74462

0.00109

Subtotal

298190

147546

Kebbi

154605

76201

0.00112

Niger

158086

77280

Subtotal

312691

153481

Sokoto

162307

Edo
Subtotal

No ofgroups

2

ˆ

Yˆ
 Ygh  g 

2 



Pop.
Total
( y gh )

x gh
X

2
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6

Ebonyi

196337

103489

0.00152

13

2552381

3.72205E+12

1.87383E+12

Kaduna

278735

133068

0.00194

23

6410905

3.72205E+12

1.87383E+12

Subtotal

475072

236557

8963286

7.4441E+12

3.74766E+12

1.04077E+13

7.09588E+12

Overall Total

y
Yˆrcstr  str X
x str
12

Yˆrcstr 

W
h 1
12

h

yh

W x
h

h 1

X 

54428.88
 68293683  139,295,482
26685.35

h

Bias Percentage=

(140003542  139295482)
140003542

 100  0.506%

TABLE 2: Estimation of variance in collapsing of 12 strata pair into 6 groups
Estimation of V (Yˆstr ) in collapsing of strata in pair into six groups
Estimation of V (Yˆstr ) with variable of interest only

a)


Yˆ
 Yˆ  g
Vcs (Yˆstr )  
  gh L
g 1 L g  1 h 1
g

G

Lg

Lg






2

Lg  2 , g  1,,6

Yˆ
 Yˆ  g


gh

Lg
g 1 h 1

6

2

 








2

 1.040765998  1013



VCS 2  Yˆstr  2  1.040765998  1013  2.081531996  1013
Standard error of Yˆstr

 

 

SEcs 2  Yˆstr  Vcs 2  Yˆstr  4562380.953
Estimation of V (Yˆstr ) with addition of Auxiliary

b)
Variable
G

Vcsx (Yˆstr )  
g 1

Lg

Lg



Lg  1 h 1



x
 Yˆgh  gh Yˆg 


xg



2
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2



x
 Yˆgh  gh Yˆg   7.095878997  1012



xg
g 1 h 1 

6

2

 





Vcsx2  Yˆstr  2  7.095878997  1012  1.419175799  1013
Standard error of Yˆstr

 

 

SEcsx2  Yˆstr  Vcsx2  Yˆstr  3767194.977
Summary of the findings



Summary for the Estimated Yˆ and S .E Yˆ Based on Sample Size 12



Table 3: Summary Table for the Estimated Yˆ and S .E Yˆ Using Stratified Random Sampling with
Sample Size 12
Methods
ˆ
Ystr = 126,383,865
Yˆstr = 139,295,482

Bias (Yˆstr )  9.728%
S .Ecs Yˆ 

Bias (Yˆstr )  0.506%
S.EcsxYstr 

4,562,380.953

3,767,194.927

4,274,185.051

3,652,067.891

4,102,367.353

3,580,511.818

3,879,691.526

3,501,901.105

str

Collapsing in pair

Collapsing in three

Collapsing in four

Collapsing in six

Conclusions
Stratified random sampling with addition of auxiliary variable seems to be more precise estimator,
because it gives the least standard error of Yˆstr to be 3,501,901.105 under the collapsing of 12 strata in six
into two groups and least bias of 0.506 percentage and the estimated population total was 139,295,482 which
was very close to the actual population total of Nigeria based on 2006 census result (140,003,542)
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Abstract
The classification of individuals who engage in illicit drugs into drug peddlers and non-peddlers on the
basis of oral evidence, type and the quantity of exhibit found with them usually pose problem for the purpose of
prosecution. This paper uses logistic regression to classify offenders into the two dichotomous dependent
variable (peddlers or non-peddlers) in order to ease the work of the agency, National Drug Law Enforcement
Agency (NDLEA), responsible for illicit drugs. The data used in this study include age of offenders, type and
weight of exhibit collected from the agency. The discriminant analysis was first used by Abdulkadir and
Emmanuel (2010) to classify the illicit drug offenders into peddlers and non-peddlers based on the data and
then used by Balogun et tal (2012) including some other variable to it. In literature the author discovered that the
discriminant analysis cannot handle mixed data (discrete and continuous data) effectively instead logistic
regression better fit the data. The model correctly classified 95.4% original grouped cases with positive and
negative predictive values 92.44% and 97.90% respectively, which are higher than values obtained under the
discriminant analysis. It was discovered that large quantity of exhibit has more effect than other variables, yet
their inclusion significantly improves the outcome of the findings.

Keyword: Logistic regression, classification, odds ratio, discriminant Analysis.
1.

Introduction
Logistic regression is a mathematical modeling approach that can be used to describe the relationship
between independent or predictor variables to dichotomous dependent variable (Kleinbaum et al.1998). The
model has traditional been appealing due to its performance in classification, the potential to use its output as
probabilistic estimates since they are in the range[0, 1], and interpretation of the coefficients in terms of the logodds ratio. It is especially in biostatistical application where binary classification tasks occur frequently (Hastie
et al.2001).Agresti (1996) asserted that relationships between the probability of success  (x) and X are usually
nonlinear rather than linear. Therefore a fixed change in X may have less impact when  (x) is near 0 or 1 than

 (x) is in the middle of its range.Logistic regression is often chosen if the predictor variables are a mixture of
continuous and categorical variables and/or if they are not nicely distributed, that is, logistic regression makes
no assumptions about the distribution of predictor variables. The logit analysis is usually employed if all the
predictors are categorized while discriminant function analysis is used if all the predictors are continuous and
nicely distributed (see Http://www.math.toronto.edu/mathnet). This paragraph motivated the author to reanalyze the data obtained on illicit drug using logistic regression analysis (Abdulkadri, 2012). The data was first
used in a paper by Balogun et al, 2012 using discriminant analysis while the data includes both qualitative and
categorized predictor variables. In the paper the authors believed that the agency, The National Drug Law
Enforcement Agency charged with the responsibility of dealing with drug and drug related offences, in some
occasion, may not be able to distinguish between drug peddlers and non- peddlers on the basis of oral evidence
on possession and dealing with illicit drugs. Therefore, there is need for a scientific method to employ in order
to classify future offenders into peddler or non-peddler if some variables such as age of offenders, length of
dealing in illicit drugs, type of exhibit, weight of exhibit and so on are known.
The involvement in illicit drug has so many social implications some of which include prostitution,
theft, sexual assaults on female folks. According to Odejide (1992), those involved in peddling are ignorant of
the problem emanating from it. It is true that a small number of people, mainly those organizing the illicit drug
trade, make large profits from illicit crop cultivation, but the vast majority of people, including most of those
benefiting from such trade, are adversely affected by the illicit activity. In the long term, the illicit industry
causes major problem that eventually affect the economic development of the country concern.
(http://www.incb.org/). On this premise the author believe offenders, especially peddlers/traffickers deserve stiff
penalty than the users, because without seller buyer will not exist and invariably reduces or eliminate the
activity in the system. Therefore, the laws concerning the illicit drug need to be reformed to reflect the new idea
of treating peddlers with stiffer penalty than non-peddlers. This will be the responsibility of the legislators to
appropriate the enabling laws.
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In USA the amount of quantity of illicit drug determines the length of sentence pass on the offenders. However,
the large quantity or numbers of item seized usually make the calculation of total quantity cumbersome, hence
the use of statistical sampling such as multistage, composite and simple random samplings have been adopted.
A rule of tumble developed by Izenman (2001) for determination of sample size is square root of N, N ,
where N is the number of items in a container is popular. A 95% confidence interval is developed to reduce the
error for using the rule.Since the aim of the study is to determine whether or not an offender can be classified as
a peddler/trafficker on the bases of age of offender, type, and weight of substance, therefore large quantity as
never been reported in literature to have influenced the logistic regression model. However, some large quantity
which could have been considered as outliers in the data collected was included/removed to determine the effect
on the result of the study.
The logistic regression is employed for classification of objects into binary variable as

1 Drug  peddler
0 Non  peddler

Y= 

According to Ganesalingam (1989), classification of objects to groups is usually thought of as partition of
objects into subsets in which the members are more similar. Classifying individuals into groups such that there
is relative homogeneity within the groups and heterogeneity between the groups is a problem which has been
considered for many years. For this paper the author intents to re-classify objects into groups in which they were
known to belong using logistic regression analysis.

2. Logistic Model
Let X1 , X 2 ,..., X p be predictor variables which consist of qualitative and quantitative variables and
Y as a dichotomous dependent variable, where Y is coded as 1 or 0 for its two categories as indicated above.
E (X) =

1

……………………………………… (1)

k

1  exp[ ( B0   B j x j )]
j 1

This equation can be written in a form that describes the probability of occurrence of one of the two possible
outcomes of Y, as follow
P(Y=1) =

1
k

1  exp[ ( B0   B j x j )]

………………………………… (2)

j 1

In general,

f(Z) =

1
where z = B 0 +
1  ez

k

B
j 1

j

Xj

The function f(z) is called logistic function. This function is well suited to modeling a probability, since the
values of f(z) varies from-  to +  . The logistic model, therefore, is set up to ensure that, whatever estimate of
risk we get, it always falls between 0 and 1. This is not true for other models, which is why the logistic model is
often used when a probability must be estimated.

3. Estimating The Odds Ratio Using Logistic Regression
The regression coefficients B

j

in the logistic model given in (1) play an important role in providing

information about the relationships of the predictors in the model to the exposure variable. The qualification of
this relationship involves a parameter called the odd ratio (Kleinbaum et.al, 1998) The odd ratio is a measure of
effect because it is a measure that compares two or more groups in predicting the outcome variable.
The odd of an event D = {Y=1}
Odds (D) =

Pr(D)
1  Pr(D)

Any odds ratio is defined as a ratio of two odds.
The logistic regression is written as
Logit [Pr(Y=1)] = log e [odds(Y=1)]
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 Pr(Y  1) 
.
1  Pr(Y  1) 

= log e 

Thus, equation (1) becomes
k

Logit [Pr(Y=1)] = B 0 +

B
j 1

j

Xj

The odds ratio, say, for groups A and B can be defined as
k

 ( X Aj  X Bj ) B j

e j 1

In general the odds ratio for groups A and B in given by
Odds for X A
Odds for X B
( B0 

=

k

 B j X Aj )
j 1

e
( B0 

 B j X Bj )

e
=
k

 ( X Aj  X Bj ) B j
…………….………………………………………………………………………………………
e j 1
…. (3)
The constant term B 0 in the logistic model (1) drops out of the odds ratio expression in (3). The expression (3)
describes a population odds ratio parameter because the B

j

terms in the expression are themselves unknown

population parameter. An estimate of this population odds ratio is obtained by fitting the logistic model using
maximum likelihood estimation and substitute in the ML estimates B j , together with the values of X Aj and
X Bj , into the formula (3) to obtained a numerical value for the odds ratio.

4. Results And Discussion
A total number of 262 cases of illicit drugs which comprises of 119 drug peddlers and 143 nonpeddlers was extracted from the record of NDLEA in Kwara and considered for this study. The average age of
the peddlers is 27.76years with a standard deviation of 8.611 while the average age of non-peddlers is 28.07
years with standard deviation of 9.763.The exhibit type for the peddlers and non-peddlers are 1.04 and 1.06
respectively. The average weights of exhibit caught with peddlers and non-peddlers are 5211.52 grams and
2430.21 grams respectively.The table below depicts the Nagelkerke R square of 88% of the total variation in the
outcome variable (drug status- peddlers and non-peddlers) explained by the logistic regression model fitted into
the data.
Table 1: Model summary
Step
-2 Log likelihood
Cox & Snell R Square
Nagelkerke R Square
1
79.640
0.658
0.880
The estimates of the logistic regression model parameters are presented in Table 2below. The Wald statistics for
age’ exhibit weights and gender are 2.345, 43.462 and 8.880 respectively. These show that the three are
important risk factors to determine the status of illicit drug offenders. The exhibit weight and gender are more
important that the age going by the value of the Wald statistic, besides the Wald value for age is not significant
while that of exhibit weight and gender is highly significant (P-value of 0.000 and 0.003)respectively. The odds
ratio for age is 1.065 meaning that an increase in age by one year age will increase the rate of peddling by 0.065
(95% C.I. 0.983 to 1.154) .
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Table 2: Estimates of the Logistic Regression Model
95% C.I. for Exp(B)
B

S.E.

Wald

df

-0.726

1.680

0.187

Age

0.063

0.041

Exhibit Weight

-0.010

Gender
Constant

Exhibit type

Sig

Exp(B)

Lower

Upper

1

0.666

0.484

0.018

13.037

2.345

1

0.126

1.065

0.983

1.154

0.001

43.462

1

0.000

0.990

0.987

0.993

2.651

0.890

8.880

1

0.003

14.173

2.478

81.061

1.108

2.026

0.299

1

0.585

3.027

The overall accuracy of this model (logistic regression) to predict becoming a drug peddler, with a (predicted
probability of 0.5 or greater) is 95.4% as shown in Table 3.The predictive model is z = 2.026
+0.063age+2.651gender -0.726Exhibit Type -0.010Exhibit Weight. The interest is to use this model (logistic
regression) to predict the outcome for a new case. To determine how good the model is we computed the
followings: The sensitivity from Table 3is 96.35%
Table 3: Classification Result (for logistic model)
Observed

Predicted
1
110

1

% Correct
0
9

3

92.4

140

0
Overall %

97.9
95.4

95.4% of the original grouped cases correctly classified.
and specificity is 93.96%. The positive predictive value (PPV) is 92.44% and the negative predictive value
(NPV) is 97.90%. These results show that whenever we have a new subject, we can use logistic model to predict
his probability of becoming a drug peddler. For instance, if given the gender, age of a new subject, the weight
and the type of exhibit caught with him and if the predictive model gives a low probability, it means that the
subject is very unlikely to become a drug peddler because the NPV reveals that we should be 97.90% confident
and on the other hand if the model gives high probability it means that the subject is very likely to become a
drug peddler because the PPV gives 92.44% confidence. The summary results obtained under the discriminant
analysis are presented in Table 4 and 5 to justify the need to use logistic regression when variables contain both
discrete and continuous data.
Table 4: Test for Equality of Group Means (through Discriminant Analysis ANOVA tests)

Y1
Y2
Y3
Y4

Wilks’ Lambda
0.993
1.000
0.930
1.000

F
1.878
0.075
19.499
0.006

Df1
1
1
1
1

Df2
260
260
260
260

Sig
0.172
0.785
0.000
0.937

The above Table4 contains the results obtained when discriminant analysis was employed to classify the drug
traffickers. In the table the Y1 represents type of exhibit, Y2 the age of offender, Y3the weight of exhibit and Y4
the gender of the offender. All the four variables used in the model except one, Y 3 , is significant. This implies
that only weight of exhibit can be used to predict whether a drug offender is a peddler of illicit drug or not.
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Table 5: Classification Results (for Discriminant Analysis)
Observed
1

Predicted
1
67

0
52

% Correct

0

22

121

56.30
43.70

Overall %

71.80

71.8% of original grouped cases correctly classified.
Comparing Tables 3 and 5 of classification above the overall percent grouped cases correctly classified is higher
when logistic regression model was employ to classify the illicit drug offenders. The positive predictive value is
56.30% while the negative predictive value is 84.62%

Conclusion
The logistic regression model and discriminant analysis were used to classify data collected on illicit
drug offenders. The results obtained when logistic regression was employed shows that 95.6% of the original
grouped cases correctly classified while discriminant analysis correctly classified 46.45% of the same group.
Moreover, the discriminant analysis results indicate that only weight of exhibit is significant in classification of
offenders, but the logistic regression includes, in addition, the type of exhibit and age of offenders as important
variables in the classification. Although the large quantity of exhibit has more effect than other variables, yet
their inclusion significantly improves the outcome of the findings.
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Abstract
Discovering frequent and interesting patterns is an important area of data mining. Transactional
databases cannot serve the requirement of analyzing current trends in shopping; it is required to focus on
analyzing dynamic data sets. Existing data mining algorithms when applied on dynamic data sets takes lot of
time as they generate very huge number of frequent patterns making the analyst with the task to go through all
the rules and discover interesting ones. Works that are reported until now in reducing number of rules are either
time consuming or does not consider the interestingness of the user and does not focus on analysis of rules. This
paper extends SSFPOA algorithm which produces clusters of semantically similar frequent patterns and presents
these clusters using data visualization.
Keywords: Clusters, Dynamic Datasets, Ontology, Semantically similar frequent patterns, Data Visualization.
1. Introduction
One important area in data mining is concerned with the discovery of frequent patterns and interesting
association rules. While considering the transactional databases, the patterns are extracted over a certain period
of time like and at the end of the day. But, as the trends are continuously changing, the patterns extracted by
previous day transactions may not suit to the present trends. Hence there is a need in extracting frequent patterns
in dynamic datasets. The standard approach to update dynamic dataset is, applying the data mining algorithms
continuously for every update in the dataset. The most general algorithm used for this purpose is “Apriori
Algorithm”. Apriori algorithm extracts all association rules satisfying minimum thresholds of support and
confidence. If the threshold is high, some rules may be omitted and if the threshold is low then a large set of all
rules will be extracted. Solutions such as frequent closed patterns, using filters, using redundancy rules,
ontologies with semantics were proposed to solve this problem. Also compression on appropriate set of frequent
patterns, frequent patterns asserting the interestingness of association rules which is evaluated by using
relatedness based on relationship between item pair are investigated but there are still many challenges. First,
the problem of mining such patterns is difficult as algorithms are very time and memory-consuming. Second, as
usual in data mining problems, the number of patterns extracted by current solutions is too large to be easily
handled by end-users. Fig.1 presents the traditional approach to association rule mining where support and
confidence are used to produce best rules.

Figure 1: Traditional approach for association rule mining.
Hence, we are considering the methods for finding similarity within frequent patterns and from those patterns
we can extract association rules. Then, we will apply clustering techniques on them. i.e. each cluster contains
semantically similar patterns. The paper is organised as follows: section 2 discusses about related work, section
3 about Proposed Work, section 4 about Conclusions and Future Work.
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2.

Related Work
The interesting association rules and frequent patterns can be discovered by using 3 types of measures
such as i) Objective Measures (ii) Subjective Measures and (iii) Semantic Measures. Objective measure [1] as
given in Table 1 is a data-driven approach for evaluating the quality of association patterns. Since, these
measures calculate the frequent patterns based on the statistical parameters, different measures produce different
results. So, these are insufficient for determining the interestingness of a discovered rule. Subjective measures
[2] generally operate by comparing the beliefs of a user against the patterns discovered by the data mining
algorithm. But these measures are also not sufficient as the rules generated by these measures are user biased.
Semantic measures uses natural language processing techniques such as domain ontologies, web ontologies to
identify relationships amongst the patterns. Resnik’s approach [3] finds semantic similarity based on the
distance from one node to another. i.e.
the path between the 2 nodes is shorter; they are treated as more similar. This approach is mainly
based on the domain independent ontology such as Wordnet[4] But problem with Wordnet is, words which are
not identified by it is treated as noise. Also, shortest path is not only sufficient to conform on semantic
similarity. KEOPS methodology [5] works by comparing the extracted rules with expert’s knowledge and it uses
IMAK partway interestingness measure that considers relative confidence values and knowledge certainty for
determining the rule quality. KEOPS only focused on “Rules based Patterns” and is mainly based on IMAK
measure. But, IMAK is computed by quality indices like Support, confidence and lift, which are easily
interpretable. Since, the patterns generated by this methodology are heterogeneous, it is very difficult to access
as well as analyzing them. The work SSFPOA [6] extracts and clusters semantically similar frequent patterns. It
uses both domain dependent and domain independent ontologies, and considers the entire path to conform the
semantic similarity between elements along with their structural information such as the number of the children
for each node of schema, the number of subclasses for each class within the ontology. We extend SSFPOA by
adding visualization techniques for easy analysis of the extracted patterns. This paper proposes visualization
techniques for the clusters of rules extracted by SSFPOA.
[7,8] uses Scatter plots to display data as a collection of points. These are used when a variable exists
that is under the control of the experimenter. Mosaic plots [8,9] are often used to visualize relationship between
two or more categorical values. Parallel co-ordinate plots [8] visualise the distribution of the values of a variable
over the different values of another variable (For example, calculation of annual expenditure etc).
In, Matrix-visualization [10], the Antecedent is represented on the X-axis and Consequent on the Yaxis. Intersection of Antecedent and Consequent represents the Selected interest measure. All these techniques
can visualize only small amounts of data. In [11] the results of association rule mining algorithms are
represented as directed graphs. Items, item-sets and association rules are represented as nodes, where as the
links between items and item-sets or association rules are represented as edges. But, this approach can visualize
only frequent item-sets and binary association rules derived from transactional data. Line graphs are most useful
in displaying data or information that changes continuously over time. Histograms are the special type of bar
charts, for visualizing showing a visual impression of the distribution of data. It can display large amounts of
data that are difficult to understand in a tabular, or spreadsheet form. So, line graphs and histograms will be
more suitable for visualizing semantically similar frequent patterns in dynamic datasets.
3.

Proposed Work
Many mining methods use measures such as support and confidence for mining association rules
efficiently and also for measuring the quality of the mined rules. While considering the transactional databases,
the patterns are extracted over a certain period of time like, at the end of the day. But, as the shopping trends are
continuously changing, the patterns extracted by previous day transactions may not be useful to the present
trends. So that, we have to consider the problem of extracting frequent patterns in dynamic datasets, in which
the dataset is updated in small intervals of time. The measure SSFPOA uses domain dependent as well as
domain independent ontologies to construct semantic similarity matrix between all pairs of frequent items and
then clusters all the frequent patterns which have high similarity. These clusters are further used to generate
association rules with high level abstraction[12]. But, analyzing these association rules is a more difficult task,
we are extending this method with visualizing these clusters graphically. Figure 2 shows our extended approach.
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Figure 2: Extended Approach of Visualizing Semantically Similar Frequent Patterns
In this approach Level 1 to level 4 are the hidden layers. Here, each layer evaluates and output of this layer is
given as input to the next layer. Layer 1 is an exact string matcher which gives either 0 or 1 depending on
equality. If it generates 1 then level 2, 3 are not performed and is directed to level 4 for context matching. Layer
2 uses 2 matchers (neuron units) and layer 3 uses 6 matchers. Structural matcher considers the depth of the node
within the tree along with the other structural features such as :
(i) Number of children for each node
(ii) Number of subclasses for each class of ontology
Also semantic similarity is measured in the range of 0-1. The algorithm SSFPOA has focused on interpreting the
frequent patterns that are mined, especially extracting semantically similar items and clustering them, instead of
generating large number of distinct rules for semantically similar items with separate support values, related
rules can be reduced. Our algorithm VSSFPOA extends, SSFPOA by visualizing the clusters of semantically
similar frequent item sets using Line graphs and Histograms. Table 2 presents semantically similar frequent
patterns produced by SSFPOA for product domain available at [13]. Similar patterns are clustered to generate
rules which are in higher level of abstraction. For example, the semantically similar items of Table 2 can be
clustered as 3 clusters, (i). Beauty/Health (ii) Foods and (iii) Other items. These can be formed by clustering the
similar patterns which are in the lower level of ontology. i.e. Beauty/Heath cluster can be formed by clustering
Toothpaste, Creams, Hair products, Health and Soaps. Biscuit/Rusk contains Biscuits, Papad, Dal/pulses, Roti,
Snacks and Pickles. The 3rd cluster Other items contains, Vegetables, Miscellaneous and Phone cards. In Line
graph Visualization, we represent the cluster numbers on X-axis and the semantic similarity value on Y-axis. By
plotting respective clusters with their corresponding similar value, one can easily visualize the clusters for easy
analysis as shown in Fig.3.

Figure 3: Line graph visualization of semantically similar frequent patterns for Table 2.In Fig.4 visualization,
we first calculate the centroid of each cluster. The cluster numbers are represented on X-axis and the centres on
the Y- axis. By plotting respective clusters with their centroid, one can easily visualize the clusters for easy
analysis as shown in Fig.4.
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Figure 4: Line graph visualization of semantically similar frequent patterns for Table 2.
In Histogram visualization, we consider the number of rules or items each cluster have. By representing the
clusters on X-axis and number of rules on Y-axis, the visualization is more effective for the analysis as shown in
Fig.5.

Figure 5: Histogram visualization of semantically similar frequent patterns for Table 2.

4. Conclusion And Future Work
According to the rapidly changing present shopping trends, it is essential to consider dynamic Datasets
for extracting frequent patterns. Existing data mining algorithms are very time consuming and they generate
very huge number of frequent patterns, hence we extend SSFPOA algorithm which results the semantically
similar frequent patterns at higher levels of abstraction and further clusters them. This paper extends SSFPOA as
VSSFPOA by adding visualization techniques like line graphs and histograms to clusters for easy analysis of
patterns. Our future work concentrates on providing visualizations in 3-D and the comparison of performance of
various visualization techniques.
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Table 1: Definition of Objective Measures

Table 1: Definition of Objective Measures(Continued)
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Table 1: Definition of Objective Measures(Continued)

Table 2: Semantically similar frequent patterns for product domain
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Abstract
There are increasing concerns regarding the quality of urban public spaces. Wind is one important
environmental factor that influences pedestrians’ comfort and safety. In modern cities there are increasing
numbers of high constructions and complex forms which can involve problems of significant wind discomfort
around these buildings. Architects and town planners need guidelines and simple design tools to take account of
wind in their projects. In recent years the numerical investigation has emerged as powerful and sufficient tool
for building optimization and a better township planning. Present work proposes the methodology to carry out
exterior numerical on a cluster of existing structures and concludes with significant outcomes which are mostly
neglected by the planners. Present work uses a three dimensional scale down model of buildings where steady
incompressible flow analysis has been done. It has been implemented through ANSYS Fluent 12.0 using
SIMPLE algorithm as solver. The effect of turbulence has been captured using k- model. Simulated work
validates well with the available experimental result. The work progresses with single building simulation to a
cluster of building with common external amenities. Some of the significant conclusion are changing ventilation
pattern of air among buildings with wind direction, flow separation, wind shadow effect, location of amenities
such as garden, playground etc.

Keywords: Building, CFD, Environment, High Rise Building, k- model, Optimization, Simulation,
Township.

1. Introduction
With the development in technology taller and taller structures are being designed and constructed to
care of the local need and desire. Such structures have a significant effect on the surrounding wind patterns due
to the change in the local wind flows. This causes many environmental problems in nearby areas such as
accelerated wind flow at the ground level impacting the comfort, and sometimes safety, of the users of the
building and the pedestrians in the surrounding street canyons. Sometimes it creates permanent pollutant
dispersion problem in the locality. Other significant effects of changed wind flow pattern are wind-sun shadow
effect and locating amenities like playground, garden, swimming pool etc. For the city planners and building
designers, prior knowledge of the air flow around builds play a significant role in finalizing their design. At the
building scale, the theoretical challenges are inherent in the complex interplay of thousands of components, each
with their own complex physical behavior and a multiplicity of interactions among them. Such kind of
complexity can be easily handled numerically. Therefore numerical investigation for building has gained a wellrespected role in the prediction, assessment, and verification of building behavior. Two conventional approaches
i.e. Building energy balance model (BES) and Zonal airflow network (AFN) models are slowly losing their
significance and now the focus is more towards CFD based simulation which is based on mass, momentum and
energy conservation in the flow domain. But CFD simulation of building design is a challenging task due to
large length scale with complex geometry, the uncertainty in assigning boundary condition and wide range of
physical processes occurring in the surrounding.
The most important physical phenomena in the externally built environment are the atmospheric
boundary layers, the unsteady flow, the separating bluff body flow and dispersion. In spite of such
computational difficulties, CFD has become an influential tool in the building industry, especially with its
capability to visualize air flow in and around the building. It is used to justify the selection of design option. Not
only as a justification or confirmation tool, it has emerged as a shaping and molding tool also on the drawing
board where the design is refined. Most of the work on building simulation is dedicated to optimizing internal
environment of the rooms or interiors where location and orientation of the building were prime focus. Feustel
and diamond [1] carried out an experimental and a numerical study to investigate air flow pattern and ventilation
systems in the high-rise buildings. Using a building energy simulation program and a computational fluid
dynamics program, Zhai [2] investigated the influence of building scales on building cooling energy
consumption with and without natural ventilation. Investigations on natural ventilation design by Carriho-dagraca et al. [3], prediction of smoke and fire in buildings by Lo et al. [4] and Yeoh et al. [5], particulate
dispersion in indoor environment by Quinn et al. [6], building element design by Manz [7], and space indoor
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environment analysis by Eckhardt and Zori [8] are some significant work on internal simulation on buildings.
Often, the outdoor environment has a significant impact on the indoor environment. Therefore to solve the
problems related to natural ventilation requires the study of both the indoor and outdoor environment together.
Few such research work are simulations of outdoor airflow and pollutant dispersion by Sahm et al. [9] and
Swaddiwudhipong and Khan [10], and combined indoor and airflow studies by Jiang and Chen [11]. Due to
large spatial scale external building simulation could not progress at same pace as internal building simulation.
But several efforts have been made by researchers in this direction also. Baskaran and Stathopoulos [12]
presented the computer simulation of wind pressures on buildings. Cheng et al. [13] reported a systematic
computational study of wind-induced natural ventilation and pollutant transport of re-entrant. Thepmongkorn et
al. [14] investigated interference effects of neighboring tall buildings on wind-induced coupled translational and
torsional motion. Investigation was carried out through a series of wind tunnel aero elastic model experiments.
Baskaran and Kashef [15] used numerical techniques to predict wind flow conditions around a single building,
between two parallel buildings and around a multiple building configuration. Bosch et al. [16] presented an
experimental investigation on the flow past a square cylinder placed near a wall at Re = 22,000. Lakehal and
Rodi [17] presented a 3D steady simulation of flow around a cube placed in developed-channel flow with
various versions of the k- model. Rodi [18] compared LES and RANS calculation of flow around bluff bodies.
Castelli et al.[19] investigated flow pattern around dome shaped structure by using proper boundary conditions
like velocity inlet, pressure outlet, and symmetry in lateral and top direction, wall for ground and building wall
surfaces. The review of literature indicates insufficient work in the area of external wind simulation around
building structures which are useful for architects, city planner and building designers. The objective of the
present work is to illustrate the capability and potential of modern CFD tool through a detailed case study of a
cluster of high rise building located in Mumbai city.
Investigation would be helpful for the planners to take many critical decisions such as influence of high
rise buildings and building clustering on surrounding settlements, locating garden area, play area, community
centers, internal roads etc. to make their project better and effective from environmental view point. It
contributes in structural analysis of the buildings also with the knowledge of wind drag data. A systematic
investigation is proposed where following important parameters like effect of wind flow direction, building
orientation, in between building spacing, building layouts are discussed. Based on available metrological data of
Mumbai city, all simulation has been executed using wind speed of 10 m/s. Any kind of thermal effect arising
due to the building is not a part of the investigation.

2. Problem Definition
Present problem is to carry out numerical investigation of air flow pattern around a cluster of existing
high rise structures located in west coast mega city i.e. Mumbai of India. The bird eye view of this small
township is shown in Fig.1. It consists of fourteen structures of different height and orientations. The objective
is to know the effect of changing wind direction and predict the optimum location of garden, play area,
community centers, and internal roads along with its influence on surrounding settlements. The investigation
starts with the numerical study of single building, two buildings and multi building’s inline and staggering
layouts. The orientation of single building with L, B and H are length, breadth and height respectively is
depicted in Fig.2. To investigate the channeling effect created by wind in between the buildings, two buildings
of same size is proposed as shown in Fig.3.

Source: Internet
It is not a part of CFD analysis

Figure 1. Bird view of township
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Short after body orientation

Long after body orientation
Vertical body orientation
Figure 2. Orientation of building

Figure 3. Two Building Model

3. Modeling of Problem
3.1. Mathematical Model
The average wind speed of Mumbai region is about 10 meters per second based on the available
metrological data. The movement of air around the building can be modeled as Newtonian fluid with turbulent,
viscous, incompressible and steady flow in nature. The flow behavior is governed by mass and momentum
conservation with appropriate turbulence model where the body force can been neglected.
3.1.1. Governing Equations
The governing equation for Newtonian, incompressible and steady flow without turbulence is presented
here, To turbulence is captured by using standard K- Model which leads to two additions transport equation i.e.
kinetic energy(k) and turbulence diffusivity ().
Mass Balance,

u v w
 
0
x y z

… (1)

X- Momentum Equation,
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Y- Momentum Equation,
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Z- Momentum Equation,
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… (4)

Turbulence Equation: K- Model
Air flow simulation around the building needs scale down of the actual building size for the sake of
computational efficiency. Being external flow investigation, a judicious selection of appropriate computational
domain considering the geometrical scale of the problem is must along with suitable boundary condition.
a.

The inlet boundary condition is based on finite velocity which is obtained from the average wind speed of
the location collected from metrological department of India based on past 10 years data.
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b.
c.

Model of air behaving like a viscous fluid, no-slip wall boundary condition is used for ground part of the
computational domain.
Remaining parts of the computational domain is assumed to be at ambient condition i.e. zero gauge
pressure.

3.2. Numerical Implementation
Numerical simulation of the cases presented in the previous section is done through the ANSYS Fluent
12.0. It starts with the selection and modeling of the computational domain and its meshing. Physics of the
problem demands sufficiently lengthy downstream length to care of vortex formation behind the structure. To
capture presence of velocity gradient near the structures sufficient fine meshing is required. The selection of
proper solver settings is essential for successful simulation. For pressure velocity decoupling SIMPLE algorithm
is used and turbulence is captured by standard k- model. The convective terms present in momentum, kinetic
energy and turbulent dissipation is treated by using first order upwind scheme, to interpolate pressure cell based
pressure data is averaged at the faces and the pressure gradient is estimated using least square cell based
technique.

4. Results and Discussion
This section deals with the result and discussion associated with air flow distribution around single
body, two body, multi-body and actual existing cluster of building respectively. The work has been validated
with experimental result. For the sake of completeness of the investigation the parameter like air flow
distribution, direction of wind, recirculation zone and drag forces have been considered for the analysis and
conclusion.
4.1 Single Building Simulation
The investigation is performed on a building of dimension L=40 m, B=20 m, H=20 m with short, long
and vertical body orientation which is depicted in Fig.2. Figure 4 shows a movement of air around building
under different orientations through velocity vectors. The flow can be observed to be getting stagnated as it
approaches the building. A separation of flow from the front edges of the building and development of a weak
velocity recirculation zone behind the building can be observed in all three orientations. With the length of
recirculation zone, and total drag force data for each building orientation is presented in Table 1. The total force

component along the specified force vector a on a wall zone is computed by summing the dot product of the
pressure and viscous forces on each face with the specified force vector. The terms in this summation represent

the pressure and viscous force components in the direction of the vector a .
 
 
Fa (Total Force)  a  FP (Pressure Force Component) + a  Fv (Viscous Force Component)
Where



Fp and Fv are specified, pressure and viscous force vector respectively.

Table 1. Comparison between orientations of building
Parameter/Orientation
Recirculation Zone length (m)
Total Drag Force (N)

(a)

Short after body
orientation
37
49912.35

(b)

Long after body
orientation
24
25015.21

Vertical body
orientation
31.5
52273.75

(c)

Figure 4. Velocity vectors (a) short after body, (b) long after body and (c) vertical body orientation
A low value of recirculation zone length and drag force acting on the structure can be observed for long body
orientation of the structure. This can be attributed to the nature of flow separation occurring in all three
orientations. Reattachment of flow in early length part and second separation at extreme downstream leads to
lesser pressure and viscous drag. So long body orientation is best from good in design point of view.
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4.2. Two Buildings Simulation
The simulation investigates the optimum nearness between two buildings for human comfort and good
city planning. The model considered for investigation is depicted in Fig.5 which has been experimentally
investigated by Baskaran and Kashef [10]. The simulated results for velocity at mid-section in between the
building spacing along z- direction of flow is validated with experimental data and presented in Fig.6 for inbetween building gap of 6 meter. Here U and V are local and average incoming wind speed. It is found that the
magnitude of flow velocity between two buildings is increases first and then it decreases. Numerical result
matches well with the experimental work with maximum error of 5%.

Figure 5. Model and velocity vector

Figure 6. Validation graph for two building model
A numerical investigation of in-between building gap (I) on velocity along the downstream at height of 2 meter
from the ground is presented in Fig.7. The building gap (I) is varied from 6 meters to 20 meters. This variation
can be attributed to the venturi effect created in between the building spacing. The maximum and average both
wind velocity can be observed to be rising and then decreasing. The magnitude of several parameters is
presented in Table 2.

Figure 7. Comparison of channeling effect between two buildings for various spacing
Table 2. Parametric comparison of channeling effect between two buildings
Parameter
Maximum Velocity rise along the flow (m/s)
Flow pattern behind buildings
Total Drag Forces (N)

I=6m
13.67
Non-uniform
139791.68

I = 10 m
15.64
Uniform
113159.12

I = 20 m
13.40
Uniform
132608.37
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4.3. Existing Cluster of High Rise Structures
The bird eye view of existing structures as depicted in Fig.1, consisting of many tall structures with few
small and many amenities such as playground, garden and swimming pool etc. In numerical simulation some of
small structures have been removed to find air flow distribution only due to tall structures (50 meter high).
Simulation presents the investigation for natural ventilation around, location of external amenities and drag data
due to changing wind direction. The computational domain as shown in Fig.8 is chosen for the simulation is
with: Upstream distance = 400 m, Downstream distance = 1180 m, Side distances = 400 m and top distance =
250 m. The domain meshed with 3.3 lakhs tetrahedral mesh as computational cells with maintaining fine meshes
near the structures and ground. The simulation has been carried out under north, west, SW and south wind
directions.

Figure 8. Computational domain for cluster of structures
Figure 9 shows the effect of wind direction on velocity distribution around the structures. The formation of
vortex and wind shadow zone can be observed under each wind direction simulation. A wake region and
stagnant zone develops behind the building. This is not good for pleasant ambience. The town planners need to
be careful in minimizing such wind effects. In the west coastal region where Mumbai is located, have wind
direction throughout the year is either north or west direction. Therefore all external amenities must be located
on the upstream side for better ventilation and pleasant ambience. For the case under investigation the
playground, swimming pool and landscape garden is properly located. There is no wind shadow effect of one
structure over others. In case of southward or south west wind has sever wind shadow effect and the layout of
the building is not good for these two wind directions. Figure 10 shows the zoomed view of air flow in-between
the structure. It illustrates the qualitative results which is good enough for building planners to take critical
decision such as exterior layout of building, building spacing, stagnant pockets created by wind flow. In present
vector plot it can be seen that except few places where the structures are extremely nearby there is a
development of stagnant zone which is not good from building planning point of view.
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Figure 9. Velocity vector in different wind direction

Figure 10. Wind velocity in-between two buildings
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5. Conclusion
A three-dimensional numerical model is developed to analyze the flow pattern around buildings. From the
preceding discussions, the following conclusions can be made:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Computation fluid dynamics is a powerful tool for the investigation of building air flow applications. It
provides detailed predictions of air velocities around buildings.
Gap between two buildings is significant and needs to be investigated before planning.
Due to the detailed study of flow pattern around the buildings we are able to capture correct location of air
conditioning systems, heating installations etc.
A good natural ventilated location around an existing can be easily located with the help of CFD analysis.
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Adhesive Wear Theory of Micromechanical Surface Contact
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Abstract: Microscopically, when two surfaces come in contact, strong adhesive bond is formed at the tip of the
asperities and consequently, adhesive wear particle is formed by shearing the interface caused by sliding. On the
basis of JKR adhesion theory, dimensionless real area of contact and wear volume are computed numerically for
multiasperity contact and It is found, their ratio is almost constant for different pair of MEMS surfaces. From
which adhesive wear law is derived and accordingly, adhesive wear volume is the multiplication of real area of
contact and rms roughness (sigma).

Keyword: JKR adhesion theory, Real area of contact, Adhesive wear volume, Coefficient of adhesive wear
1. Introduction
Wear is a complex process of material removal from the interface of mating surfaces under sliding
motion. According to adhesive wear theory, when two smooth and clean rough surfaces come in contact, cold
welded junctions are formed at the pick of the asperities through plastic deformation and the subsequent
shearing of the junctions from softer material causes adhesive wear particle. Existing almost all laws of adhesive
wear are based on experimental findings and empirical in nature. Holm [1] assumed that adhesive wear was an
atomic transfer process occurring at the real area of contact formed by plastic deformation of the contacting
asperities. Holm proposed an equation for adhesive wear, as V  P Z where P, H and Z are load, hardness and
H

number of atoms removed per atomic encounter respectively. Similarly, Archard [2] quantified adhesive wear
for rough surface contact based on single asperity contact as adhesive wear, V  K P L where L is sliding distance
H

and K is wear coefficient which should be evaluated experimentally. Still, now, Archard’s adhesive wear law is
well accepted but it does not quantify the adhesive wear volume theoretically. In this study, effort has paid to
quantify adhesive wear volume theoretically. It is considered that asperities would deform elastically and they
cold weld due to intermolecular adhesion at the contact zone of asperity. Strong adhesive bond is formed
according to JKR adhesion theory [3] i.e. adhesive force would act within Hertzian contact zone of deformed
asperities. This idea is implemented to find adhesive wear volume and real area of contact for multiasperity
contact of rough surfaces such as adhesive MEMS surface contact. Thereafter, from the interrelation of both the
parameters, new adhesive wear law has developed and finally, the new adhesive law is compared and
interrelated with existing Archard's adhesive wear law.

2. Theoretical Formulation
2.1 Single asperity contact
2.1.1 Single asperity real area of contact
JKR theory has modified Hertz theory of spherical contact. It predicts a contact radius at light loads
greater than the calculated Hertz radius. As asperity tip is considered spherical, the adhesion model of single
asperity contact could be extended to multiasperity of rough surface contact. So, real contact area of sinle
asperity is





2

R
3
A a   F0  3R  6RF0  (3R ) 2 
K


Substituting F  K(R) , we get
0
1.5

R

2


3πR 2
6R 3.5δ1.5 9π 2 γ 2 R 4  3
A a  π R1.5δ1.5 



K
K
K 2 


--(1)

2.1.2 Single asperity adhesive wear volume
If wear particle is in the shape of hemispherical and is cut off from tip of the asperity through shearing
of cold welded junction, wear volume,
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Substituating F  K(R) , we get
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2.2 Multiasperity contact
First of all, Greenwood and Williamson [4] developed statistical multiasperity contact model of rough
surface under very low loading condition and it was assumed that asperities are deformed elastically according
Hertz theory. Same model is modified here in adhesive rough surface contact and it is based on following
assumptions:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

The rough surface is isotropic.
Asperities are spherical near their summits.
All asperity summits have the same radius R but their heights vary randomly followed by Gaussian
distribution.
Asperities are far apart and there is no interaction between them.
Asperities are deformed elastically and adhesive bonded according to JKR adhesion theory
There is no bulk deformation. Only, the asperities deform during contact.

Multiasperity contact of adhesive rough surface has shown in Fig.1 According to, GW model, two rough surface
contact could be considered equivalently, contact between rough surface and smooth rigid surface. Let z and d
represents the asperity height and separation of the surfaces respectively, measured from the reference plane
defined by the mean of the asperity height. δ denotes deformation of asperity by flat surface. Number of asperity
contact is


--(3)

N c  N  (z)dz
d

where N is total number of asperity and  (z ) is the Gaussian asperity height distribution function.
2.2.1 Multiasperity real area of contact
So, from eqn ( 1 ) and ( 3 ), total real area of contact for multiasperity contact is


A  N  A a (z)dz
d
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2.2.2 Multiasperity adhesive wear volume
So, , from eqn ( 2 ) and ( 3 ) adhesive wear volume for multiasperity contact is
V  N c Va
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3. Results and Discussion
Tayebi and Polycarpou [5] have done extensive study on polysilicon MEMS surfaces and four different
MEMS surface pairs. Here, surface roughness, surface energy, and material parameters of the clean and smooth
MEMS surfaces are being considered for present study as input data as given in Table.1.The material properties
of MEMS surface samples are modulus of elasticity, K = 4/3E = 112 GPa, modulus of rigidity, G = 18.42 GPa
hardness, H = 12.5 GPa, and poisions ratio, ν1 = ν2 = 0.22
Johnson et.al. first mentioned that deformation of spherical contact would be greater than the
deformation predicted by Hertzian spherical contact. It is mentioned that only attractive adhesive force acts
within Hertzian contact area and it increases deformation of sphere resulting higher contact area. From Fig.2,
dimensionless real area of contact increases with decrement of dimensionless mean separation exponentially. It
is found that maximum real areas of contact for the all cases of MEMS surfaces increase as smoothness of
MEMS surfaces increase. Dimensionless real area of contact for super smooth MEMS surface is very high
almost near to the apparent area of contact due to presence of strong attractive adhesive force. On the other
hand, real area of contact is very small for the rough MEMS surface contact.
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Fig.4 Area coefficient of wear
Fig.3 depicts variation of adhesive wear volume with mean separation. It is found that maximum adhesive wear
volume for the all cases of MEMS surfaces increase as smoothness of MEMS surfaces increase. So, super
smooth MEMS surface produces maximum adhesive wear volume whereas rough MEMS surface produces very
low adhesive wear volume. Fig.4 shows area coefficient of wear verses dimensionless mean separation. This
coefficient is considered to understand the relationship in between real area of contact and wear volume. From
the nature of curves, it is found that dimensionless adhesive wear volume is almost linearly proportional with
dimensionless real area of contact. So, area coefficient of wear is almost constant.
*
So, Area coefficient of wear  V  V  K
adh
*

A

A

or, V  K ad A

Considering yielding of asperity of asperity tip due to loading force, real area of surface contact, A  P

H
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So, V  K P 
adh
H

where V= Wear volume, Kadh = adhesive wear coefficient (i.e. area coefficient of wear), P = loading force (i.e.
Contact force), H = soft material hardness, σ = rms roughness of surface
According to new adhesive wear law, adhesive wear coefficient increases with increment of MEMS surface
contact. And Kadh = 0.25 for rough surface, Kadh = 5 for smooth surface, Kadh = 30 for intermediate surface, and
Kadh = 120 for super smooth surface.
.

Now, wear rate,

v  v × no. of pass per revolution × RPS  v  n p  RPS

Generally, Pin on Disk tester are commonly used to measure wear rate. If circular cross sectional pin of
diameter, d is placed on disk at diameter, D,
no. of pass per revolution, np

Total area crossed





Cross sec tional area of pin

Dd
D
4
d 2 / 4
d

In comparison of new adhesive wear law with Archard's law of adhesive wear, the new law is much more
appropriate from the point view of volume concept. In case of well accepted Archard's law of adhesive wear,
sliding distance is on the plane of real area of contact and so, how does multiplication of both the two parameter
produce volume whereas in case of new law of adhesive wear, r.m.s. roughness perpendicular to the plane of
real area of contact which produces volume removal in the form of adhesive wear.
Now, let us see the interrelation in between new adhesive wear law and existing Archard’s adhesive wear law.
Archard’s adhesive wear law was developed from single asperity contact directly as follows;
Elementary wear volume of hemispherical shape of wear particle, V  2 a 3  1 (a 3 ).(2a )
a
3

3

=1/3 Area of contact of asperity × sliding distance of asperity
Now, for multiasperity contact of rough surface, we have wear volume; V=Kadh.Real area of contact×Apparent
sliding distance  K adh A.L  K P L
adh
H

First, Archard have developed interrelation of wear volume with real area of contact and apparent sliding
distance but wear volume could not be calculated theoretically because coefficient of adhesive wear have to be
quantified experimentally. Experimentally, it is found that coefficient of adhesive wear is of the order of 10 -6 to
10-9. Actually, for unit meter sliding distance, K adh .L is real sliding distance of truncated asperities only which
is of the order of 10-6 to 10-9 m. In comparison with new adhesive wear law, real sliding distance is the
parameter of rms surface roughness ( σ ) which is also of the order of 10 -6 to 10-9 m. So, new adhesive wear law
is an alternative law of adhesive wear by which wear volume could be calculated theoretically.

4. Conclusion
Finally, alternative adhesive wear theory could be developed according to Mindlin’s concept of stick-slip
mechanism as follows.
 Microscopically, when two rough surfaces come in contact, spherical tip of asperity would deform
elastically and it will stick and cold weld at the contact zone due to interatomic adhesive force under
loading condition.


Subsequent impending sliding produces maximum frictional traction at the junction of asperity contact.
After maximum limit, it would slip radialy inward at the circular contact zone of asperity and
correspondingly, real area of contact of asperity decreases producing ultimate gross slip / sliding.



During slipping, if shearing strength at asperity junction is much more than bulk shear strength of one of the
surface, fragment of material would be removed from the softer surface. As a result one adhesive wear
particle would be formed.
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At the end of one pass of sliding, volume of adhesive wear would be proportional to Real area of contact ×
rms roughness. It would be of the order of nm3 to μm3.
So, Adhesive wear rate is linearly proportional to real area of contact ( = Load / Hardness ), rms roughness
and no. of pass per unit time.
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Table.1 Input data
Combined MEMS
Surfaces

Rough

Smooth

Intermidiate

Super Smooth

Asperity density η

14.7.1012

11.1. 1012

17.1012

26.1012

(m-2)
Asperity radius R (m)

0.116.10-6

0.45.10-6

1.7.10-6

26.10-6

Stadandard deviation

15.8.10-9

6.8.10-9

1.4.10-9

0.42.10-9

of asperity height σ (m)
Surface energy γ (N/m)

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

Modulus of elasticity K

112.109

112.109

112.109

112.109

(N/m2)
Modulus of rigidity G
(N/m2)

18.42.109

18.42.109

18.42.109

18.42.109

Roughness parameter

27.10-3

34.10-3

41.10-3

53.10-3

A0
Surface energy

2.825.10--4

6.565.10--4

31.887.10--4

74.405.10—4

parameter B0
Asperity radius

7.342

66.176

1214.285

5600.000

parameter R0
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Abstract
Breast imaging and screening has evolved for accurate diagnosis of breast cancer at earlier stages of
development. 20% of malignant cases which has been proved as cancerous have been misinterpreted as nondetected cancers owing to technical problems in imaging procedure. These cancers is generally referred to as
missed cancers (MC). Various image segmentation algorithms like K-Means Clustering , Expectation
Maximization has proved for segmenting cancerous part from tumour part and statistically proved approaches
for extracting features such as Area, Entropy, Clustering image, Uniformity, Mean evolved for classifying
features of abnormal tissue. Evidences prove that about 65-80% of breast biopsies result in benign diagnosis and
many false negative errors in retrospect considered as false positive biopsies. Hence clearer vision of classifying
image based on textures provide wider view for radiologists in assessing the categories.
Keyword-malignant, missedcancers, K-Means Clustering,biopsies

1. INTRODUCTION
Breast Cancer is a malignant tumour which is a collection of cancer cells arising from the cells of the
breast.BC is the one of the most leading cancer which exhibits an exceptionally heterogenous phenotype in
histopathology[7].The availability of a computerized image analysis for automated quantification will enable
development of an inexpensive image-based system for predicting disease survival and outcome. Definitive
diagnosis of BC is performed by a pathologists via examination of tissue histopathology typically obtained via a
needle biopsy. Hence, a clinician’s ability to predict survival and disease outcome may be affected by inter and
intra observer variability. introduction of a novel method that enables professionals to efficiently produce medical
reports that are less error-prone and can be used in decision support systems without extensive post-processing
methodology[3]. Filtering algorithm begins by storing the data points in a kd-tree Recall that, in each stage of
Lloyd's algorithm, the nearest center to each data point is computed and each center is moved to the centroid of
the associated neighbors[10]. Accordingly,K-Means Clustering algorithm results in a partitioning of the data
space into Voronoi cells where each observation is a d-dimensional real vector. Staging is the process of
determining the extent of the cancer and its spread in the body. Together with the type of cancer, staging is used
to determine the appropriate therapy and to predict chances for survival. Staging system is used by the health care
team to summarize in a standard way the extent and spread of the cancer. This staging can then be used to
determine the treatment most appropriate type of cancer. Staging is the process of determining the extent of the
cancer and its spread in the body. Together with the type of cancer, staging is used to determine the appropriate
therapy and to predict chances for survival. Staging system is used by the health care team to summarize in a
standard way the extent and spread of the cancer. This staging can then be used to determine the treatment most
appropriate type of cancer.
The most widely used system in the U.S. is the American Joint Committee on Cancer TNM system.
Besides the information gained from the imaging tests, this system also uses the results from surgical
procedures. After surgery, a pathologist looks at the breast cancer and associated lymph nodes under the
microscope. This information gained is incorporated into the staging as it tends to be more accurate than the
physical exam and X-ray findings alone. . The system, called BI-RADS, includes seven standardized categories,
or levels. Each BI-RADS category has a follow-up plan associated with it to help radiologists and other
physicians appropriately manage a patient’s care.BI-RADS is a quality assurance tool designed to standardize
mammography reporting, reduce confusion in breast imaging interpretations, and facilitate outcome monitoring.
It is a lexicon of standardized terminology, a reporting organization and assessment structure, a coding system
and a data collection structure Results are communicated to the referring physician in a clear fashion with a final
assessment that indicates a specific course of action. Results are compiled in a standardized manner that permits
the maintenance and collection analysis of mammographic and outcome data. It is important for CAD to assess
not only the computer performance, but also the performance by physicians. It is thus necessary to evaluate
quantitatively and accurately by use of receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis whether the
performance by physicians can be improved by use of the computer results. In fact, even if the ROC curve for
computer results in detecting clustered micro calcifications on mammograms is substantially lower than that by
radiologists, the ROC curve obtained by radiologists using the computer results can be improved[4]. The extent
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of this improvement due to CAD was confirmed to be statistically significant. The higher the performance of the
computer, the better the overall effect on the final diagnosis. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. ection
II describes about lesion segmentation from normal tissue. Section III describes the experimental results and
discussions. Section IV describes the conclusion and the further work.
2.

PROPOSED METHOD
The Fig.1 describes the distinctions between detection and computer applications. The work presented
here may be considered as the groundwork for an overall automated classification system for use in digital
mammography (DM).

Fig.1.Block Diagram for Automated Mass classification System
Once the system is cued to the abnormality location, the classification consists of three main processing steps:
• Separate the abnormality from normal tissue
• Feature analysis.
• Classify the degree of malignancy.

3. Acquisition Of Input Image
The most common sign of breast cancer is a new lump or mass in the breast The doctor will also look
for lump and calcifications. Lump or mass where the size, shape and edges of a lump sometimes can give
doctors information about whether or not it may be cancer. On a mammogram a growth that is benign often
looks smooth and round with a clear, defined edge. A digital mammogram also uses x-rays to produce an image
of the breast, but instead of storing the image directly on film, the image is stored directly on a computer. This
allows the recorded image to be magnified for the doctor to take a closer look. Even though mammography can
detect tumors that cannot be felt, finding a small tumor does not always mean that a woman’s life will be saved.
Mammography may not help a woman with a fast growing cancer that has already spread to other parts of her
body before being found. False negatives can happen. This means everything may look normal, but cancer is
actually present. False negatives don't happen often. Younger women are more likely to have a false negative
mammogram than are older women. The dense breasts of younger women make breast cancers harder to find in
mammograms. False positives can happen. This is when the mammogram results look like cancer is present,
even though it is not. The indifferences exists between the selection of the processes and the acquisition of the
image helps to classify the calcifications and provide ease for the radiologists in assessing the category of
BIRADS formulated by ACR.The acquisition is followed by the detection of lesions that leads to confusion.
3.1 Detection of Lesions
Lesions may be comprised of calcifications of type micro and macro which means tiny specks of
calcium and large deposits often caused by aging. If calcifications are grouped together ,in a certain way, it may
be a sign of cancer. Depending on how many calcium specks present, how big they are, and what they look like,
doctors may suggest for further tests. Calcium in the diet does not create calcium deposits, or calcifications, in
the breast. For detection the margins have to be sharply demarcated with an abrupt transition between the lesion
and the surrounding tissue. Without additional modifiers there is nothing to suggest infiltration.
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3.2 Segmentation of Abnormal Lesions
The most widely used segmentation algorithm preferred so far include Expectaion Maximization
algorithm. The EM algorithm is a general method of finding the maximum-likelihood estimate of the parameters
of an underlying distribution from a given data set when the data is incomplete or has missing values. There are
two main applications of the EM algorithm. The first occurs when the data indeed has missing values, due to
problems with or limitations of the observation process. The second occurs when optimizing the likelihood
function is analytically intractable but when the likelihood function can be simplified by assuming the existence
of and values for additional but missing (or hidden) parameters. The latter application is more common in the
computational pattern recognition community .

Fig. 2. Input and Output of EM Algorithm
The EM algorithm is more probabilistic in nature and more widely characterized for segmentation processes. The
more appropriate algorithm that best suites for the spot detections is K-Means Clustering Algorithm since it can
be refined by filtering processes. Given a set of observations (x1, x2, …, xn), where each observation is a ddimensional real vector, k-means clustering aims to partition the n observations into k sets (k ≤n)
S = {S1, S2, …, Sk} so as to minimize the within-cluster sum of squares (WCSS).
(1)
where μi is the mean of points in Si.
k-initial "means" (in this case k=3) are randomly generated within the data domain . k clusters are created by
associating every observation with the nearest mean. The partitions here represent the Voronoi diagram
generated by the means. The centroid of each of the k clusters becomes the new mean. The result of k-means
can also be seen as the Voronoi cells of the cluster means. Since data is split halfway between cluster means,
this can lead to suboptimal splits as can be seen in the "mouse. The Gaussian models used by the Expectationmaximization algorithm (which can be seen as a generalization of k-means) are more flexible here by having
both variances and covariances. Attach label to each observation or data points in a set.You can say this
“unsupervised classification”Clustering is alternatively called as “grouping”.
Intuitively, if you would want to assign same label to a data points that are “close” to each other Thus,
clustering algorithms rely on a distance metric between data points Sometimes, it is said that the for clustering,
the distance metric is more important than the clustering algorithm. The EM result is thus able to accommodate
clusters of variable size much better than k-means as well as correlated clusters .The parameters of the Gaussian
mixture model were calculated for each texture in the image using EM algorithm. A likelihood function is
calculated which gives the probability of a pixel as belonging to a particular class which forms the basis of
labeling of the pixel. The segmentation step is the crucial stage addressed here; if it fails, the entire classification
analysis fails. The goal of this work is to develop a robust method of segmenting breast masses from the normal
background breast tissue. The success of automated classification requires knowledge of the mass, ambient
normal-tissue, background border region, and the tumor area. The refining algorithms prevent the initial
selection seed cluster points and the filtering processes makes ease of selecting the centroid that becomes a seed
point to be a new cluster. The EM algorithm is applied to estimate the mean and variance of features for every
texture in the image. At last a Bayesian classification rule is applied to attribute a label for each pixel by
defining a likelihood function, which computes the probability for a given pixel as belonging to a given class.
The Clustering algorithm will there provide simpler context in estimating the threshold value from which mean
and variance need not be a probabilistic value. Algorithmically, very simple to implement .K-means converges,
but it finds a local minimum of the cost function. Works only for numerical observations .K is a user input;
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alternatively BIC (Bayesian information criterion) or MDL (minimum description length) can be used to
estimate K. Outliers can considerable trouble to K-means.

Fig. 3. Output of the Segmentation process
Where the cluster count K=3 and more the cluster count more the perfect segmentation and careful observation
has to be performed for reducing the computational time.

4. D. Feature Extraction
To reduce the computational time required for extracting features for 256 pixel values the input image is
quantized before applying the feature extraction process. Quantization can be done either to the pixel values or to
the spatial coordinates. Operation on pixel values is referred to as gray-level reduction and operating on the spatial
coordinates is called spatial reduction. Texture measures are derived using the gray-level co occurrence matrices.
The EM algorithm is applied to estimate the mean and variance of features for every texture in the image. The
feature extraction algorithms analyze the spatial distribution of pixels in grey scale images. The different methods
capture how coarse or fine a texture is. The textural character of an image depends on the spatial size of texture
primitives. Large primitives give rise to coarse texture and small primitives fine texture. To model these
characteristics, spatial methods are found to be superior to spectral methods. Texture segmentation has long been
an important topic in image processing. Basically, it aims at segmenting a textured image into several regions with
the same texture features. An effective and efficient texture segmentation method will be very useful in
applications like the analysis of aerial images, biomedical images and seismic images as well as the automation of
industrial applications. Like the other segmentation problems ,the segmentation of textures requires the
identification of proper texture-specific features with good discriminative power. Generally speaking, texture
feature extraction methods can be classified into three major categories, namely, statistical, structural and spectral.
In statistical approaches, texture statistics such as the moments of the gray-level histogram, or statistics based on
gray-level co-occurrence matrix are computed to discriminate different textures. For structural approaches,
“texture primitive”, the basic element of texture, is used to form more complex texture pattern by grammar rules
which specify the generation of texture pattern. Finally, in spectral approaches, the textured image is transformed
into frequency domain To circumvent the above-mentioned issue, in this study, based on the fact that each interior
point in a texture region must posses similar properties with its neighbors, a new statistical method is proposed.
The key idea is that if the pixels of the input image can be classified into interior pixels and boundary ones, the
interior pixels stand for the interior parts of texture regions, then the segmentation can be achieved by applying
region growing on the interior pixels.
4.1 Statistical approaches
A frequently used approach for texture analysis is based on statistical properties of intensity histogram.
One such measure is based on statistical moments. Various features are as follows,
(2)
which gives a measure of average intensity.
Variance,
which

(z)

(3)

gives a measure of average contrast.
(4)

which gives a measures the uniformity of intensity in the histogram.
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(5)
which gives a measure of randomness.
Once the features are extracted from the input image set the threshold value thereby Area ,Entropy ,Clusterized
image, Mean ,Variance are found using matlab code and the work will be made ease for the radiologists to
assess the abnormalities. Statistical approaches like uniformity also specify the texture of the lesion and the
probability of occurrence will be visually observed through the above mentioned features.The unit of
specification is not mentioned as if predictions are based on the count of pixels and the image boundary.
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
After number of simultations performed on the images varies statistical textures were obtained .

Fig .4 (a) Input Image

Fig .4 (b)Clusterized Image

Fig .4 (c) Binary Image

Fig .4(e) Area

Fig .4 (d) Gray Image

Fig .4(f) Mean

Fig .4(g) Variance

Fig .4(h)Resultant Image

Figure. 4(a) represents the calcification of size of the input <400*267*3uint8>. (b) represents the cluster count
that has been taken here as K=3. (c) represents the Binary image which provides the differentiation of the object
and background.(d) represents the gray image that provides the threshold range of 0.3137.(e) gives the spread
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of metastasis state where the area of the image is clearly shown as 3449 and (f) represents the mean of about 4
that provides the average smooth of the spread and makes it easier for assessing the image. The assessment will
be assisted by the use of CAD tool with automated tool for maintaining the patient archiving ,Medical data with
CAD assess that leads to better diagnosis. (g) represents the average contrast that is a measure of uniformity and
it varies depends upon the cluster count and (h) provides the final resultant image of the clusterized image from
which the analysis of the category of the image begins. The further processing has been made for large number
of samples for classifying the abnormalities such as Compressed tissue, fatty and Non-fatty that leads to
complexion and the categories for biopsies are verified using these samples.In this paper three samples have
been taken and the output is verified using the resultant image,Variance analyzing the contrast.

Fig. 5 (a) Input Image

Fig. 5 (b) Clusterized Image

Fig. 5(c) Binary Image

Fig. 5(d) Gray Image

Fig. 5 (e) Area

.

Fig. 5 (f) Mean

Fig. 5(g) Variance

Fig. 5(h) Resultant Image
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Figure. 5(a) represents the calcification of size of the input <200*126*3uint8>. (b) represents the cluster count
that has been taken here as K=3. (c) represents the Binary image which provides the differentiation of the object
and background.(d) represents the gray image that provides the threshold range of 0.3608(e) gives the spread of
metastasis state where the area of the image is clearly shown as 2001 and (f) represents the mean the provides
the average smooth of the spread and makes it easier for assessing the image. The assessment will be assisted by
the use of CAD tool with automated tool for maintaining the patient archiving ,Medical data with CAD assess
that leads to better diagnosis. (g) represents the average contrast that is a measure of uniformity and it varies
depends upon the cluster count and (h) provides the final resultant image of the clusterized image from which
the analysis of the category of the image begins.

Fig. 6(a) Input Image

Fig. 6 (b) Clusterized Image

Fig. 6 (c ) Binary Image

Fig. 6 (e) Area

Fig. 6 (d) Gray Image

Fig. 6 (f) Mean

Fig. 6 (g)Variance

Fig. 6 (h) Resultant Image

Figure. 6(a) represents the calcification of size of the input <440*227*3uint8>. (b) represents the cluster count
that has been taken here as K=3. (c) represents the Binary image which provides the differentiation of the object
and background.(d) represents the gray image that provides the threshold range of 0.3176.(e) gives the spread
of metastasis state where the area of the image is clearly shown as 49813 and (f) represents the mean the
provides the average smooth of the spread and makes it easier for assessing the image. The assessment will be
assisted by the use of CAD tool with automated tool for maintaining the patient archiving ,Medical data with
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CAD assess that leads to better diagnosis. (g) represents the average contrast that is a measure of uniformity and
it varies depends upon the cluster count and (h) provides the final resultant image of the clusterized image from
which the analysis of the category of the image begins.

Images

Cluster

Area

Threshol
d

Mea
n

Varianc
e

Image a

[185,161,1
7]
[25,83,197]

3449

0.3137

4

170

2001

0.3608

50

[50,171,10
9]

49813

0.3176

63

Image
b
Image c

63

228

Table 1. Performance Analysis of Image Types
The above experimental results were performed for inputs that comes under the category of uncompressed fatty
tissue since the benign and malignant stages were absolute for cluster count K=3.For more beneficiary outputs
the computation time of CAD processing becomes more tedious and further analysis have to be made for
detecting compressed and fatty tissues.

6. Conclusion
Cluster value chosen as K=3 and more the cluster count more the efficient image segmentation. My
future work includes the Classification of images by a better algorithm that aids CAD system to help
Radiologists even more better.For better performance analysis cluster count can raised and segmentation along
with computer aids can be used for better radiological assessment. Raising the cluster count may take more time
consuming and using refining filtering algorithm procedures differentiation from tumour ,the cancerous part can
be detected. The Radiologists will be able to provide report for biopsy proven cancer tissue and be able to
categorize benign and malignant tissue.

7. Future Scope
The future scope includes the Classification of images by a comparison made with breast
tomosynthesis and evaluated using thermographic analysis that aids CAD system to help Radiologists even
more better for differentiating between masses and density. The Breast tomosynthesis method employ
reconstruction method for improved detectability of microcalcifications (MCs).
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Abstract:
The aim of this Project is to Manufacture and design Oil Draining unit for Vary Touch Unit (VTU) to
overcome the current problem of the industry and to make the efficient unit to increase the productivity and
reduce the human fatigue. The proposed machine will be automated and will work with the help of PLC
program. The machine will be compact as compared to the existing unit and it will be easy for the maintenance
work whether it is mechanical or electrical or instrumental side as all the components on the machine will be
easily approachable.

Keywords: The machine will be completely automated and will work on the PLC program.
1. Introduction:
Introduction Of Current System
The VARY TOUCH UNIT (VTU) is a part of TRACTOR which is use to hold the Plough. The VTU
contains hydraulic oil due to which it can hold the weight of around 800kg firmly After Load testing of Vary
Touch Unit in the process the parts which pass all the criteria are ready for the dispatch for final use before
introduction of these parts in to the market the oil which it contains it must be drained out completely The
current unit which is use for draining purpose has some limitations due to which the productivity of the plant is
decreased and the plant is under maintenance for more time due to MECHANICAL and ELECTRICAL break
downs. The problem which the industries are currently facing with current unit are listed below
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Frequent breakage of hinges used in structure.
It is not PLC based.
OIL draining Problem.
Collection of drain Oil is also difficult
Cycle time req. for draining oil is more
The conveyor on which the VTU draining is done is not properly aligned with the before and after conveyor
After lifting and tilting the VTU for Oil draining it touches the VTU which lies behind it.
The clamping mechanism which is available for holding the VTU while lifting and tilting is manual.
The position of lifting cylinder is in the pit and the drain oil is deposited in the pit so that the floor is
become slippery which may cause accident.

2. Proposed System:The proposed system will overcome the entire problem which is associated with the current system in
terms of productivity and function ability; the proposed system will comprise the following characteristics
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The hinges which will be used are machined hinges.
The entire unit will be PLC based.
Try to reduced maximum use of Hinges and instead of Hinges at few points will use Plummer Block for
proper and smooth motion
For draining purpose there will be a drain tank on unit itself and it will contain the drain tap at the base so
that the collected oil will be transferred easily to oil tank.
The unit will at the height of the before and after conveyor so that it will be align properly with the
existing conveyor.
After lifting and tilting of VTU for Oil draining it will not touch the VTU which lies behind it.
The clamping will be automated in our unit and it will be hydraulically operated so that the it will hold
the VTU firmly
The position of lifting cylinder will be on the structure itself and it will avoid the saturation of oil on the
floor
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With this unit we will try to make the best draining unit and it will increase the productivity and the number of
VTU dispatch per day will increase as the chances of breakdown of the unit will reduced. The unit which we are
introducing will try to couple with the vacuum pump also so that the strain mark of the oil or the oil which will
present in the oil chamber of VTU will be sucked completely. As soon as the draining cycle will complete the
Vacuum pump will get actuated and it will be connected with the PLC itself.

3. CONCEPT DRAWING
a)

Part Drawing

b)

Assembly Drawing

4. Proposed Working Condition

5. Proposed Sequence of Operation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Operator will press the start cycle button.
System will sense the presence of VTU on the drain unit and will start only if there is VTU present.
Lock cylinder between incoming VTU and drain unit will be actuated.
Next locking clamp cylinder for VTU locking on drain unit will be activated.
After 1 sec delay the first platform cylinder will be actuated and simultaneously a connection to vacuum
pump will actuate to start the vacuum pump.
6. After delay of 3-5 sec, second platform’s tilting cylinder will be actuated.
7. System will remain in tilted position for 30 Seconds (Can be set as required).
8. After cycle completion both tilting and lifting cylinders will be deactivated and system will come to its
home position.
9. Next VTU will be unlocked by deactivating respective clamp cylinder
10. Lock cylinder will be deactivated after a delay of 5 second so that operator will get time to unload the VTU.
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5.5 Numerical Calculation:Load of the object = 130Kg
Weight of Top Frame = 60Kg
Weight of Middle Frame = 60Kg
Total Weight = 250Kg
For Design Consideration
Assume Total Weight = 300Kg

a) Initial Condition
When the part is loaded on the machine and the machine is in ideal condition
Б = F/A
= (300*9.81)/100

Leg of
M/C

300Kg

= 29.43 N/mm2
Б (for Single leg) = 7.35N/mm2
Bending Moment:RA + RB = 300*9.81

50mm

RA + RB = 2943 N
ƩMA = 0
40mm

RB * 0.56 = 2943 * 0.28
300Kg

RB = 1471.5 N-m

0.56m

&
RA = 1471.5 N-m
Bending Moment at C

RA

RB

Ʃ M c= 0
1471.5*0.25 = Rc
Rc = 412.02 N-m

0.25m

Bending Stress
M / I = F/ Y = E/R
M= Max. Bending Moment
0.56m

I = Moment of Inertia
F = Bending Stress
Y = Distance of Neutral Axis
Y = 0.25m
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M = 412.02 * 103 N-mm
I = (BD3 / 12 – bd3 / 12)
= (504/12 – 404/12)
= 307500 mm4
412.02*103/307500 = F/25
F = 33.49 N/mm2

b) Lifting Condition:-

535.71Kg
c

300Kg/0.56m = X/1m

) 100

X = 535.71Kg
W = ½ *(535.71*9.81)*0.56

A

560mm

B

= 1471.4N
535.71Kg
RA + RB = 1471.4N
ƩMA = 0
0.56*RB = 1471.4*0.186

A

560mm

B

RB = 1471.4*0.186/0.56
RB = 488.5N
RA = 982.4N
A = π*D*W
= π*25*5.4
A = 424.11mm2
Б = F/A
= 5255/424.11
Б = 12.39N/mm2
B
c) Tilting Condition:Weight of frame: - 240Kg
134.4*9.81 = 1318 N

A

F = 1318 N
RA + RB = 1318 N
ƩMA = 0
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.56 RB = 1318*.28
RB = 659 N
RA = 659 N

240*.56 = 134.4Kg

B.M. at A = 0
B=0
C = 659*.28
C = 184.52 N
Bending Stress

A

0.56m

B

M / I = F/ Y = E/R
M= Max. Bending Moment
5mm

I = Moment of Inertia
F = Bending Stress

100mm

Y = Distance of Neutral Axis
5mm

M = WL/4
= 134.4*.56/4

122mm

= 18.8 N-M
M = 18.8 * 103 N-MM
IXX 1 = 122 * 53 / 12 + (122*5 *502)
IXX 1

= 1.56 * 106

IXX 2 = 5*903 / 12
= 3.03*105
IXX 2= 3.03*105
IXX 3 = 122*53 / 12 + (122*5*47.52)
= 1.3*106
IXX 3 = 1.3*106
IXX = IXX 1 + IXX 2 + IXX 3
= 1.56 * 106 + 3.03*105 + 1.3*106
= 3.16 * 103
F = M*L / Ixx
= 18.8 * 103 * 50 / 3.16*106
= .290 N / M2
F = 2.90 N / MM2
Bending Stress = 2.90 N / MM 2
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Abstract:
Hand lay-up process is fabrication process to manufacture of FRP products. FRP or fiberglass
corrugated roof sheet also manufactured by hand lay-up process, but some problems has been arise with this
method such that, mainly low production rate of sheets; uniform thickness not maintaining; lay-up does not
uniformly perform, resin is harmful for human. These problems can be eliminated by hand lay-up process
converted into Automatic lay-up process with providing safety environments for works. In this paper also
discussed about different composite materials of methods for manufacturing of roof sheet and other products.

Keywords: Corrugated roof sheet, Composite materials, FRP, Fiberglass, Hand lay-up, Gantry structure,
Automatic machine.

1. Introduction
Now days, the Fiber Reinforced Plastic (FRP) products are generally manufactured by the Hand Layup or spray-up process. Hand Lay-up process is a simple method and economically cheap process w.r.t. other
methods of FRP product manufacturing. The paper describe about automatic lay-up method of manufacturing of
corrugated fiberglass roofing sheets, now days, manufacturing by Hand Lay-up process, this process done by
manually with the help of equipments, it consists of open mold, brush, squeeze roller. Fiberglass is the
composite material of resin and chopped fiber strand or fiber mats. This process is simple and economical for
production of FRP product, but some problems are arise from these process such that,


Production rate of corrugated fiberglass sheet is low i.e. approximately 50-60 sheets per day (i.e. 12 hr.
shift.),

Thickness of sheet is not uniform.

Lay-up process does not perform uniformly i.e. when perform lay-up of resin on mold; the amount of
resin is not taken with specific amount for lay-up on mold surface.

Resins are harmful to human.

Fiberglass strand does not uniformly sprayed on mold, therefore, strength of sheet does not uniform on
sheet.
These above problems are eliminated; Hand lay-up process is converted into Automatic Lay-up process.
1.1. What Is The Hand Lay-Up Process?
Hand Lay-up is fabrication process of FRP products (Fiber Reinforced Plastic). The FRP is composite
material of Resin and Fiberglass strand or Fiberglass mat. It involved building up layers of chopped glass or
woven glass mat impregnated with catalyzed resin around a suitable mould. The reinforcement is then rolled for
better wet-out and removing trapped air.
1.2. Steps of Hand lay-up process
Hand lay-up process is an open mold process. It is a simple process to manufacturing of FRP products
Preparing Mold:We take mold and removing any dust and dirt from mold. The mold material may be plaster, wood or
new fiberglass, apply soft wax, P.V.A. and buff with soft towel.
 Applying Resin:Resin is applied on mold by the brush. The brush is move like to painting of wall.
 Lay-up of Fiberglass:Brush is applied of resin on mold then chopped fiber glass strands spread over the resin layer.
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 Applying Resin:Again apply the resin layer over the glass strand layer by using brush.
 Squeeze Action:Second layer of resin is applied then roller is move over the layers of resin-fiberglass-resin, for removing the
air between in layers. This action called squeeze action. This squeeze action also used for compact the
product.
 Remold :Lastly the sheet is removing from mold for hardening of sheet, the left in air at room temperature. And
remold product is final of a corrugated fiber roofing sheet.We ask that authors follow some simple guidelines. In
essence, we ask you to make your paper look exactly like this document. The easiest way to do this is simply to
download the template, and replace the content with your own material.

2. Literature Review:
The main purpose of that paper, to improve the manufacturing method of corrugated fiberglass roofing
sheet. Today’s used manufacturing method of corrugated fiberglass roofing sheet of Hand Lay-up process is
converted into Automatic Lay-up process.Today’s in the market available of various types of corrugated roofing
sheets with different materials such as Steel (G.I. steel), Plastic, Composite materials etc. composite materials of
Cement fibrous, Fiber Reinforce Plastic. These different materials of sheets are manufactured by using different
manufacturing methods. Like that, for Steel corrugated roofing sheets manufactured process by using roll
forming method; for Plastic corrugated roofing sheets manufacturing process by using Extrusion method; for
Cement fibrous corrugated roofing sheets manufacturing process by using Hatschek method; for FRP corrugated
roofing sheets manufacturing by using Hand Lay-up or Spray Lay-up method.
Cement fibrous corrugated roofing sheets like to be fiberglass roofing sheets, the different between
both sheets are made from different materials. Cement fibrous sheet is in the used cement materials for
bounding the fibers. And FRP sheet is in used the resin for bounding the fiberglass. These both sheets materials
group is belong to composite materials. The fiber is used in sheet for increase the wind strength of sheet.
Different materials of sheets, so different manufacturing methods of these. Hashem Akbari, Ronnen Levinson,
and Paul Berdahl [6], they are discussed about the methods for the manufacturing of Residential Roofing
materials. Such that, shingles; Clay tiles; Concrete tiles; Metal roofing. In this paper discussed about climate of
California, the demand for cooling energy, increasing roof solar reflectance reduces energy consumption in
mechanical cooled building, and improves occupant comfort in non-conditioned buildings, with manufacturing
methods and innovative methods for increasing the solar reflectance of these roofing materials.In cement fibrous
sheets, the major components involved cement, water, silica, lime stone flour and fibers. The cement fibrous
corrugated roofing sheets manufacture by different methods, AL Moselemi [1], to provide an overview of the
different technologies that are currently in use to manufactured of cement fibrous sheets, the most popular
technology used in fiber cement manufacturing is the Hatschek process and other processes are used such as
Extrusion machine, Fourdrinier forming machine, Pour-on Technology, Wounder Board Process, CementBonded particle board, Wood wool Boards, Block and Siabs. These technologies are currently used for
manufacturing of cement sheets in factories. Hatschek process is very old method was developed in 1890’s for
production of asbestos cement product. Tony Cook [4], describes the details working mechanism about
Hatschek machine process for manufacturing of fiber cement sheets. This method is helpful for film formation
cement fibrous sheets in uniform thickness and flatness of sheet.
S. Delvasto, E.F. Toro, F. Perdomo [2], this are discussed about another technology for manufacturing of
corrugated fiber reinforced cementitious sheets using Vacuum forming technology. The machinery used in
cylinder forming process is simple; this technology appropriate for small scales of production and it is an
environmental friendly low cost appropriate technology that does not need skilled labour.Ciarlini Sergio [3], the
discussed about existing manufacturing methods and to improve the existing method for manufacturing of
corrugated cement fiber sheet. In an existing method of corrugated sheets in find it microscopic discontinuities,
formation of cracks, delaminations, breakages, these all drawback eliminated by improving and small changes in
method for producing corrugated cement sheets.Bijkerk, Bakker and Deblauwe [5], in this paper invention about
the finished product of fiber cements are protected from scuffing damage during storage, transport, handling and
fixing or mounting. Therefore, to applied spacer of hot melt adhesive to the back side of finished product and
described the manufacturing method for applying the spacer, to extend the Hatschek process which was
originally applied to the asbestos cement technology.Above manufacturing methods and technology of to
produce corrugated fiber cement sheets, these manufacturing technologies will be helping for to introduce the
Automatic technology for manufacturing corrugated fiberglass roofing sheets.
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3. Solution On Existing Systems Problems
In hand lay-up method arises above problems these problems are overcome by conversion of manually
operated hand lay-up process into automatic lay-up process i.e. all operation steps are performed by the
automatically using dedicated system.
Describe automatic systems are related to the existing system in following.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]
[18]

Preparing Mold:In existing system, removing of dust by soft cloth and apply wax and PVA by manually using soft towel.
In Automatic system, already die used dust free and PVA agent apply by spraying system on mold.
Applying Resin :In existing system, resin apply on mold with help of brush, the brush is move like to paint.
In Automatic system, resins apply by spray system or dumping of resin in mold.
Lay-up of fiberglass :In existing system, chopped fiber spread by hand on layer of resin.
In Automatic system, chopped fiber spread with help of fiber spread unit.
Again applying Resin:In existing system, second layer of resin applied on fiber with the help of brush. It is same like to first
layer of resin.
In Automatic system, second layer of resin applied by spray system or dumping of resin in mold.
Squeeze Action:In existing system, squeezing action performs by roller applying hand force and move more layer of resin
– fiber – resin.
In Automatic system, squeezing actions perform by automatic roller by self weight of roller for
compacting and air releasing between layer of resin and fiber.
Remold:In existing system, after hardening of sheet, the remold by manually.
In Automatic system, the remold operation by using automatic ejection system to remove sheet from
mold.

3.1. Required components for Automatic Lay-up System:a. PVA Spray Unit.
b. Resin Spray Unit.
c. Fiber Spread Unit.
d. Roller Unit for squeezing action.
e. Ejection System.

4. Structure Of Automatic Machine
Structure is basic part of every machine for holding of all unit of any system. In Automatic lay-up
system used gantry type of structure used for holding and performing of operations by separates units.
4.1 Construction of Structure:It consists of base table, columns, and guide ways rod. The base table is place on floor and four columns are
mounted on table, at near about end corner of table. The column used for support to the guide ways rod shown
in fig.1. These guide way rod used for the travelling the units on mold for performing operations.

Figure 1 Basic Structure of Automatic Lay-up Process
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5. Proposed System For Automatic Lay-Up Process
Three systems are proposed for Automatic lay-up process in following.
5.1. Proposed System “A”
Construction & Working of Machine: This system used in gantry type of structure it is shown in fig.2, it consists of base table, column, resin
spray unit, PVA spray unit, flap system, fiber glass spread unit, roller unit, and mold. These arrangements show
in fig.2, Base table mount on angle type of structure. Four columns are mounted on base table for supporting to
guide ways rod. On this guide ways rod mounted spray units, flap system, fiber spread unit, roller unit for to
travelling on mold for performing of operation simultaneously, with the help of motion mechanisms applying
individual external sources.In this system three guide ways are used for holding units. On one guide way for
fiber glass spread unit. Second guide way for flap and squeeze unit and third guide way for spraying unit.
Working of Machine:In this system, firstly applying the PVA agent on mold by using spray unit, these spray unit having two
nozzle one for PVA and other for Resin. The spray unit move on y-direction of guide way for dumping of PVA
in mold like to paste, now, flap system is activated for PVA apply on mold uniformly. This flap taken initial
position after completion of laying process of PVA. Whenever flap activated before that nozzle tip is rotate to
900 at shown in fig.2, for avoiding of accident, then flap move for performs of work. Now nozzle position is
taken original after flap comes to initial position. The nozzle is ready for dumping the resin in mold when the
spray unit moves to initial position i.e. backward moment. Again nozzle tip is rotate at 90 0. Flap is ready for
perform the lay –up operation on mold. After completion of lay-up of resin operation the flap comes to initial
position. Now, fiber glass spread by spread unit this units are place to other end of table i.e. left end it is shown
in fig.2, after completion of fiber spread operation these comes to origin position. Next step is again activated
resin nozzle for dumping of resin in mold same to move of spray unit in y-direction but now the completion of
spraying of resin the unit comes to origin position, and taken rotate at 90 0 . Flap is move for performing of layup operation on fiber glass layer. Now, flap stop at the other end. The next step is squeezing operation by using
roller units. The roller units move on layer of resin-fiber-resin for releasing of air and compacting of product.
This roller unit two times of performing squeezing action, one forward direction and second is backward
direction. Lastly roller unit comes to origin position as well as flap also comes to origin position, after hardening
of sheet remove from mold. This cycle is repeated for manufacturing of sheets.

Figure 2. First Proposed System for Automatic Lay-up Process
5.2. Proposed System “B”
Construction & Working of Machine: In Second proposed system construction is same near about to first proposed system. The little change
is spray unit motion and number of nozzles for dumping of resin in mold. In this spray unit move in vertical
direction like up and down for dumping of resin in mold. It is shown in fig. the PVA nozzles and Resin nozzles
are arrange to opposite side its shown in fig.3, first pair of PVA nozzle dump PVA in mold. Before that spray
unit rotate 900 for avoiding accident and move the flap used for performing uniform lay-up operation. After that
completion of lay-up for PVA. Now, spray unit rotate next at 900 and ready for dumping of resin in mold. After
dumping of resin operation the spray unit again rotates at 90 0, and flap activated for lay-up operation. After that
the spray unit moves upward direction in vertically, place origin position of spray unit. Now, fiber glass spread
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unit activated for spreading the fiber on first layer of resin, completion of fiber spreading operation, again
dumping the resin in mold and lay-up by flap system. After that roller unit is activated for performing squeezing
action. This cycle is repeated for manufacturing of sheets.In this system, two guide ways are used for holding
and travelling of units for performing lay-up operation for manufacturing of sheets. One guide way rod is used
for fiber spread unit and second guide way rod for flap system and roller system shown in fig.3.

Figure 3. Second Proposed System for Automatic Lay-up Process

5.3. Proposed System “C”
Construction & Working of Machine: In third proposed system construction same like to above two systems. But in this system used only one
guide way rod for holding and travelling of units for performing operation steps for manufacturing of sheets. On
these guide way rod two spray units, one fiber spread unit, one rolling units are mounted. The two spray unit and
fiber spread unit are place at right end of table and roller unit is placed at left end of table shown in fig.4.
Working of these systems, firstly spray PVA on mold by spray unit, the moment of unit right to left direction
and stop the unit at left end of table, after that resin spray move for spraying on mold in same direction of
previous unit and stop there. Now, fiber glass spread unit ready for spreading of fiber on layer of resin, these
unit move from right to left direction, and return to original position. Again spray the resin on layer of fiber
glass by resin unit whenever these unit move to backward direction and takes the origin position. Now, PVA
spray unit return to origin position but these time no any operation perform i.e. ideally move. After roller unit
activated for performing of squeezing action for releasing of air in between layer of resin-fiber-resin, also
compacting of product uniformly. These roller units perform squeezing action twice, and reset the origin
position. This cycle repeated for manufacturing of sheets.

Figure 4. Third Proposed System for Automatic Lay-up Process

6. Conclusion
It is possible to existing lay-up process converted into Automatic Lay-up Process. Therefore, those
problems are arise in existing lay-up process can be avoided with increasing the production rate of sheets.There,
three systems are proposed for automatic lay-up system, so, can be possible to adopt these one from above
system and also available more options for converting Automatic Lay-up system.If adopt the automatic lay-up
process for manufacturing of FRP sheets, therefore achieving the uniform thickness of sheet as well as to
providing safety environments to human. Also increasing the production rate with economical.
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Abstract:
Special purpose machine are widely used for special kind of operations, which are not economical on
conventional machines. It is design for getting higher accuracy at desired condition. Spot facing in industrial
valve is followed by a mechanical drilling or milling process. After the initial hole is drilled recess is develop on
the valve with the help of required tool material. This aim of this paper is to presents the concept of spot facing
in industrial valve, identified problems in flanges during spot facing and propose concept for avoiding the same.
Keywords: Back spot facing operation, Special purpose machine, Spot facing, Industrial valve.
1. Introduction
Special Purpose Machines (SPM) is not available off the Shelf. It is also not covered in standard manufacturing
programs. They are designed and Tailor Made as Per the customer’s specific requirements. They are also Called
as Bespoke Machines. The use of SPM minimizes the human errors, human fatigue in repetitive operation etc.
and increases the productivity at desired level. It also assures the quality and interchange ability of parts.
It is either cam operated machine or they use Hydraulics and Pneumatics as Actuating Elements or combination
of all the three of them Many times a dedicated Programmable Logic Controller is used in Conjunction with
Positional Sensors and Transducers, to give Commands to the Actuating Elements. Sometimes different special
motors like Stepper Motor and Servo Motors are used as Actuating Element. Special mechanisms, drives, gears
etc may also be used. The productivity achieved after all these efforts is very high. However to Fetch the Fruits
of these highly specialized machines the pre condition is that the input to the automatic machine must have strict
quality control.

1.1 Necessity Of The Back Spot Facing In The Valves:The back spot facing is needed in all flanges of the valves. It is provide the fittings for tightening the stud nuts or
fasteners Back spot facing is so equally important like any other operation otherwise the stud nut can be fail
during tightening or application of torque during the tightening of the stud nut. Here introduce the paper, and put
a nomenclature if necessary, in a box with the same font size as the rest of the paper. The paragraphs continue
from here and are only separated by headings, subheadings, images and formulae. The section headings are
arranged by numbers, bold and 10 pt. Here follows further instructions for authors.

1.2 Current Available Facility For Back Spot Facing
The shape and geometry of the valve body is very different than any other component. The shape of the side and
top flanges are intricate and difficult to machining.. Presently back spot facing operation is the last process after
all the other process is completed.
The radial drilling machine is the only option on which the back spot facing operation can perform. There are so
many aspects involved in the actual operation, but currently there is no other option other than radial drilling
machine. This is an unnatural type of operation on the Radial drilling machine, since the spindle moving
towards upward direction means opposite to gravity. This results the vibration on spindle and increasing the
chances of run out of spindle. Sometimes at the time of drilling operation the accuracy of the machine is totally
out of control. Clamping of component encountered a problem in radial drilling machine because it required
more time and if clamping is not done properly the chances of accident may occurred.

1.3 Advantages And Disadvantages Of Current Facilities
Following are the advantages & disadvantages of the existing operation i.e. the back spot facing on the Radial
drilling machine.

Advantages:1) No need of body indexing during spot facing of each drilled hole
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2) Auto feed mechanism is available.
3) Any size can be spot face up to the capacity of the machine.
1.4 Disadvantages:a) Rigid clamping required for the work piece.
b) Special type of tooling attachment is required like socket as per the machines Morse taper.
c) Tool clamping is difficult, since it is operating in opposite direction of the spindle.
d) Tool changing time is much higher.
e) No judgment of dimensions to be maintained, since it is very difficult to see the actual operation going on
by operator.
f) Special types of clamping devices are required to clamp the work piece.
g) Skilled operator requires performing the desired operation.
h) Cost per piece is very high.
i) Other operation can delay due to this operation.
j) Machine accuracy is affected very much due to this unconventional operation on this machine.
k) Breakdown time is more.
l) Tool breakage is very high since operator cannot see the condition of tool visually every time during
operation.

2. Literature review:Many works have been done to carry out the various machining operations, for that special machine,
tools, fixtures are invented. Some inventor had tried to carry out the spot facing operation by inventing special
tool but very little inventor had tried to make special purpose machine for it. Burr et al1. have worked on the
back spot facing tool, A backspot facing tool includes a shaft and a cutting element. The shaft has a first and
second end and a recess located near the first end. The shaft also includes an outer circumference and is centered
on a first axis. The cutting element has an inner portion and an outer portion and is pivotally coupled to the shaft
about a second axis.
The cutting element is movable between a closed position and an open position. Louis Belanger2, This
invention relates to rotary cutting tools for use in a drill press milling machine or other spindle type machine
tools. An object of the invention is to provide a tool for performing an internal, substantially blind machining
operation accurately and with a minimum of time and effort. Further object of the invention is to provide a tool
especially useful to readily perform a spotting or facing operation upon an inaccessible inner face of a wall or
other element adjacent to an aperture through the wall. Stuart A. Cogsdill3, This invention relates to cutting
tools and particularly to a cutting tool that will spotface or counterbore the back side of a workpiece around a
bore extending there through Kenneth P. Chamberlain4, His invention relates to rubber lined pipe and to the
preparation of joints therefore, and has for its object the provision of an improved cutting tool and a machine for
counterboring the rubber lining at the end of the pipe, for example to receive a joint sealing member, his
machine effects a rapid, clean cut of various kinds of rubber, especially the soft resilient rubber, and is notable
for its effective counter boring of soft rubber which could not be counterbored heretofore.
Henry F. Swenson4, His invention pertains to a back spot facing tool whose cutting bladeis pivotally
mounted on a spindle body and is axially actuated by a plunger rod so as to be moved to either a cutting or a
concealed condition in response to either a manual manipulation or to a hydraulic actuation of this rod. Arlan W.
way, Terrence M. McCarver6, A spot facing mechanism employs a self centering chuck, a stationary mandrel
and housing. Axial feed controls are also stationary when the apparatus is operational. Incremental radial
feeding of the tool head is provided, with the degree of feed being adjustable between zero feed and maximum
feed. radial feed rate adjustment controls remain stationary while the apparatus is operating, enabling adjustment
of feed tare without having to stop the machine. Walter C. Bergstorm7 His inventon relates to new and useful
improvements in countersinking and counterboring tools, An important object of the invention is the provision
of construction for such tools which prevent chattering of the tool in use, provide precision smooth surfaces of
the work, provide for more rapid ejection of the chips or shaving , and deburr the work.
3. Checklist of Information Useful in Investigation of Solution for Back Spot Facing
1. The spot facing on RD machine is a non conventional job, since the operation is reverse of the machine
behaviour, so we need to develop the solution which is having parallel or same cutting action in the feed
direction of the machine.
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The mechanism which is suitable for the type of operation of spot facing.
Focus on some current available facility which is helpful to make some new economical and useful
solution.
Selection of suitable drives for the mechanism like Belt drive, Chain drive and Gear drive. Also find the
advantages and disadvantages of this drives.
Dimensional requirement, finishing requirement of spot facing and economy of the operation.
User friendly and low maintenance solution.
Properties of the materials which we have to cut or machine and cutting tools available for cutting these
materials.

4. Proposed Mechanism of the Spot Facing Machine

Fig. 1Belt & Chain drive mechanism
a)
b)
c)

Belt drive mechanism
Chain drive mechanism
Gear drive mechanism

4.1 Construction And Working Of Mechanism (1):Belt Drive:This system is used for back spot facing operation. It consists of smaller pulley, V belt, larger pulley,
Warm and warn wheel gear box, Guide way for warm gear box, Rack and pinion arrangement, Hand wheel. . A
Belt is a looped strip of flexible material, used to mechanically link two or more rotating shafts they may be
used as a source of motion, to efficiently transmit POWER, or to track relative movement. Belts are looped over
pulleys. Power transmission is achieved by specially designed belts and pulleys. Belts run smoothly and with
little noise, and cushion motor and bearings against load changes, but have less strength than gears or chains.

Advantages








Cheap
Allows misalignment (parallel shafts)
Protects from overload
Absorbs noise and vibrations
Cushion load fluctuations
Needs little maintenance
High efficiency (90-98%, usually 95%).

Disadvantages






Speed ratio is not constant (slip & stretch)
Heat accumulation
Speed limited – 2000 m/min,
Power limited - 700 kW
Endless belts needs special attention to install
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Chain DriveLike any method of power transmission, chain drives have advantages and disadvantages. Advantages
of chain will be discussed initially, and the note will conclude with a discussion of chain disadvantages.

Advantages








Virtually any length chain can be obtained (splicing).
Positive drive provides synchronization of two shafts (Synchronous belts such as Poly Chain® also
possess this characteristic).
Bearing loads are generally lower than for belts (no slack side tension).
Chain drives are 95-99% efficient (Poly Chain is 98-99% efficient).
Due to chain's symmetric design characteristics, serpentine drives are possible (serpentine drives are also
possible using twin tooth synchronous belts).
Chain drives seem to give the appearance that they will do the job - i.e., steel is tough.
Chain offers higher HP capacities on smaller diameters.

Disadvantages










Lubrication is critical - unlubricated drives can wear 300 times faster than lubricated drives (difficult to
properly re-lube chain).
The lubrication attracts dirt which leads to wear problems.
Life is usually low since an estimated 90-95% of chain drives are improperly lubricated.
Frequent maintenance is required due to wear and stretch.
Chain drives are noisy (proportional to speed) due to metal-to-metal contact.
Linear speed is limited to 3000 ft. /min. for roller chain.
Vertical drives may present problems since less slack can be permitted than in a horizontal drive in order
to insure proper chain/sprocket engagement.
Equipment damage can result upon chain failure due to steel construction.
Available only in full box length increments except in rare cases.

Gear Drive Mechanism
A gear is a rotating machine part having cut teeth, or cogs, which mesh with another toothed part in
order to transmit torque. Two or more gears working in tandem are called a transmission and can produce a
mechanical advantage through a gear ratio and thus may be considered a simple machine. Geared devices can
change the speed, torque, and direction of a power source. The most common situation is for a gear to mesh with
another gear; however a gear can also mesh a non-rotating toothed part, called a rack, thereby producing
translation instead of rotation. In transmissions which offer multiple gear ratios, such as bicycles and cars, the
term gear, as in first gear, refers to a gear ratio rather than an actual physical gear. The term is used to describe
similar devices even when gear ratio is continuous rather than discrete, or when the device does not actually
contain any gears, as in a continuously variable transmission.

Advantages









Provide Positive Drive without slip.
Suitable for high speed, high torque & high power transmission.
Properly designed & properly maintained gear system can run over decades.
Very high transmission ratio is practicable.
Compact machine train in limited space.
Due to rigid construction gives rigidity to mechanism.
Drastic speed variation is possible without any major problem.
Low maintenance cost.

Disadvantages




Needs Proper Lubrication System.
Which involve high cost.
Require skilled technician to maintain.
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4.2 Construction And Working Of Mechanism (2)This system is also used for back spot facing. it consist of sun and planet gear mechanism, gear drive,
veriable frequency drive, laed screw, indexing table. By using this system we can spot face four hole of side
flange of the valve by using four cutting tool at a time. Gear drive is used for power transmission.
Working:We can externally supply the power and speed from the motor to the gear drive mechanism. In gear
drive mechanism there is sun and planet gear mechanism which is used for power transmission sun gear
distributes power and speed to the planet gears which is used as a output power and output speed in this way we
can done back spot facing operation on one side of flange of valve. After complition of back spot facing
operation on one side we are apply same process for anather side by providing rotary table indexing mechanism
we can rotate table by 180 degree and done operation on anather side of flange of valve.

Fig.2. Sun and Planet Gear Mechanism

5. Conclusion:In this paper discussed about the spot facing operation and methodology. In this suggesting two special
purpose machines for back spot facing operation perform on the industrial valves. In existing process required
more time for completion of operation of back spot facing as well as difficult to achiving to each back spot
facing . This problems eliminating by providing dedicated back spot facing machine i.e providing special
purpose machine.
Above suggesting mechanisms in facilited to loading the valve in short time as well as unloading, easily
performing operation on back side of flange of valve. This system also increase rate of production with
accurated dimensions.
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Abstract
In manufacturing industry, machine vision is very important nowadays. Computer vision has been
developed widely in manufacturing for accurate automated inspection. A model of automated inspection system
is presented in this conceptual paper. Image processing is used for inspection of part. It is assumed that the part
after going through many previous operations comes to inspection system where the weight of the part as well
as geometry made on that part is detected and later decided whether it is to be accepted or rejected with the help
of image processing technique. Using MATLAB software a program is developed and pattern or geometry is
detected.

Keywords: Automated Inspection System, Digital Camera, Image Processing, Machine Vision, MATLAB,
Pattern Recognition, PRO-E Software .
1. Introduction
Automated inspection systems are continuously conveyed in the manufacturing process. The systems
are capable of measuring predetermined parameters of various parts, comparing the measured parameters with
predetermined values, evaluating from the measured parameters the integrity of the parts and determining
whether such parts are acceptable or, alternatively, whether they should be rejected.Humans are able to find
such defects with prior knowledge. Human judgment is influenced by expectations and prior knowledge.
However, it is tedious, laborious, costly and inherently unreliable due to its subjective nature. Therefore,
traditional visual quality inspection performed by human inspectors has the potential to be replaced by computer
vision systems. The increased demands for objectivity, consistency and efficiency have necessitated the
introduction of accurate automated inspection systems. These systems employ image processing techniques and
can quantitatively characterize complex sizes, shapes, and the color and textural properties of products. Accurate
automated inspection and classification can reduce human workloads and labor costs while increasing the
throughput. Machine vision has been used to detect the part and take the image of the part which compares it
with the standard dimensions given to it through programming language.
Machine vision (MV) is the process of applying a range of technologies and methods to provide
imaging-based automatic inspection, process control and robot guidance in industrial applications. the first step
in the MV sequence of operation is acquisition of an image, typically using cameras, lenses, and lighting that
has been designed to provide the differentiation required by subsequent processing. MV software packages then
employ various digital image processing techniques to extract the required information, and often make
decisions (such as pass/fail) based on the extracted information. Though the vast majority of machine vision
applications are still solved using 2 dimensional imaging, machine vision applications utilizing 3D imaging are
growing niche within the industry.
Machine vision image processing methods include:







Pixel counting: Counts the number of light or dark pixels
Thresholding: Converts an image with gray tones to simply black and white or using separation based on a
grayscale value.
Segmentation: Partitioning a digital image into multiple segments to simplify and/or change the
representation of an image into something that is more meaningful and easier to analyze.
Blob discovery & manipulation: Inspecting an image for discrete blobs of connected pixels (e.g. a black
hole in a grey object) as image landmarks. These blobs frequently represent optical targets for machining,
robotic capture, or manufacturing failure.
Pattern recognition including template matching: Finding, matching, and/or counting specific patterns. This
may include location of an object that may be rotated, partially hidden by another object, or varying in size.
Barcode, data matrix and 2D code reading.
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 Optical character recognition: Automated reading of text such as serial number.
 Gauging: Measurement of object dimensions (e.g. in pixels, inches or millimeters).
 Edge detection: Finding object edge.
 Neural net processing: Weighted and self-training multi-variable decision making.
 Filtering (e.g. morphological filtering).
We assume that the part after going through many previous operation comes to the automated inspection system
where it is decided whether to accept or reject the part. Based on the weight of the part as well as through image
processing, pattern of the part is matched through the standard program and image fed beforehand. Aluminum
block is the part which is to be weighed and geometric pattern is recognized and matched using image
processing.

2. Review Of Papers
The manual activity of inspection could be subjective and highly dependent on the experience of
human inspectors. So image analysis techniques are being increasingly used to automate industrial
inspection.The machine vision system for automatic inspection of defects in textured surfaces has been
developed. It aimed to solve the problem of detecting small surface defects which appear as local anomalies
embedded in a homogeneous texture of textile fabrics and machined surfaces [1]. Computer vision has been for
detection of defective packaging of tins of cigarettes[2].A large amount of research has been carried out on
automated inspection of tile surfaces[3],[4], biscuit bake color[5], the color of potato chips, textile fabrics, food
products and wood[6]. However, relatively little work has been done in automated defect classification, mainly
because of the difficult nature of the problem. Computer vision has been used to objectively measure the color
of different food since it provides some additional and obvious advantages over conventional techniques such as
using a colorimeter, namely, the possibility of analyzing each pixel of the entire surface of the food, and
quantifying the surface characteristics and defects. Defective images are detected in textile fabrics by
individually applying simple classification to discriminate knots from slubs according to the ratio of length to
width [7], and pyramid linking scheme is employed to locate defects in wood and a hierarchical defect
classification scheme to classify different types of wood defect [6]. An Automated Visual Inspection (AVI)
system for weaving defect detection is developed based on image processing and recognition algorithms. The
techniques from neural network for classifying the weaving defect are also used. The irregularities of the
weaving fabrics are detected as defects [8].

3. Conceptual Designs
3.1. Rotary Disc Type Mechanism

Figure 1. Rotary disc type mechanism
In this mechanism, the part is kept over conveyor with an overhead gantry. Camera is fitted on the gantry
exactly over the part. Conveyor is used to transfer the part from one end to another end. As soon as the part is
kept over the conveyor, the camera takes image of the part and matches with parameters of the program fed
beforehand. After this the part goes to rotary disc where weighing machine is kept. If the weight and other
parameters match exactly then the part goes to the acceptance centre. The disc is rotated 90º clockwise if part is
to be accepted otherwise it directly drops the part in rejection centre (RC). After the part is accepted, it is sent to
the dispatch centre for final packaging otherwise the part is sent to the rework centre where the rejected part is
again operated for obtaining exact dimensions.
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3.2. Pusher type mechanism

Figure 2. Pusher type mechanism
In pusher type mechanism, pusher is used to send the part to the acceptance centre or rejection centre. There is a
rectangular block on which weighing machine is kept at the centre. The part is kept on the weighing machine.
Camera is fitted on the weighing machine in such a way that camera comes exactly over the part. Weight is
measured and other dimensions along with the weight are matched with the fed program. If the dimensions of
the part are exactly matched, the lower pusher pushes the part towards acceptance centre from where the part is
sent to dispatch centre for further processing otherwise the upper pusher pushes the part towards rejection centre
from where the part goes to rework centre for further machining so that exact dimensions of the part are
obtained.
3.3. Gantry type Mechanism

Figure 3. Gantry type mechanism
In this layout, the acceptance centre and rejection centre is kept besides weighing machine. Overhead Gantry is
fitted at the extreme right of the layout so that camera fitted on the gantry comes exactly above the part. Other
process is same as explained above. Now after the part is matched exactly, the part is transferred to acceptance
centre through the arm (attached to the overhead gantry) otherwise it is transferred to rejection centre which in
turn is sent to either dispatch centre or rework centre respectively.
3.4. Flip Drop mechanism

Figure 4. Flip drop mechanism
In this mechanism, the part is flipped with the help of motor. The part is either dropped in the
acceptance centre or rejection centre by rotating the block through 90 º (either clockwise or anticlockwise
respectively). The part is kept over weighing machine where camera is fitted such that the camera is exactly
over the part. Other procedure is same as mentioned above.
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3.5 Oscillatory mechanism

Figure 5. Oscillatory mechanism
In this, the oscillator is used to transfer the part either to acceptance centre or rejection centre by to and fro
motion. If the part is exactly matched, the oscillator drops the part to the acceptance centre which in turn is sent
to dispatch centre. The oscillator moves forward if the part is to be sent towards acceptance centre otherwise it
moves backward to drop the part to rejection centre. Other processing is done as mentioned before.

4. Proposed Design
Flip drop Mechanism is the best suited design for the project as it requires
 less space
 less moving parts
 no gantry arm for placing the part in the respective centre.
The disadvantages of other models are: All other conceptual designs used gantry arm to place the part in the
respective centre, conveyors were used which complicated the design. More floor space. Use of gantry arm will
increase the computational time during processing. For weighing the Aluminium block, load cell is used.
3-D model of the system is represented below:

Figure 6. 3-D model of the system
This is the proposed concept of the system. Specification of the main components of system is given below:
Aluminium block






DimensionsofAluminium block=100mm×100mm×10mm;
Density of Aluminium=2700kg/m3;
Density=mass/volume;
Volume=100×100×10×10-9 m3
Mass=2700×100×100×10×10-9
=0.27 kg
Servo Motor
 Dimension: 23mm x 12mm x 25mm
 Torque: 1.5kg/cm at 4.8V
 Motor weight: 30gms
 Operating speed: 0.15sec/60 degree
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Operating voltage: 4.8V/6V
Camera
Camera:3MP
Model: HD Webcam C270

Load cell
 Type: VLC131 Single point load cell
 Capacity:5lb


5. Image Processing
Fundamental steps in image processing:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Image acquisition: This is the first step of image processing. In this a digital image is acquired
Image preprocessing: In the second step image is improved in a way that increase the chances for success
of the other processes.
Image segmentation: It partitions an input image into its constituent parts or objects.
Image representation: It converts the input data to a form suitable for computer processing.
Image description: In this step features are extracted that result in some quantitative information of
interest or features that are basic for differentiating one class of objects from another.
Image recognition: It assigns a label to an object based on the information provided by its descriptors.
Image interpretation: A meaning is assigned to an ensemble of recognized objects in this step.

General code for comparing two images in MATLAB is given below:
a = imread('image1.jpg');
b = imread('image2.jpg');
c = corr2(a,b);
if c==1
disp('The images are same')
else
disp('the images are not same')
end;

6. Conclusion
In this paper, the proposed design is being developed. This design is advantageous than other papers as
this is a portable type of machine which has acceptance and rejection centre placed in a single machine.
Different types of geometries can be used for image processing. This design is more advantageous for small
scale industries. Different types of models or objects can be used as a workpiece for testing.
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Abstract
In this paper, I have invented the formulae of the height of the triangle. My findings are based on
pythagoras theorem.

1. Introduction
A mathematician called Heron invented the formula for finding the area of a triangle, when all the three
sides are known. From the three sides of a triangle, I have also invented the two new formulae of the height of
the triangle by using pythagoras Theorem . Similarly, I have developed these new formulae for finding the area
of a triangle.
When all the three sides are known, only we can find out the area of a triangle by using
Heron’s formula.By my invention, it became not only possible to find the height of a triangle but also possible
for finding the area of a triangle.I used pythagoras theorem with geometrical figures and algebric equations for
the invention of the two new formulae of the height of the triangle. I Proved it by using geometrical formulae &
figures, 50 and more examples, 50 verifications (proofs).
Here myself is giving you the summary of the research of the plane geometrical formulae- Part I
Method
First taking a scalene triangle PQR

P

Q

Fig. No. -1

R

Now taking a, b & c for the lengths of three sides of  PQR.
P

a

c

Q

b

R

Fig. No. – 2
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Draw perpendicular PM on QR.

b Fig. No. - 3
In PQR given above,
 PQR is a scalene triangle and is also an acute angled triangle. PM is perpendicular to QR. Two
another right angled triangles are formed by taking the height PM, on the side QR from the vertex P. These two
right angled triangles are  PMQ and  PMR. Due to the perpendicular drawn on the side QR, Side QR is
divided into two another segment, namely, Seg MQ and Seg MR. QR is the base and PM is the height. Here, a,b
and c are the lengths of three sides of  PQR. Similarly, x and y are the lengths of Seg MQ and Seg MR.
Taking from the above figure,
PQ = a, QR = b, PR = c
and height, PM = h
But QR is the base, QR = b
MQ = x and MR = y
QR = MQ + MR
Putting the value in above eqn.
Hence, QR = x + y
b=x+y
x+y = b --------------- (1)
Step (1) Taking first right angled  PMQ,

P

a

h

Q
Q

x

x
M

Fig. No.- 4
In PMQ,
Seg PM and Seg MQ are sides forming the right angle. Seg PQ is the hypotenuse and
0

 PMQ = 90
Let,
PQ = a, MQ =x and
height , PM = h
According to Pythagoras theorem,
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2

2

(Hypotenuse) = (One side forming the right angle) +
2

(Second side forming the right angle)
In short,
2
2
2
(Hypotenuse) = (One side ) + (Second side)
2
2
2
PQ = PM + MQ
2
2
2
a =h +x
2
2
2
h +x =a
2
2
2
h = a - x ------------------- (2)
Step (2) Similarly,
Let us now a right angled triangle PMR
P
h

c

M

y
R
Fig. No.- 5

In PMR,
Seg PM and Seg MR are sides forming the right angle. Seg PR is the hypotenuse.
Let, PR = c , MR = y and
0

height, PM = h and m PMR = 90
According to Pythagoras theorem,
2
2
2
(Hypotenuse) =(One side ) +(Second side)
2
2
2
PR = PM + MR
2
2
2
c =h +y
2
2
2
h +y =c
2
2
2
h = c - y -------------------------- (3)
From the equations (2) and (3)
2
2
2
2
a -x =c -y
a2 - c2 = x2 - y2
x2- y2 = a2 - c2
By using the formula for factorization, a 2 - b2 = (a+ b) (a - b)
(x + y) (x – y ) = a2 - c2
But, x + y = b from eqn. (1)
b  (x - y) = a2 - c2
Dividing both sides by b,
b  (x-y)
a2 - c2
b
=
b
a2 - c2
(x - y)

………………….(4)

=
b

Now , adding the equations (1) and (4)
x+y = b
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+ x – y = a2 - c2
b
2x + 0 = b + a2 - c2
b
2x = b + a2 - c2
b
Solving R.H.S. by using cross multiplication
2x

=

b

+

a2 - c2

1
2x

b

= b  b + (a2 - c2 )  1
1b

2x

=

b2 + a2 - c2
b

x

=

a2 + b2 - c2

 1

b
x

2

= a2 + b2 - c2
2b

Substituting the value of x in equation (1)
x+y = b
a2 + b2 - c2

+y=b

2b

y=b-

a2 + b2 - c2
2b

y=

b

_

a2 + b2 - c2

1

2b

Solving R.H.S. by using cross multiplication.
y

= b x 2b - (a2 + b2 - c2 ) x1
1 2b

y

= 2b2 - (a2 + b2 - c2 )
2b
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y

= 2b2- a2 - b2 + c2
2b

y

= - a2 + b2 + c2
2b

The obtained values of x and y are as follow.
x

=

a2 + b2 - c2
2b

y

and

= - a2 + b2 + c2
2b

Substituting the value of x in equation (2) .
h2 = a2 –x2
a2 + b2 - c2

h2 = a2 -

2

2b
Taking the square root on both sides,
h2 =

a2 -

a2+ b2-c2

2

2b

a2 -

Height, h =

a2+ b2-c2
2b

2

……………………….(5)

Similarly,
Substituting the value of y in equation (3)
h2 = c2 –y2

h2 = c2 -

-a2 + b2 + c2

2

2b
Taking the square root on both sides.
h2 = c2 -

- a2+ b2+c2

2

2b

h2 = c2 -

- a2+ b2+c2

2

2b
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Height,h = c2 -

- a2+ b2+c2

2

………………………..(6)

2b

These above two new formulae of the height of a triangle are obtained.
By using the above two new formulae of the height of the triangle, new formulae of the area of a triangle are
developed. These formulae of the area of a triangle are as follows :.·. Area of  PQR = A (PQR)
= 1

--------- (A stands for area)

 Base  Height

2
=

1

 QR  PM

2
= 1

bh

---------------------- (b for base and h for height)

2
From equation (5), we get
.·. Area of  PQR =

1  b  a2 -

a2+ b2-c2

2

2

2b
OR

.·. Area of  PQR = A (PQR)
= 1

 Base  Height

2
=

1

 QR  PM

2
= 1

bh

2
From equation (6), we get
.·. Area of  PQR = A (PQR) =

1

b

c2 - -a2+ b2+c2

2

2

2b

From above formulae, we can find out the area of any type of triangle. Out of two formulae, anyone formula
can use to find the area of triangle.
For example:Now consider the following examples :Ex. (1) If the sides of a triangle are 17 m. 25 m and 26 m, find its area.
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D
Here,

17m

26m

 DEF is a scalene triangle
l (DE) = a = 17 m
l (EF) = Base , b = 25 m

E

25m

l (DF) = c = 26 m
By using The New Formula No (1)

Height,h = a2 -

a2+ b2- c2

F

Fig.No.6

2

2b
Area of  DEF = A ( DEF)
= 1

 Base  Height

2
= 1

bh

2
 b  a2 -

=1

a2+ b2- c2

2

2b
25  172 -

=1

172+ 252- 262



172 - 289+ 625- 676

2

= 25

2

2  25

2

= 25

2

2

50



172 -

2

238

2

50

The simplest form of

238 is 119
50

25

By using the formula for factorization,
a2 - b2 = (a - b) (a + b)

= 25



2

17 – 119
25

17 + 119
25
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= 25

425 – 119

425 + 119

25

25

2



= 25

306

2



544

25



= 25

25

306  544
25  25

2



= 25

166464

2

625

The square root of

166464

is

625
=

25

 408

25
2

=

408

25

408
2

The simplest form of

408

is 204

2
= 204 sq. m
.·. Area of  DEF = 204 sq .m.
By using the new formula No 2

Height,h = c2 –

- a2+ b2 + c2

2

2b
Area of  DEF = A ( DEF)
= 1

 Base  Height = 1

2

2

bh
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 b  c2 –

= 1

- a2+ b2 + c2

2

2

2b

= 1

25  (26)2 –

- (17)2 + 252 + 262

2

2  25

2

= 25



(26)2 –

2

- 289 + 625 + 676

2

50

= 25



(26)2 –

2

50

The simplest form of 1012

is 506

25

= 25

2

1012



(26)2 –

25

2

506

2

25

By using the formula for factorization,
a2 - b2 = (a - b) (a + b)
= 25



2

= 25





2

= 25

26 +

25

2

= 25

26 - 506

25

650 - 506

650 + 506

25

25

144



25



2

506

1156
25

144  1156
25  25
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= 25

166464

2

625

The square root of

166464

is

408

625
=

 408

25
2

=

25

25

408
2

The simplest form of

408

is 204

2
= 204 sq. m
.·. Area of  DEF = 204 sq .m.
Verification:Here , l (DE) = a = 17 m
l (EF) = b = 25 m
l (DF) = c = 26 m
By using the formula of Heron’s
Perimeter of  DEF = a + b + c
= 17+25+26
= 68 m
Semiperimeter of  DEF,
S =

a+b+c
2

S =

68

= 34 m.

2
Area of  DEF = A ( DEF)
=

s ( s – a ) ( s – b) (s – c )

=

34  ( 34 – 17 ) ( 34 – 25) (34 – 26)

=

34  17  9  8

=

2  17  17  9  8

=

( 17  17 )  9 ( 2  8 )
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289  9  16

=

=



289



9

16

The square root of 289 is 17,
The square root of 9 is 3 and
The square root of 16 is 4 respectively
= 17  3  4
= 204.
.·. Area of  DEF = 204 sq .m.
Ex. (2) In ABC , l (AB) = 11 cm,
l ( BC) = 4 cm and l (AC) = 7 cm
Find the area of  ABC.
ABC is a scalene triangle

A

Here,
l (AB) = a = 11 cm

11 cm

7cm

l (BC) = Base , b = 6 cm
l (AC) = c = 7 cm
B

6 cm

C

Fig.No.7
By using The New Formula No. (1)
Area of  ABC = A ( ABC)
= 1
 Base  Height
2
= 1

bh

2
 b  a2 –

=1

a2+ b2- c2

2

2b
 6  112 –

=1

6

112+ 62- 72



121 –

121+ 36- 49

2

=

3

2

26

2
=

2

2

12



121 –

108

2

12
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The simplest form of 108

is 9

12
121 -  9 2

= 3

121 – 81

3 

=

= 3 

40

= 3



= 3



4  10



4

10

The square root of 4 is 2
= 32 

= 6

10

10 sq.cm

.·. Area of  ABC = 6

10 sq.cm

By using The New Formula No. (2)
Area of  ABC = A (ABC)
= 1

 Base  Height

2
= 1

bh

2
=1

b

c2 –

2

=1

- a2+ b2+ c2

2

2b

6

2

72 –

- (11)2+ 62+ 72

2

26
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=

6

49 –



- 121+ 36+ 49

2

=

2

12

3

49 –



2

- 36
12

The simplest form of - 36 is (- 3)
12
=

3

49 –



-3

2

The square of (-3) is 9
=

3



49 – 9

=

3



40

=

3



4  10

=

3 

4



10

The square root of 4 is 2.

=

=

3

6

2 

10

10 sq.cm

Area of  ABC = 6

10 sq. cm

Verification : EX (2) In  ABC , l (AB) = 11 cm,
l ( BC) = 6 cm and l (AC) = 7 cm
Find the area of  ABC.
 Here, l (AB) = a = 11 cm
l ( BC) = b = 6 cm
l ( AC) = c = 7 cm
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By using the formula of Heron’s
Perimeter of  ABC = a + b + c
Semiperimeter of  ABC,
S =

a+b+c
2

S =

11 + 6 + 7
2

S =

24

= 12 cm.

2
Area of  ABC = A (ABC)

=

s ( s – a ) ( s – b) (s – c )

=

12  ( 12 – 11 ) ( 12 – 6) ( 12 – 7 )

=

12  1  6  5

=

62 6 5

=

(6 6)(25)

=

36  10

=

36

=

6 



10

(The square root of 36 is 6.)

10

.·. Area of  ABC = 6

10 sq.cm
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2.

Explantion

We observe the above solved examples and their verifications, it is seen that the values of solved
examples and the values of their verifications are equal.
Hence, The New Formulae No. (1) and (2) are proved.
3. Conclusions
Height,h = a2 –

a2+ b2- c2

2

2b
.·. Area of triangle

1  Base  Height

=

2
=

1

 b h

2
Area of triangle

a2 –

b

= 1

a2+ b2- c2

2

2

2b
OR

Height ,h = c2 –

- a2+ b2 + c2

2

2b

.·. Area of triangle

1  Base  Height

=

2
= 1

 b h

2
Area of triangle

=1

b

c2 – - a2+ b2 + c2

2

2

2b

From above two new formulae, we can find out the height & area of any types of triangles.These new formulae
are useful in educational curriculum, building and bridge construction and department of land records.These two
new formulae are also useful to find the area of a triangular plots of lands, fields, farms, forests etc. by drawing
their maps.
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Abstract
This paper presentsthe design of a portable water table detector. The device can be used to identify
where the water table is likely to be found. The heart of the design is on the microcontroller. The ground probes
require high voltage and this is generated from a 12 volt battery using a 555 timer arranged as an a-stable multivibrator. The use of a battery is to make the device usable even at remote places where electrical power is not
available. A suggested code in assemble language for the microcontroller is given as guide. However a high
level language can also be implemented, to achieve the same results. The use of the microcontroller
(µprocessor) makes it feasible to produce a device that is cost effective for both urban and rural dwellers. The
main activity of this design is centred on the development of the code (software program), design of a special
power supply and the interfacing external hardware for the detector.

Key Words: Water table detector, electrode interface, PIC microcontroller, Geological strata, resistivity
measurement, Analogue to Digital conversion.

1. Introduction
There are various types of water detectors available in the market, but most of these have been
designed for countries thatare very developed, hence they tend to be costly and more sophisticated for an
ordinary user. This design results in a product that is cost effective in that it uses an inbuilt power supply based
on the battery and virtually no moving parts that may require constant maintenance. The system constitutes a
software program, control circuits and probe electrodes, as well as the power supply that is incorporated into the
system. The device should be able to measure the depth from ground surface to the underground water, and
should be easy to operate.The main focus of this paper is to generate motivation and interest in the design and
production of devices that are simple to use and suitable for developing technologies.

2. System Overview
Figs 1 and fig 2 shows the setup of the water table detector. The system incorporates four electrodes,
two of which are used to pass current through the ground and the other two are used to measure voltage across
the specimen ground. Also there is need for signal conditioning to enable proper electrode interface to the
microcontroller. Fig 1 illustrates the concept while fig 2 shows how the detector can be used.

Display

PIC 16F877A
Microcontroller
Current
measurement

Power supply
system

Voltage
measurement

Fig.1. Underground water table detector block diagram

Fig.2. Deployment and usage of the Water table detector
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To measure resistivity of subsurface formation, four electrodes are required. A current [I] is introduced between
one pair of electrodes called current electrodes. The current electrodes can be identified as A and B or +I and –I
to denote source and sink.The potential difference measured as a result of current flow is measured with another
pair of electrodes called potential electrodes. These potential electrodes may be represented as M and N, and V
will represent the resultant potential difference.
𝑉

Resistivity = K ( ) where K is a geometrical constant
𝐼

𝜋

K = ([AB]/2) -([MN]/2)2.
2
[MN]/2
Where AB = distance between current electrodes
MN = distance between potential electrodes
The changes in the resistivity of geological strata may be measured by a method known as vertical electrical
sounding. In the field, a series of resistivity measurements are made at various electrode spacing entered at a
common point. Sampling depth is increased by increasing electrode spacing.The M and N electrode array is
held fixed while the A and B current electrodes are moved outwardly by constant length. This movement is
relative to the increase in depth of measurement as the current electrodes are moved further apart. The depth
measured is AB/2. When the current electrodes are moved further apart, the potential recorded from the M and
N electrodes will change as the current passes through different subsurface structures.The relationship V = IR
(Ohm’s law) holds for simple circuits as well as earth materials. However, resistance is not a material constant;
instead, resistivity is an intrinsic property of the medium describing the resistance of the flow of current in that
medium. In general resistivity is defined as a unit change in resistance scaled by the ratio of a unit cross –
sectional area and a unit length of the material through which the current is passing.Earth’s resistivity can range
over nine orders of magnitude from 1 to 108 ohm/m. Table 1 shows the common resistivity of different ground
earth types.
Table.1
Material value
Resistivity range
Igneous and Metamorphic rocks
102 – 108
Sedimentary
10 – 108
Ground Water
1 – 10
Pure water

Typical
104
103
5
103

Common soilresistivity

3. Soilresistivity Processing Circuit
The computation of the resistivity and the subsequent water table results are performed in the
microcontroller type PIC 16F877A. The choice of this particular type has been motivated by the fact that it is
readily available and reasonably priced. This microcontroller is relatively simply to program; its instructions set
has only 35 mnemonics yet performing very powerful operations.
3.1. Measuring resistivity at a depth of 20 meters.
The PIC 16F877A is used to perform the following computations under the control of the program
code.The current electrode spacing in this case is 40 meters and the voltage electrode spacing is set at 4 meters,
so that:
AB = 40 m
MN = 4m
Plugging these figures into the previously mentioned formula we get:
Resistivity

𝜋

=

(40/2)2 – (4/2)2. .𝑉/𝐼
2
(4/2)

=

202 – 4 . 2 V/I
2

=
Taking π to be 22/7

𝜋

𝜋

1982 .V/I
we have 310V/I.
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The condition for presence of the water table is that the value of the resistivity should lie in the range of 1 to 10
ohms per meter. Therefore the PIC is programmed to compute the following inequality and display a positive or
negative result.
1Ω/m < 310V/I < 10Ω/m
=
I < 310V < 10I
The denary number 310 when converted to binary is found to exceed 8 bits in size but the PIC microcontroller
registershave got a maximum capacity of 8 bit numbers only. One way to alleviate this is to scale down by 2 so
that the inequality becomes:
𝐼
< 155V < 5I
2

To obtain

𝐼
2

at the input of the system two resistors in parallel are used as shown in fig 3. This procedure will

make the new inequality to be I’ < 155V < 10I’ where I’ is

𝐼

2

3.2. Measuring resistivity at a depth of 40meters
The procedure for measuring resistivity at the depth of 40 meters is the same as for 20 save for the
current electrode spacing which is now 80m but the voltage electrode spacing remains at 4m. In this case AB =
80m.Resistivity becomes 1254V/I and the condition for presence of water remains the same i.e. between 1 and
10 Ω/m. The resulting inequality 1Ω/m < 1254V/I < 10Ω need to be scaled down to fit into the original range of
I’ < 155V < 10I’ by switching in resistances at the input. Fig. 3 show the implementation circuit diagram of the
detector.

Fig.3.Circuit to measure resistivity
The instrumentation amplifier number 1 samples the value of voltage across the 1.2 kΩ resistors. This gives a
value of voltage that is directly proportional to the current passing through the resistor which is also half the
current passing through the circuit. The current I/2 is the one used for computing the resistivity by the
microcontroller. Instrumentation amplifier 2 measures the underground voltage value. The two values, current
passing through the circuit and the voltage across the underground are used to calculate resistivity of the
underground structure. Since the groundwater resistivity as shown in table 1 is in the rage of 1 to 10 ohms/m a
positive result would be found out if the resistivity of the underground structure lies in this
range.Microcontroller receives input voltage and current from which it calculates the resistivity and compares it
with known range and gives an output signal to show the presence or absence of the water table. When the
device is turned ON, one LED will light at any given moment. As long as the depth of measurement does not
contain the water table it means that the red LED will be lighting. The lighting of these LEDs is done in
software by the PIC microcontroller.
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Fig 4 shows the detailed pin out diagram of the 16F877A microcontroller. The microcontroller makes use of an
external clock which, for the purposes of this design uses a 4 MHz crystal oscillator connected to pins 9 and 10.
Each instruction cycle takes 1µs to be executed.

Fig.4. PIC 16F877A microcontroller pin out diagram
3.3 Analogue to Digital conversion
The PIC microcontroller is capable of converting an analogue signal to a digital one. It performs this
for one signal at a time. Before the analogue to digital conversion is done there are registers that need to be
initialized. These are ADCON0 and ADCON1registers.
3.4 ADCON0 register
The pins for ADCON0 are configured as shown below. This register controls the operation of the
analogue to digital module.

Bit 7-6

R/W-0
ADC1

R/W-0
ADCS0

R/W-0
CHS2

R/W-0
CHS1

R/W-0
CHS0

R/W-0
GO/DONE

U/O
---------

R/W-0
ADON

ADCS1:ADCS0: A/D conversions Clock select bits
00 = FOSC/2
01 = FOSC/8
10 = FOSC/32
11 = FRC (Clock derived from internal A/D module)
Bit 5-3
CHS2:CHS0: Analogue Select bits
000 = channel 0 (RA0/AN0
001 = channel 1 (RA1/AN1)
010 = channel 2 (RA2/AN2)
011 = channel 3 (RA3/AN3)
100 = channel 4 (RA4/AN4)
101 = channel 5 (RA5/AN5)
110 = channel 6 (RA6/AN6)
111 = channel 7 (RA7/AN7)
Bit 2
GO/DONE: A/D Conversion status bit
If ADON = 1
1 = A/D Conversion in progress (setting the bit starts the A/D conversion)
0 = A/D Conversion not in progress (this bit is automatically cleared by hardware when A/D
conversion is complete.
Bit 1
Unimplemented: read as 0
Bit 0
ADON: A/D on bit
1 = A/D converter module is operating
0 = A/D converter module is shut off and consume no operating current.
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3.5 ADCON1 Register
This register initializes the control for analogue to digital conversion. The pins for ADCON1 register
are configured as shown in the diagram below. The most significant bit selects the analogue to digital
conversion format for reading the result. The next four bits are for Port configuration.
R/W-0
ADFM

R/W-0
ADCS2

U/O
--------

U/O
--------

R/W-0
PCFG3

R/W-0
PCGF2

R/W-0
PCGF1

R/W-0
PCFG0

Bit 7

ADFM: A/D Result Format Select bit
1 = Right justified. Six (6) most significant bits of ADRESH are read as ‘0’
Left justified six (6) least significant bits of ADRESL are read as ‘0’
Bit 6

0=

ADCS2: A/D Conversion clock select bit

The steps followed when doing the analogue to digital conversion are as follows:
 Configure the A/D module
- Configure pins / voltage reference and digital input output (ADCON1)
- Select A/D input channel (ADCON0)
- Select A/D conversion clock (ADCON0)
- Turn on A/D module (ADCON0)
 Configure the A/D interrupt if desired
 Wait the required acquisition time
 Start the conversion by setting the GO/DONE bit
 Wait for the A/D conversion to complete by either polling the GO/DONE (low) bit or with interrupt enable
you wait for the A/D interrupt.
 Read A/D result register pair (ADRESH: ADRESL).
The next page show shows the flow chart of the processes the microcontroller go through to achieve the
measurement of the resistivity at 20m depth.
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START
START

Convert the input values of voltage and current
from analogue to digital

Add value of voltage to itself 155 times
Compare this value with the value of current I
Is this value greater
than I
no
Is this value < I

yes
Add the value of I to itself 10 times

Compare this value with the value of V added
to itself 155 times
Fig 5 Flow chart for measuring the resistivity at 20m depth

Is this value
greater than V
added to itself 155
times

no

yes
Light the green LED

Light the red LED

END
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4. Codefor20 M Depth Resistivity
The listing below (listing 1) is the suggested code that controls the operation of microcontroller in the
calculation of the resistivity hence the depth of the underground water table.
Listing 1
Org 0x00
RP0
equ
5
RP1
equ
6
Vic 1
Vic 2
Vic 3
DEC
DEC1 equ
ANS1
ANS2
Vic4
Vic 5
Vic6
Init
C
RLED
DEC2
GLED
Cham
STATUS
INTCON
ADCONO
ADCON1
PORTA equ
PORTB equ
ADRESL
PIR1

equ
equ
equ
equ
24h
equ
equ
equ
equ
equ
equ
equ
equ
equ
equ
equ
equ
equ
equ
equ
05h
06h
equ
equ

Org
Goto
BCF
MOVLW
MOVWF
MOVLW
MOVWF
BCF
CLRF

0x00
Main
STATUS,RPO
0x80
ADCON1
0x3F
PORTA
STATUS,RPO
PORTB

Volrcon CALL

20h
21h
22h
23h
25h
26h
27h
28h
29h
2Ah
2Bh
2Bh
2Ch
2Dh
2Eh
03h
8Bh
1Fh
9Fh

9Eh
0Ch

; all analogue input code

; reset to bank 0

SelAN0
CALL
CALL

AtoD
Volt

Return
Currcon CALL

SelAN1
CALL
CALL

AtoD
Curr

return
SelAN0 MOVLW
b’01000001’
MOVWF
ADCON0
Return
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AtoD
Z

BSF
BTFSS
goto

ADCON0, 3
PIR1, 6
Z

return
Volt

MOVF
MOVWF
MOVWF

ADRESL, W
vic1
vic2

SelAN1 MOVLW
b’01001001’
MOVWF
ADCON0
return
Curr

MOVF
MOVWF
MOVWF
MOVWF

ASRESL, W
vic4
vic5
vic6

return

Cham

Banksel ADCON1
CLRF
ADCON1
MOVLW
b’01000001’
Banksel ADCON0
BCF
INTCON, 7
return

main

x

y

CALL
CALL
CALL

Cham
Voltcon
Currcon

MOVLW
MOVWF
MOVFW

0xFF
DEC
vic1

ADDWF
DECFSZ
GOTO
MOVWF
MOVLW
MOVWF
MOVFW

vic2, 0
DEC
x
vic3
b’00111000’
DEC1
vic3

ADDWF
vic2,0
DECFSZ
DEC1
GOTO
y
MOVWF
ANS1
MOVFW
vic4
SUBWFANS1,1 ;ANS1-vic4
BTFSC STATUS,C
GOT
RLED
MOVLW
b’00001010’
MOVWF
DEC2
MOVFW
vic5

A

ADDWF

vic6,0
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DECFSZ
DEC2
GOTO
A
MOVWF
ANS2
SUBWFANS1,0
BTFSC STATUS,C
GOTO
GLED
GOTO
RLED
END

5. High Voltage Power Supply
In order to make the device truly portable the necessary 220 volt supply must be generated from the
12volt battery. The power supply schematic is shown in fig. 6. To keep the cost of the device low readily
available components that are not highly specialized have been chosen. The NE555 timer has been used to
generate a high frequency that derives Q1 and Q2 which in turn derives the transformer Tr1. The output voltage
is then available across terminals 3and4 of Tr. 1.

4

8

1k

Tr1
3

3

Q12N2907
10K
10k

2

220V

NE555
6

12vbat

C1 1nF

Q2
1

MPS6521

4

Fig.6 High voltage power supply
With the timing components given the NE 555 timer generates a square wave at a frequency, 68 kHz. The
output pin 3 of the timer is fed onto the transistors. A high output which is 2/3 of the supply voltage causes
transistor Q2 to conduct while transistor Q1 is not conducting. This is because Q2 is active high transistor. A
low at the base of Q1 ensures conduction of this transistor.The 68 kHz value was chosen to minimize the size of
the transformer as well as conserving power consumption from the battery making the device truly portable.

6. Conclusion
The design of a water table detector as shown here provides for an alternative way of constructing and
production of a cheap and effective underground water table detector that is affordable, portable and can be
useful in rural settings. This has been achieved by use of compact components such as the microcontroller, the
NE555 timer and a high efficient transformer. The design is centred on three major components i.e. the PIC
microcontroller, NE 555 and the program code. Further refinements in terms of packaging can make this device
truly portable. The design objective is to provide for a simple and portable underground water detector that can
be used by less sophisticated persons and this paper has successfully presented a possible solution to this end.
Improvements to this device could be in making high voltage power supply that is more robust, by use of
specialized components. However in so doing care must be exercised to avoid over pricing of the end device.
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Abstract
Nano-particles have various unique features , which include biocompatibility, rapid and simple
chemical synthesis, excellent electro-activity, and efficient coating by biomolecules. So if biosensors are
built from nano-particles, it is proved to be a benefactor. Taking this in account, the paper discusses
important features of nano-particle biosensors and R&D bibliometric analysis. Since R&D bioliometric
analysis show that gold nano-particles are the best in class, this paper evaluates them in detail.

Keywords: Gold Nano-Particles, Bibliometic analysis.
1. Introduction
Bio-sensors are devices that are routinely applied in applications such as monitoring glucose
content in blood, quality analysis of fresh and waste water. This is because bio-sensors react to the presence
of bacteria, viruses or bio-molecules such as proteins, enzymes and DNA. Research on nano-particles based
biosensors is rapidly gaining attention in the research community. More specifically, there is tremendous
interest in applying nano-scale materials to biological material for sensors. Nano-materials are ideal candidates
for building sensor devices. This is because even a few molecules of nano-materials can alter the properties
very drastically. Such changes can be easily detected by optical, electrical and chemical means. Start-of-the
art nano-material based biosensors have high sensitivity. This makes it possible to use them in applications
where we need to detect one particular molecule against a background of many others. Use of metal and
semiconductor based nano-particles is also gaining increased popularity in bio-sensors. Changes in color,
fluorescence intensity, emission colour and electrical current can be used as sensing mechanisms.

2. Nano-Particle Biosensors
With the recent advancement in the field of nano- particle biosensors, there are various
biosensors which have come into picture. These nano-particle biosensors and their special features are listed
below
Bio-sensors
Gold nano-particle based

Amperometric
biosensors

Palladium nano-particles
Functional nano-particles

Unique features
Show
potential
to
facilitate molecular bonding to detect glucose in the
micromolar concentration range.
Are aided by silver nanoparticles. Show increased
biocompatibility, which
aids
in
pesticide detection.
Fabricate a sensitivityenhanced electrochemical DNA biosensor
Bound to biological
molecules. Developed for use in biosensors to detect
and amplify signals.

Bibliometric Analysis Bibliometric analysis is employed to ascertain R&D trends and research networks for
nano-particle-based biosensors. Bibliometric analysis is a tool for extracting information from large
databases looking for patterns and explaining reasons for apparently unstructured behavior. Figure 1
shows trend line of article counts, based on the cumulative number of publications by each of the three
datasets i.e. SCI, FACTIVA, INSP. Apparently the overall trend of the publication counts keeps
increasing, which shows that nano-particles have played a more and more important role in the this
research and this trend is likely to increase further.
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Figure 1: Trend of article counts for SCI, FACTIVA and ISP.

Figure 2: Trend of publication counts for SCI and Gompertz.
Figure 3 shows that the demand of metal nano- particle is increasing gradually. It further shows that the
demand for gold nano-particles far exceeds the demand for platinum and silver nano-particles.

Figure 3(a): Increasing demand for gold nano-paticles Figure 4 shows that metal nano-particles are on the
top if we compare all types of nano-particle biosensors.

Figure 3(b): Increasing demand for metal based nano- particles
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Gold Nano-particle Biosensors Gold nano-particles typically have dimensions ranging from 1100nm. In addition, gold nano- particles display many interesting electrical and optical properties.
Metals (like the gold in the nanoparticles) are good conductors, which is why they are used in
electronics and wiring. Metals are good conductors for two reasons. First, electrons are not bound to
individual atoms. Instead, they form a cloud around the atomic cores. This cloud of electrons is
mobile allowing metal to transport charge (electrons) easily. Second, light is reflected off the surface of
metals back to the eye. This is due to the electron cloud that surrounds the metal. Photons (individual
units) of light cannot be absorbed by the atomic cores because they are blocked by the electron cloud.
Consequently, photons are reflected back to the eye producing the sheen associated with metals.However,
we also know from quantum mechanics that electrons can behave as either a wave or a particle. If we
imagine electrons in the electron cloud as a wave with a certain energy value, we can envision a situation
where it is possible for light of the same wavelength to be absorbed by the electron cloud, producing
resonance. This is similar to what happens on stringed instruments, when a vibration occurs that matches
the natural length of the string or one of its harmonics.

3. Principle
Metals are typically characterized by the presence of “free” electrons. In nanometer sized metal
particles, there will be a strong absorption of light by the collective excitation of these unbound electrons.
This absorption is referred to as a plasmon resonance and in the case of gold nano-particles they will have
a spectral position and width that depends on its size, shape and to some extent the size distribution of the
ensemble. When a metal absorbs light of a resonant wavelength, it causes the electron cloud to vibrate,
dissipating energy. This process usually occurs at the surface of a material (as metals are not usually
transparent to light) and is therefore called surface plasmon resonance. Figure 4 shows the plasmon
resonance phenomena.

Figure 4: Plasmon resonance phenamenon
3.1 Equipments used
There are various equipments used to make measurements on nano-particles. This paper discusses
three equipments listed below.
3.2 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) creates images of invisibly tiny things by bombarding them with
a stream of electrons. This allows us to look at features on a scale as small as 10 nanometers (billionths of
a meter). An SEM shoots a beam of electrons at the examination spot, transferring energy to the spot that
it hits. The electrons in the beam (called primary electrons) break off electrons in the specimen. These
dislodged electrons (called secondary electrons) are then pulled onto a positively charged grid, where they are
translated into a signal. Moving the beam around the sample generates a whole bunch of signals, after which
the SEM can build an image of the surface of the sample for display on a computer monitor [3].
3.3 Atomic force Microscope (AFM) scans the movement of a really tiny tip made of a ceramic or
semiconductor material as it travels over the surface of a material. The tip positioned at the end of a cantilever
(a solid beam) is either attracted to, or pushed away from the sample’s surface. This deflects the cantilever
beam and a laser measures the deflection. AFM then produces a visible profile of the little hills and valleys that
make up the sample’s surface.
3.4 Transmission electron microscope (TEM): Bouncing electrons off a sample is only one technique; you
can also shoot electrons through the sample and watch what happens. That’s the principle behind a
transmission electron microscope (TEM). In effect, it’s a kind of nano-scale slide projector. Instead of
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shining a light through a photographic image (which allows certain parts of the light through), the TEM
sends a beam of electrons through a sample. The electrons that get through then strike a phosphor screen,
producing a projected image. Darker areas indicate that fewer electrons got through it, hence indicating that
portion of the sample was denser. Lighter areas are where more electrons got through it, hence indicating
that portion of the sample was less dense)[4].

4. Fabrication
There are various methods to fabricate gold nano- particle biosensors. This paper discusses two
methods listed below.
4.1 Method: A glass slide is thoroughly cleaned in ethanol and deionized water for 15 min under
ultrasonic agitation. Then, it is pretreated in a 30:70(v/v) mixture of H2O2 (30%) and H2SO4 (conc.) at
60-80˚C for 45 min, washed with deionized water for 15 min and dried in an oven at 110˚C for 45 min[7].
Surface of the substrate is modified by putting the glass slide in a solution of modifying agent, i.e. MPTMS,
APTMS and PEI, in methanol for predetermined time (4, 12 and 20 hours). Then, the glass slide is washed
with methanol and deionized water respectively, in an ultrasonic bath. Subsequently, the glass slide is
immersed in gold colloidal solution prepared earlier. The deposition time for AuNPs is varied from 4, 12
and 20 hours, after which the glass slide is extensively rinsed with deionized water. Surface of the coated
sample was characterized by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and atomic force microscopy (AFM).
4.2 Method 2: 1.3 μm polystyrene latex (PSL) is used for template microsphere of colloidal crystal and 30 40 nm colloidal gold NPs is used to prepare assembled structure for SERS substrate. This process
selected larger size gold NPs than 15 nm gold NPs which Kuncicky had used. This is because the
apparent intensity of local plasmon resonance of 40 nm gold NPs is relatively larger than that of 15 nm
and therefore more active substrate is expected as a result of experiments of colloidal aggregates. PSL and
colloidal gold NPs were mixed and the volume fraction of PSL was adjusted from 2.5 × 10-3 to 5 × 10-3.
A glass plate is rinsed by the mixture solution of ethanol and water, and irradiated by ultraviolet light to
make hydrophilic surface. Rinsed O-ring silicone rubber (5 mm diameter, 0.5 mm thickness) is put on the
glass plate and the suspension of particle mixture is dropped into the ring for the fabrication of colloidal
crystal with assembled structure of gold NPs. This O-ring is available to conserve the amount of gold NPs in
the circumference of dried spots. After the drying process of the suspension, the PSL as template particles is
removed by submersing the glass plate in methylene chloride for 15 min. A scanning electron microscope
(S-4300, Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan) is used to observe the nanostructure of the substrates. SERS spectra is
measured by a Raman spectroscope with a 785 nm incidental laser. A 10 μL of 30, 100 or300 nM 4,4'bipyridine (4bpy) aqueous solution is dropped on the SERS substrate and then the measurement is
immediately performed. Raman spectrum of pure water is also measured as the background. The collection
time of each SERS measurement is 10 seconds. Time course of SERS spectra were measured at the time
of 1, 3, 5, 7 and 15 min after addition of 4bpy.
Figure 5 shows the schematic of the above prescribed method.

Figure 5: Schematic of Method 2

5. Characterization
Model gold nano-particles have diameter of 200 nm and length 2.5 – 4.0 µm. Surface
modifications of gold nano-particles is done by the chemical compound 3-Mercapto-1-Hexanol (C6H14OS).
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This paper focuses on surface characterization which includes size measurement (Inverted microscope
Olympus IX70), electro-kinetic properties (ZetaPALS), and hydrophobicity (VCA Optima Goniometer).
Electro-kinetic property is a particle’s ability to move in the electromagnetic field. ZetaPALS measures the
particles’ mobility, and then calculates to give zeta potentials or the surface charge values. Figure 6 shows that
the optimum concentration occurs at (OD546nm): 0.15 - 0.30
Effect of concentration

Figure 6: Mobility versus concentration
Effect of Size

Figure 7: Mobility versus size, shows that mobility is not a function of size.
Figure 8 shows the effect of valence and ionic strength. As ionic strength increased in the presence of salt
solutions, mobility became less negative (charge on particle approached neutral). Valance had an important
role on mobility, in the presence of divalent cations, mobility was less negative than that in the presence of
monovalent cations.

Figure 8: Mobility versus ionic strength
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Figure 9: Mobility versus ionic strength for bare GNP versus S-GNP
Figure 9 shows the electro-kinetic properties of Bare GNPs vs. S-GNPs. The mobility of S-GNPs was less
negative than that of bare GNPs in the presence of KCl. However, the difference was not significant in the
presence of CaCl2. Valence played an important role on GNPs’ mobility regardless of the presence of 3mercapto-1-hexanol groups.Moving on the other side, hydrophobicity refers to a surface’s property of being
water-repellent. Contact Angle method is used to know at what degree is GNPs hydrophobic. It is said to be
hydrophobic if the contact angle is greater than 90˚ and hydrophilic otherwise. Solution concentration used is
OD546nm : 1.684 (2.5x dilution). The optimum angle is observed at the concentration of 100µL. Contact
angle of S- GNPs: 135.8 ± 3.2 O. This shows that the surface of S-GNPs is hydrophobic. Functional groups
3- mercapto-1-hexanol did not affect the hydrophobicity significantly.

Figure 10: Contact angle as a function of concentration

Figure 11: Comparison of contact angles for bare GNPs and S-GNPs

6. Applications
The most familiar application of nano-particles in sensing is the home pregnancy test. Nanoparticles (< 50 nm) are bound to antibodies, complementary to a hormone produced by pregnant women.
When the stick is submerged in urine flow, if the hormone is present it will bind to the microspheres (~
500 μm) and nano-particles causing aggregates to form. The solution then passes through a paper filter. If
the pregnancy hormone is present, the aggregates will be trapped by the filter producing a colored product.
If the pregnancy hormone is not detected, the nano- particles will pass through the filter because of their
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6 . 1 small size.
Urine passes from the flow stick to a central reservoir containing gold nano-particles and latex
micro- particles. If pregnancy hormone is present, particles aggregate and are prevented from passing
through a downstream filter. This produces a red signal in the viewing window. Nano- and micro- particles
are modified with antibodies (blue) that bind to pregnancy hormone. If pregnancy hormone (yellow) is
present in urine, particles will aggregate and are unable to pass through the downstream filter[8].

Figure 12: Application of nano-particles for home- pregnancy test
Functions

Biosensor

Sensor
Advantage

Typical
Examples

Biomolecule
Immobili- zation
Catalysis
of reactions

Amperometric
Biosensor
Glucose
Biosensor

Improved
Stability

For
the
determination in inulin of food

Labelling
Bio- molecules

Optical
Biosensor

Enhancement
of
electron
transfer

Electroche
mical
Biosensor

Improved
sensitivity And
selectivity
Improved
sensitivity and
indirect detection
Improved
sensitivity
and direct
electroche
mistry of
protiens

Glucose
in
gold nanoparticles
Self assembled
nanoparticles probes
for recognition
and detection of biomolecules
Colloidal gold
enhanced
DNA
immobilization
for
electrochemica
l detection of
sequence
specific DNA.

Other applications of gold nano-particles in different biosensor systems are listed in the table above.
7.

Conclusion And Future Prospects:

Various aspects of gold nano-particles applications are presented in this paper. The properties of
gold nano-particles can be modified by the adsorption of both polymers and biopolymers. The typical
preparation strategies and applications of these gold nano-particle–polymer hybrids are summarized. The
unique optical properties, special catalytic properties of gold nano-particles allow the use of these particles as
labels for colorimetric detection of biomolecules, for developing sensitive biosensors. There is immense
potential of gold nano-particles for cancer diagnosis and therapy. One of the most promising areas of gold
nano-particles application is photothermal therapy, also antibacterial activity of drugs conjugated with gold
nanoparticles.
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Abstract
Global warming and ozone depletion potential of chemical refrigerants have motivated to develop the
refrigeration systems with natural refrigerants. Transcritical CO2 refrigeration cycle losses its performance at
higher ambient temperature due to lower critical temperature of CO2. This paper discusses the comparative
analysis of the transcritical cycle with and without suction line heat exchanger. At higher ambient conditions,
the use of suction line heat exchanger improves the cycle performance by 2 to 4%. Due to more heat transfer
rate the specific refrigeration capacity, mass flow rate and compressor power consumption. The performance of
cycle does not improve significantly with increase in the effectiveness of the suction line heat exchanger.

Key Words: Transcritical cycle; CO2; suction line heat exchanger; cycle simulation; gascooler; refrigerant
1. Introduction
Environmental issues have enforced all the researchers to find sustainable permanent alternative
solutions to the current working fluids used in the refrigeration and air conditioning systems. Prof. Gustav
Lorentzen through his research on natural refrigerant has given rebirth to CO2,which was very popular in the late
nineteen and early twenty century [7]. CO2 is available in ample quantity in the nature and is not a toxic and
inflammable refrigerant. It has very good thermo-physical and transport properties. CO2 is being used in the
heat pumps, display cabinets, and mobile air conditioners in the low ambient European countries. This paper
discusses about the use of CO2 in the air conditioning system working at high ambient conditions witnessed in
the subtropical and tropical countries like India.
Few researchers have studied the effect of suction line heat exchanger (SLHX) on the energy
performance of transcritical CO2 cycle for low ambient temperatures and mobile air conditioning systems.
Torrella et al. have evaluated the performance of transcritical CO 2 refrigeration system with internal heat
exchanger for the evaporator saturation temperatures -5oC, -10oC, -15oC and gascooler outlet temperature 31oC
and 34oC. They have concluded that use of internal heat exchanger increases the cooling capacity and COP by
12% [3]. The authors have not covered higher evaporator temperature range 0 to 5 oC and ambient temperatures
above 35oC. Apreaetal.have studied the transcritical CO2 refrigeration system with internal heat exchanger for
ambient temperature range 25 to 40oC and concluded 10% rise in the COP of the system at higher ambient
temperatures [2]. Kim et al have studied the use of internal heat exchanger in transcritical CO2 water heating
system and concluded that optimum discharge pressure, which gives maximum capacity and COP decreases
with increase of length of heat exchanger and noticed slight increase in the COP of the system with internal heat
exchanger [8]. The Klein et al. have reported the influence of SLHX on the cycle performance for chemical
refrigerants like R410a, R22, R134a, etc. excluding CO2. and concluded there is 13% to 53% gain in the cooling
capacity the subcritical refrigeration cycle [5]. Boewe et al. have found the gain in the capacity for the mobile
CO2 air conditioning system at higher ambient conditions [1].

2. Simulation Parameters
The cycle simulation for transcritical CO2 system has carried out using numerical program Engineering
Equation Solver (EES) [6]. Table 1 presents the input operating parameters considered for the cycle simulation.

Figure 1. Schematic layout and P-h chart of transcritical CO2 air conditioning system
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The heat balance equations used in simulation are given in the Table 2. These are presented with their
corresponding input and output parameters. The assumptions considered in the analysis are;
 steady state condition
 pressure drop losses in the heat exchangers and the connecting hoes lines are neglected
 convective and radiation heat losses from the components are neglected
Table 1. Input parameters for cycle simulation
Evaporator cooling load, kW
Compressor speed, rps
Isentropic efficiency of the compressor, [%]
Volumetric efficiency of the compressor, [%]
Evaporator saturation temperature, [oC]
Evaporator useful superheat, 0C
Suction line heat ingress, %
Overall heat transfer coefficient for evaporator, Uo Ao, [W/k]
Overall heat transfer coefficient for gascooler, UoAo, [W/k]
Ambient temperature range, [oC]

5.2
20
70
70
5
5
10
120
310
30 - 45

As shown in Figure 1, due to ‘S’ shaped isothermal lines in the case of CO2, the performance of transcritical
cycle depends on optimization of gascooler pressure and temperature.
Table 2: Mathematical heat balance models for the components
Component

Equations

Input

Output

Compressor



.

Qa = ma .C pa Tao -Tai

Evaporator



Q
Qmax = a
ε

 .

U o Ao =  mC p  NTU

min
Suction Line Heat
exchanger
.



Qa = ma .C pa Tao -Tai
Gascooler



Q
Qmax = a
ε
0.22
 NTU

ε = 1- exp 
exp  -Cr .NTU 0.78  - 1 
 Cr
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 .

 m Cp 

 min
Cr = .


 m Cp 

 max

 .

U o Ao =  mC p  NTU

min
Expansion valve

h4

h5

COP
Cycle

3. Results and Discussion
The results of the cycle simulation with and without suction line heat exchanger are presented in the
form of figures.
3.1 Coefficient of Performance (COP)
Figure 3 shows variation of COP with gascooler exit pressure at various ambient temperatures. For
ambient temperature more than 35oC, the use of SLHX improves the COP of the cycle by 2 to 4% as compared
to cycle without SLHX. The improvement in COP is because of more specific heat rejection in the SLHX hence
more refrigeration capacity. The use of SLHX effects in higher specific power consumption. However, the
specific power consumption is less than specific heat rejection in the cycle using SLHX.

Fig. 3 Effect of gascooler pressure on the COP for different ambient conditions
Figure 4 depicts that use of SLHX improves the COP in the range 53.6% to 55.2% for rise in evaporator
saturation temperature from -10oC to 5oC at ambient temperature 35oC. For ambient temperature 45oC, this
change is from 40.40% to 41.38%. At 35oC ambient and 5oC evaporation temperature, COP with SLHX
increases by 3.24% than that of without SLHX. For ambient 45 oC, it increases by 56.30%.

Fig. 4: Effect of evaporator temperature on COP for different ambient conditions
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3.2 Gascooler Capacity
Figure 5 shows the variation of gascooler capacity for a range of evaporating temperatures. In case of
CO2transcritical system, the heat rejection capacity of the gascooler is very much sensitive to evaporation
temperature and ambient temperature. For ambient temperatures 45oC and 35oC, the heat rejection capacity in
the gascooler with SLHX is 29.28% and 1.56% lower than that of without SLHX respectively.

Fig. 5: Evaporator temperature versus actual heat rejection in the gascooler
3.3 Power Consumption
Figure 6 shows the power consumption for a range of evaporating temperature. The power
consumption decreases with rise in evaporation temperature at all cases. For ambient 45 oC, the power
consumption decreases in the range 63.5% to 93% with SLHX than that of without SLHX for -10oC to 5oC
change in evaporator saturation temperature. In the case of ambient 35oC, this change is in the range 11% to
22.7%. This indicates that use of SLHX has more advantage at higher ambient as compared to lower ambient.

Fig. 6: Effect of evaporator temperature on actual compressor power consumption
3.4 Dryness fraction
Figure 7 shows the effect of SLHX on the inlet quality of refrigerant at evaporator. The dryness
fraction of refrigerant decreases in the range of 30% to 27% with SLHX than that of without SLHX for -10oC to
5oC change in evaporator saturation temperature for ambient temperature 35 oC.

Fig. 7: Evaporator temperature versus dryness fraction for different ambient conditions

4. Conclusions
The performance of transcritical CO2 refrigeration cycle depends on the ambient temperature and its
corresponding optimized gascooler pressure. The use of suction line heat exchanger improves the COP in the
range 2 to 4% for ambient temperature more than 35oC. For the evaporator temperature range -10oC to 5oC, the
use of SLHX improves the COP in the range 50 to 55% for ambient temperature range 35 oC to 45oC. The
compressor power consumption decreases in the range of 60 to 95% at ambient temperature 45 oC and 11 to 22%
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at ambient temperature 35oC with SLHX. The share of liquid at evaporator inlet improves by 27 to 30% due to
extra cooling of the gas at the gascooler outlet. The use of SLHX in the transcritical CO2 system operating at
high ambient conditions has major benefits in terms of the performance parameters of the system.

5. Nomenclature
Q

Actual
[kW]

A

Area [m2]

COP

Coefficient
of
Performance [-]
Compressor
power
[kW]
Heat capacity ratio [-]
Mass
flow
of
refrigerant [kg/s]
Number of transfer
units
Overall heat transfer
coefficient [W/m2K]
Specific
enthalpy
[kJ/kg]
Specific
entropy
[kJ/kg]
Specific
heat
of
refrigerant [kJ/kg K]
Speed of compressor
[rps]
Temperature
of
refrigerant [oC]
Volume flow capacity
of compressor [m3]

W
Cr
m
NTU
Uo
h
S
Cp
N
T
V

heat

flow

Greek
letter
å

Heat exchanger
effectiveness [-]

Subscripts
r

refrigerant

v

volumetric

ise

Isentropic process

a

air

max

maximum

SX
sat

Suction line heat
exchanger
Saturation
condition

gc

gascooler

evap

evaporator

i

Inlet

o

Outlet
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Abstract
Proposed Error Correcting codes are widely used for error detecting and correcting which are present in
during receiption and they are also widely used in compact disc and wireless and digital communications.
Proposed paper mainly discuss about the Block Encode and Decoder architectures with less complexity in terms
of encoding and decoding. There are Six types of block codes are mainly discussed i.e Block (7, 3), Block
(15,11), Block (31,15), Block (31,27), Block (255, 165) and Block(255,205). Simulation results over a AWGN
and Rayleigh fading Chanenel shows that Block Codes with higher block lengths are giving more gain
compared to the lower block length and also error correcting capacity also higher for higher block lengths but
complexity of encoding and decoding algorithms will increase and simulation results are shown for both voice
and image and compared with existing algorithm. When I have used the single Block codes, error correction
capacity is lower but it is doubled in case of block turbo codes and also performance is compared.

Keywords: Block codes, convolutional codes, forward error correctiong codes and decoding algorithms.
1. Review Of Work:
Block Codes(S,v) are mainly used in campact disks and mobile communications [1][2] and they are
able to correct

S v
of sequence of errors present in the received data. For example, if Block(31,15) is used then S =31 and
2
31  15
 4 symbols.
v=15 then this code can correct errors upto 4 symbols. And its correction capacity Q c =
2
This code able to correct upto 16 bits in sequence if at all 16 bits are corrupted. These block codes are mainly
concentrated on symbols but not on bits. The Block codes are represented by the following characteristics.
Number of bits to represent one symbol
Code Length in symbols S
Number of Information symbols v
Error correcting capability
Number of Check symbols
Minimum distance

:λ
:2 λ -1
: 2 λ - 1 - 2 Qc
: Qc
:2 Qc
:d = 2 Qc + l

1.1 Previous Work:
Proposed Encoder and decoder of block codes are used in any communication system and these block
codes are classified as a forward error correcting codes in alll aspects. Block codes (S, v) encoder architecture
has been designed to produce the code word in terms of symbols rather than bits. One more type of error
correcting code is called convolutional coding and which will produce the code word in terms of bits[3]. In
order to transmit the data from source to the destinaiton, every communication system has to satisfy the
condition of Shannon Capacity theorem[4][5].A lot of research is going on error correcting codes, which are
linear Block codes, BCH codes, cyclic codes and convolutional codes. But each code having its own limitations.
Out of all these codes, convolutional codes are very flexible in design and they will give better performance in
terms of BER and SNR through the channel of AWGN compared to all other codes. But convolutional codes
can not be used alone to correct sequence of errors are present in the received data. In order to avoid this
problem, convolutional codes are connected in series[7] and parallel through interleaver is called product turbo
codes[6]. Recently research is going on turbo codes, Soft out Veterbi Algorithm (SOVA) and which are very
powerful error correcting codes because it has a iterative decoding algorithm. They have excellent Bit Error
Rate performance against the Signal to Noise Ratio but still have some problems. First of all, their error
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performance tails of, or exhibits an error “floor” at high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)[8]. The complexity of the
required soft-input, soft-output (SISO) decoder is such that a cost-efficient decoder was unavailable for most
commercial applications. Block Codes are give better performance in terms of Bit Error Rate and in terms of
sequence of Error Correction capability that’s why they are still used in Voice and Video applicationsThis
paper is organized as follows. In Section I, explained about Block Encoder Descriptive Example, while Section
II summarizes with Block Decoder Descriptive example. Section III summarizes the simulation result of Block
Codes for a random generated data with different modulaiton techniques over an AWGN Channel. Section IV
briefly discuss about voice signal encoding and decoding using modulation techniques and section V gives a
simulation result for image transmission through a AWGN channel. Section VI concludes my research work.
1.2 Proposed Work:
I have designed a new class of error correcting code called block code and denoted by Block (S,v). This
Block code is tested for random generated data, voice signal and for image transmission. There are different
types of Block codes are designed in my proposed work which are Block(7,3), Block(31,15), Block (255,205)
and Block(255,225). All Block codes are simulated with different lengths of S and with different modulation
techniques such as BPSK, QPSK AND QAM and transmitted from source to destination through the AWGN
channel. From fig1. For proposed Block codes architecture, how the error rate has calculated as shown. I
extended this work for block turbo codes. When i use the single Block codes, error correction capacity is lower
but for error correction capacity becomes doubled in case of block turbo codes. For example (7,3) block code,
error correction capacity is 2 while in case of block turbo codes it becomes 4.

2. Block Encoder Descriptive Example

Let S = 2 λ — 1 be the block length of a Block code of designed distance d in GF(2m λ ). The number
of λ-bit message symbols is v = S — d + I.

Fig:1 Block Encoder
First we define the generator polynomial to encode the v information symbols into length of S = 2 λ – 1 symbol
Block code word is
π (y) =

2 Qc

(y  

i

) where π (y) is the generator polynomial. Example Generator polynomial for Block

i 1

(255,249) is π (y) = (y- β1) (y- β 2) (y- β 3) (y- β 4) (y- β 5) (y- β 6) or π (y) = y6+ π5 y5+ π 4 y4+ π 3 y2+ π 2 y1 + π 1.
Let S = 15 and consider a primitive, narrow sense, three-error correcting code over GF (2 4), where the field is
constructed modulo the primitive polynomial y 4 + y +1. let β be a primitive element in the field and this
generator has six roots of β , β 1…. β 2 Qc . i. e 2QC = S- v. roots are
β 1, β 2 , β 3 , β 4 , β 5, β 6
The generator of the (15 , 9) code is
Π (y) = (y - β 1 ) (y - β 2)(y - β 3)( y - β 4)( y - β 5)( y - β6) or
Π (y) = β 6 + β 9 y + β 6 y2 + β 4 y3 + β 14 y4 + β 10 y5 + y6
Block codes may be encoded just as any other cyclic code. Given a input message vector polynomial a (y) = a 0,
a 1, a 2, ……………… a v-1 where each a i € GF(2λ ). And systematic encoding process is
H(y) = m(y) y S -v + rem(y) = q(y) . Π (y)
Let us assume that input message as 010 110 111 convert this into 3 bit data in decimal as A = [ 2,6,7] for a
Block code of [7,3] and corresponding message polynomial is written as A(y) = β 1+ β 3 y + β 5 y2 and y4 (β 1+
β 3 y + β 5 y2)
1 4
3 5
5 6
is A(y) = β y + β y + β y Using vector to power conversion, we will divide the message polynomial by
the generator polynomial as β 3+ β 1 y + β0 y2 + β3 y3+ y4 And reminder the above division is gives by p(y) = β 0
+ β 2 y + β 4 y2 + β 6 y3 and resulting codeword polynomial is written as H(y) = p(y) + y s - v m(y) is β 0 + β 2 y
+ β 4 y 2 + β 6 y3 + β 1 y4+ β 3 y5 + β 5 y6 In Encoder each symbol (β ) is made with 3 bits of input data and which
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is convenient for modems for processing. The input to the encoder is 7 symbol of information word. The
conventional method to achieving this uses an arrangement containing multipliers and is expensive to
implement in hardware. The implementation of block encoders based on an Linear shift register, which
implements the polynomials division over the finite field [8]. The Block encoder architecture had slice blocks
containing a constant multiplier, an adder, and a register . The number of slices to implement for an Block (S, v)
code is s-v.. The additions and multiplications are performed on GF(2λ) and g i are the coefficients of the
generator polynomial π(y). Finally output codeword polynomial is written as
H(y)= β 0 + β 2 y + β 4 y2 + β 6 y3 + β 1 y4+ β 3 y5 + β 5 y6
Or H(y) = (100)+(001)Y + (011) Y2 + (101) Y3 + (010 )Y4 + (110) Y5 + (111 )Y6

3. Block Decoder
The algebraic decoding of block codes has the following general steps:
Computation of the syndrome
Determination of an error locator polynomial, whose roots provide an indication of where the errors are.
Finding the roots of the error locator polynomial. This is usually done using the novel search, which is an
exhaustive search over all the elements in the field.
4. For block codes, the error values must also be determined. This is typically accomplished using proposed
method search.
Suppose that received vector has v errors at locations of i1, i2, i3……iv with corresponding error values in these
locations eij  0.
1.
2.
3.

Error Locator polynomial is written as W (Y ) 

6

W Y

S

s

n 0

W(Y) = (000) +(000)Y +(000) Y2 + (001) Y3 + (111 )Y4 + (000) Y5 + (000) Y6. This Error polynomial is
considered as one error at data location and other error is at parity symbol location.
Now received polynomial is written as D(Y) = H(Y)+W(Y)
D(Y) = (100)+(001)Y + (011) Y2 + (101) Y3 + (010 )Y4 + (110) Y5 + (111 )Y6 + (000) +(000) Y +(000) Y2 +
(001) Y3 + (111 )Y4 + (000) Y5 + (000) Y6
D(Y) = (100)+(001)Y + (011) Y2 + (100) Y3 + (101 )Y4 + (110) Y5 + (111 )Y6 and above expression in
polynomial form as
D(Y) = α0 + α2 x + α 4x2 + α 0 x3 + α6 x4+ α3 x5 + α 5 x6 in order to detect the errors and correct the errors at the
decoder,
we
need
to
calculate
the
syndrome
and
which
is
given
by

O  D(Y )
i

Y  i

 D( i )

i  1.......S  v

Then we can find the syndromes in the following way.
O1= β3, O2= β5, O3= β6, O4=0 Suppose in the received codeword, there are n number of errors are received
then we have to find the Error locator polynomial in the form of Matrix as. Above Syndrome equations are
written in the form Matrix form as

 s1
s
 2

s2 
s3 

 2   s3 
0
6
    s  Substituting the syndrome values in matrix form as σ 2 =α and σ 1 =α Above
 1   4

equation are used to find the locations of errors in the received polynomial is given by
σ ( x ) = α 0 + σ1 x + σ 2 x 2
σ(x) =α0 +α 6 x+α0 x2
σ (α 0 ) = α 6,σ (α 1 ) = α 2, σ (α2 ) = α 6 ,σ (α3 ) = 0 (Error),
σ (α4 ) = 0 (Error) , σ (α5 ) = α 2,σ (α6 ) = α 0
S 1 = r ( α ) = e 1 β 1+ e 2 β 2
S 2 = r ( α 2 ) = e 1 β 12 + e 2 β 22
σ (α 3 ) = 0 ↔ 1/ β l = α 3 ↔ β l = α – 3 = α 4 = β 1
σ (α 4 ) = 0 ↔ 1/ β l = α 4 ↔ β l = α – 4 = α 3 = β 1
In order to calculate the Errors present in the location are given by following matrix form as.

 3
 6


 4  e1   3 
    
 8  e2   5 

And two errrors are given by e1 = α 2, e2= α5.And Error Polynomial is given by.,
e (x) = e 1 x j1 + e 2 X j2 = α 2 x 3 + α 5 x 4
u (x) = r (x) + e (x)
u (x) = 4 + x + 3 x 2 + 4 x 3 + 5 x 4 + 6 x5 +7 x 6 + 1 x 3 +7 x 4
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u (x) = 4 + x + 3 x 2 + 5 x 3 + 2 x 4 + 6 x5 +7 x 6
From the above equation of U(x) has parity symbols and message symbols. Message polynomial is 2 x 4 + 6 x5
+7 x 6 and in binary form as 010 110 111 which is same as given input message.

4 .Rayleigh Slow Fading Channels:
The Rayleigh fading model is one of the most widely used fading channel model which assumes that
there exist no direct line of sight path between the transmitter and the receiver and all the arriving signals at the
receiver are due to reflected waves. This assumption is a typical characteristic of mobile communication
scenario in urban areas. The normalized Rayleigh distribution, its mean and variance are as given below

 r
e
p(r )    2

0


r2


 2 2











otherwise 
r 0

With mean m r = 0.8862 and variance is σ2 = 0.2146
Channels dispersive in frequency are often referred to as time selective. More common term is frequency flat or
simply flat fading channels. The term flat fading comes from the fact that ALL frequencies of transmitted signal
are modulated by the same function. Frequency dispersion B often referred to as the Doppler spread or
bandwidth. If the doppler spread is small compared to the reciprocal of the symbol rate Ts, the fading process is
considered slow. For slow fading processes, the channel gain can be assumed constant over the symbol duration.

Fig2. Figure represents the Fading channel.
A sufficient and acceptable model is to consider the input-output relation of the digital channel of the form:
yk = r k . x k + n k
where xk and yk are the transmitted and received data for the time slot k, respectively; the parameter r k is a
random value, fluctuations from symbol to symbol (fast fading) or from block to block (block fading). Its
distribution determines the channel type: Rayleigh, Rice or Nakagami. The input sequence {xk} is binary,
random, in NRZ bipolarformat,

Fig 3. Turbo coded data transmission through different fading channels.

Fig4. Fading channel received signal amplitude characteristics.
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Fig.5 The pdf of the envelope variation
In order to generate the transmitted sequence {xk} another sequence denoted {uk} is generated by random
numbers with uniform distribution in the interval [0,1). The targeted required output is obtained after the
following transformation:
X k = 2. [2 U k ] – 1
In above equation, [] represents the truncated information of integer part, and Xk2 =1.
rk represents rice districution and rk2 =1 and effective signal to noise ratio for transmission is defind as

Eb
1 2E
1 r 2. x 2 1 1
 . b  k k 
No 2 No
2 wk 2
2 wk 2
Where Eb/no is SNR in dB and variance of additive noise can be expressed as

wk 2 

1
SNR

2.10 10
5. Block Turbo Codes:
Let us consider the two linear block codes B1 and B2 having parameters B1 of (n1, k1, δ1) and B2 having
parameters ((n2, k2, δ2). The product code P  B1  B2
Block Turbo Code obtained by
1. Placing (k1 X k2) information symbols in an array of k1 rows and k2 columns.
2. Coding the k1 rows using code B2
3. Coding the n2 columns using Code B2 as shown in fig 1
(n1- k1) last rows of the matrix are code words of B2
and (n2-k2)last columns of matrix are code words of B1
by construction. Resulting Product Code P is
n = n1 x n2 k = k1 x k2 δ = δ1 x δ2

Fig6. Formation of data and check bits

5.1 Decoding Algorithm for Block Turbo Codes
Scaling factors:
α (k) = { 0, 0.2,0.4,0.43, 0.5, 0.56, 0.6 , 0.7 }
β (k) = { 0.64, 0.64, 0.64, 0.64, 0.7, 0.74, 0.8, 0.8}
R = received data matrix
Fig7. Decoidng of blcok Turbo turbo codes block diagram

6. Simulation Results:
Observation#1. MATLAB is one of the high performance programming language in easy to use
environment where problems and solutions are expressed in a frequent mathematical notation. A complete block
diagram with Encoder and decoder and encoded data was modulated with Frequency shift keying as shown in
fig1. Results with block codes with equal code rate of 0.7 approximatelly as shown in fig 4. The folloiwng
Block codes with Block(15,11), Block(31,23), Block(63,47) and Block(127,95) for simulation in AWGN
Channel. It is observed that Block codes are more efficient in large code size and it gives less noise effect
compared to the lower codeword size of block codes and at the same time increases the complexity in the
implementation of the transmission.For a Block Code (127,95) simulation, it is observed that for a BER of 10 -2
respected SNR is 3dB and which is lowest noise effect compared to other block codes.
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Table1. code rate for different Block lengths.

Fig 8. Block code performance in terms of Codeword Size at constant code rate
6.1 Observation. Now for next observation, I have performed the simulations for Block codes for different code
rates as well as higher block lengths as shown in fig6. For a Block(255,245), Block(255,225), Block(255,205),
Block(255,165) corresponding code rates are 0.96, 0.88, 0.80 and 0.647. As code rate decreasing from 0.96 to
0.647, noise effect also decreasing for a particular BER 10-2. We can see that the absolute BER performance is
approx. 2dB better for 0.647 code rate than 0.96. Another point i need to emphasize here that, for constant Block
length with same error correcting capability, BER performance improved as shown in fig 6.

Fig 9. The BER performance comparison of Block codes for different code rates and fixed block length of 255
6.2 Observation. Previous simulation results are observed for 0nly FSK and now block codes are simulated
with different lentgths and different code rates are modulated with different modulatin sechemes. BPSK and
QPSK with CR =0.5 has very less noise effect on signal compared to all other modulation schemes as shown in
fig 8.

Fig 10. Performance of Block codes for code rate of ½(CR=0.5)

Fig 11. Performance of Block codes for code rate of ¾(CR=0.7)
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Table 2. Block Codes with different code rates with QAM.

7. Result For Voice Signal.
Fig 9 is a original voice signal and which has recorded. This original voice signal is encoded and
modulated with FSK, PSK and QAM and plotted its bit error rate with respect to signal to noise ratio. Block
codes (127,123) has simulated with PSK and QAM has given lesser noise effect on signal compared to the FSK.
Also observed that BER performance on signal is directly proportional to the Modulation order of M if it is
modullated with M-ary Modulation schemes.

Fig 12. Original recorded audio signal

Fig 13. Block codes(127,123) for FSK,PSK and QAM

7. 1 Result for Image Signal.
In order to use any forward error correcting code in digital communication it is required to transmit
images through that FEC codes[7]. Simulation results shows the image quality degrades as the code rate
increasing from lower to higher as shown in table 5. In order to transmitt the image transmission using block
codes, i suggest to use lower code rate compared to the higher order code rates where low Signal to Noise ratio
is important.

Fig 14. Recovered images with different rates with SNR=6dB

Table.4 Illustrates the modulation schemes are observed at BER 10-3
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Fig 12. Image encoding for Block Codes for BPSK,QPSK AND QAM

Table.5. Block (15,11) codes are simulated over AWGN with 16 QAM
Modulation.

Table 6. Block (15,11) codes are simulated over Rayleigh fading Channel with 16 QAM Modulation.

Fig. 13. Block (15,11) codes are simulated over Rayleigh Fading channel with 16 QAM Modulation.

Fig. Performance of block turbo codes after 4 iterations through AWGN and Rayleigh fading channels using
BPSK Modulation.
It has been shown that some of these high rate codes perform only at 1.2dB from the Shannon limit [15]. From
above graph it was observe that decoding is easier with out errors overa an AWGN Channel compared to
rayleigh fading channel. If we coampare the (31,26) and (63,57) will give the better performance compared
survey of [15].
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SNR at
10-5
AWGN

SNR at
10-5
Rayleigh

(15,11,4)2

4.10

10.0

5.90

(31,26,4)2

4.42

8.04

3.62

(63,57,6)2

4.52

11.14

6.62

(127,120,4)2

4.75

13.10

8.35

Block Turbo
Code

Difference
between
channels(dB).

Table7. Performance of Block Turbo codes at fourth iteration over a Gaussian and a rayleigh Channels.

8. Conclusion:
In this paper, block codes are simulated with different lengths and different code rates for data, voice
and image signals. From simulation results, it is reveald that, highest length of block codes has given the lowest
noise effect than lower length of block codes, if input is a data is modulated with QPSK modulation. And if the
input is voice signal then highest length of block codes has given lowest SNR for FSK and QAM. For voice
signal, BPSK and QPSK has given lowest SNR for a particualr BER as shown in fig 12 and proposed method
had given better results compared with [5] and [6]. The block turbo codes simulations have shown very good
results better than those obtained so far with other algorithms[9][10]. We have obtained BER curves for block
turbo codes with identical slopes for Gaussian and Rayleigh channels. For a BER of 10-5, the coding gain
obtained is upto 5.5 dB and the difference with Shannon's limit is about 3.5 dB after four iteration on a Gaussian
Channel. From table5 and 6 we can conclude that higher singnal ot noise ratio gives lower symbol Error rate.
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Abstract
Reversible data transmission, visible watermarking and steganography schemes that can be employed
along with multimedia applications. However, these methods are susceptible to quantization errors provided by
standard image/video compression standards. In this work we present a secured data transmission using novel
reversible visible watermarking scheme for H.264/AVC encoded video sequences. The proposed approach
reversibly embeds the residual information that will then be used by the decoder to recover the original image or
video frame. The residual information is losslessly compressed using the Gzip Deflector algorithm to minimize
the information to be embedded and reduce the distortion provided by RCM. The compressed information is
then encrypted using the 128–bit Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). Furthermore we add security in this
work if the key does not match we provide irrelevant information or unwanted data’s to the decoder. And
finally we compared our proposed work with existing state of art.

Index Terms – Information embedding, data compression, lossless recovery, reversible watermarking scheme,
DCT, AES, GZip Deflector algorithm.

1. INTRODUCTION
The recent growth of computer networks and multimedia systems has contributed to the proliferation of
multimedia con-tent. However, the availability of multimedia editing software has raised the issue of increased
distortion level[1]unauthorized manipulation of proprietary material. Visible watermarking techniques have been
extensively used to protect copyrighted material. However, traditional approaches, such as [2] are not able to
recover the original image/video quality after watermarking extraction.The methods proposed for removable
visible watermarking schemes where authenticated users are allowed to approximate the visible watermark.
Nonetheless, these methods only manage to recover an approximate version of the original image after
watermark extraction [12] and are therefore unsuitable for military, law and medical applications.There are
several reversible visible watermarking schemes that can be employed for many applications [3]. However,
these methods are susceptible to quantization errors provided by standard image/video compression standards.
Therefore, these methods are not suitable for most Internet applications where multimedia content needs to be
compressed prior transmission. In previous work, the same author has presented a reversible watermarking
scheme for JPEG image compression . However, this method cannot be directly integrated within current video
compression standards, mainly due to the spatio-temporal prediction mechanisms being employed by video
standards.
This paper presents secured data transmission by an adaptation of the reversible visible watermarking
scheme presented, for H.264/AVC video coding. The proposed method computes the residual error caused by
the embedded watermark which is losslessly compressed using the GZip Deflector algorithm and then encrypted
using the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). The resulting information is embedded within the trans-form
coefficients of every macroblock (MB) pair using the Reversible Contrast Mapping (RCM).The simulation
results clearly show that the proposed mechanism outperforms the state of the art approach where Peak Signalto-Noise Ratio (PSNR) gains of up to 7 dB were registered. The structure of this paper is as follows. Section II
provides a detailed description of each component involved in the Reversible Visible Watermarking Embedding
process while the Reversible Visible Watermark Extraction process is described in section III. Section IV
presents the testing environment and presents the simulation results. The final comments and conclusion are
delivered in section V.

2. Information Embedding
A High level description of the proposed Reversible Visible Watermark Embedding process for video
content is illustrated in Fig.1. The original frame I is first fed to the information Embedding process which
inserts a visible watermark within its Region of Interest (ROI) to generate the frame IW. Given that the
embedded watermark directly affects the image content, it makes this process irreversible.The resulting
watermarked frame IW is then compressed using the Video Encoder 1 process which employs motion estimation
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and spatial prediction of the standard H.264/AVC encoder [4] to minimize the residual error EWC to be entropy
coded. The motion vectors and modes selected for each Macro block (MB) are registered in the Control
Information module. This information is then used by the video encoder to compress the original image I which
outputs the residual error EC. This process computes neither motion estimation nor mode decision, but relies
solely on the information contained within the Control Information module, thus significantly reduce the
complexity of the system.

Fig.1 Schematic diagram of Information Embedding process.
The difference between the residual errors of the compressed watermarked image EWC [5]and the compressed
image EC provides the discrepancy image D. This image contains 0 values outside the ROI, while having low
magnitude values within the ROI. Therefore, in order to minimize the information to be embedded within the
image, only the message M encompassing the Region of Interest within D is losslessly encoded and encrypted.
The encrypted message ME is then embedded within the watermarked image IW using a re-visible watermarking
approach. More information about each individual module is provided in the following sub-sections.
2.1 Data Embedding
The Visible Watermarking Embedding process is used to perceptibly insert a watermark W into a
primary image I so that the watermark is visible by the human eye. The purpose of these watermarks is to be
noticeable without significantly reducing the quality of the image. The method adopted in this work considers
the human vision system (HVS model) and the image content to insert the watermark without significantly
degrading the perceptual quality of the image/video content. This process dissects the host image I into nonoverlapping 8× 8 blocks. The watermark pattern W is then adaptively embedded into the host image using
InW(i, j) = [αnIn(i,j)] , if W(i,j) =1
In(i,j) ,
otherwise

(1)

where [ ] represents the floor function, InW and In denote the nth 8×8 block of the watermarked image IW and the
host image I respectively, i and j are spatial coordinates within the block and n is the nth adaptive scaling
coefficient. The scaling coefficients n are dependent on both the human perception and image content and
determine the visibility of the watermark pattern. More information about the derivation of these scaling
coefficients can be found in [8] and [12].
2.2 Video Encoder and DCT
The Video Encoder process employs the standard H.264/AVC encoder [6] to compress the supplied
video content.This process employs spatial prediction and motion estimation to minimize the residual error to be
encoded. The encoder derives the residual information to be encoded by subtracting the predicted frame from the
original frame. The resulting residual information is de-correlated using the discrete cosine transform (DCT)
transformation [10][9] and quantized to keep the least amount of information while still achieving an acceptable
level of image quality. The quantized transform coefficients are then inverse quantized and inverse transformed
to recover the residual error E which also includes the quantization error introduced by the lossy nature of the
standard video codec.

Fig. 2. DCT Based Watermark Technique.
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The proposed method employs two Video Encoder pro-cesses. The Video Encoder 1 process receives the
watermarked frame IW and computes motion estimation and spatial pre-diction to compress the video. The
resulting modes selected and motion vectors are then stored in the Control Information module while the
resulting residual error EWC is outputted. On the other hand, the Video Encoder to process receives the original
video stream I and compresses it using the motion vectors and mode selected available in the Control
Information module. This is done to ensure synchronization between the two processes and to minimize the
computational complexity of the proposed system.
2.3 Data Compression and Encryption
The discrepancy message D is derived by subtracting the residual E C from the residual EWC. As it can
be seen from Fig. 1, the non-zero coefficients reside only within the Region of Interest. Therefore, in order to
minimize the data to be embedded, the Region of Interest is extracted from the discrepancy message D to
generate the message M and this information is then passed through the Lossless Encoder process.The Lossless
Encoder process adopts a simple encoding strategy, where each pixel in M is represented by a 10–bit codeword.
The Most Significant Bit (MSB) is used to flag whether the pixel is a watermark (1) or not (0). The second MSB
represents the polarity of the coefficient where negative coefficients are marked by a 1. The remaining 8–bits
represent the magnitude of the coefficients of the residual error message M. Given that the decoder needs some
extra information to be able to decode the encoded message (e.g. watermark dimensions and coordinates of the
ROI), this information is concatenated to M prior to lossless encoding. The resulting 10–bit code words are then
compressed using the public do-main lossless Gzip Deflector algorithm [14].
2.4 AES (Advanced Encryption Standard)
To enhance the security, a 128–bit Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [13] is used to encrypt the
information to be embedded so that only authenticated users can recover the original image.The AES algorithm
is a symmetric key algorithm which means the same key is used to both encrypt and decrypt a message. Also,
the cipher text produced by the AES algorithm is the same size as the plain text message. Most of the operations
in the AES algorithm take place on bytes of data or on words of data 4 bytes long, which are represented in the
field GF(28), called the Galois Field. AES is based on a design principle known as a Substitution permutation
network. AES operates on a 4×4 matrix of bytes, termed the state. The AES cipher is specified as a number of
repetitions of transformation rounds that convert the input plaintext into the final output of cipher text. Each
round consists of several processing steps, including one that depends on the encryption key. A set of reverse
rounds are applied to transform cipher text back into the original plaintext using the same encryption key. The
AES algorithm loops through certain sections Nr times. It is fast in both software and hardware.AES Algorithm
have following steps
1) Key Expansion—Round keys are derived from the cipher key using
Rijndael's key schedule.
2) Initial Round
a) Add Round Key—each byte of the state is combined with the
round key using bitwise XOR.
3) Rounds
a) Sub Bytes—a non-linear substitution step where each byte is
replaced with another according to a lookup table.
b)Shift Rows—A transposition step where each row of the state is
shifted cyclically a certain number of steps.
c) Mix Columns—a mixing operation which operates on the
columns of the state, combining the four bytes in each column.
d) Add Round Key
4) Final Round (no Mix Columns)
a) Sub Bytes
b) Shift Rows
c) Add Round Key

Advantages of using AES algorithm:
1) Very Secure.
2) Reasonable Cost.
3) Main Characteristics
i) Flexibility, ii) Simplicity
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2.5 Reversible Contrast Mapping (RCM)
The Reversible Watermarking process adopts the Reversible Contrast Mapping (RCM) mechanism
presented in [15] to embed the encrypted information ME within the watermarked image IW . The RCM
algorithm was used since it is reported to provide high-capacity data embedding without the requirement of the
transmission of any additional side information.The RCM algorithm considers x and y to be a pair of
coefficients whose values [11] reside in the range [0; L]. The forward RCM algorithm transforms the pixel pairs
according to
x = 2x - y; y = 2y - x
(2)
In order to prevent overflow and underflow, the transformed pixel pairs are restricted within the range
0 ≤ x≤ L, 0 ≤ y ≤L
(3)
The original coefficients can be recovered using the following inverse transformation
x= [(2/3) x+ (1/3) y], Y= [(1/3) x+ (2/3) y)]

(4)

Where [ ] is the ceil function.
The RCM method substitutes the Least Significant Bit (LSB) of x and y. The LSB of x is set to 1 to indicate a
transformed pair while 0 otherwise. The information bit b is then embedded within the LSB of y. More
information about this method can be found in [15].The method proposed in [8], which is considered as the state
of the art method, applies the RCM algorithm in the spatial domain. However, the RCM method cannot be
applied in the spatial domain when considering compressed images since the embedded information will be
distorted by the Quantization process of the image/video codec. It was further shown that the RCM method can
modify the transformed coefficients prior entropy coding, thus mak-ing recovery of the original transform
coefficients possible. However, the transform coefficients provide different levels of distortions, and therefore it
is more desirable to embed the information within high frequency coefficients which provide the least distortion
to the human vision system.
Therefore, considering a P Q image, the Reversible Watermarking scans the blocks column-wise and grabs the
first two neighbouring 4 4 transformed blocks. It embeds the first bit within the coordinate (3,3) which
corresponds to the highest frequency coefficient. The remaining P32Q 1 bits are then stored within the coefficient
with coordinates (3,3) of the remaining neighbour blocks. Once all the blocks have been used this process goes
back to the first two neighbouring blocks and embeds the second P32Q bits within the coefficient coordinate (3,2).
This process proceeds until either the whole bit stream is embedded or else when all the transform coefficients
are used. It is important to notice that the RCM algorithm can be used to embed information more than once
within the same coefficients. However, this will contribute to major distortions within the image. Therefore, the
transform coefficients were only used once for embedding. The Reversible Watermarking process then outputs
the image IRV C which is then entropy encoded and transmitted.

3. Information Extraction
The Information Extraction process in-verts the computations performed by the Reversible Visible
Watermark Embedding process. It receives the entropy coded information and decodes it to recover the image
IRV W .The Reversible Data Extraction process then computes the inverse RCM function[13] to extract the
encrypted message ME and the visible watermarked residual EW . The message ME is then decrypted and
decoded to derive the message M. The message M contains the residual watermark within a Region of Interest
together with additional information suitable to reconstruct the discrepancy image D. The im-ages D and EWC
are then summed to generate EC. The Video Decoder then is able to recover the original compressed video
sequence IC.

4. Simulation Result
The proposed Reversible Visible Watermarking Scheme was implemented using the C++ programming
language. The raw video sequences considered in these simulation results were encoded using a Common
Intermediate Format (CIF) resolution at 30fps with a format IPPP using the Baseline Profile of H.264/AVC. The
video was encoded using only the 4 4 transform size. The Quantization Parameter is set to a default of 20 unless
otherwise specified. The logos employed in these experiments included some of the logos.
TABLE I
Performance Analysis of the Proposed Reversible Visible Watermarking Embedding Process
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TABLE I
Performance Analysis of the Proposed Reversible Visible Watermarking Embedding Process
ME Size

Comp.

IW PSNR

(Bytes)

Ratio

(dB)

14408

2.4436

26.2887

263

16461

2.0770

26.9543

225

8747

2.1093

30.1921

130

108

5623

2.4969

31.4413

82

225

8472

2.1778

31.7764

65

65

2253

1.8753

37.4408

Logo

Width

Height

ATLSS

163

216

DARPA

130

Censcir

82

Robotics
CIT
HCII

Table I illustrates the performance of the proposed Re-versible Visible Watermarking Embedding mechanism.
It can be clearly seen that the compression efficiency provided by the Lossless Encoder process is between 1.8
and 2.5. This compression efficiency is almost constant and thus not affected by the logo size. It can be further
noticed that the larger the size of the logo to be embedded the lower is the quality of the Watermarked Video I W .
This is quite intuitive since larger logos need to modify more DCT coefficients thus inevitably reducing the
perceptual quality of the Watermarked Video.The proposed system was compared to the Yang method which
was adapted for compressed video. As it can be seen from Fig. 2, the quality of the proposed method is superior
to the method adopted in [8]. In fact, it can be seen that no matter how much information is reversible embedded
the proposed system manages to recover the original quality for authenticated users. This is mainly due to the
fact that the information is being embedded on the compressed transform coefficients. On the other hand, the
performance of the state of the art approach degrades with increasing embedding information since the
information is hidden within the spatial domain which is corrupted by the Quantization process.

Fig. 3. Performance of the Yang method [8] and the proposed method at different number of embedded bits

Fig. 4. Performance of the Yang [8] and the proposed method at different Quantization Parameters (a) Foreman
(b) Paris Sequence

Fig. 5. Subjective results when using the (a) method proposed by Yang [8] and the (b) Proposed method. QP was
set to 30.
The performance of the proposed scheme was further analysed using different Quantization Parameters. As
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shown in Fig. 3, the proposed system clearly outperforms the method presented in [7] where PSNR gains of up
to 7 dB were achieved. The superiority of the proposed method is more evident in Fig. 4 where it can be seen
that the method proposed by Yang does not manage to extract the reversible information since it was corrupted
by quantization errors induced by the lossy Video Encoder process. The quantization errors generally provide
syntax and semantic violations in the De-Encryption and Lossless Decoding processes which are thus not able to
recover the original embedded information. On the other hand the proposed method manages to recover the
original compressed video when the user is authenticated.

5. Comments And Conclusion
This paper has presented a secured data Transmission with Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) using
novel reversible visible water-marking scheme for H.264/AVC encoded video. The proposed method computes
the information required by the decoder to recover the original compressed video when receiving the
watermarked video sequence. The additional information is reversibly embedded within the transform
coefficients of the watermarked video. The authenticated users are then enabled to extract the information
hidden within the transform coefficients to recover the original compressed image.The experimental results have
shown the superiority of the proposed system where PSNR gains of up to 7 dB was registered relative to the
state of the art approach. It was further shown that the information to be hidden can be compressed with
compression efficiency between 1.8 and 2.5.And the distortion provided by the RCM method is reduced.
Furthermore, watermark estimation functions can be employed in order to reduce the energy within the message
D to be decoded.
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Abstract
On current trends, it is estimated that, in the year 2030 most of our water resources would be exhausted
or totally destroyed (UK Trade and Investment, 2002). Most water bodies have the ability to self-purify whereby
they are pendent on environmental conditions, pollutant load and water retention times (Sanders and Yevjevich,
1996).But the natural contaminants are coupled with artificial pollutants, which are a result of human activities,
the pollution load becomes too much for the water body to handle. The main pollutant derived from the
industrial wastewaters are organic and inorganic substances,solved or in suspension, with different harmfulness
degree (Banu, 1998). In the early 1960`s U.S. senate committee noted that dairy industry was second most
important single source of pollution in streams (worners-1976).The dairy waste is basically organic and slightly
alkaline in nature, when discharged in to streams without treatment, result in rapid depletion of dissolved
oxygen(DO) and encourage the growth of algae i.e. eutrophication(Forsberg, 1998). Due to the overuse of
surfactants in dairy, the waste can become unamenable to the biological treatment. The treatment of dairy
wastewater, so that it is microbiologically and chemically acceptable for use in flush and irrigation applications,
is of great importance (Ibekwe et al. 2003 ).Every Dairy is having particular characteristics of effluents and
hence has the different effluent related problems. These problems can be revealed by effective treatment of the
effluent a possible by the study of wastewater microbiota and to identify some new active strains adapted to the
wastewater physical-chemical conditions, which metabolize organic compounds, similar to those which
determine the pollution of wastewaters such as starch, casein, basic carbohydrates and lactic acid (Mihaela
Palela et.al;2007).There were identified strains able to produce a fast biodegradation of the organic compounds.
Normally to isolate microbial culture of endogenous origin for the development of microbial biomass which can
be used effectively under Activated sludge treatment to stabilize the effluent. For that purpose bacteria isolated
from effluent and study morphological, cultural and biochemical characteristics and identified with the help of
Bergey’s Mannuals of Systematic Bacteriology (1984)

Keyword: Dairy Effluent, Activated Sludge, Endogenous Culture, Isolation

& Preliminary Identification ,

Microbiological And Biochemical Characterization.

1. Introduction:
Dairy wastewater disposal represents a major environmental problem. Numerous effective
attempts have been made to resolve this problem by the activated sludge process is the mostly used biological
treatment ever( Dashika Naidoo ;2005). This review discusses microorganisms associated with microbial
digestion of dairy wastewater, biochemistry of the process, factors affecting microbial digestion, and efforts to
develop defined cultures. To get an efficient biological wastewater treatment it is very important to know the
wastewater microbiota composition and the biochemical properties correlated to the origin of pollutants, as well
as the optimum metabolic activity and the physical -chemical conditions (Janczukowicz et al., 2007).Microbial
digestion of dairy food wastewater offers many advantages over other treatments in that a high level of waste
stabilization is achieved with much lower levels of sludge. As microbial digesters become increasingly used in
dairy plants, more research should be directed toward selecting the best cultures that maximize environmental
problem from dairy waste. The microbes responsible for the organic and inorganic luxury uptake occurring in
the treatment plant(G.W. Fuhs & M.Chen ;1975) The isolation of bacteria and the study of their identification
have been hampered by the unreliability of conventional microbiological techniques. This is largely due to their
morphological variations and inconsistent characteristics and different biochemical Characteristics. To fully
understand their role in promoting activated sludge process, bacteria need to be characterized . The aim of this
study was, therefore, the bacteria in pure culture isolated. fifteen different cultures were used for this study.
The cultures were identified using Bergey’s Mannuals of Systematic Bacteriology(1984).
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2. Material And Methods:
The aim of this study is to evaluate the dairy wastewater microbiota and its biochemical activities, in
order to obtain pure cultures adapted for wastewater treatment.To get an efficient biological wastewater
treatment it is very important to know the wastewater microbiota composition and the biochemical properties
correlated to the origin of pollutants, as well as the optimum metabolic activity and the physical -chemical
conditions (Janczukowicz et al., 2007).
1.Selection of source for isolation of micro organisms:The dairy effluent samples were collected from
“Shivamrut Dudh Utpadak Sahkari Sangh Maryadit, Vijaynagar (Vizori) Akluj”. The sample was collected in a
clean sterile plastic container and stored at 4oC until the analysis was carried out. (Trivedy and Goel ;
1984).Effluent samples were collected in duplicate from each station in pre sterilized bottles.
2.Primary screening:For primary screening the Dilutions of whey sample are prepared in distilled water.
Selective dilutions are spread on nutrient agar, incubated and for 24hrs at room temperature.After incubation,
isolated colonies are selected for further study.These selected colonies were restricted on nutrient agar for
isolation by four quadrant method.These well isolated colonies were purified on nutrient agar and preserved on
nutrient agar slant at 4oC for long time for further studies.
3. Characterization of the bacterial isolates : By following methods.
3.1 Cultural Characteristics: The various typical colony characteristics of the bacterial isolates were
recorded after their appearance on nutrient agar after 24 hours of incubation at 28oC as described in sale (1974)
Benson (1990) and Frobisher (1968).
3.2 Staining and Morphology: The Gram Characteristics and morphology of the isolates were studied by
Gram staining method as described in Desai and Desai (1980).
4. Biochemical characterization: following two methods were used.
4.1 Enzymatic activities and 4.2 Carbohydrates utilization
4.1 Enzymatic activities: The extra-cellular production of various enzymes and their activities were studied
using suitable method and materials described below.
4.1.1 Catalase:A loop full of growth of each bacterial isolate from nutrient agar slant was stirred in 30.0 v/v
hydrogen peroxide and observed for evolution of gas as described in Blazevic (1975).
4.1.2.Gelatinase:Spot inoculation of the Bacterial isolates was done on sterile gelatin agar containing 0.4 %
gelatin and incubated at 28oC for 24 hours. Gelatin hydrolyzing ability of micro-organisms was detected as the
appearance of the clear zone after the addition of frazieres solution on the medium as described in Blazevic
(1975).
4.1.3.Nitrate Reductase:Reduction of nitrate to nitrite was tested by inoculating bacterial isolates in tubes
containing sterile peptone nitrate broth and detected by the sulphanilic acid - naphthyl-amine reaction as
described in (Blazevic-1975).
4.1.4. Urease:Slants of sterile Christensen’s urea agar (1946) were inoculated with the bacterial isolates and
incubated at 28oC for 24 hours Hydrolysis of urea was detected by the appearance of the pink colour in the
medium as described in Blazevic (1975).
4.1.5. Oxidase:Colonies of the bacterial isolates are transferred by a glass rod on the filter paper strip moistened
with freshly prepared 1% tetramethyl-1-p-phenylene diamine (TAPA) solution and observed for the appearance
of a deep blue colour on the strip to indicate a positive result.
4.1.6.Starch hydrolysis:Spot inoculation of bacterial isolates was done on sterile starch agar containing 1%
starch and incubated at 28oC for 24 hours and then Lugols iodine was poured on the plates to detect zones of
starch hydrolysis around and beneath the colonies.
4.1.7.Hugh and Leifsons Test:The bacterial isolates were inoculated in to the two tubes of Hugh and Leifsons
Medium (Aerobic and Anaerobic) in order to check oxidative and fermentative metabolism of sugar and
incubated at 28oC for 24 hours. After incubation, tubes were observed for acid and gas production.
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4.1.8.Hydrogen Sulphide Production Test:The bacterial isolates were inoculated in to sterile standard
thiosulphate iron agar stab medium. Formation of black ferrious Sulphide precipitate in the medium indicated
thiosulphate reduction.
4.2 Carbohydrates Utilization:Using peptone water as a basal medium in 5ml aliquots of each, the
utilization of different carbohydrates by the bacterial isolates were studied. As described in Cruickshank
(1973)The carbohydrates tested were :Disacclarides – Lactose, Maltose, Sucrose.;Hexoses- Glucose;Sugar
alcohols – Mannitol, Sorbitol.;Sugar Vitamin – Inositol;Peptose – Xylose.

3. Result And Discussions:
Bacterial diversity has not been studied in detail in dairy effluent. However a few reports are available
on the bacterial flora of certain effluents. Ravichandra et al. (2007) two strains of Thiobacillus sp were isolated
from aerobic sludge of distillery and dairy effluent treatment plant . Diary industry effluent in Chennai Bacillus
Subtilis $-galactosidase has been used as a probiotic source organism by 1Jayashree Natarajan et.al ( 2012)
3.1Isolation of Bacterial cultures from Whey :
3.2 Isolation of Bacteria:
Total fifteen bacterial isolates were isolated using sterile nutrient agar medium after incubation at room
temperature for 24 hrs. from the“Shivamrut Dudh Utpadak Sahkari Sangh Maryadit, Vijaynagar (Vizori)
Akluj” dairy plant effluent.Micro flora of the effluents from a dairy factory in Tehran (Pegah Dairy Processing
Plant) were isolated and screened for their ability to reduce the organic matter content and COD of the effluents
by Maghsoodi et.al(2007).R. Prakashveni and M. Jagadeesan(2008)study 19 bacterial genera isolated from the
Thanjavur Co-operative Milk Products dairy effluent Alcaligens faecalis, Lueconostoc lactis survive in all
seasons .
3.3 Characterization of the bacterial isolates:
Morphological, cultured and biochemical characteristics of the isolates were studied. Micro flora of the
effluents from a dairy factory in Tehran (Pegah Dairy Processing Plant) were isolated and screened for their
ability to reduce the organic matter content and COD of the effluents by Maghsoodi et.al(2007)
3.4Cultural characteristics :
The data on the cultural characteristics of the bacterial isolates on nutrient agar is presented in
table:1.The colonies of the isolates on nutrient agar were circular to irregular ranging in size from <1mm to
2mm. The colour of colonies was dirty white and yellowish mostly. The colonies of all the isolates have regular
to irregular margins with mostly flat to convex elevation, moist consistency and opaque to translucent in nature.
Jain et. al (2001) isolated three different bacterial species such as Bacillusmegateriu, B. cereus and
Xanthomonas fregariae from distillery wastes effluent.
3.5 Staining and Morphology:
The bacterial isolates on nutrient agar were stained for their morphological characters and the results
are presented in table 2.Out of the fifteen three were gram-negative short rod namely 3, 11, 13,Isolate 1,2,4,6
&12 are gram positive rods and isolate number 8,9, & 10 are gram positive cocci .Isolate number 2,4,& 6 were
seen to produce endospore .Isolate 1 to 10 all are motile and 11 to 15 are non-motile.Similar finding recorded
that Sree kumar et.al (2010) have successfully isolated a new strain of spore forming Bacilli that it capable
fermenting lactose from dairy effluents.
3.6

Enzymatic activities:
Out of total fifteen isolates tested for enzymatic activity, eight isolates with number 2,5,6,7,8,9,14,15
show amylase activity and 1,2,3,10,11,12,13 show Urease activity, 1,2,3,5,6,7,8,10,11 show Gelatinase activity.
Nitrate reductase activity is shown by isolates 2, 4, 5,6,7,8,9,10,15.Catalase activity is shown by isolates viz
2,3,4,5,6,8,9,10,13,14 while isolates viz 1, 3,4,5,7,8,10,11,12,13 shows Oxidase activity. Caseinase activity
shown by all the isolates except No. 2, 5, 8, 11, 12, 15.While none of the bacterial isolate shows the hydrogen
Sulphide activity. Isolate number 10 show all test positive except H2S & amylase and Isolate No. 15 show all
test negative except nitrate reduction H.L. test & amylase activity. On the basis of biochemical characteristics
of microbes it can be concluded that the abovementioned chemoorganotrophs utilize energy from dairy effluent
and chemolithotrophs accelerates the corrosion process by converting ferros ion to ferric and its oxides
(Muthukumar et al., 2003, Dawood et al., 1998, Jayaraman et al., 1998, Rajasekar et al., 2005).

4.

Utilization Of Carbohydrates :
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Glucose is the sugar which is most favored by bacteria as all isolates utilize it. Lactose and sucrose are
also the sugar favored by the bacterial isolates as twelve isolates utilized it. Maltose, Mannitol and insitol were
utilized by seven isolates. Isolate number 2 utilized all the sugars while isolate number 14 utilized all
sugars.Isolate number 4 also utilized all the carbohydrates while isolate number 15 utilized only glucose and
Mannitol as shown in table 5
Table 1 Colony Characters of bacterial isolates .
Bacterial
isolate

Size
(mm)

Shape

Colour

Margin

Elevation

Opacity

Consistency

1

1

Circular

Whitish

Regular

Flat

Opaque

Moist

2

<1

Round

Irregular

Moist

2
2

Circular
Circular

Opaque
Opaque

Moist
Moist

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

<1
2
1
2
2
<1
<1
1
2
1

Irregular
Circular
Irregular
Regular
Irregular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular

Entire
Entire
Regular
Irregular
Irregular
Regular
Entire
Entire
Entire
Entire

Slight
Convex
Flat
Slight
Convex
Flat
Concave
Convex
Flat
Flat
Convex
Convex
Convex
Convex
Convex

Opaque

3
4

Transparent
Transparent
Transparent
Transparent
Transparent
Transparent
Translucent
Opaque
Opaque
Opaque

Moist
Moist
Moist
Moist
Moist
Moist
Moist
Moist
Moist
Moist

15

1

Circular

Dirty
white
Pinkish
Dirty
white
White
Faint red
Yellowish
White
Yellowish
Yellowish
Colorless
Yellowish
Colorless
Faint
orange
Whitish

Irregular

Raised

Opaque

Moist

Arrangement
Of cell
Pairs
Long Chain
Pairs
Long Chain
Single
Single
Pairs
Chains
Bunches
Bunches
Chains
Chains
Chains
Chains
Chains

Motility

Isolate
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Gram
Character
Positive
Positive
Negative
Positive
Negative
Positive
Negative
Positive
Positive
Positive
Negative
Positive
Negative
Negative
Negative

Sporulation
+
+
+
-

Regular
Regular

Shape of
cell
Short rod
Long rod
Short rod
Long rod
Rods
Rods
Rods
Cocci
Cocci
Cocci
Short rod
Rods
Short rod
Rods
Rods

Motile
Motile
Motile
Motile
Motile
Motile
Motile
Motile
Motile
Motile
Non motile
Non motile
Non motile
Non motile
Non motile

Table: 2 Staining and Morphology of the bacterial isolates.
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Test
No.
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Catalase Oxidase H2S
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

-

Nitrate
Reduction
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
-

+
+
+
+
+
+
-

-

+
+
+
+
+
+

H.L. Gelatinase
Test
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Urease

+
+
+
+
+
-

Amylase Caseinase

+
+
+
-

+
+

+
+
+
-

+
+
+
+
-

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
-

Table 3 Biochemical Characteristics of the bacterial isolates.
Where “ +” :
“ -” :

Positive test
Negative test

Table 4 Utilization of carbohydrates by the bacterial isolates
Isolate
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Lactose

Sucrose

Glucose

Maltose

Mannitol

Inositol

Xylose

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

+
+
+
+
+
+
-

Where , “+” -positive test
“-” -negative test
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Table 5 Tentative identification of bacterial isolate from Bergey’s Mannuals of
Bacteriology

Sr. No.

Isolate Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Systematic

Tentative
identification
Lactobacillus
Bacillus
Pseudomonas
Bacillus
Azotobacter
Arthrobacter
Zoogloea
Micro bacterium
Staphyllococcus
Micrococcus
Cardiobacterium
Bifidobacterium
Pasterurella
Escherichia
Eikenella

5. Conclusions :
According to the results, bacterial isolate are the most effective organisms for the activated sludge
treatment to reduce the organic matter of high BOD- COD concentration of dairy effluent. It also decreased the
carbohydrate ,nitrate to nitrite, fat, gelatin, urea, starch and protein content of the waste. We suggest that the
addition of bacterium to the microbial mixture of the activated sludge will increase the overall efficiency of the
treatment system. It can also reduce the bulking problems of the activated sludge by preventing the load of the
organic matter from becoming too high. Thus industrial effluents from different industries may have been
playing an important role in our social economy and creating serious problems solved by these isolates for the
treatment of the effluents of Dairy.
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Abstract:
The objective of this proposed paper is to present an extensive simple study about the mobile Location
and the technologies that can enable them in conventional GSM networks, which do not require any significant
changes to the network or the mobile device itself. A set of cell-based positioning techniques are proposed based
on information available from the network and on accurate path loss models. We have also developed a program
in matlab language for GSM vendors to use this feature without physical change in the network hardware.
Keywords: Global System For Mobile Communication, etc.

1. Introduction
In 1982, the Nordic PTT sent a proposal to Conférence Européenne des Postes et Télécommunications
(CEPT) to specify a common European telecommunication service at 900 MHz. A Global System for Mobile
Communications (GSM) standardization group was established to formulate the specifications for this panEuropean mobile cellular radio system. During 1982 through 1985, discussions centered around whether to build
an analog or a digital system. Then in 1985, GSM decided to develop a digital system. In 1986, companies
participated in a field test in Paris to determine whether a narrowband or broadband solution should be employed.
By May 1987, the narrowband Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) solution was chosen. Concurrently, The
terrain profile of a particular area needs to be taken into account for estimating the path loss. The terrain profile
may vary from a simple curved earth profile to a highly mountainous profile. The presence of trees, buildings, and
other obstacles also must be taken into account. A number of propagation models are available to predict path loss
over irregular terrain.
While all these models aim to predict operators in 13 countries (two operators in the United Kingdom)
signed the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) which committed them to fulfilling GSM specifications and
delivering a GSM system by July 1, 1991. This opened a large new market. In 1989 the ownership of the GSM
standard was shifted to ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards Institute). ETSI has members from 54
countries inside and outside Europe, and represents administrations, network operators, manufacturers, service
providers, research bodies and users. The next step in the GSM evolution was the specification of the Personal
Communication Network (PCN) for the 1800 MHz frequency range. This was named the Digital Cellular System
(DCS) 1800 (or GSM 1800). The Personal Communication Services (PCS) 1900 (or GSM 1900) for the 1900
MHz frequency range were also established for use in the Americas. Later GSM 800 and GSM 400 has been
added. GSM 800 is using a frequency area currently being used by analog system in the Americas. GSM 400 is
intended as a replacement of analog system around 450 MHz (NMT 450). This standard is not implemented by
GPRS (General Packet Radio Services) is an extension of the GSM architecture. Packet data traffic runs on a new
backbone IP network and is separate from the existing GSM core network that is used mainly for speech. GPRS
was introduced in 2001. EDGE is a new modulation method enabling higher data bit rates introduced in R9.

2. Outdoor Propagation Models
Radio transmission in a mobile communications system often takes place over irregular terrain. signal
strength at a particular receiving point or in a specific local area (called a sector), the methods vary widely in their
approach, complexity, and accuracy. Most of these models are based on a systematic interpretation of
measurement data obtained in the service area. Some of the commonly used outdoor propagation models are now
discussed.
2.1 Longley-Rice Model
The Longley-Rice model [Ric67], [Lon68] is applicable to point-to-point communication systems in the
frequency range from 40 MHz to 100 GHz, over different kinds of terrain. The median transmission loss is
predicted using the path geometry of the terrain profile and the refractivity of the troposphere. Geometric optics
techniques (primarily the 2-ray ground reflection model) are used to predict signal strengths within the radio
horizon. Diffraction losses over isolated obstacles are estimated using the Fresnel-Kirchoff knife-edge models.
Forward scatter theory is used to make troposcatter predictions over long distances, and far field diffraction losses
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in double horizon paths are predicted using a modified Van der Pol-Bremmer method. The Longley-Rice
propagation prediction model is also referred to as the ITS irregular terrain model. The Longley-Rice model is also
available as a computer program [Lon78] to calculate large-scale median transmission loss relative to free space
loss over irregular terrain for frequencies between 20 MHz and 10 GHz. For a given transmission path, the
program takes as its input the transmission frequency, path length, polarization, antenna heights, surface
refractivity, effective radius of earth, ground conductivity, ground dielectric constant, and climate. The program
also operates on path-specific parameters such as horizon distance of the antennas, horizon elevation angle,
angular trans-horizon distance, terrain irregularity and other specific inputs.
The Longley-Rice method operates in two modes. When a detailed terrain path profile is available, the
path-specific parameters can be easily determined and the prediction is called a point-to-point mode prediction. On
the other hand, if the terrain path profile is not available, the Longley-Rice method provides techniques to estimate
the path-specific parameters, and such a prediction is called an area mode prediction. There have been many
modifications and corrections to the Longley-Rice model since its original publication. One important
modification [Lon78] deals with radio propagation in urban areas, and this is particularly relevant to mobile radio.
This modification introduces an excess term as an allowance for the additional attenuation due to urban clutter
near the receiving antenna. This extra term, called the urban factor (UF), has been derived by comparing the
predictions by the original Longley-Ricé model with those obtained by Okumura [0ku68].One shortcoming of the
Longley-Rice model is that it does not provide a way of determining corrections due to environmental factors in
the immediate vicinity of the mobile receiver, or consider correction factors to account for the effects of buildings
and foliage. Further, multipath is not considered.
2.2 Durkin’s Model
The execution of the Durkin path loss simulator consists of two parts. The --first part accesses a
topographic data base of a proposed service area and reconstructs the ground profile information along the radial
joining the transmitter to the receiver. The assumption is that the receiving antenna receives all of its energy along
that radial and, therefore, experiences no multipath propagation. In other words, the propagation phenomena that is
modeled is simply LOS and diffraction from obstacles along the radial, and excludes reflections from other
surrounding objects and local scatterers. The effect of this assumption is that the model is somewhat pessimistic in
narrow valleys, although it identifies isolated weak reception areas rather well. The second part of the simulation
algorithm calculates the expected path loss along that radial. After this is done, the simulated receiver location can
be iteratively moved to different locations in the service area to deduce the signal strength contour.
2.3 Okumura Model
Okumura’s model is one of the most widely used models for signal prediction in urban areas. This model
is applicable for frequencies in the range 150 MHz to 1920 MHz (although it is typically extrapolated up to 3000
MHz) and distances of 1 km to 100 km. It can be used for base station antenna heights ranging from 30 m to 1000
m.
Okumura developed a set of curves giving the median attenuation relative to free space
over a quasi-smooth terrain with a base station effective antenna height

(hte )

( Amu )

, in an urban area

of 200m and a mobile antenna

(h )

height re of 3 m. These curves were developed from extensive measurements using vertical Omni-directional
antennas at both the base and mobile, and are plotted as a function of frequency in the range 100 MHz to 1920
MHz and as a function of distance from the base station in the range 1 km to 100 km. To determine path loss using
Okumura’s model, the free space path loss between the points of interest is first determined, and then the value of

Amu ( f , d )

(as read from the curves) is added to it along with correction factors to account for the type of terrain.
The model can be expressed as

L50  LF  Amu ( f , d )  G(hte )  G(hre )  GAREA
where
loss,

L50

Amu

(4.1)

is the 50th percentile (i.e., median) value of propagation path loss,
is the median attenuation relative to free space,

G(hre )

G(hte )

LF is the free space propagation

is the base station antenna height gain factor,

G

is the mobile antenna height gain factor, and AREA is the gain due to the type of environment. Note that
the antenna height gains are strictly a function of height and have nothing to do with antenna patterns.
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Amu ( f , d ) and GAREA for a wide range of frequencies are shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 .
G(hte ) varies at a rate of 20 dB/decade and G(hre ) varies at a rate of 10
Furthermore, Okumura found that
Plots of

dB/decade for heights less than 3 m.
h
G (hte )  20 log( te )
200

h
1000 m  re  10 m
h
G (hre )  10 log( re )
3

(4.2 a)

hre  3 m

(4.2 b)

h
G (hre )  20 log( re )
3

10 m

 hre  3 m

(4.2 c)

Other corrections may also be applied to Okumura’s model. Some of the important terrain related parameters are
the terrain undulation height (  h), isolated ridge height, average slope of the terrain and the mixed land-sea
parameter. Once the terrain related parameters are calculated, the necessary correction factors can be added or
subtracted as required. All these correction factors are also available as Okumura curves [0ku68].Okumura’s
model is wholly based on measured data and does riot provide any analytical explanation. For many situations,
extrapolations of the derived curves can be made to obtain values outside the measurement range, although the
validity of such extrapolations depends on the circumstances and the smoothness of the curve in question.
Okumura’s model is considered to be among the simplest and best in terms of accuracy in path loss prediction for
mature cellular and land mobile radio systems in cluttered environments. It is very practical and has become a
standard for system planning in modern land mobile radio systems in Japan. The major disadvantage with the
model is its slow response to rapid changes in terrain; therefore the model is fairly good in urban and suburban
areas, but not as good in rural areas. Common standard deviations between predicted and measured path loss
values are around 10 dB to 14 dB.

Figaure 4.1 Median attenuation related to free space
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Figaure 4.2 correction factor GAREA

, for different types of terrain

2.4 Hata Model
The Hata model [Hat9O] is an empirical formulation of the graphical path loss data provided by
Okumura, and is valid from 150 MHz to 1500 MHz. Hata presented the urban area propagation loss as a standard
formula and supplied correction equations for application to other situations. The standard formula for median
path loss in urban areas is given by
L50 (urban)(dB)  69.55  26.16 log f c  13.82 log hte  a(hre )  (44.9  6.55 log hte ) log d

(4.3)

f
h
where c is the frequency (in MHz) from 150 MHz to 1500 MHz, te is the effective transmitter (base station)
h
antenna height (in meters) ranging from 30 m to 200 m, re is the effective receiver (mobile) antenna height (in
a(h )

re is the correction factor for
meters) ranging from 1 m to l0 m, d is the T-R separation distance (in kin), and
effective mobile antenna height which is a function of the size of the coverage area. For a small to medium sized
city, the mobile antenna correction factor is given by
a(hre )  (1.1log f c  0.7)  (1.56 log f c  0.8)

(4.4)
and for a large city, it is given by

f c  300MHz for

dB a(hre )  8.29 * (log 1.54hre ) 2  1.1
(4.5 a)

a(hre )  3.2 * (log 11.75hre )  4.97 dB for f c  300MHz
2

(4.5 b)

To obtain the path loss in a suburban area the standard Hata formula in equation (4.3) is modified as

L50 (dB)  L50 (urban)  2[log( f c 28)]2  5.4

(4.6)

And for path loss in open rural areas, the formula is modified as
L50 (dB)  L50 (urban)  4.78(log f c ) 2  18.33 log f c  40.98

(4.7)
Although Hata’s model does not have any of the path-specific corrections which are available in Okumura’s
model, the above expressions have significant practical value. The predictions of the Hata model compare very
closely with the original Okumura model, as long as d exceeds 1 km. This model is well suited for large cell
mobile systems, but not personal communications systems (PCS) which have cells on the order of 1km radius.
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2.5 PCS Extension to Hata Model
The European Co-operative for Scientific and Technical research (EUROCOST) formed the COST-231
working committee to develop an extended version of the Hata model. COST-231 proposed the following formula
to extend Hata’s model to 2 GHz. The proposed model for path loss is [EUR91]
L50 (urban)(dB)  46.3  33.9 log f c  13.82 log hte  a(hre )  (44.9  6.55 log hte ) log d  CM

(4.8)

a(hre ) is defined in equations (4.4), (4.5 a), and (4.5 b) and
where
CM
= 0 dB
for medium sized city and suburban areas

CM = 3 dB

(4.9)

for metropolitan centers

The COST-231 extension of the Hata model is restricted to the following range of parameters:

f

: 1500MHz to 2000 MHz

hte

: 30 m to 200m

hre

: 1 m to l0 m

d

: 1 km to 20 km

3. Locate A Mobile Position
By using Hata Model we can locate a Mobile position in the network by getting:
The Power value of Transmitting from the tower (from network data base)
The height of the tower (from network data base).
The receiving value in the mobile from the mobile (by using logical channels).
Carrier frequency (from network data base).
Mobile elevation which around 1.5 m.
Is the area urban , suburban or open rural (from network data base).
Calculate the Path loss by subtract the receiving value in the mobile (Rx) from Transmitting value from the tower
(Tx).

L50  Tx  Rx
(4.10)
Hata formula will be modifying for urban area to:
L50 69.55 26.16log f c 13.82loghte  a ( hre )

D  10

44.96.55loghte

(4.11)
Where

a(hre )  (1.1log f c  0.7)  (1.56 log f c  0.8)

a(hre )  3.2 * (log 11.75hre )  4.97
2

dB

dB

(for small city)
(for a large city)

And for suburban area:
L50 69.55 26.16log f c 13.82loghte  a ( hre )  2[log( f c 28)] 2  5.4

D  10

44.96.55loghte

(4.12)
And for open rural areas:
L50 69.55 26.16log f c 13.82loghte  a ( hre )  4.78(log f c ) 2 18.33log f c  40.98

D  10
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From the above equations we can calculate the distance from the tower to the mobile for different areas (urban,
suburban & open rural).after calculate the distance (D) we can create a circle as considering the position of the
tower is origin of the circle and the distance D is the radius of the circle as shown below:

Figure 4-3 One Direction Estimation
And after repeat these process two times more for same mobile from different towers we will have three circles as
shown below:

Figure 4-4 three directions estimation
The intersection between the three circles give us the location of the mobile .the intersection will be point or area
depends on the receiving value (Rx) and we will locate Mobile position by placed our calculation and diagrams
over good digitals Maps. These Maps programs can have them from good local vendor or use satellite Maps
programs like Google earth.

4. Error and Correction
During our process maybe we will have some errors in the calculation and this is related to wrong reading
values .this error in the reading values due to obstacles between the tower (transmitter) and mobile (receiver).
some time no clear line of sight between RBS and MS which give us error in our estimation around 10 to 14 dB.
But we can overcome on these errors by using GSM techniques:
Handover to different towers (RBS's): we can our input by select different transmitters as we know the mobile
receive from 6 different sites.
Frequency Hopping: this technique allows us to have varied frequencies to measure the mobile location because if
we have a bad estimation from one frequency we will pick another one.
Take the measurement in different times or for some period to avoid the wrong estimation and take the good ones.
By these major techniques we will get a good estimation about customer location in any network. And there are a
lot of techniques which are support our target.
As we know the GSM structure is very smart and always become smarter every day because it is a global system
and whole the world deal with it.
We are hoping to lead the world in the development in the future.

5 .Development Of Software
Different Programs Have Been Developed In Matlab For The Simulation Of “ Determining Pinpoint Of
Mobile Location In Global System For Mobile Communication network (GSM)”. In Fig.3 We Can See The
Screenshot Of The Software.
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By using this simulator we can locate exact mobile location in Urban Area which is further divided into small and
large city , in Sub urban area which is again divided into small and large city and finally in open area which is
further divided into small and large city.
Determining pinpoint mobile location by using simulation software in Urban Area(Large City)
By using this software we demonstrated that how we can determine exact mobile location in Urban areas.
Screenshot is shown in fig.4.6

Fig 4.6
In this demonstration we have used the following values:

TValues
Tower Tx Rx Frq Hte Hre
Tower-A 44 -94 900 1.5 30
Tower-B 44 -95 890 1.5 30
Tower-C 44 -96 900 1.5 30
Where Tx=Transmitter
Rx=Receiver
Frq=Frequency
Hte = Height of Transmitter
Hre= Height of Receiver

Towerl
Tower Longitude Latitude
Tower-A 39.13702 21.58326
Tower-B 39.14961 21.66908
Tower-C 39.18081 21.48364
Determining pinpoint mobile location by using simulation software in Sub-Urban Area (small city)
By using this software we demonstrated that how we can determine exact mobile location in Sub-Urban areas.
Screenshot is shown in fig.4.7
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Fig 4.7
In this demonstration we have used the following values:

TValues
Tower Tx Rx Frq Hte Hre
Tower-A 44 -93 900 1.5 30
Tower-B 44 -95 890 1.5 30
Tower-C 44 -97 900 1.5 30
Where Tx=Transmitter
Rx=Receiver
Frq=Frequency
Hte = Height of Transmitter
Hre= Height of Receiver

Towerl
Tower Longitude Latitude
Tower-A 39.10002 21.30003
Tower-B 39.14961 21.66908
Tower-C 39.18081 21.48364
Determining pinpoint location by using simulation software in Open Area (Large city)
By using this software we demonstrated that how we can determine exact mobile location in Open areas.
Screenshot is shown in fig.
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Towerl
Tower Longitude Latitude
Tower-A 39.10002 21.30003
Tower-B 39.14961 21.66908
Tower-C 39.18081 21.48364
Where Tx=Transmitter
Rx=Receiver
Frq=Frequency
Hte = Height of Transmitter
Hre= Height of Receiver

Towerl
Tower Longitude Latitude
Tower-A 39.20002 21.50234
Tower-B 39.14961 21.66908
Tower-C 39.18081 21.48364
4. Conclusion




This research paper aims to present an extensive study about the mobile Location and the technologies that
can enable them in conventional GSM networks.
A set of cell-based positioning techniques are proposed based on information available from the network and on
accurate path loss models.
This paper creates a software methods program for GSM vendors to use this feature without physical
change in the network hardware.
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Abstract
The progress of automobiles for transportation has been intimately associated with the progress of
civilization. The automobile of today is the result of the accumulation of many years of pioneering research and
development.An attempt has been made in this project, the exhaust gas is used to rotate the turbine with blower
arrangement. Exhaust gas is used to rotate the blower and this air is given to the ignition input supply. Our fore
most aim in selecting this project is to use efficiency turbo charging. It is also good with regard to economical
considerations and engine efficiency.
Key words: Turbocharger;Efficiency;IC engines.

1. Introduction
The output of the engine exhaust gas is given to the input of the turbine blades, so that the pressurized
air produced. This power, the alternate power must be much more convenient in availability and usage. The next
important reason for the search of effective, unadulterated power are to save the surrounding environments
including men, machine and material of both the existing and the next forth generation from pollution, the cause
for many harmful happenings and to reach the saturation point. The most talented power against the natural
resource is supposed to be the electric and solar energies that best suit the automobiles. The unadulterated zero
emission electrical and solar power, is the only easily attainable alternate source. Hence we decided to
incorporate the solar power in the field of automobile, the concept of many Multi National Companies (MNC)
and to get relieved from the incorrigible air pollution.

2. Turbocharger
BMW was the first to use turbo-charging in a production passenger car when they launched the 2002 in
1973. The car was brilliantly packaged too and paved the way for a simply magnificent 'Turbo Era' in the
automotive world. Swedish giant Saab took its cue from this and its ensuing 900 series was one of the most
characteristic turbo cars of its time.Intercoolers the latest turbo's they are used by most of today's turbo-diesel
engines to make the compressed air denser. It works like this - on starting, exhaust gases spin the turbine and
thus activate a compressor that pressurizes the air. This pressurised air from the turbo-charger is then sent
through a duct to an air-cooled intercooler, which lowers the temperature of the intake charge and thus increases
its density. The air-cooled intercoolers receive air through separate intakes and that explains the small scoops
and louvers usually found on the hoods of turbo-charged cars. Modern turbo-diesel engines also make use of a
temperature-sensitive, motor-driven fan which boosts airflow at low engine speeds or when the intake air
temperature is high. Though there are diesel engines that 'earn' a turbo-charger mid-way through their life, the
usual practice is to design and develop an engine with a turbo-charger in mind. Then, as and when a turbocharged model is added to the stable, the engine can adapt to it without any additional strengthening and cooling
of engine parts. A well-engineered, turbo-charged diesel engine offers better fuel efficiency (at times by 15 per
cent), better overall performance (better torque and high-end power), reduced noise (compared to normally
aspirated diesel engines) and minimum engine maintenance (owing to better combustion of diesel fuel).Turbo
looses steam Multiple valves and double-overhead camshaft designs developed reasonable performance without
the complication of turbo-charging, and these methods were politically correct too since they consumed less
fuel. Consequently today there are only a few petrol-powered road cars that still use turbo-chargers for enhanced
performance.Computers soon started playing an even bigger role in cars. Engine management systems linked to
fuel-injection systems meant getting more out of the engine was even easier. For example, one can buy chips
that can boost power by 100 bhp for some Japanese cars, such as the Nissan Skyline. Moreover, on-road speeds
were being restricted all over the world. Though most of the sports cars today are capable of doing more, they
are restricted electronically not to exceed 250 kmph even in autobahn-blessed Germany.
Turbo-charging lost its edge towards the end of the '80s and today this technology is used only in select
performance cars. Porsche, for example, is all set to build a turbo-charged version of its all-new 911(watercooled) with added performance. Turbo engines were banned in Formula One too with the idea of restricting the
performance of the cars (and thereby making them safer too). There are many who consider this a backward step
in the world of Formula One, which is considered to represent the 'tomorrow' of automotive technology.
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But if one analyses the performance of normally aspirated cars in F1 today, (3,500 cc non-turbo), they
perform as well, if not better, than the turbo cars of the early '80s.So, there are no full stops in technology. While
road cars and even sports and racing cars are going in for more efficient engines, better metallurgy and wilderthan-ever electronics to get their engines to perform at an optimum level without sacrificing the performance
edge, turbo-chargers still continue to serve the same purpose they were invented for albeit more so with diesel
engines.

3.Methodology
3.1What is turbo-charging?
Turbo-charging, simply, is a method of increasing the output of the engine without increasing its size.
The basic principle was simple and was already being used in big diesel engines. European car makers installed
small turbines turned by the exhaust gases of the same engine. This turbine compressed the air that went on to
the combustion chamber, thus ensuring a bigger explosion and an incremental boost in power. The fuel-injection
system, on its part, made sure that only a definite quantity of fuel went into the combustion chamber.
3.2What the turbo-charger does?
What the turbo-charger was does is that it simply increases the volumetric efficiency of the engine. To
give you an example: a 1,500 cc engine that produced, say, 60 bhp when it was normally aspirated, benefited at
times with a 10- to 20-per cent power boost depending on the kind of turbo-charger used. Normally, the
manufacturer would have had to resort to a bigger displacement in the engine, or design and develop an all-new
engine to get more power from the same unit. In most piston engines, intake gases are "pulled" into the engine
by the downward stroke of the piston (which creates a low-pressure area), similar to drawing liquid using a
syringe. The amount of air which is actually inhaled, compared with the theoretical amount if the engine could
maintain atmospheric pressure, is called volumetric efficiency. The objective of a turbocharger is to improve an
engine's volumetric efficiency by increasing density of the intake gas (usually air). The turbocharger's
compressor draws in ambient air and compresses it before it enters into the intake manifold at increased
pressure. This results in a greater mass of air entering the cylinders on each intake stroke. The power needed to
spin the centrifugal compressor is derived from the kinetic energy of the engine's exhaust gases. A turbocharger
may also be used to increase fuel efficiency without increasing power. This is achieved by recovering waste
energy in the exhaust and feeding it back into the engine intake. By using this otherwise wasted energy to
increase the mass of air, it becomes easier to ensure that all fuel is burned before being vented at the start of the
exhaust stage. The increased temperature from the higher pressure gives a higher Carnot efficiency. The control
of turbochargers is very complex and has changed dramatically over the 100-plus years of its use. Modern
turbochargers can use wastegates, blow-off valves and variable geometry, as discussed in later sections.The
reduced density of intake air is often compounded by the loss of atmospheric density seen with elevated
altitudes. Thus, a natural use of the turbocharger is with aircraft engines. As an aircraft climbs to higher
altitudes, the pressure of the surrounding air quickly falls off. At 5,486 metres (17,999 ft), the air is at half the
pressure of sea level, which means that the engine will produce less than half-power at this altitude.

4.Specification
4.1 Type Of Engine
Type of fuel used : Petrol
Cooling system
: Air cooled
Number of cylinder : Single
Number of stroke : Two Stroke
Arrangement
: Vertical
Cubic capacity
: 100 cc
4.2 Spark Ignition Engine
A spark ignition (SI) engine runs on an Otto cycle—most gasoline engines run on a modified Otto
cycle. This cycle uses a homogeneous air-fuel mixture which is combined prior to entering the combustion
chamber. Once in the combustion chamber, the mixture is compressed, and then ignited using a spark plug
(spark ignition). The SI engine is controlled by limiting the amount of air allowed into the engine. This is
accomplished through the use of a throttling valve placed on the air intake (carburetor or throttle body).
Mitsubishi is working on the development of a certain type of SI engine called the gasoline direct injection
engine.
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4.3 Advantages

A century of development and refinement - For the last century the SI engine has been developed and
used widely in automobiles. Continual development of this technology has produced an engine that
easily meets emissions and fuel economy standards. With current computer controls and reformulated
gasoline, today's engines are much more efficient and less polluting than those built 20 years ago.

Low cost - The SI engine is the lowest cost engine because of the huge volume currently produced.
4.4 Disadvantages
The SI engine has a few weaknesses that have not been significant problems in the past, but may
become problems in the future.

Difficulty in meeting future emissions and fuel economy standards at a reasonable cost - Technology
has progressed and will enable the SI engine to meet current standards, but as requirements become
tougher to meet, the associated engine cost will continue to rise.

Throttling loss lowers the efficiency - To control an SI engine, the air allowed into the engine is
restricted using a throttling plate.

The engine is constantly fighting to draw air past the throttle, which expends energy.

Friction loss due to many moving parts - The SI engine is very complex and has many moving parts.
The losses through bearing friction and sliding friction further reduce the efficiency of the engine.

Limited compression ratio lowers efficiency - Because the fuel is already mixed with the air during
compression, it will auto-ignite (undesirable in a gasoline engine) if the compression ratio is too high.
The compression ratio of the engine is limited by the octane rating of the engine.

5. Emiission Control System
Automotive emissions contribute significantly to urban air quality problems. HEVs can reduce this
contribution significantly through increased fuel economy, use of alternative fuels, and improved power unit and
after treatment technology. A well-tuned spark ignition engine produces relatively low emissions. Significant
emissions occur when the vehicle is started and warming up. During this time the engine must be choked to run
properly. This creates excess unburned fuel in the exhaust, which leads to hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide
emissions. During normal driving, emissions are relatively low because the air-to-fuel mixture is precisely
controlled, allowing the catalytic converter to effectively reduce emissions. The diesel engine emissions are
primarily nitrogen oxides (NOx) and particulate matter (PM). NOx is produced because the engine is operated
with a lean air-to-fuel mixture. The high compression ratio of a diesel engine (required because of compression
ignition) creates much higher pressure and temperature in the combustion cylinder. This lean mixture and high
temperature cause the higher level of NO x production. At high engine loads, where more fuel is injected, some
of the fuel burns incompletely leading to the black smoke (PM) characteristic of a diesel engine.

6.Specification Of Four Stroke Petrol Engine:
Type
Cooling System
Bore/Stroke
Piston Displacement
Compression Ratio
Maximum Torque

: Four stroke
: Air Cooled
: 50 x 50mm
: 98.2 cc
: 6.6: 1
:0.98 kg-m at 5500 rpm

7. Experimental Setup
BLOCK DIAGRAM
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8. Advantages
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Efficiency of the vehicle is improved.
Small modification is done in the vehicle.
Fuel consumption is less when compared to ordinary vehicle.
Less pollution.
Emissions are controlled in the Engine.

9. Applications
1. Automobile application.

10.Disadvantages
1.
2.

Additional cost is required.
Additional space is required to install this arrangement in vehicles.

11. Future Scope
1. The Efficiency of the engine can be increased .
2. The Emissions from the engine can be controlled.
3. Fuel consumption is less when compared to ordinary vehicle.
4. Experimental Analysis of the Engine with Turbo charger.
5. A proto type of the turbocharger could be fabricated by suitable processes and tested by properlyi nstalling it to a two -wheeler .

12. Conclusion
We have designed and fabricated a prototype of the Turbocharger was i mplemented in Two-wheeler, In which the
efficiency of the Engine can be increased. Thus we h ave developed a method to increase the efficiency of the engine and at the
same time to control the Emissions from the engine. The experimental setup of block diagram is shows the arrangement of turbocharger in
two-wheeler. This type of engine will be more efficient than existing engines.
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Abstract:
Due to the frequent appearance of time series data in various fields, it has always been an essential and
interesting research field. A time series analysis involves the methods for analyzing time series data, in order to
mine meaningful and other relevant characteristics of the data. In most cases, time series data are quantitative
values, so to come up with an intellectually appealing data mining algorithm to deal with quantitative type of
data presents a biggest challenge to researchers in this field. In this paper, an extended Fuzzy Frequent Pattern
(FP) growth approach is proposed and analyzed against the existing approach called Fuzzy Apriori (FA).
Keywords: Conditional Pattern Base, Fuzzy Apriori, Frequent Pattern, Fuzzy Logic, Genetic Algorithm ,
Neural Network and Frequent Pattern tree.

1. Introduction
Time series is defined as a series of well defined data values of a variable at successive time interval.
The applications of time series includes FP analysis, predictions etc. FP analysis in time series data has become
one of the most vital parts of data mining tasks and has attracted extreme interest among the researchers.Many
approaches are available to examine time series data such as the Genetic Algorithm (GA), statistical methods
etc. But the outputs of these approaches are difficult to understand/interpret the quantitative results. Apriori is
the classic algorithm of association rules which determine the number of frequent items proposed by Agrawal et.
al [6]. But uncertain time series are difficult to be dealt with this approach. So the fuzzy sets are used, in order to
handle uncertain time series data. Fuzzy sets are the sets containing degrees of membership. Fuzzy set theory
was introduced by L.A.Zadeh et. al [1] and this approach was followed by Hong et. al [2], [3], [4] and proposed
several fuzzy algorithms to extract quantitative data and to mine meaningful association rules. The fuzzy mining
algorithm integrates the concept of Apriori algorithm as well as fuzzy concepts.
However, in the Apriori algorithm, candidate generation suffers from significant costs such as: it may
need to generate a huge number of candidate sets as well as it needs to scan the database repeatedly and to check
a large set of candidates using pattern matching. This would be a tedious workload to go over each transaction
in the database to determine the support value of candidate item sets. The approach to mine complete set of
frequent item sets without candidate generation is one of the important motivations and also to generate efficient
and scalable method for mining both long and short frequent patterns. An approach based on FP-Growth to find
fuzzy association rules is proposed by Papadimitriou et. al [5]. In this approach each value in the transactions
are transferred into two corresponding fuzzy regions. A support value is set and those fuzzy regions in the
transaction which doesn’t meet or exceed the predefined support would be removed. Here only the frequent
fuzzy 1-itemsets obtained from each transaction are used for extracting. The expression of the fuzzy items with
more fuzzy regions is successive. No fuzzy operation is used to combine the regions together. However, this
made the rules mined to be difficult to interpret. The proposed extended Fuzzy FP growth approach overcomes
this limitation to a certain extend. In this paper, an extended FP growth approach has been proposed and
evaluated against the existing approach FA. It is an interesting method used for mining frequent item sets. The
remainder of this paper is organized as follow: Section 2 describes the related works. Section 3 presents the
hybrid approach using FA technique. Section 4 presents fuzzy FP-growth approach. Section 5 describes the
experimental results. Finally, conclusion is discussed in Section 6.

2. Related Works
In this section some related concepts and algorithms are discussed such as: Apriori algorithm, FPgrowth algorithm and Fuzzy set theory.
A. Apriori algorithm
The classic algorithm for mining frequent item sets and for learning association rule over the
transactional database was proposed as Apriori algorithm by Agrawal et. al [6]. The algorithm involves two
steps. Firstly, it find out the frequent item sets which exceeds or satisfies the minimum support. Secondly, the
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rules are generated which satisfies the minimum confidence value. In this algorithmic method, the database is
scanned repeatedly in order to generate all frequent item sets. It would be costly to go over each transaction and
to count the support for each candidate item set. Also this approach generates huge number of candidate sets.
B. Frequent Pattern –Growth algorithm
One of the interesting methods to extract frequent item sets is FP-Growth algorithmic method and this
is proposed by Han et. al [3]. The proposed algorithm does not require the candidate generations. The extraction
of frequent patterns using Apriori is not efficient since it requires the repeated scanning of database and may
need to generate large candidate item sets. In order to overcome this, an extended FP-Growth algorithm is used.
The Approach involves several steps: First it scans the database to obtain all items with their corresponding
support count. The items which exceed or satisfy the predefined minimum support are selected as the frequent
1-itemsets. Next step is to arrange the frequent 1-itemsets according to the decreasing order of their support
count. Finally, the database is scanned again to construct the FP tree. All transactions are processed bottom up
one by one and after processing all the transactions, a complete FP tree is constructed. Once the tree is
constructed, FP-Growth procedure is executed to obtain all frequent item sets. FP growth generates the frequent
patterns directly from the FP tree instead of candidate generation (C.W. Lin et.al [8]). For each frequent item, a
conditional FP tree would be generated and the corresponding frequent item sets are derived from the same.
C. Fuzzy set theory
The word fuzzy means vagueness. Fuzzy sets have been introduced by Lotif A. Zadeh [1]. It is actually
an extension of the classic set theory which defines the set membership as possibility distribution.
The rule for the fuzzy set theory can be expressed as:
] X [0, 1]
(1)
Here “x” number of possibilities may occur.
A logic based on the truth values such as “true” and “false” would be sometimes inadequate while
describing the human reasoning. Fuzzy logic uses the entire interval between 0 (false) and 1(true) for describing
human reasoning.

3. Fuzzy Apriori Approach
The FA approach integrates the concept of Fuzzy as well as Apriori algorithm. The architecture for the
FA approach implemented by C.H.Chen.et al [9] is shown in fig 1.
Input time series

Generate sub
sequence

Generate fuzzy
sets

Generates
association rules

Removal of
redundant items

Calculates scalar
cardinality

Fig 1: Architectural diagram of FA approach
The architecture describes the procedures for generating rules using FA algorithm. First, the time series
data has been taken as input and from the given time series data, the subsequences of any length according to the
sliding window size are generated. After the subsequence generation, each data point of the subsequences is
transformed into fuzzy set. The total count or scalar cardinality of the corresponding fuzzy set based on the
membership function is obtained. Frequent candidate sets are generated based on this support value which
exceeds or satisfies the predefined support value. Pruning processes has been applied to filter away irrelevant
large candidate sets. Finally the association rules are generated.

4. Fuzzy Frequent Pattern Growth Approach
The proposed approach uses the concept of fuzzy set and FP-growth approach to generate the frequent
item sets without any candidate generation. The architecture for the proposed fuzzy FP-growth approach for
time series data is shown in fig 2.
Fuzzy set
generation

Scan the DB to
generate 1-itemset

Generate fuzzy
association rules

Construct the FP
tree

Generate conditional
Pattern base

Fig 2: Architectural diagram of Fuzzy FP-growth approach
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The approach uses the transformed fuzzy set for generating frequent patterns. It involves different
phases. First step is to construct FP-tree from a database and from the resulting FP-tree, frequent patterns are
generated. FP tree construction involves several steps such as: Scanning the databases to generate 1-itemset then
rescanning to establish FP tree. Next generating conditional pattern base and corresponding conditional FP tree
respectively. Finally fuzzy association rules are generated as proposed by C.W. Lin et. al [8].

5. Experimental Analysis
The Hybrid approach using both fuzzy concept and apriori algorithm is an efficient method for
handling time series data to find linguistic association rules proposed by C.H. Chen et. al [9], A.M Palacious et.
al [10]. Home price time series data over the years from 1999 to 2012 period has been used for analyzing the
performance of the existing FA approach against the proposed Fuzzy FP growth approach [16]. The home price
time series used for analyzing these two hybrid approaches are shown in table1.
Years
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

Table 1: Home price time series data used as input
Home price
Years
Home price
127
2006
124
129
2007
118
132
2008
121
130
2009
120
126
2010
115
132
2011
113
129
2012
119

A. FA Method Analysis
The time series data is first transformed into subsequences according to the predefined window size,
which could be of any length. Here in this example, window size is set as 5. So the total subsequence
transactions will be 10 (T1, T2….T10) according to the formula (total length of time series – window size +
1). The transactions of subsequences generated are shown in table 2.
Table 2: Transaction of subsequences
TID

Transaction

TID

Transaction

T1

127,129,132,130,126

T6

132,129,124,118,121

T2

129,132,130,126,132

T7

129,124,118,121,120

T3
T4
T5

132,130,126,132,129
130,126,132,129,124
126,132,129,124,118

T8
T9
T10

124,118,121,120,115
118,121,120,115,113
121,120,115,113,119

After transforming the time series data into subsequences, the data points in each subsequence are
converted to fuzzy values according to predefined membership function. The membership values used are Low,
Middle and High and is used for the transformation of fuzzy sets from the given time series. The representation
of membership function is given in fig 3.

113 118

122 128

132

Fig 3: Membership function
The fuzzy values of each subsequence are shown in table 3. Each data point (A1, A2 …An) in the
transaction each subsequence will take the value of low (L), middle (M) and high (H).
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Table 3: Fuzzy set transformed from time series
T

A1
L

A1
M

A1
H

A2
L

A2
M
0.6
7

A2
H
0.3
3

A3
L

A3
M

A3
H

A4
L

A4
M

A4
H

A5
L

A5
M

A5
H

T1

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

T2

0

0.6
7

0.3
3

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

T3

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0.6
7

0.
33

T4

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0.6
7

0.3
3

0

1

0

T5

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0.6
7

0.3
3

0

1

0

1

0

0

T6

0

0

1

0

0.6
7

0.3
3

0

1

0

1

0

0

T7

0

0.6
7

0.3
3

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0.3
3
4.6
7

0.3
3
0.3
3

0

0.6
7
1.6
7

0.6
7
0.6
7
2.3
4

0.3
3
0.3
3

0

T9

0.6
7
0.6
7

0.3
3
0.3
3

0.3
3
0.3
3

T8

0.6
7
0.6
7

0.6
7
0.6
7

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

2.6
6

3.3
4

3.3
3

2.3
3

4.3
4

3.3
3

1.3
3

0.6
7
5.0
1

0.3
3
3.6
6

T10
Total

0
2.6
6

4

0

0

0

0
0

0
1.
33

The total count or scalar cardinality has been calculated from the fuzzy set generated and is calculated
as its count value. After the calculation, fuzzy items generated are collected as the 1-itemset [13], [14], [15]. The
total count is then checked against the support value, which is predefined. Here in this example, support value is
set as 30%. The item set whose values are greater than or equal to 30% has been taken and are the following:
A1.Middle, A2.Middle, A3.Low, A3.Middle, A4.Low, A4.Middle, A5.Low, and A5.Middle. The 1-itemsets are
represented in table 4:
Table 4: The 1-itemset generated with total count
1-Itemset
A1.Middle
A3.Middle
A5.Low

Total
0.467
0.333
0.501

1-Itemset
A2.Middle
A4.Low
A5.Middle

Total
0.4
0.434
0.366

1-Itemset
A3.Low
A4.Middle
-

Total
0.334
0.333
-

After the generation of 1-itemsets, corresponding 2-itemsets are obtained. The fuzzy items with the
same attribute Ai are not put in to 2-itemset collection. The resulting 2-itemsets generated are shown in the
table 5.
Table 5: The resulting 2-itemset satisfy the support
2-itemset
A1.Middle ∩ A5.Low
A3.Low ∩ A4.Low
A4.Low ∩ A5.Low

Total
3
3.01
3.68

The association rules thus generated from the 2-itemsets with corresponding confidence values are
shown in table 6:
Table 6: The Association rules with confidence values
Final Rule
Confidence
A1.Middle,A5.Low
0.64
A3.Low, A4.Low
0.9
A4.Low, A5.Low
0.84
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The confidence value of the above association rules are calculated using the formula given below:
Confidence = Support(item.a U item.b)
(2)
Support (item.a )

The confidence value of rule is then compared with the predefined confidence threshold. The rule
obtained here means that “if the value of a data point is low at the third time units then the value of a data point
after fourth time units will also be low with a high probability”. Though the rule generated is useful to
understand the corresponding time series data, the amount of effort required to generate the rules are more as
candidate generation is more costly in time. In order to avoid the limitations of FA, the Fuzzy FP-Growth
approach has been implemented and evaluated against FA approach.
B. FP-Growth Method Analysis
The Fuzzy FP–Growth approach is analyzed using the same home price time series data. The case
study results of fuzzy FP growth approach are explained in table 7:
Table 7: Transactions and corresponding items
TID
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10

Items
(A1:127)(A2:129)(A3:132)(A4:130)(A5:126)
(A1:129)(A2:132)(A3:130)(A4:126)(A5:132)
(A1:132)(A2:130)(A3:126)(A4:132)(A5:129)
(A1:130)(A2:126)(A3:132)(A4:129)(A5:124)
(A1:126)(A2:132)(A3:129)(A4:124)(A5:118)
(A1:132)(A2:129)(A3:124)(A4:118)(A5:121)
(A1:129)(A2:124)(A3:118)(A4:121)(A5:120)
(A1:124)(A2:118)(A3:121)(A4:120)(A5:115)
(A1:118)(A2:121)(A3:120)(A4:115)(A5:113)
(A1:121)(A2:120)(A3:115)(A4:113)(A5:119)

Each value of the transaction items are transformed in to fuzzy sets using this membership function. The
fuzzy set transformed from the data is represented in table 8:
Table 8: Fuzzy sets generated from home price time series data
Tid
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10

Items
(1/A1Middle)(0.67/A2Middle+0.33/A2High)(1/A3High)(1/A5Middle)
(0.67/A1Middle+0.33/A1High)(1/A2High) (1/A4Middle)(1/A5High)
(1/A1High)(1/A3Middle)(1/A4High) (0.67/A5Middle+0.33/A5High)
(1/A2Middle)(1/A3High)(0.67/A4Middle+0.33/A4High) (1/A5Middle)
(1/A1Middle)(1/A2High)(0.67/A3Middle+0.33/A3High)(1/A4Middle)(1/A5Low)
(1/A1High)(0.67/A2Middle+0.33/A2High) (1/A3Middle)(1/A4Low) (0.67/A5Low
+0.33/A5Middle)
(0.67/A1Middle+0.33/A1High)(1/A2Middle)(1/A3Low)(0.67/A4Low+0.33/A4Middle)
(0.67/A5Low+ 0.33/A5Middle)
(1/A1Middle)(1/A2Low)(0.67/A3Low+0.33/A3Middle)(0.67/A4Low+0.33/A4Middle)
(1/A5Low)
(1/A1Low)(0.67/A2Low+0.33/A2Middle)(0.67/A3Low+0.33/A3Middle)(1/A4Low)
(1/A5Low)
(0.67/A1Low+0.33/A1Middle)(0.67/A2Low+0.33/A2Middle)(1/A3Low)(1/A4Low)
(0.67/A5Low+0.33/A5Middle)

The counts of all fuzzy regions are calculated. For example, in the case of A1.Low the total count
will be 1+0.67=1.67. Likewise the steps are repeated for other regions. The corresponding results are shown in
table 9.
Table 9: The scalar cardinality of each fuzzy region
Item
A1.Low
A1.Middle
A1.High
A2.Low
A2.Middle
A2.High
A3.Low
A3.Middle

Count
1.67
4.67
2.66
2.34
2.66
4
3.34
3.33

Item
A3.High
A4.Low
A4.Middle
A4.High
A5.Low
A5.Middle
A5.High
-

Count
2.33
4.34
3.33
1.33
5.01
3.66
1.33
-
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The fuzzy region with the maximum count among the three possible regions for each item is selected.
Take A1 as an example. Its count is 1.67 for low, 4.67 for middle and 2.66 for high. Since the count for middle
is the maximum among three counts, the region middle is thus used to represent item A1 in the later mining
process. This step would be repeated for the other items. The count of any region selected is checked against
with the predefined minimum support value. Here support value assumed as 30%. That means (10*30%=3.0).
The table 10 shows the set of frequent fuzzy region. Here every region satisfies the support 30%.
Table10: Frequent Fuzzy regions and count
Frequent fuzzy regions
A1. Middle
A2.Middle
A3.Low
A4.Low
A5.Low

Count
4.67
4
3.34
4.34
5.01

After finding the regions with higher counts, the header table is arranged based on the decreasing order of the
support count. It is shown in table 11:
Table 11: The header table of the regions
Frequent fuzzy regions
A5.Low
A1.Middle
A4.Low
A2.Middle
A3.Low

Count
5.01
4.67
4.34
4
3.34

The fuzzy regions which are not in the header table are removed from each transaction [11]. The
remaining fuzzy regions in each transaction are then sorted according to the membership values in a descending
order. This is shown in table 12.
Table 12: The transactions transformed with the fuzzy regions
Tid
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10

Frequent fuzzy region
(1/A1Middle)(0.67/A2Middle)
(0.67/A1Middle)
0
(1/A2Middle)
(1/A1Middle)(1/A5Low)
(0.67/A2Middle)(1/A4Low)(0.67/A5Low)
(0.67/A1Middle)(1/A2Middle)(0.67/A4Low)(0.67/A5Low)
(1/A1Middle)(0.67/A4Low)(1/A5Low)
(0.33/A2Middle)(1/A4Low)(1/A5Low)
(0.33/A1Middle)(0.33/A2Middle)(1/A4Low)(0.67/A5Low)

After this step, the transactions with only the sorted frequent fuzzy regions selected which are shown
in table 13:
Table 13: The transactions with sorted the fuzzy regions
TID
T1

Frequent fuzzy region
(1/A1Middle)(0.67/A2Middle)

T2

(0.67/A1Middle)

T3

0

T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10

(1/A2Middle)
(1/A1Middle)(1/A5Low)
(1/A4Low)(0.67/A2Middle)(0.67/A5Low)
(1/A2Middle)(1/A3Low)(0.67/A1Middle)(0.67/A4Low)(0.67/A5Low)
(1/A1Middle)(1/A5Low)(0.67/A3Low)(0.67/A4Low)
(1/A4Low)(1/A5Low)(0.33/A2Middle)(0.67/A3Low)
(1/A4Low)(1/A3Low)(0.67/A5Low)(0.33/A1Middle)(0.33/A2Middle)
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All transactions up to 10 are inserted in the fuzzy FP tree [12]. In the FP tree representation, header table is
shown in the left side and it contains the frequent Fuzzy Regions (FR) and their supporting count. The final
fuzzy FP tree is shown in figure 4.

Fig 4: The Complete FP tree
While processing the items from bottom of the header table, first item would be A3L: the traversal from
which A3L exist are:
1) (A4L:3)(A3L:1)
2) (A4L:3)(A5L:1)(A2M:0.33)(A3L:0.67)
3) (A1M:3.67)(A5L:2)(A3L:0.67)
4) (A2M:2)(A3L:1)
Table 14: The frequent item sets with A3L
1-Item
2-Item
3-Item
A5L:5.01
A4L, A3L:1.67
A1M, A5L, A3L:0.67
A1M:4.67
A5L, A3L:1.34
A4L, A5L, A3L:0.67
A4L:4.34
A2M, A3L:1.33
A5L, A2M, A3L:0.33
A2M:4
A1M, A3L:0.67
A3L:3.34
Here in this example taking the intersection (minimum) of items to obtain 2-itemset and 3-itemsets.
For eg: A4L:3 and A3L:1 means1 (taking the smaller value or minimum operator) and then if the same
transaction occurs again, it would be incremented with the corresponding value. Likewise all regions in the
header table should be processed and frequent item sets are generated. On processing the items bottom up from
the header table, corresponding item sets are obtained. Same item sets from all transactions are taken together
and their count is evaluated using the intersection (minimum operator). From the corresponding item sets of all
transactions, those exceed or meet the support count are chosen as the rules. The rules obtained are shown in
table 15 and are similar to the rules generated by FA approach.
Table 15: The final rules generated
Final Rules
A1.Middle,A5.Low
A3.Low, A4.Low
A4.Low, A5.Low

Count
3
3
3.01

The two hybrid approaches are implemented in VB.NET at a personal computer with Intel Core i3,
2.10 GHZ and 4GB RAM. The data set used is the home price time series data over the period of 1999 to 2012.
The sliding window size is predefined as 5. The experimental result shows the FA approach require more
number of scans for each transaction compared to the proposed approach. In the case of FA approach, for 20
support value it requires 1001 total number of scans. Likewise for 25 support value, it requires a total scan of
539 and for 30, it requires 275 total scans. Whereas FP approach requires only 11 times total number of scans
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for each transaction. This is one of the major advantages of the proposed approach over FA approach. The
graphical representation of number of scans required for both the approaches shown in the fig 5.

11

Support

Fig 5: The graphical representation of number of scans
The execution time required for the proposed approach is less than FA approach. This is another
benefit. The graph showing the execution time required for both the approaches are shown in fig 6.

Support

Fig 6: The graphical representation showing execution time

6. Conclusion
The paper discusses about two different hybrid approaches. The main aim of this analysis is to
explore highly efficient method for generating non redundant and relevant rules. This technical report provides
association rule mining on the existing hybrid approach and the proposed one. In this work, an efficient FPGrowth approach has been used to mine the complete set of frequent item sets without candidate generation.
This approach helps to overcome the problems of FA, which requires a need to repeated scanning of the
database and checking large set of candidates by pattern matching. The analytical study of this framework
shows that it is efficient and scalable for extracting both small and long frequent patterns. The Fuzzy FP-Growth
approach transforms the problem of finding long frequent patterns to search for shorter ones recursively and
then concatenate the corresponding suffix. It uses the least frequent items as a suffix and there by offering good
selectivity. The approach reduces the search costs to a great extend. FP growth approach provides less execution
time compared to FA approach.
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Abstract
The machining of complex shaped designs was difficult earlier, but with the advent of the new
machining processes incorporating in it chemical, electrical & mechanical processes, manufacturing has
redefined itself. This paper presents results of the Electrochemical Machining (ECM) process, which was used
to machine the SS AISI 304. Specifically, the Material Removal Rate (MRR) and Surface Roughness (SR) as a
function of ECM were determined. The experimental work was based on the Taguchi approach of
experimentation and table L32 was used. Furthermore, a theoretical and computational model is presented to
illustrate the influence parameter variations in results. The influence of independent parameters such as time of
electrolysis, voltage, current, concentration of electrolyte, feed rate and pressure on output parameters material
removal rate and SR is studied in this work. The results indicated that MRR was remarkably affected by
variation in current and Surface Roughness decreased with increase in current. Hence, it was apparent that
irregular MRR was more likely to occur at high currents. The results showed that MRR increased with
increasing electrical voltage, molar concentration of electrolyte, time of electrolysis and feed rate. However, the
time of electrolysis was the most influential parameter on the produced surface finish.

Keywords: Electrochemical machining; Material removal rate; Time; Feed rate; electrolyte concentration,
Anova, Percentage error.

1. Introduction

Electrochemical machining (ECM), a nontraditional process for machining[1,2] has been recognized
now a days for performing numerous machining operations.[4] Earlier the machining of complex shaped designs
was difficult, however, with the advent of the new machining processes that incorporate in it chemical, electrical
and mechanical processes, manufacturing process has redefined itself.[3] New materials which have high
strength to weight ratio, heat resistance, hardness and are also complex shapes needing greater accuracy demand
development of newer type of machining process. The new and improved machining processes are often
referred to as unconventional machining processes. For e.g. ECM removes material without heat. Almost all
types of metals can be machined by this process. In today‟s high precision and time sensitive scenario, ECM has
wide scope for applications.[5] More specifically, ECM is a process based on the controlled anodic dissolution of
the work piece anode,[6] with the tool as the cathode, in an electrolytic solution. [11] The electrolyte flows between
the electrodes and carries away the dissolved metal.
Since the first introduction of ECM in 1929 by Gusseff, its industrial applications have been extended
to electrochemical drilling, electrochemical deburring, electrochemical grinding and electrochemical
polishing.[13] More specifically, ECM was found more advantageous for high-strength alloys. Today, ECM has
been increasingly recognized for its potential for machining,[7] while the precision of the machined profile is a
concern of its application.[9,10] During the ECM process, electrical current passes through an electrolyte solution
between a cathode tool and an anode work piece.
The work piece is eroded in accordance with Faraday‟s law of electrolysis.[12] ECM processes find
wide applicability in areas such as aerospace and electronic industries for shaping and finishing operations of a
variety of parts that are a few microns in diameter. [13] Furthermore, it has been reported that the accuracy of
machining can be improved by the use of pulsed electrical current and controlling various process parameters.
Amongst the often considered parameters are electrolyte concentration, voltage, current and inter electrode
gap.[14] Though there is a possibility of improving the precision of work, the dependency of accuracy on
numerous parameters demand that a thorough investigation should be carried out to ascertain the causality to
different parameters. In the backdrop of above information, this study was carried out to assess the best
conditions (with respect to different process parameters) for improving the accuracy of ECM process. In this
paper the authors propose an analytical model of electrochemical erosion to predict the finishing machined work
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piece. The study envisaged an empirical data obtained from the experiments carried out to assess effect of
operating parameter variations on material removal rate (MRR) and surface roughness (SR) for Stainless steel
(AISI 202).

2. ECM Setup
Fig 1and 2 shows the schematic set up of ECM in which two electrodes were placed at a distance of
about 0.1 to 1mm and immersed in an electrolyte, which was a solution of sodium chloride.[15] When an
electrical potential (of about 20V) is applied between the electrodes, the ions existing in the electrolyte migrate
toward the electrodes[15].

Fig 1. ECM Setup

Fig 2. Block diagram of ECM setup

3. ECM Process Characteristics
3.1 Material removal rate:
The MRR primarily depends on the feed rates. The feed rate determines the amount of current that can
pass through the work and the tool. As the tool approaches the work piece the length of the conductive current
path decreases and the magnitude of current increases. This continues until the current is just sufficient to
remove the metal at a rate corresponding to the rate of tool advance. Thereafter a stable cut is made available
with a fixed spacing between the work and the tool, which is termed as the equilibrium-machining gap. If the
tool feed rate is reduced, the tool advance will momentarily lag behind, increasing the gap and thus resulting in a
reduction of current. This happens until a stable gap is once again established. Thus, the feed rate is an
important parameter, which was given due consideration in the experiment.
3.2 Accuracy
Under ideal conditions and with properly designed tooling, ECM is capable of holding tolerance of the
order of .02 mm & less. Repeatability of the ECM process is also very good. This is largely due to the fact that
the tool wear is virtually non-existent on a good machine; tolerance can be maintained on a production basis in
the region of .02-.04 mm. As a general rule, the more complex the shape of the work, the more difficult is to
hold tight tolerances and the greater is the attention required for developing a proper tooling and electrode
shape.
3.3 Surface Finish
ECM under certain conditions can produce surface finishes of the order of 0.4mm. This can be
obtained by the frontal cut or the rotation of the tool or the work. Hence care was taken to control the important
variables affecting the surface finish are feed rate, voltage, electrolyte composition, pressure, current & flow.
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4. Operating Parameters In ECM
The operating parameters which are within the control of the operator and which influence ECM
process capabilities are as follows: [14],[15]
4.1 Voltage
The nature of applied power supply is of two types, DC (full wave rectified) and pulse DC. A full wave
rectified DC supplies continuous voltage and a pulse generator is used to supply pulses of voltage with specific
on-time and off-time. The MRR is proportional to the applied voltage. But, the experimental values were found
to be varying non-linearly with voltage. This is mainly because of less dissolution efficiency in the low voltage
zone as compared to the high voltage zone.[12] However continuous voltage supply is used for this
experimentation work.
4.2 Feed Rate
Feed rate governs the gap between the tool (cathode) and the work piece (anode) it is important for
metal removal in ECM.[6] It plays a major role for accuracy in shape generation and hence was constantly
monitored.
4.3 Electrolyte and its concentration
ECM electrolyte is generally classified into two categories, passivity electrolyte containing oxidizing
anions e.g. sodium nitrate and sodium chlorate, etc. and non-passivity electrolyte containing relatively
aggressive anions such as sodium chloride. Passivity electrolytes are known to give better machining precision.
This is due to their ability to form oxide films and evolve oxygen in the stray current region. From review of
past research, in most of the investigations researchers recommended NaClO3, NaNO3, and NaCl solution with
different concentration for ECM and hence, NaCl was used as an electrolyte in this experimentation with
concentration of 125gm/lit and 150gm/lt.
4.4 Current
Current plays a vital role in ECM. The MRR is directly proportions to the current (i.e. MRR increases
with increase in current). However, this increase can be observed up to a certain limit and exceeding current
beyond this level negatively affects accuracy and finishing of work piece. Hence, care was taken to apply
current in the desired way.

5. Experimental Setup
Fig 3 shows actual photograph of the experimental set up of ECM on which the experimentation
process was carried out.

Fig 3. Experimental set up of ECM process
5.1 Tool and Work piece Material
The tool used in this study was made up of copper while the work-piece used is this study was made up
of Stainless Steel SS 304. This work piece was selected for this study as it has wide applications in various
fields. The chemical composition of the used work piece i.e. SS 304 are as follows
Sample
SS 202

C
(%)
0.023

Si
(%)
0.447

Mn
(%)
1.16

P
(%)
0.038

S
(%)
0.016

Cr
(%)
18.31

Ni
(%)
7.99

Cu
(%)
1.05

Fe (%)
Remaining
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Fig 4. Chemical characteristics of work piece SS 304
5.2 Experimentation Work
An Orthogonal Array L32(21*45) of Taguchi method was used for conducting the experimentation
work. The results of dependent parameters (MRR and SR) with respect to all levels of independent parameters
are shown in a following table.
Table 2 Values of Dependent and Independent Parameters (Orthogonal array L 32)
Run
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Independent parameters
Electrolyte
Conc.
(gms/Ltr)
E

Voltage
(V)

Current
(Amp)

Feed
(MM/min)

B

A

0.1

Dependent parameters
Electrolyte
Flow
(Ltrs/min)
C

Pressure
(Kg/Cm2)

MRR
(mg/min)

F

G

125

10

100

0.2

4

3.4

125

10

125

0.3

5

3.6

125

10

150

0.4

6

3.7

125

10

175

0.1

7

3.8

125

14

100

0.2

5

3.6

125

14

125

0.3

4

3.4

125

14

150

0.4

7

3.8

125

14

175

0.2

6

3.7

125

18

100

0.1

6

3.8

125

18

125

0.4

7

3.7

125

18

150

0.3

4

3.6

125

18

175

0.2

5

3.4

125

22

100

0.1

7

3.7

125

22

125

0.4

6

3.8

125

22

150

0.3

5

3.4

125

22

175

0.4

4

3.6

150

10

100

0.3

4

3.8

SR
(µm)

5.277

H
4.074

5.224

3.788

5.259

3.775

6.380

5.591

4.430

3.626

5.586

3.306

5.161

3.491

4.136

3.304

4.705

3.677

5.859

3.603

6.056

5.099

4.811

4.474

4.497

4.013

5.365

3.573

5.086

3.760

4.789

3.458

5.612

4.299
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18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
∑

150
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150
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100

0.3

5

3.7

150
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0.2

4
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150
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150
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7

3.4

150

14

175

0.3

6

3.6

150

18

100

0.4

6

3.4

150

18

125

0.1

7

3.6

150

18

150

0.2

4

3.7

150

18

175

0.3

5

3.8

150

22

100

0.4

7

3.6

150

22

125

0.1

6

3.4

150

22

150

0.2

5

3.8

150

22

175

0.3

4

3.7

4400

512

4400

0.4

176

112.2

4.922

3.362

5.373

3.510

5.343

3.259

6.703

6.402

4.514

3.268

6.705

5.971

5.468

3.713

5.144

3.149

4.657

3.602

5.439

4.612

6.754

4.474

4.772

3.947

4.540

3.530

5.362

3.589

3.607

3.270

165.044

124.566

5.3 Mathematical Model for MRR and SR
Using Regression Analysis Mathematical models were developed for MRR and SR with their indices.
The six decision variables concerned for this model were Current, Voltage, feed rate, Pressure, Electrolyte
concentration and flow of electrolyte.

6. Objectives
a)
b)

The various objectives under consideration for the formulation of model were
Maximization of MRR and
Improving SR (surface finish) and dimensional accuracy

6.1 Derived mathematical Models
Equation 1 and 2 are the mathematical models derived for calculation of MRR and SR.
MRR = Constant × Aa × Bb × Cc × Dd × Ee × Ff
Where a,b,c,d,e,f are the indices for current, voltage, electrolyte flow, feed rate, Electrolyte concentration and
pressure . The formulated models are as follows
Mathematical Eqn for MRR is
MRR= 3.14695 A0.002050* B-0.01061875*C0.001225*D0.10975*E-

0.00345

*F-0.0104625
--- Eqn 1

Mathematical Eqn for SR is
SR= 2. 2425000 A0.0024500* B-0.0196875*C0.0212500*D0.0375000* E- 0.0022500*F0.0093750
-----------

Eqn 2
From the Eqns. 1 and 2, it was evident that the MRR was positively influenced by the independent
variables such as current, electrolyte flow and feed rate whereas negatively influenced by voltage, electrolyte
concentration and pressure. Moreover, the SR was observed to be positively influenced by current, electrolyte
flow, feed rate, and electrolyte concentration whereas it (SR) is negatively influenced by voltage and electrolyte
concentration.

7. Comparison Of Practical V/S Theoretical Values Of MRR
A sample set of Comparison of Actual value of MRR calculated by formula and corresponding values
derived by mathematical model is shown in Table 3 along with the calculated percentage error.
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Table 3: Comparative assessment of the Practical v/s Theoretical values of MRR
Sr. No.

Values of Dependent Parameter (MRR)
By Mathematical Model
Actual Experimentation
5.591386235
5.277

Percentage
Error
5.9577

1
4.994041391

5.224

-4.4020

4.671671187

5.259

-11.1681

4.458360504

6.380

-30.1197

5.636831741

4.430

27.2423

4.987908572

5.586

-10.7070

2
3
4
5
6
7.1 Comparison of Practical v/s Theoretical values of SR
A sample set of Comparison of Actual value of SR calculated by formula and corresponding values
derived by mathematical model is shown in Table 4 with Percentage error.
Table 4: Comparative assessment of the Practical v/s Theoretical values of SR
Sr. No.

Values of Dependent Parameter (SR)
By Mathematical Model
Actual Experimentation
3.367250843
4.074

Percentage
Error
-17.3478

1
3.374170425

3.788

8.8501

3.384412557

3.775

-10.3467

5.2312324

5.591

-6.4348

3.368413193

3.626

-7.1039

3.350383833

3.306

1.3425

2
3
4
5
6

8. Percentage Error
Percentage error graphs for difference in actual and theoretical values of MRR and SR are plotted with
error on Y axis and readings on X axis. Fig 5 and 6 shows percentage error in actual and experimental values of
MRR and SR. It was evident from the graphs that the different test runs showed noticeable variation in the
percentage error of both the dependent parameters i.e. MRR and SR.

Fig 5. Percentage Error Graph for MRR
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Fig 6. Percentage Error Graph for SR

9. Analysis of Variance or ANOVA
Analysis of Variance or ANOVA is a general technique that can be used to test the hypothesis that the
means among two or more groups are equal, under the assumption that the sampled populations are normally
distributed. The ANOVA procedure was used to test hypotheses that several means are same. In this study a
total of 32 different conditions were selected to study the Material Removal Rate and Surface Roughness. The
preliminary comparative assessment was carried out using the ANOVA procedure, followed by Post Hoc Test.
The Post Hoc Test was employed to check, which means (obtained from the MRR and SR values as a function
of 32 different runs. In addition to this, the Tukey‟s HSD test was also performed to determine the HSD i.e.
Honestly Significant Difference.
Anova and Post Hock Test
SS
304

1

N
3

Mean
3

Std.
Deviation
5.2540

Std.
Error
.09115

2

3

3

5.3193

.19453

95% Confidence Interval
for Mean
Lower
Upper
Bound
Bound
.05262
5.0276
.11231

4.8361

Minimum
5.4804

Maximum
5.16

5.8026

5.12

ANOVA Results for MRR

SS 304

Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total

Sum of
Squares
50.491

df
31

Mean Square
1.629

3.532

64

.055

54.023

95

F
29.513

Significance.
.000

ANOVA Results for SR

SS 304

Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total

Sum of
Squares
74.024

df
31

Mean
Square
2.388

8.062

64

.126

82.086

95

F
18.957

Sig.
.000
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10. Results
It was observed that MRR was considerably affected by variation in current and SR decreased with
increase in current. Hence, it was apparent that irregular removal of material was more likely to occur at high
currents. The NaCl electrolyte was responsible for the lower SR and over-cut. Furthermore, MRR increased
with flow rate because there was more mobility of the ions from the metal to the solution, thereby increasing the
speed of the chemical reactions. Besides, there was a need to constantly remove the sludge formed during
machining, which was necessary as the sludge accumulation could have negatively affected the machining
efficiency of the ECM process. Results of entire experimentation work are as under:
A) Optimum value of MRR is as follows
Actual

By Model

Optimum Value of MRR

6.754 mg/min

5.654 mg/min

Corresponding value of SR for this MRR

3.5574 µm

3.375 µm

Values of various parameters for above said maximum value of MRR is Current- 175A,Voltage 18 volts, Flow
Rate 5Ltr/Min, Feed 0.3mm/min, Electrolyte concentration 150g/lit, Pressure 3.8 kg/cm2
B) Optimum value of SR is as follows
C)
Actual

By Model

Optimum Value of SR

3.259 µm

3.46560 µm

Corresponding value of MRR for this SR

5.343mg/min

5.7883mg/min

Values of various parameters for above said optimum value of SR is Current- 125A, Voltage-10 volt, Flow
Rate -7Ltr/Min, feed-0.4mm/min, Electrolyte concentration 150g/Lit, Pressure 3.4 kg/cm2
The mean MRR for SS304 varied between 3.6070 and 6.7540. Lowest MRR was observed for the run no. 32,
while the highest value was recorded for the run no. 28. The analysis of data following ANOVA indicated
significant difference in the mean values MRR and SR as a function of different conditions (set for different
runs).

11. Conclusion
The experimentation work consists of study the influence of process parameters on MRR and SR.
Process parameter such as machining voltage, feed, Current, Electrolyte concentration, electrolyte flow were
successfully controlled and were allowed to vary according to need. The different combinations of the
controlling factors were considered for the experimentation and to determine their (independent parameter‟s)
influence on MRR and SR of SS304 work piece. The experimentation was carried out by varying all parameters
in combination as per orthogonal array L32. On the basis of the results obtained in this work, main conclusion
can be stated as the selection of appropriate values for the different parameters of ECM process is crucial to
achieve the efficiency and high quality of outcome from the process. Furthermore, similar experimental work
can be continued to determine optimum process conditions for ECM process for other metals. In addition to this
the difference between the theoretical and practical values of MRR and SR are also required (for other metals)
to give some thought, so that % error can be reduced.
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Abstract
This paper deals with the implementation of data mining methods for guiding the path of the ships. The
implementation uses a Global Positioning System(GPS) which helps in identifying the area in which the ship is
currently navigating. The weather report on that area is compared with the existing database and the decision is
made in accordance with the output obtained from the Data Mining technique. This decision about the weather
condition of the navigating path is then instructed to the ship. This paper highlights some statistical themes and
lessons that are directly relevant to data mining and attempts to identify opportunities where close cooperation
between the statistical and computational communities might reasonably provide synergy for further progress in
data analysis.
GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM(GPS) provides specially coded satellite signals that can be processed in
a GPS receiver enabling the receiver to compute position, velocity and time. Satellites were first used in position
finding in a simple but reliable 2D Navy system called „Transit‟ which laid the ground work for a system-“The
Global Positioning System” that is funded and controlled by US Dept of Defense (DOD).

1. INTRODUCTION:
DATA MINING:
Data Mining means decision-making and data extraction. It also generates prediction mechanism from
the available history. This implementation uses the Classification Models of Data Mining techniques.Data
mining is a process of inferring knowledge from such huge data. Data Mining has three major components
1. Clustering or Classification,
2. Association Rules and
3.Sequence Analysis.
In classification/clustering we analyze a set of data and generate a set of grouping rules which can be
used to classify future data. An association rule is a rule which implies certain association relationships among a
set of objects in a database. In this process we discover a set of association rules at multiple levels of abstraction
from the relevant set(s) of data in a database.
In sequential Analysis, we seek to discover patterns that occur in sequence. This deals with data that appear in
separate transactions (as opposed to data that appear in the same transaction in the case of association).

2. CLASSIFICATION MODEL:
In Data classification one develops a description or model for each class in a database, based on the
features present in a set of class-labeled training data. There have been many data classification methods
studied, including decision-tree methods, such as C4.5, statistical methods, neural networks, rough sets,
database-oriented methods etc. Using the training set, the Classification attempts to generate the description of
the classes and these descriptions help to classify the unknown records. In addition to the training set, we can
also have a test data set which is used to determine the effectiveness of a classification. The goal of the
Classification is to build a concise model called Decision Tree that can be used to predict the class of the records
whose class label is not known.

3. DECISION TREES:
A Decision tree is a Classification scheme, which generates a tree and a set of rules, representing the
model of different classes, from a given data set. The set of records available for developing Classification
methods is generally divided into two distinct subsets- a training set and a test set. The former is used for
deriving the classifier, while the latter is used to measure the accuracy of the Classifier. The accuracy of the
classifier is determined by the percentage of the test examples that are correctly classified. This implementation
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uses the ID3 algorithm of the Classification Model to generate the Decision Tree.

4. The Global Positioning Systems
The US Global Positioning System (GPS) consists of a constellation of 24 satellites that emit radio
signals for reception by specially designed devices. The GPS transmitter transmits the information regarding the
latitude and longitude of the location where it is located to the satellite, which is then sent by the satellite to the
receiver. If signals from one or more of these satellites are picked up by a GPS receiver, it can determine its
location with high, reliable accuracy. The orbits are arranged such that there are, in fact, always at least 4
satellites visible from any point on the surface of the earth. Effectively, the satellite signal is continually marked
with its own transmission time so that when received, the signal transit period can be measured with the
synchronized receiver.

The satellites are so far out in space that the little distances we travel here on earth are insignificant. So
if two receivers are fairly close to each other, say within a few hundred kilometers, the signals that reach both of
them will have traveled through virtually the same slice of atmosphere, and so will have virtually the same.

5. Describing The Scenario
Steps involved:
The GPS transmitter is placed in the ship and its receiver is placed in the instructing station.
The analyzed weather report database is the training data.
The Decision Tree is constructed for the Training Data.
The GPS transmitter in the ship sends the information regarding the latitude and longitude of its current
location to the nearby satellite.
This satellite in turn sends this information to the satellite which is closer to the instructing station.
The receiver present in the instructing station receives the GPS data from it.
The weather information for that particular location is collected.
The Decision Tree is traversed using this weather information and the required information is obtained.
This predicted decision is then sent to the ship and the ship navigates accordingly.
THE REAL PICTURE:
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6.

Construction Of Decision Tree

ID3 and C4.5 are algorithms introduced by Quinlan for inducing Classification Models, also called
Decision Trees, from data. We are given a set of records. Each record has the same structure, consisting of a
number of attribute/value pairs. One of these attributes represents the goal of the record, i.e. the attribute whose
values are most significant to us. The problem is to determine a decision tree on the basis of answers to
questions about the non-goal attributes predicts correctly the value of the goal attribute. Usually the goal
attributes take only the values {true, false} or {success, failure}, or something equivalent. In any case, one of its
values will mean failure.Here, we are dealing with the records reporting the weather conditions for instructing
the ship for its safe navigation. The goal attribute specifies whether or not to move forward.

ATTRIBUTE

POSSIBLE VALUES

Climate

Sunny, Cloudy, Rainy

Temperature

Continuous

Humidity

Continuous

Stormy

True, False

The non-goal attributes are:
and the training data is:
Climate

Temp (F) Humidity( Stormy? Class
%)

Sunny

75

70

true

Safe

Sunny

80

90

true

Unsafe

Sunny

85

85

false

Unsafe

Sunny

72

95

false

Unsafe

Sunny

69

70

false

Safe

Cloudy

72

90

true

Safe

Cloudy

83

78

false

Safe

Cloudy

64

65

true

Safe

Cloudy

81

75

false

Safe

Rainy

71

80

true

Unsafe

Rainy

65

70

true

Unsafe

Rainy

75

80

false

Safe

Rainy

68

80

false

Safe

Rainy

70

96

false

Safe
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Notice that in this example two of the attributes have continuous ranges, temperature and humidity. ID3 does
not directly deal with such cases, though below we examine how it can be extended to do so. A decision tree is
important not because we hope it will classify correctly new cases. Thus when building classification models
one should have both training data to build the model and test data to verify how well it actually works.

7. Basic Ideas Behind Id3:




In the decision tree each node corresponds to a non-goal attribute and each arc to a possible value of that
attribute. A leaf of the tree specifies the expected value of the goal attribute for the records described by the
path from the root to that leaf. [This defines what is a decision tree].
In the decision tree at each node should be associated the non-goal attribute which is most informative
among the attributes not yet considered in the path from the root. [This establishes what a good decision
tree is].
Entropy is used to measure how informative is a node. [This defines what we mean by “good”].

7.1. Definitions:
If there are n equally probable possible messages, then the probability p of each is 1/n and the
information conveyed by a message is –log (p) = log (n). [All logarithms are in base 2]. That is, if there are 16
messages then log (16)=4 and we need 4 bits to identify each message.
In general, if we are given a probability distribution P = (p1, p2…pn) the information conveyed by this
distribution, also called the Entropy of P, is:
I(P) = - ( p1 * log(p1) + p2 * log(p2) +….+ pn * log(pn) )
For example, if P is (0.5,0.5) then I(P) is 1, if P is (0.67,0.33) then I(P) is 0.92, if P is (1,0) then I(P) is 0. The
more uniform is the probability distribution, the greater is its information.
If a set T of records is partitioned into disjoint exhaustive classes C1,C2,……,Ck on the basis of the value of the
goal attribute, then the information needed to identify the class of an element of T is info(T) = I(P), where P is
the probability distribution of the partition (C1,C2,…,Ck):
P = ( |C1| / |T|, |C2| / |T|,……, |Ck| / |T|)
In the training set T, Info (T)=I (9/14,5/14)=0.94.
If we first partition T on the basis of the value of a non-goal attribute X into sets T1, T2 ,…,Tn then the
information needed to identify the class of an element of T becomes the weighted average of the information
needed to identify the class of an element of Ti, i.e., the weighted average of Info(Ti) :
n
Info(X,T)=

 {(|Ti| / |T|) * Info(Ti)}

Here,
Info (Climate ,T) = 5/14 * I(2/5,3/5) + 4/14 * I(4/4,0) + 5/14 * I(3/5,2/5) = 0.694
Gain(X,T)=Info(T) – Info(X,T)

Consider the quantity Gain(X,T) defined as

This represents the difference between the information needed to identify an element of T and the information
needed to identify an element of T after the value of attribute X has been obtained, that is, the gain in
information due to attribute X.
In our example, for the Climate attribute the Gain is
Gain(Climate, T) = Info(T) – Info(Climate, T) = 0.94 – 0.694 = 0.246. Similarly,
Gain (Humidity, T) = 0.151
Gain(Stormy, T) = 0.048
Gain(Temperature, T) = 0.029
We can use this notion of gain to rank attributes and to build decision trees where at each node is located the
attribute with greatest gain among the attributes not yet considered in the path from the root.
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The intent of this ordering is to create small decision trees so that the records can be identified after only a few
questions.

7.2 The Id3 Algorithm:
The ID3 algorithm is used to build a decision tree, given a set of non-goal attributes C1,C2,…,Cn, the
goal attribute C, and training set T of records. functionID3(R: a set of non-goal attributes,
C: the goal attribute,
S: a training set) returns a decision tree; Begin If S is empty, return a single node with value Failure;
If( S consists of records all with the same value for the goal attribute),
return a
single node with that value;
If R is empty, return a single node with as value the most frequent of the values of the goal attribute that are
found in records of S; [note that there will be errors, that is, records that will be improperly classified];
Let D be the attribute with largest Gain(D,S) among attributes in R;
Let {dj | j=1,2,…,m} be the values of attribute D;
Let {Sj | j=1,2,…,m} be the subsets of S consisting respectively of records with value dj for attribute D;
Return a tree with root labeled D and arcs labeled d1,d2,…,dm going respectively to the trees
ID3( R - {D}, C, S1), ID3( R - {D}, C, S2),…, ID3( R - {D}, C, Sm);
End ID3;

8. Conclusion:
The weather report of the ship‟s location is made to traverse the Decision Tree and the corresponding
decision is passed to the ship for its safe navigation. Thus this implementation, which uses many advanced
concepts such as Data Mining and Global Positioning Systems, can also be extended for Aircrafts, Vehicle
Tracking, Submarines, etc.
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DECISION TREE FOR THE ABOVE ILLUSTRATION:
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Abstract: This paper describes the calculation and simulation results of the Doppler effect on a mobile user
while walking with the help of constellation diagram for 8 PSK modulation when the walking user experienced
the Rayleigh fading. And the equalizer is used to optimize the Doppler effect. Here LMS Linear equalizer is
used to optimize the Doppler effect when the walking user having speed 1.5 m/sec. and the walking user is
assumed on freeway. The results are taken at three position of mobile user i.e. at an angle of 50,600 and 850. The
calculation and simulation results of the Doppler effect on a mobile user with the help of constellation diagram
for 8 PSK modulation is simulated in MATLAB.
Index Terms: 8 PSK modulation, LMS Linear equalizer, Rayleigh fading, Doppler effect, constellation
diagram.

1. Constellation Diagram
A constellation diagram is a representation of a signal modulated by a digital modulation scheme such
as quadrature amplitude modulation or phase-shift keying. It displays the signal as a two-dimensional scatter
diagram in the complex plane at symbol sampling instants [1]. In a more abstract sense, it represents the
possible symbols that may be selected by a given modulation scheme as points in the complex plane. Measured
constellation diagrams can be used to recognize the type of interference and distortion in a signal. By
representing a transmitted symbol as a complex number and modulating a cosine and sine carrier signal with the
real and imaginary parts (respectively), the symbol can be sent with two carriers on the same frequency. They
are often referred to as quadrature carriers. A coherent detector is able to independently demodulate these
carriers. This principle of using two independently modulated carriers is the foundation of quadrature
modulation. In pure phase modulation, the phase of the modulating symbol is the phase of the carrier itself [2].

Fig.1 A constellation diagram for 8-PSK.

Fig.2 A constellation diagram for rect. 16-QAM.
As the symbols are represented as complex numbers, they can be visualized as points on the complex plane. The
real and imaginary axes are often called the in phase, or I-axis and the quadrature, or Q-axis. Plotting several
symbols in a scatter diagram produces the constellation diagram. The points on a constellation diagram are
called constellation points. They are a set of modulation symbols which comprise the modulation alphabet.
Also a diagram of the ideal positions, signal space diagram, in a modulation scheme can be called a
constellation diagram. In this sense the constellation is not a scatter diagram but a representation of the scheme
itself. The example shown here is for 8-PSK, which has also been given a Gray coded bit assignment [3].
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2. Interpretation
Upon reception of the signal, the demodulator examines the received symbol, which may have been
corrupted by the channel or the receiver (e.g. additive white Gaussian noise, distortion, phase noise or
interference). It selects, as its estimate of what was actually transmitted, that point on the constellation diagram
which is closest (in a Euclidean distance sense) to that of the received symbol. Thus it will demodulate
incorrectly if the corruption has caused the received symbol to move closer to another constellation point than
the one transmitted.
This is maximum likelihood detection. The constellation diagram allows a straightforward visualization of
this process imagine the received symbol as an arbitrary point in the I-Q plane and then decide that the
transmitted symbol is whichever constellation point is closest to it.
For the purpose of analyzing received signal quality, some types of corruption are very evident in the
constellation diagram. For example:
1. Gaussian noise shows as fuzzy constellation points
2. Non-coherent single frequency interference shows as circular constellation points
3. Phase noise shows as rotationally spreading constellation points
4. Attenuation causes the corner points to move towards the center.

3. Doppler Effect
The Doppler Effect (or Doppler shift), is the change in frequency of a wave (or other periodic event)
for an observer moving relative to its source. It is commonly heard when a vehicle sounding a siren or horn
approaches, passes, and recedes from an observer [4]. The received frequency is higher (compared to the
emitted frequency) during the approach, it is identical at the instant of passing by, and it is lower during the
recession. The relative changes in frequency can be explained as follows. When the source of the waves is
moving toward the observer, each successive wave crest is emitted from a position closer to the observer than
the previous wave. Therefore each wave takes slightly less time to reach the observer than the previous wave.
Therefore the time between the arrivals of successive wave crests at the observer is reduced, causing an increase
in the frequency. While they are travelling, the distance between successive wave fronts is reduced; so the
waves "bunch together". Conversely, if the source of waves is moving away from the observer, each wave is
emitted from a position farther from the observer than the previous wave, so the arrival time between successive
waves is increased, reducing the frequency. The distance between successive wave fronts is increased, so the
waves "spread out".

Fig.3 Doppler Effect
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For waves that propagate in a medium, such as sound waves, the velocity of the observer and of the source is
relative to the medium in which the waves are transmitted. The total Doppler Effect may therefore result from
motion of the source, motion of the observer, or motion of the medium. Each of these effects is analyzed
separately. For waves which do not require a medium, such as light or gravity in general relativity, only the
relative difference in velocity between the observer and the source needs to be considered.

4. Mathematical Analysis For Simulation Results

Table 1.1 Mobile user having Walking speed of 1.5 m/sec on freeway (fd2)

Rayleigh fading is a reasonable model when there are many objects in the environment that scatter the radio
signal before it arrives at the receiver. The central limit theorem holds that, if there is sufficiently much scatter,
the channel impulse response will be well-modeled as a Gaussian process irrespective of the distribution of the
individual components [5]. If there is no dominant component to the scatter, then such a process will have zero
mean and phase evenly distributed between 0 and 2π radians. The envelope of the channel response will
therefore be Rayleigh distributed.

5.Simulated Results
The constellation for the mobile user having speed 1.5 m/sec and the mobile car is assumed on freeway
at an angle of 50, 450 and 850 is simulated in MATLAB for 8-PSK are shown in fig.4 to fig. 10.

Fig.4 Constellation diagram of 8-PSK when mobile walking user is not experienced any fading & doppler effect
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Fig.5 mobile walking user having speed 1.5 m/sec on freeway for angle 50 (MPSK,M=8) without equalizer

Fig.6 Mobile walking user having speed 1.5 m/sec on freeway for angle 50 (MPSK,M=8) with equalizer

Fig.7 Mobile walking user having speed 1.5 m/sec on freeway for angle 600 (MPSK, M=8) without equalizer

Fig.8 Mobile walking user having speed 1.5 m/sec on freeway for angle 600 (MPSK, M=8) with equalizer
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Fig.9 Mobile walking user having speed 1.5 m/sec on freeway for angle 850 (MPSK, M=8) without equalizer

Fig.10 Mobile walking user having speed 1.5 m/sec on freeway for angle 850 (MPSK,M=8) with equalizer

6. CONCLUSION
This paper show the calculation and simulation results of the Doppler effect on a mobile walking user
with the help of constellation diagram for 8 PSK modulation when the mobile walking user experienced the
Rayleigh fading. And the LMS Linear equalizer is used to optimize the Doppler Effect when the mobile walking
user having speed 1.5 m/sec and the mobile walking user is assumed on freeway. The results shows that the
distorted constellation point because of Doppler effect when gain is taken 18 dB and carrier frequency is 900
MHz (i.e. U.S. digital cellular system) for each observation. And also the LMS Linear equalizer equalize those
distorted constellation point for optimizing the Doppler Effect for every 50,600 and 850.
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Abstract
The interionic interaction potential energy functions consisting of an attractive term within the
framework of 'effective charge model along with a short range repulsive interaction (SRRI) term incorporating
the near values of molecular state polarizability, van der Waals dipole-dipole and dipole-quadrupole interaction
and repulsive interaction of the Born-Mayer, Hellmann, Varshni-shukla and Ali-Hasan types have been used to
compute the dipole moment, binding energy, rotation-vibration coupling constant and vibrational
anharmonicity. The values of binding energies have been calculated with and without the inclusion of
polarization. The inclusion of polarizable terms in the interaction-energy makes significant improvement in the
result. This shows the interaction model must be dependent on this effect. The obtained values are in good
agreement with the observed values available in the literature. The results are capable enough to establish the
reliability and superiority of the interaction models.

Keywords: - Anharmonicity constant, Binding energy, Dipole moments, dipole-dipole and dipole-quadrupole
interaction constants, vdWenergies

1. Introduction
Studies of interaction potential energy function in diatomic molecules play an important role in
molecular physics as well as in the problems of astrophysical importance [1].Recently there have been several
investigations [2-5] on the potential energy function using the interaction originally due to Morse [6], Kratzer
[7] and Rydberg [8]. Raghubanshi and Sharma [2] and Verma and Jha [5] have developed new potentials by
combining Morse and Kratzer function and Rydberg and Kratzer functions respectively. The rotational
vibrational constants αe for diatomic molecules were calculated by using Morse-Kratzer (MK) and RydbergKratzer (RK) potentials. But the results were far from satisfactory [1]. Rittner [9], for the first time proposed a
polarizable ion model for alkali halide molecules by which interaction terms could be understood. Later on,
Brumer and Karplus [10] modified Rittner model known as truncated Ritter model known as T-Rittner model
expressed as.

The first term is the electrostatic attraction between two point charges z(+e) and z(-e) separated by a distance r
and known as Coulomb interaction. The second term is the polarization energy, the third and the fourth terms
are the vander waals (vdw) dipole-dipole and dipole-quadrupole interaction energy and the last term is the short
range repulsive interaction (SRRI). There are various repulsive interactions proposed by different theoretical
workers from time to time to describe the structure and properties of ionic molecules [11].The repulsive
interactions in logarithmic functions [12-13] are also available in literature not free from error. In the present
calculations, we introduce the modification in the previous work in order to improve the interaction potential
model for calculating the spectroscopic constant of diatomic molecules. Four repulsive interactions namely,
Born-Mayer [14] Hellmann [15], Varshni-Shukla [11] and Ali-Hasan [16] have been chosen as the short range
repulsive interaction to investigate their validity for alkali halide molecules as the results obtained from other
potential models are far from errors.
A generalized formula for short range repulsive interactions can be expressed as

which takes the form of Born-Mayer repulsive potential when m=0, Hellmam repulsive potential when m=1 and
Varshni-Shukla potential when m=2. Ali-Hasan empirical repulsive potential is given by
In this potential m=2 and n =3/2. In eqns (2) and (3) B, S,

and b are repulsive potential parameters
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2.

Methods Of Calculation
The repulsive potential parameters are determined by applying the equilibrium criteria;

and
Ke is the molecular force coustant,
is the equilibrium vibrational frequency, C is the speed of light in vacuum
and
is the reduced mass and re is the equilibrium interionic separation.The electronic polarizabilities of ions
in the molecular state or bonded state differ from the free state polarizabilities. This is mainly due to the
existence of the Coulomb interaction. Wilson and Curtis [17] have shown that the polarizability of cation
remains unchanged where as that of anion decreases significantly in the bonded state due to the effect of
Coulomb interaction. The molecular state polarizability of anion ( ) is calculated from the relation based on
ruffia energy analysis [18] given by

Where
The values of Ef, known as energy parameter are calculated from free-ion polarizabilities
reported by Cocker [19] given by.
Ef2 =

as

………………………….. (7)

where m is the electron mass, no is the total no. of electrons in the ions and h is the planck's constant. The
molecular state polarizability of anions calculated from eq (6) and the free state polarizability of cations taken
from Pauling [20] are used to estimate the dipole moment from the relation given by
and vdW dipole-dipole constant C and dipole – quadrupole constant D taken from Slater Kirkwood variational
method [21] are expressed as
C=

and

D=

Where N+ and N- are the effective no. of electrons in the ions and are defined by
N+ = N+ Z+
................................... (11)
N- = N- Z................................... (12)
Here N is the total no of electrons in the outer two shells.
The rotation vibration coupling constant (
and vibrational anharmonicity consant (
calculated from the relations [22]

are

and
where p stands for order of derivative.
The binding energy Di per mole of a diatomic molecule is given by
Di = -NU (re) ................................. (16)
Where N is the Avogadro's Number and r e is the molecular equilibrium distance.

3. Results & Discussion

The molecular state polarizabilities for diatomic molecules have been calculated by using eqns. (6) and
(7). They are calculated to obtain the improved values of polarization energies and vdWenegies. Table – 1
shows their calculated values. The values of N+N- and re are taken from Mandal and Ghatak [23] and Huber and
Hertzberg [1]. The different potential parameters have been computed with the help of molecular equilibrium
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equations (4) and (5). Their values have been used to calculate spectroscopic constants.The constants C and D
known as dipole-dipole, dipole quadrupole van der waals interaction constants have been obtained with the help
of eqns (9) and (10) given by Slater Kirkwood variational method. These values have been used in the evaluation
of binding energy (Di) and dissociation energy(De.)
Table – 1 Calculated values of electronic polarizablities α1(A03) and α2(A03), N+ and N- (total no. of
electrons in the outer two shells) and values of r e(Ao),
Molecules
LiF
LiCl
LiBr
Li I
NaF
NaCl
NaBr
Na I
KF
KCl
KBr
KI

1.063

3.680

RbF
RbCl
RbBr
Rb I
CsF
CsCl
CsBr
CsI

α1(A03)
0.036
1.564
0.034
2.021
0.036
2.170
0.033
2.392
0.190
1.926
0.184
2.361
0.182
2.502
0.180
2.711
1.143
2.172
1.078
2.667
17
1.045
3.048
1.805
2.270
1.718
2.787
1.693
2.945
1.673
3.177
3.154
2.345
2.989
2.906
2.952
3.072
2.908
3.315

25

α2(A03)
0.741

N+
3

N9

2.202

3

15

3.350

3

25

5.224

3

25

0.821

11

9

2.372

11

15

3.534

11

25

5.455

11

25

0.865

17

9

2.498

17

15

5.659

17

25

0.881

27

9

2.543

27

15

3.731

27

25

5.728

27

25

0.893

27

9

2.534

27

15

3.779

27

25

5.880

27

25

re

2.821

Table- 2 shows the obtained values of the dipole moments of diatomic molecules. These calculation are based
on the eq(8), Column (2) of this table shows the present calculation with possible errors Column(b) and (c)
denote values of dipole moments for the mentioned molecules obtaiend by Rittner model [9] and point ion
model the experimental values of - have been taken from Brumer and karplus [10]. The average percentage
errors obtained by us and Ali-Hasan & Shankar et al are respectively 2.79, 13.58 and 31.29. The higher
percentage errors in their values may be attributed to the omission of molecular polarizablities. The values of
obtained simply indicate the significance of molecular state polarizabities.
Table2. calculated values of dipole moments
Molecules
LiF
LiCl
LiBr

Expt. (1,22)'
%error
6.284
19.5
7.085
36
7.226
44.2

present

%error

5.982

in debye
%error

c

4.8

b
calculation
5.311

15.5

7.511

7.07

0.2

5.241

26

9.706

6.967

3.6

5.406

25.2

10.422
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Li I
NaF
NaCl
NaBr
Nal
kF
KCl
kBr
KI
RbF
RbCl
RbBr
RbI
CsF
CsCl
CsBr
CsI

7.429
54.6
8.123
7.77
8.972
26.4
9.092
24.2
9.21
41.36
8.558
21.8
10.238
25.1
10.603
27.78
11.05
32.47
8.513
18.1
10.483
32.3
7.489
50.4
10.858
28.5
12.1
31.57

7.0703

4.8

5.375

27.5

11.488

8.387

3.25

7.492

13.8

9250

9.132

1.78

7.773

13.4

11.339

9.361

2.95

7.96

12.45

12.017

9.332

1.32

7.992

13.2

13.02

8.383

2.04

8.074

5.6

10.432

10.389

1.47

9.181

10.3

12.809

10.68

0.73

9.575

9.69

13.549

11.199

1.35

9.921

13.3

14.369

8.359

1.8

8.001

6

10.902

10.745

2.49

9.469

9.8

13.885

11.131

-

-

-

14.144

11.729

-

-

-

15.259

7.723

3.12

7.278

2.8

11.268

10.782

0.69

9.364

13.7

13.957

11.322

-

-

-

14.754

10.756

11.1

10.61

12.3

15.921

Average % deviation
30.70882

2.793529

13.56118

Table- 3 (a) & 3 (b) Show the calculated values of binding energy (D i) of molecules with and without the
inclusion of molecular polarization energy. The calculation have been done for all the four short range repulsive
interaction models. The average percentage errors in both cases for all the models are also very revealing. BM
and VS interaction models give better results of binding energy in comparision to HM & AH models. The result
indicates that the BM & VS interaction models are to be considered to be exact potention energy functions for
the prediction of binding energy of these molecules. Results show that BM>VS>HM>AH. Thus the polarization
energy has to be taken a reality for the evaluation of binding energy for halide molecules.
Table-3a Calculated Values of Binding Energy (Di) in K. Calorie/mole (With Polarization)
Molecules

LiF
LiCl
LiBr
LiI
NaF
NaCl
NaBr
NaI
KF
KCl
KBr
KI
RbF

Expt
.(1,22)
%Error
184.1
153.3
147.4
138.7
153.9
132.6
127.7
120.3
139.2
118
113.6
106.1
133.6

B.M
With

%Error

Hell.
With

%Error

V.S.
With

%Error

A & H.
With

199.95
159.6
157.5
147.6
156.1
133.8
129.13
122.7
152.4
128.4
121.8
108.2
142.7

8.6
4.1
6.8
6.4
1.4
0.9
1.1
1.9
9.5
8.8
7.2
1.9
6.8

197.8
157.1
156.6
146.9
155.3
134.8
128.7
122.5
151.9
123.2
110.5
107.9
142.2

7.4
2.4
6.2
5.9
0.9
1.6
0.7
1.8
8.6
4.4
2.7
1.7
6.4

197.9
160.3
156.6
146.9
154.3
132.8
128.25
113.09
151.5
134.4
110.4
107.6
141.9

7.49
4.5
6.2
5.9
0.26
0.15
0.73
5.9
8.8
13.8
2.8
1.4
6.2

199.8
161.45
157.8
147.8
156.2
134.1
129.3
124.48
167.4
133.4
111.24
124.4
156.3

8.5
5.2
7.1
6.5
1.89
1.13
1.25
3.4
20.2
13
2.07
17.2
16.9
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RbCl
RbBr
RbI
CsF
CsCl
CsBr
CsI

113.4
109
101.9
130.5
112.3
130.5
101.1

114.2
109.96
104.2
147.9
114.45
109.4
104.06

AVERAGE% DEVIATION
13.642

0.7
0.8
2.2
1.3
1.9
16.1
2.9

114
111
104.7
147.6
114.1
109.1
103.9

0.4
1.9
2.7
13.1
1.6
9.65
2.8

4.565

113.6
110.75
104.5
147.2
113.95
109.1
102.2

9.475

0.17
1.6
2.5
12.7
1.46
9.6
1.1

124.7
121.8
114.9
151.1
111.9
107.6
100.6

9.96
11.7
12.7
18.7
.35
17.6
.49

4.658

Table-3b Calculated Values of Binding Energy (Di) in K. Calorie/mole (Without Polarization)
Molecules Expt.
.(1,22)
%Error
LiF
184.1
2.7
LiCl
153.3
10.6
LiBr
147.4
9.2
LiI
138.7
12.1
NaF
153.9
NaCl
132.6
9.12
NaBr
127.7
10.94
NaI
120.3
10.83
KF
139.2
9.5
KCl
118
3.2
KBr
113.6
12.9
KI
106.1
5.18
RbF
133.6
4.4
RbCl
113.4
0.32
RbBr
109
5.32
RbI
101.9
1.66
CsF
130.5
4.99
CsCl
112.3
CsBr
130.5
CsI
101.1

B.M
Without

%Error

Hell.
Without

%Error

V.S.
Without

%Error

A & H.
Without

179.2

2.6

177.2

3.7

177.7

3.5

179.2

138.2

9.8

139

9.3

138.7

9.5

137

134.7

8.6

133.7

9.3

131.6

10.7

133.9

146.9

2.9

121.2

12.6

121.1

12.6

121.9

143.9
128.8

6.5
2.9

143.2
121.24

6.9
8.5

142.2
122.8

7.2
7.4

144.1
120.5

113.48

11.1

113.1

11.4

112.59

11.9

113.72

105.5

12.3

105.3

12.4

95.36

20.7

107.26

137.5

1.2

137.1

1.5

136.6

1.86

152.5

111.7

5.3

111.5

5.5

122.8

4.06

121.8

110.5

2.7

98.2

13.6

98.04

13.6

98.9

95.4

10.1

95.1

10.36

94.76

10.6

111.6

126.1

5.6

126.1

5.6

125.2

6.3

139.5

102.6

9.5

101.3

10.6

101.9

10.1

113.03

98.2

1.1

99.2

8.9

98.9

9.26

103.6

92.94

9.3

93.5

8.2

93.2

8.5

103.6

125.9

3.5

125.6

3.7

125.13

4.11

137.02

101.6
96.9
92.1

9.5
25.7
8.9

101.3
96.5
91.92

9.7
26.1
1.1

101.2
91.1
89.68

9.8
30.1
11.2

112.3
130.5
101.1

AVERAGE% DEVIATION
5.948

7.455

8.948

6

0
0
0

10.145

Table 4 & 5 present the calculated values of
e and
e xe for halide molecules in the case of well-known four
repulsive interaction models along with their experimental values. From the table it is evident that e for BM,
HM, VS & AH are respectively 8.4, 10.21, 7.57, 6.28. The order of suitability of the models are
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AH>VS>BM>HM. Similarly the percentage deviations of exe for the above models are 5.57, 7.81, 6.27, 5.71
for BM, HM, VS & AH. Here VS and AH models give still more approximate values of anharmonicity. The
small discripency between the observed and experimental values of the calculated quantities may be attributed
due to overlap of electron clouding between anion & cations and hence the dependence of potential model on
interionic separations.
Table-4 Calculated Values of Rotational constant

e

(in 10-4 cm)

Table- 5 Calculated values of Vibrational anharmonitity constant
Molecules
LiF
LiCl
LiBr
LiI
NaF
NaCl
NaBr
NaI
KF
KCl
KBr
KI
RbF
RbCl
RbBr
RbI
CsF
CsCl
CsBr
CsI

Expt.
8.1
4.5
3.53
3.39
3.83
1.76
1.16
0.96
0.56
1.17
0.76
2.43
1.8
0.86
0.46
0.34
1.62
0.74
0.36
0.25

B.M
8.3
5.11
4.54
3.9
4.24
1.6
1.13
0.94
0.53
1.34
0.82
2.46
1.79
0.78
0.44
0.34
1.6
0.77
0.37
0.22

AVERAGE % DEVIATION

%Error Hell.
%Error V.S.
(1,22)
0.24
8.17
0.86
7.4
13.5
5.22
16
5.77
8.6
2.12
9.9
4.89
15
3.7
9.6
3.7
10.7
3.05
20.3
4.4
9
1.61
8.5
1.65
2.5
1.15
8.5
1.1
2
1.1
4.5
1.95
5.3
0.52
7.1
0.54
4.5
1.29
10.2
1.18
7.8
0.71
6.5
0.79
1.2
1.35
4.4
2.45
5.5
1.89
5
1.64
1.4
0.76
11.6
0.9
4.3
0.42
3.6
0.49
0
0.36
3.8
0.36
1.2
1.3
9.7
1.75
4
0.79
6.7
0.79
2.7
0.38
0.38
5.5
12
0.24
4
0.24
5.572

7.813

e

xe(in cm-1)

%Error A&H
8.6
8.2
8.5
9.1
4.8
6.2
5.1
1
3.5
8.5
3.9
8.2
8.8
4.6
6.5
5.8
8
6.7
0.33
4
6.275

8.46
2.56
8.68
3.8
3.51
1.5
1.57
1.93
0.61
1.19
0.69
2.26
1.95
0.86
0.47
0.33
1.69
0.69
0.33
0.27

% Error
4.4
31
5.8
12
8.3
4.7
5.3
3.1
3.9
1.7
9.2
6.9
8.3
4.6
2.8
2.9
4.3
6.7
8.3
8
5.715
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Abstract: This paper presents an Android based App which is a security application. The idea behind this
project is to develop an application which will help user of android to create Admin and Guest accounts like
other computer based operating system. Security holes in Android operating system occur due to the permission
based security model which is not properly enforced during system design. Permission based security model has
central role hence it creates security holes in Android OS [1]. Google’s android security model erased by its
openness
Keywords: Android OS, Permission based security model, central role

I. Introduction
Android is a new, next-gen mobile operating system that runs on the Linux Kernel. Android Mobile
Application Development is based on Java language codes, as it allows developers to write codes in the Java
language. These codes can control mobile devices via Google-enabled Java libraries. It is an important platform
to develop mobile applications using the software stack provided in the Google Android SDK. Android mobile
OS provides a flexible environment for Android Mobile Application Development.With the increased pace of
life and shrinking time people need everything in the palm of their hand, everything happening with a touch.
Hence it all boils down to one point, which system provides the best applications? Android is winning the race
globally, accounting for more than 50 percent of the market as of 2012. A tablet may be shared by many people
in a organization or at home by family members. So there is a need for the owner to allow a guest account login,
the way it is in Desktop PC. This feature is needed, in organizations where individuals are given company
handsets.There are many situations where in a foreign (not the owner of handset but works within the same org
as the owner) user may face the necessity of using the actual owner's phone (in case the owner is not present in
the vicinity) in placing an internal call (call within the organization) or send emails or simply send a group sms.
This functionality is precisely the one available on Desktop OS.

2. Existing System
By default the android phone allows only a single user sign on [2]. This person is the owner or the
administrator for the phone. Owner has complete privileges. The current android Operating System [3] does not
have a facility to create user account.

3. Proposed System
The device will facilitate user of device to create two user accounts viz.
1) Administrator
2) Guest
The Administrator has all the rights and permission to access all apps. The Guest has call and camera blocked.
The guest has no permission to access the camera. She/he cannot make a call.In this application, we ensure that
screen lock password of sufficient length is set up before displaying the secure content, as well as the screen
lock timeout is also set.It also has an option to disable the camera. It stores all the policy that we set up, e.g.
minimum password length, password complexity, screen timeout, etc. Once users enable the device admin
application, they are subject to its policies. Complying with those policies typically confers benefits, such as
access to sensitive systems and data.If users do not enable the device admin app, it remains on the device, but in
an inactive state. Users will not be subject to its policies, and they will conversely not get any of the
application's benefits—for example, they may not be able to sync data.
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3. Technology Used
For developers:
OS
: Windows XP or above
IDE
: Eclipse.
SDK
: android SDK.
Emulator
: any android emulator.
System architecture : 32/64 bit.

For users:
OS
Hardware
Size on disk

: Android
: any android phone
: minimum 1 MB.

4. Classes Used
BroadcastReciever
android.content.BroadcastReceiver When a matching event is generated in the system, Android delivers the
event to that broadcast receiver. Applications with Broadcast Receivers registered in the manifest don’t have to
be running when the Intent is broadcast for the receivers to execute. They will be started automatically when a
matching.This is excellent for resource management as it lets you create event-driven applications that will still
respond to broadcast events even after they’ve been closed or killed.
4.1 DevicePolicyManager
This service is provided through the android.app.admin.DevicePolicyManager class. The device
administration API provides device administration [4] features at the system level. It allows development of
security-aware applications that are useful in enterprise settings
Design
Android GUI is single-threaded, event-driven and built on a library of nest-able components. The Android UI
framework is organized around the common Model-View-Controller pattern.

Fig Structure of the Application Design
Basically there are two ways to create a User Interface in Android, either through XML or by creating the UI
Programmatically. The diagram shows the different tools used in developing the application for different
purposes.The first step is GUI i.e. graphical user interface that is developed using the XML tags. Each form in
Android is an Activity.To code for the function and for interconnection of the Activities we use Java. Java
provides methods which will help to achieve all the task.
Block Diagram

Fig: Architectural Block Diagram
The block diagram shows the architecture of the Application. The user will interact through User Interface
which will consist of:
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Setting up Password policies
Logging on to device via Admin or guest account
The LockMe app which is built on Android API will setup the policies for the password such as Numeric,
Alphanumeric or Mixed as shown.

Fig: Selection of password quality
It will also block the calling facility and camera is user is logged on as Guest. For the storage of policies we use
Shared Preferences where the policies are written to and read from while logging in. Finally, all the data that is
used by the Java and XML is stored in form of values using XML.
4.2 Future Scope
The application has many options as its future scope. Development of mobile security application will
be emphasized on following aspects:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Can be used to lock media folders for user’s privacy.
Can be used to lock other apps.
Can be used to protect inbox so that no one can view messages.
Can be used enhance pattern changing.

5. Conclusion
Thus we have proposed an application targeted for android mobile and tablet users create a securityaware application that manages access to its content by enforcing device management policies. When device is
protected using this application owner of device decides which content of device will be user see and access it.
This application makes changes in OS through application this will help the easy to protect the device from
unauthorized user. If other user gets access to device he/she will make change in the system or remove the
security policies from device. This application protect user from doing system changes.
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Abstract: Methods to predict contact stresses in femoral prostheses can provide an improved understanding of
load distribution. The objectives of this study is to apply advanced computer aided engineering techniques
(CAE) for predicting stress transfer to femur after implantation of standard and short femoral stems (Proxima
stem). A perspective three-dimensional geometry model for the femoral bone using subject-specific geometry
from X-ray computed tomography image data (CTI) is used to create 3D CAD model. Forces acting on the
femur in different gait regimes were reviewed and compared while loaded with standard and then with Proxima
stem. And finally a developed finite element analysis model based on the created CAD model with forces acting
on both femurs loaded with standard and Proxima stem is analyzed.

Keywords: Computer aided engineering, Biomechanics, Femur modeling, implant, Hip joint
I. Introduction:
Anatomic short femoral prostheses with a prominent lateral flare have the potential to reduce stressshielding in the femur through a more physiological stress distribution to the proximal femur. Femur bone crack
and fracture is one of the most common forms of injuries during accidents. Body weight is transferred through
pelvis to femur by hip joint. Bone is a living tissue, which continuously rebuilds its structure according to the
direction of loads exerted on it. After insertion of a metal prosthesis into the medullary canal, the load
equilibrium and the remodel tissues in the bone are disturbed. Stress-shielding activity of the implant (Fig. 1),
which is stiffer, makes the bone atrophies [1]. Reduction of stresses in bone with respect to the natural state
causes its adaptation to the new conditions manifested by mass changing (external remodeling) or bone density
changing (internal remodeling).The latter is especially dangerous because, as already indicated, it can cause
aseptic loosening of the implant. Studying different factors affecting stress-shielding activity required
appropriate modelling and simulation of the hip stem and femoral bone along with cemented media used in hip
replacement surgery.

Femur
Fig. 1, Femur bone in human skeleton
The proper modeling of femur hip replacement can be achieved through the following processes:
[1] Acquisition of computer tomography (CT) data of the femur.
[2] Geometrical modeling of the femur and design of prosthesis stem in a computer-aided design (CAD)
system.
[3] Calculation of forces acting on hip during different gait regimes.
[4] Finite element analysis of the selected implant prosthesis and bones.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Acquisition and processing of CT data:
Novel techniques have been developed to convert 3D image data, obtained from Computer
Tomography, automatically into numerical meshes suitable for Finite Element (FE) analysis. CT measurements
[2] of the diseased hip joint were performed in order to acquire coordinates of the points defining the femur
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shape. The CT images obtained were then processed to filter the required data and detect the femur shape (Fig.
2).

Fig. 2, CT images implementation to create 3D model of femur bone
MIMICS is a software suite that performs the segmentation of the anatomy through sophisticated threedimensional selection and editing tools [3]. The Mimics software is an image-processing package with 3D
visualization functions that interfaces with all common scanner formats.
2.2 Femur Geometrical modeling and prosthesis stem design
The processed CT data obtained by Mimics is then used either as a meshed model for rapid Finite
Element Analysis of the femur or to create a 3D cad model, using AutoDesk Inventor CAD software, for
prosthesis stem design as shown in figure (3).

Slices for further CAD uses
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Mesh model for Finite Element Analysis
Fig. 3, 2D slices and 3D mesh results of the processed CT data

Fig. 4, Processing of the 3D model (cutting) in order to obtain the interested part of the femur
The proposed custom implant design was done using Autodesk Inventor CAD software (Fig. 4). A CAD model
of the patient's distal femur was imported and used as the base for the design. The articulating surface was kept
intact to avoid altering the gait and to preserve the correct patellar grove so as to prevent resurfacing and patellar
dislocation.A set of spline curves were created along the interface surface in a radial pattern (Fig. 5), and a
single spline was created to connect all curves in a central plane. A swept-blend command was used to create
the smooth articulating surface. The bone-implant interface was created using a new set of curves in the same
planes as the original curves. The inner curves were offset from the original curves and then manually edited to
avoid any undercuts. The offset distance was kept uniform to create an implant with constant wall thickness. A
new center plane curve was created as well to prevent the need for undercuts. A swept-blend-cut command was
used to create the bone-implant interface. Additional cuts and fillets were added to provide an implant with
smooth surfaces and edges.
2.3 Forces acting on hip during different gait regimes:
Muscle forces exerted during human movement provide insight in tissue load and muscle function
and/or malfunction. The use of musculoskeletal models in the estimation of muscle force has been widely
reported in the literature [4].
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Fig. 5, Femur bone and prosthesis stem modeling

Fig. 6, Beam and cross-section views of applied forces and strain distributions in
compression (A), bending (B), twisting (C), and shearing (D).
Bones are loaded in four possible ways [5], depicted in figure (6), they can be compressed axially, bent, sheared,
and twisted. Often these loads occur in combination (most long bones are mostly bent, but also compressed and
twisted to varying extents).Based on terminologies described in figure (7), a literature review of several
analytical and experimental results [6] are plotted in figure (8) and figure (9). These results are used to simulate
forces acting on femur hip for the finite element analysis.

Fig. 7, femur degree of freedom terminologey
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Fig. 8, The net muscle moments applied about the axes of the hip joint

Fig. 9, Joint contact force in the hip

3. Finite Element Analysis
A finite element model of spacer and femur was developed to analyze stresses [7]. The analysis was
performed using ANSYS, a FEA software (ANSYS Inc., Canonsburg, United States). CAD model was obtained
as described before and transferred to ANSYS for FEA. Figure (10) shows both boundary condition and mesh
distribution. Effect of knee-femur connection is modeled as fixed boundary for simplicity. The cancellous bone
within the femur head has a Young’s modulus of 1300 MPa and Poisson’s ratio 0.28 while bone cement were
analysed with a Young’s modulus of 2200 MPa. A 4 kN load was applied to the femoral head.

femur force and boundary condition
mesh distribution
Fig. 10, Initial and boundary conditions for the FEA
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4. Results and Discussion
Finite element results reveal the capability of the proposed computer aided design process to handle
such an analysis requirements for orthopedic implants evaluation. As shown in figure (11) and figure (12) , the
homogenous distribution of the strain and stress fields across the contact layer between hip stem and cemented
material and between cemented material and femur bone is an accepted proof of contact establishment of the
cemented fill and both hip and femur. Extensive analysis of hip stem design, material and effect of using cement
or cement-less installation of the hip stem along with studying the effect of cement material can be carried out
using proposed model. Also the effect of different loads in gait regimes on stress-shielded zone will be analyzed
latter on.

Fig. 11, Elastic strain distribution in section view (left) and 3D view (right)

Fig. 12, (von-Mises) Stress distribution in section view (left) and 3D view (right)

5. Conclusions
Rapid custom modeling of human skeleton using advanced computed tomography (CT) techniques is
believed to be the most effective way of selection of the right implant design for surgery. Advanced computer
aided engineering (CAE) techniques such as CAD and FEA can provide better examination and analysis of the
designed implant before surgery operation to insure high durability of the designed implant. In the research
field, factors affecting stress distribution to human bones via the implant can be done using the CAE facilities
for implant design optimization.
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Abstract:
In this work we propose methods for horizon line detection and target marking in marine images
captured by either infra-red (IR) or visible light cameras. A common method for horizon line detection is based
on edge detection and the Hough transform. This method suffers from serious drawbacks when the horizon is
not a clear enough straight line or there are other straight lines present in the image. We improve the algorithm
performance by proposing a pre-processing stage eliminating some of the false detections. We also propose a
new method for horizon line detection. The new algorithm is based on the idea of segmenting the image into
two regions (sky and sea) by comparing the regional probability distribution functions (PDFs) or histograms.
The line maximizing a statistical distance between these PDFs is chosen. This method is highly complex and
can be further improved. Thus, we proceed to introduce two new methods combining the basic edge detection
and Hough transform (EDHT) method to detect several candidate lines in the image and a statistical criterion to
find the optimal line among the candidates. The chosen criterion can be based on regional covariances or the
distance between PDFs as described above. We show that choosing the first option provides the best
performance among the methods tested, at least with respect to the angular error, and yields a low complexity
fast algorithm. We compare all the examined methods not only quantitatively by their average accuracy and
relative speed, but also visually for several test images. Our conclusion is that all the methods introduced in this
work can be beneficial for automatic processing of marine images for the purpose of tracking, navigation, target
recognition and other applications.

Keywords: horizon detection, marine images, edge detection, Hough transform, image analysis,
covariance based method, histogram-based method
1. Introduction
The horizon line is used for different purposes, such as navigation in airborne and marine vehicles and
military surveillance. A number of horizon line detection methods are known, for example, [3-5, 7, 9-15]. Some
of these methods are based on edge detection [8], while others employ different techniques [9]. Due to the
variety of techniques, a comparison of the detection performance that they can achieve can be very helpful. The
goal of this research is to take construct a robust, efficient and high performance algorithm for horizon line
detection in both infrared and visible light images by introducing new techniques and combining them with
existing methods. For simplicity, we consider methods that use only the luminance information of the image.
Considering that in the later stages of this research the proposed algorithm is to be implemented on a standalone hardware unit, algorithms complexity and their relative speed is also evaluated.
First we examine some of the existing methods for sea-sky line detection that are of special interest in this work.
1.1. Edge detection and Hough transform based algorithm (H-EDHT)
The idea of using edge detection and the Hough transform [2] is not new. However, sometimes there
are other strong edges present in the image that are confused for the horizon. We propose to use the preprocessing of Stages 1-3 to reduce the probability of this occurrence. The stages of this method can be
summarized as follows.
[1] Pre-process the image using morphological erosion [15] to reduce the probability of the detection of weak
edges in the later stages. A small circular structuring element can be used here. Alternatively, the image can
be smoothed using a low pass filter, but we found erosion to provide better performance.
[2] In order to emphasize the horizon line and to decrease the non-relevant grayscale details we use standard
deviation filtering [13] and mean filtering.
[3] An optional stage for clearing non-dominant lines: apply Canny’s [1] edge detector to the mean filtered
image, then logically invert the image bits and use morphological erosion similar to Stage 1 to thicken the
image edge lines.
[4] Apply Canny’s edge detector to the pre-processed image.
[5] Apply the Hough transform [2] to the edges map.
[6] Choose the horizon line to be the longest line found in the previous step.
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1.2. Regional covariance based algorithm (H-COV)
An algorithm for horizon detection for remotely piloted micro air vehicles was introduced in [3]. The
algorithm receives an image taken from the air as input and searches for an optimal partition of the image into
two regions: sky and ground (or sky and sea) using a line, which is the detected horizon. The optimization
criterion is based on the determinants and the traces of the covariance matrices of the two regions. More

x is, j  [ Ris, j Gis, j Bis, j ]T , where Ris, j ,Gis, j ,Bis, j

specifically, if we denote a sky pixel by

green and blue values at the pixel (i,j) and, similarly, we denote a ground pixel by
then the covariance matrices of the regions are given by  s  E
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E() denotes here statistical mean. The optimization

criterion, considered for all the possible horizon line orientations and positions and maximized is given by:
(1)

J
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,
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g

where det() denotes the determinant and trace() denotes the trace of the covariance matrices  and  .
We consider a similar criterion to the one in [3] for the luminance image, thus the optimization term J becomes
s

g

1
,
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s
g
where var() stands for variance and Y , Y are the luminance values of the sky and ground regions,
(2) J 

s

g

respectively.
A simplified optimization criteria
(3) J 

1
var(Y )  var(Y g )
s

can be used instead of the one in [3] with similar results. Also, defining a region of interest (ROI) in the image
and searching the horizon line only in this area speeds up the algorithm significantly. Alternatively, the input
image can be down-sampled prior to the application of the algorithm to reduce its runtime, but this will decrease
the accuracy as well.The structure of this paper is as follows. In the next section we present a new histogram
based method for horizon line detection in marine images. Then in Section 3 we discuss algorithms combining
the idea of edge detection and Hough transform with a statistical optimization criterion for determining the
optimal line among a small set of candidates. In Section 4 we describe the methods and criteria used in the
comparison of these algorithms and the horizon detection results: quantitative and visual. Section 5 presents a
summary of this work and our conclusions.

2. A New Histogram Based Algorithm
The problem of finding the horizon line in sea images can be regarded as the problem of segmenting
the image into two regions with different characteristics: the sky and the sea. We expect higher spatial
correlations of the pixels inside each region than the inter-region correlations. This idea was exploited in Section
1.2 by calculating the covariance matrices in each region and maximizing a target function based on these
matrices for all (or a set of) possible horizon line positions. Clearly, the target function is maximized when the
covariance matrix of each region becomes closer to the matrix
(4)

 1 1 1
,
CM  v  1 1 1
 1 1 1



where v is a positive scalar, corresponding to the case of constant and equal red, blue and green values in each
region. A distance metric between the sea and sky regions is not considered in Section 1.2, but can be added to
sky

sea

sky

sea

sky

sea

the target function. For example, the terms cov( R , R ) , cov(G , G ) and cov( B , B ) ,
standing for the covariances of the red, green and blue primary values, respectively, in the sky and sea regions,
can be used. These covariances can be estimated using probability distributions or histograms of the image since
usually the number of pixels in the two regions is not the same. Another idea is to measure the probability
distribution functions (PDFs) in each of the regions and maximize the distance between those probability
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functions. If the discrete PDF of the luminance in the sky region is denoted

pYSea  y  one can consider the Bhattacharyya distance between

the luminance in the sea region is denoted
them, given by



Sky

Sea

(5) DB pY , pY
where

pYSky  y  and the discrete PDF of

  ln C  p
B

Sky
Y



, pYSea  ,

CB is the Bhattacharyya coefficient, calculated as



Sky

Sea

(6) CB pY , pY



pYSky  y  pYSea  y  .

y

DB  p , pYSea  or equivalently minimizing the coefficient
Sky
Y

We suggest maximizing the distance

CB  pYSky , pYSea  for a set of possible horizon line positions. One can also consider the Hellinger distance
between the two PDFs, given by



Sky

Sea

(7) DH pY , pY





pYSky  y   pYSea  y 

y



2

2

and related to the Bhattacharyya coefficient by
(8)

DH  pYSky , pYSea   1  CB  pYSky , pYSea  .

Thus, maximizing the Hellinger distance or the Bhattacharyya distance is equivalent. Of course, other statistical



Sky

Sea

distances for discrete PDFs can be considered as well. One could just replace the DB pY , pY

 distance

below with any other suitable statistical distance. Note that it does not have to be a metric. We denote the
algorithm H-HIS (HIS stands for Histograms) and propose the following steps.
2.1. Stages of the algorithm
The horizon line spatial and angular position can be measured by its height above the center of the
image and its angle relative to the horizontal line going from left to right.
For all possible heights and angles of the line, that are considered, the following stages are to be performed.
[1] Segment the image using the line into two regions: sky and sea.
Sky

Sea

[2] Calculate the PDFs of both regions pY and pY using the same number of gray levels, e.g., 64 for color
depth of 8 bits per pixel (for the luminance component or each of the primary colors).
[3] Calculate the Bhattacharyya distance DB between the two histograms.



Sky

Sea

The line height and angle chosen are those corresponding to the maximum of DB pY , pY

.

3. Improving The H-Edht Algorithm
The H-EDHT algorithm, described above, can be improved by combining it with the H-COV or H-HIS
algorithms. The idea is that after the stages of pre-processing and edge detection, instead of just choosing the
longest line in the edge map, several candidate lines are considered among the longest ones. Then the line
yielding the best segmentation of the image into sky and sea regions among the candidates is taken. The
criterion of optimality here can be the one proposed for H-COV or the one proposed for H-HIS. Thus, we
consider three algorithms following the same first stages until the edge map is produced and a predefined
number (e.g., 5 or 10) of the longest candidate lines is taken. Then we can do one of the following.
a. Choose the candidate line having the maximal length. This is the basic H-EDHT algorithm.
b. Choose the candidate line providing the best segmentation of the image into sky and sea regions. The best
segmentation is determined based on the maximal value of the criterion function of (3). We denote this
algorithm H-EDHT-COV.
c. Once again we consider the best segmentation into two regions, but the criterion of optimality is that of (5).
We denote this algorithm H-EDHT-HIS.

4. Comparison Methods And Results
Next, we describe the images and criteria used for the comparison of the algorithms described in this
work.
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4.1. Images used to compare the algorithms
The results of horizon detection for a group of 10 marine infra-red images and 10 marine visible light
images are presented in this work. Image input format is true color (24 bit per pixel) non-compressed BMP.
Resolutions used vary from around 300x200 to 1024x768 pixels. Most images contain a horizon line separating
the sea and the sky clearly distinguished by the human eye. However, sometimes the horizon line is slightly
distorted by camera optics and sea waves or concealed by marine vessels. To further challenge the selected
algorithms, several images contained clouds or sun light effects near the surface of the sea water.
4.2. Comparison criteria
The algorithms were compared with respect to accuracy and speed. The accuracy was measured for the
detected horizon angle (in degrees) relative to a horizontal line as well as the height of the line above the center
of the image (in pixels). The errors provided in the next section for these two horizon line parameters are
measured relative to the line height and angle as determined visually. The algorithms’ speed was measured in
terms of run time.
4.3. Quantitative results
The accuracy comparison for the algorithms described above (height and angle deviations) is given in
Table 1 for infra-red images and in Table 2 for visible light images. In some of these images the horizon is not
horizontally aligned (e.g., Figs. 1-3). As can be seen, the angular deviation is very small on average for the HEDHT algorithms and especially H-EDHT-COV (0.06 degrees on average for IR images, 0.21 degrees for
visible light images). The height deviation is smallest for the H-EDHT-COV method as well when considering
IR images, but for visible light images, the best performers are H-COV and H-HIS.The run times of the methods
are shown in Tables 3 and 4, as measured for a combined C++ and MATLAB implementation. When
considering these results, the fastest technique is H-EDHT for both sizes of the images tested, but the H-EDHTCOV and H-EDHT-HIS methods are very close behind. The H-COV and H-HIS algorithms are significantly
slower than H-EDHT due to the required intense computations of covariances or histograms in the process of
the horizon detection.
4.4. Visual results
Visual results are provided in Figs. 1-2 for IR images and in Figs. 3-5 for visible light images. As can
be seen, all the methods provide good results, however sometimes a small deviation can be observed from the
horizon line as detected by the eye. Examples are H-COV result for IR_5 image (Fig. 1) or for IR_6 image (Fig.
2).
Table 1. Mean height deviation (pixels) and angle deviation (degrees)
for the five algorithms when tested on IR images
Algorithm
H-EDHT
H-COV
H-HIS
H-EDHT-COV
H-EDHT-HIS

Mean height deviation
1.49
2.63
2.90
0.65
1.41

Mean angle deviation
0.14
0.42
0.72
0.06
0.15

Table 2. Mean height deviation (pixels) and angle deviation (degrees)
for the five algorithms when tested on visible light images
Algorithm
H-EDHT
H-COV
H-HIS
H-EDHT-COV
H-EDHT-HIS

Mean height deviation
3.69
2.20
2.22
3.32
3.25

Mean angle deviation
0.28
0.32
0.31
0.21
0.24
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Table 3. Mean run times (seconds) for the five horizon detection
algorithms for images of size 640x480 [pixels]
Algorithm

Mean Time (sec.)

H-EDHT

0.2

H-COV

12.1

H-HIS

10.2

H-EDHT-COV

0.2

H-EDHT-HIS

0.2

Table 4. Mean run times (seconds) for the five horizon detection
algorithms for images of size 1024x768 [pixels]
Algorithm

Mean Time (sec.)

H-EDHT
H-COV

0.3
61.1

H-HIS

48.9

H-EDHT-COV

0.4

H-EDHT-HIS

0.4

5. Conclusions
In this work we have compared five algorithms for automatic detection of the horizon line in marine
images. These five algorithms include a method based on edge detection and Hough transform (H-EDHT), a
covariance based method (H-COV), a new histogram based method (H-HIS) and two combinations of H-EDHT
with the latter algorithms: H-EDHT-COV and H-EDHT-HIS. The H-EDHT method is commonly used for
horizon line detection, but in this work we have added an improved pre-processing stage to it to enhance its
performance, that includes the removal of noise and other obstructing details (like waves) from the image using
morphological operations and other techniques. All five methods were implemented and tested on a group of
infra-red images taken at night and on a group of visible light images taken during the day. We compared the
algorithms with respect to angle and height deviations of the detected horizon line from the one determined
manually and also with respect to run times. Our conclusion is that the H-EDHT-COV method is the most
accurate algorithm with respect to the angle deviation, but it is sometimes less precise that H-COV or H-HIS
with respect to the height deviation. If we consider the run times as well, the EDHT methods (H-EDHT, HEDHT-COV and H-EDHT-HIS) are much faster than the covariance based H-COV or histogram based H-HIS
algorithms. Thus, in applications were run-time is of primary importance, such as in real-time surveillance, we
recommend using H-EDHT-COV, while for other applications H-COV can be a good candidate. All the
methods, however, provide sufficiently good visual results. Note, that all the methods considered in this work
use only the luminance information of the image for simplicity and low complexity of the algorithms. In the
future, we intend to examine the use of the color information in visible light images [6] and determine whether it
can improve the accuracy of horizon line detection.
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Original IR_5 image

H-EDHT result for IR_5

H-EDHT-COV result for IR_5

H-EDHT-HIS result for IR_5

H-COV result for IR_5

H-HIS result for IR_5

Figure 1. Horizon detection results for image IR_5. The (yellow) line marks the detected horizon.
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Original IR_6 image

H-EDHT result for IR_6

H-EDHT-COV result for IR_6

H-EDHT-HIS result for IR_6

H-COV result for IR_6

H-HIS result for IR_6

Figure 2. Horizon detection results for image IR_6. The (yellow) line marks the detected horizon.
Original VIS_1 image

H-EDHT result for VIS_1

H-EDHT-COV result for VIS_1

H-EDHT-HIS result for VIS_1

H-COV result for VIS_1

H-HIS result for VIS_1

Figure 3. Horizon detection results for image VIS_1. The (yellow) line marks the detected horizon.
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Original VIS_5 image

H-EDHT result for VIS_5

H-EDHT-COV result for VIS_5

H-EDHT-HIS result for VIS_5

H-COV result for VIS_5

H-HIS result for VIS_5

Figure 4. Horizon detection results for image VIS_5. The (yellow) line marks the detected horizon.
Despite the waves and the ship present, all the algorithms detect the horizon correctly.
Original VIS_7 image

H-EDHT result for VIS_7

H-EDHT-COV result for VIS_7

H-EDHT-HIS result for VIS_7

H-COV result for VIS_7

H-HIS result for VIS_7

Figure 5. Horizon detection results for image VIS_7. The (red) line marks the detected horizon.
Despite the waves, the ships and the land objects, all the algorithms detect the horizon correctly.
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Abstract:

The consumers’ tastes are changes rapidly. They want new models with the latest features. It is a very
hard fight. The competition is on features differentiation, time to market and promotion, basically on every
front. The dealer-push and brand pull, both plays a very crucial role. Hence the company concentrate on both
fronts equally will have an upper hand over the others. Companies like hp, Compaq, Lenovo, Sony and LG have
practices this very well and leading on the sales front. The dealers have to observe that the consumers add a lot
of value after sales and service provided by the company while making a purchase decision. Today Management
of Customers’ relationship is assuming more and more importance and company cannot afford to ignore this.
Based on the above response, hp and Compaq, provide better customer service as compared to others.

I. Introduction
By 2005, LG was in a Top 100 global brand, and in 2006, LG recorded a brand growth of 14%. Now
the world's largest plasma panel manufacturer, its affiliate, L.G. Display is one of the largest manufacturers of
liquid crystal displays. Also in 2006, the company's mobile Phone division, LG Mobile, marketed the L.G
Chocolate phone, changing the company's image of the maker of thick 3G phones. It now focuses on the design
and marketing of phones such as the L.G. shine, the LG Glimmer. As a result, the company was picked as "The
Design Team of the Year" by the Red Dot Design Award in 2006~2007 and is often called the "New Apple" in
the industry and online communities
1.1 Objectives of the Study
As part of this article, I undertook the study at the LG Electronics in the pertaining to consumer
electronics. The following are the main objective of this article.
 To identify the consumer’s taste and preference of laptops and desktops among consumers.
 To carry out detailed research on the preferences of LG desktops and laptops among the consumers
 To know the service and performance of the IT products between LG and its competitors.
 To know the product quality and pricing between LG and its competitors.
1.2 Scope of the Study
In order to achieve steady growth in this highly competitive market, the companies should be aware of
its competitors. This study will provide an overall view of consumer perception about consumer electronics and
market study of LG consumer products. This study can be viewed from qualitative nature as well as quantitative
since it tries to know the opinions, view and suggestions of dealers and statistical tools have been used.
1.3 Limitation of the Study
The study is limited to Hyderabad only. Because of limited cost research is conducted with 50 samples
of consumers only. The data is collected from the consumers are qualitative in nature i.e. Views options
perceptions etc., these factors changes time to time.The data collected are primary in nature. Hence there is
chance for a biased of misleading response from the consumers. On the other occasion consumers were
reluctant to give information, because they were busy.

2. Methodology
Methodology states how research study should be undertaken. These include specification of research
design, source of data, method of primary data collection, field work carried, analysis and interpretation done
limited inherited in the conserved article. In the present research approached used in the survey method. All the
consumers include in the survey were given a questionnaire and brief introduction about the company plan for
strengthening their consumer support.
2.1 Research Design
A research design is generally a pure and simplified framework and certain plan for a study that will
guide the collection and analysis of data where information needed. The function of the research design is to
ensure that the required data is obtained and collected accurately and economically. Research design is basic
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framework, which provides guideline for the best of research purpose. In short, research design is planned
structure and strategy of investigation conceived so as to obtain specified answer or solution to research
question and to control variance. Here the research design used for this research is descriptive.
Source of Data: Data sources consisted of both primary and secondary sources.
2.2 Primary Data
A questionnaire was used to conduct the whole survey. To control the response bias and to increase the
reliability of the data, a structured pattern of question was also used in the questionnaire. The advantages of
using this specified construction of the questionnaire are being administrative simplicity and easy in data
processing analysis, and the interpretation. The questionnaire consists of dichotomous and the multi choice
question to allow as possibilities to be covered. The question was asked directly to the consumers and in the
direct disguised form so as to avoid confusion and to get the best and reliable answer.
2.3 Secondary Data
The information about the consumer’s number and their address were obtained which were formed as
the secondary data sources.
2.4 Sampling Plan and Sampling Design
Sample selection of consumers throughout Hyderabad was taken for the survey to get the homogeneous
and true representation of LG electronics.
2.5 Sample Size
50 Consumers are taken in Hyderabad.
2.6 Sampling Method
Judgment sampling was restored for the study of each respondent was assigned a number to
identification, process the data analysis and the survey was conducted accordingly.
2.7 Tools Used for Analysis
 Chi square method
 Percentage Method
Results and Discussions
Table1- Observed Frequency
(No. of Respondents)

Parameter
Service
Performance
Pricing
Product quality
Brand image
Total Demand

Very good or
very high
15
23
15
9
13
(A) 75

Per
cent
30%
46%
30%
18%
26%
30%

Good or
high
25
15
18
26
23
107

Per
cent
50%
30%
36%
52%
46%
43%

Normal
10
12
17
15
14
68

Per
cent
20%
24%
34%
30%
28%
27%

Sample
size
50(B)
50
50
50
50
(N) 250

Table 2-Chi Square Value
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Null Hypothesis
There is no association between consumer opinions and various selection criteria of LG
Assumed, Level of Significance (α) = 5%
Degree of freedom (v) =(r-1) (c-1) Where r = number of rows, c = number of columns
v = 5 – 1 = 4, 3 – 1 = 2, degree of freedom (V) 4 * 2 = 8 Critical value = 15.5
The calculated value of Х2 (13.2484) is less than the Critical value (15.5) Hence the null hypothesis is rejected.
i.e. There is an association between consumer opinions and selection criteria.In situations where there relative
importance of all the items of the distribution is not the same name. If the same items in a distribution are more
important than others, then this point must be born in mind, in order that average computed is the representative
of the distribution. In such case, proper weight age is to be given to various items the weight attached to each
item being proportional to the important of the item in the distribution. If ‘N’ is the sample size and ‘W’ are the
weight, weighted average is calculated by:
2.8 INTERFACE:
Table value of Х2 at 5% level of significance is 15.5 since, calculated value is lesser than the tabulated value,
null hypothesis is accepted i.e. consumers do not differ in their opinion on the various selection criteria of LG.
Table 2 Comparing Statement for various brands of similar products
PerPerPerPerFeature
HP
SONY
LG
ACER
cent
cent
cent
cent
Product quality
20
40%
15
30%
10
20%
5
10%
Pricing
15
30%
18
36%
9
18%
8
16%
Service
12
24%
20
40%
9
18%
9
18%
Performance
13
26%
16
32%
11
22%
10
20%
Brand Image
19
38%
16
32%
10
20%
5
10%
Overall rating
15
30%
17
34%
10
20%
8
16%
Ranking
Second Rank
First Rank
Third Rank
Fourth Rank

Total
Rsps.
50
50
50
50
50
50

3. Inference
Thus HP stands 1st among the product quality, Sony 2nd, LG 3rd and ACER stands 4th position.
Consumers feel that price is higher for Sony, 2nd highest is HP, 3rd highest is LG and least is ACER. Consumers
feel that Sony is the best amount various brands for service, HP is 2 nd best and 3rd best are LG and ACER.
Consumers feel that Sony is the best amount various brands for performance, 2nd best is HP, 3rd best are LG and
least is ACER. Consumers feel that HP is the best amount various brands for brand image, 2 nd best is Sony, 3rd
best is LG and least is ACER. Consumers feel that SONY and HP provide more offerings with 30% but in case
of LG and ACER it is quite less with 20%. It is seen that Consumers give first preference to SONY and it stands
first with 34%, 2nd best is HP with 30%, 3rd best is LG with 20% and 4th is ACER with 16%.
3.1 FINDINGS
As far as product quality is concerned HP stands best with 40%, 2nd best is SONY with 30%, LG stands
rd
3 position with 20%, and ACER stands 4th position with 10%. As far as pricing is considered ACER is
comparatively cheaper with 16%, 2nd stands LG with 18%, 3rd highest is HP with 30% and the most expensive is
SONY with 36%. As far as service is concerned, SONY has scored 40% and stands best and 2nd best is HP with
24%, 3rd best are LG and ACER with 18%. As far as performance is concerned, SONY has scored 32% and
stands best, 2nd HP with 26%, 3rd LG with 22%, and 4th ACER with 20%. As far as brand image is concerned
HP has scored 38% and stands best, 2nd best is SONY with 32%, 3rd LG with 20% and 4th ACER with 10%. It is
found that offers and promotions given by LG is not satisfied it stands around 20% whereas SONY and HP
stands best with 30%. It is found that consumers give first preference to SONY and it stands first with 34%, 2nd
best is HP with 30%, 3rd best is LG with 20% and 4th is ACER with 16%.

4. Conclusion
This article is done in order to find out the performance of LG IT products among its competitors as
Hyderabad is a fast developing metropolitan city always buzzing with activities the rate of towards electronic
product is high and they prefer customers, the best too. Any business and all the related activities revolve
around the customers only. Customer satisfaction can be achieved only by offering better quality products
backed up by performance and better services. This can be satisfied by designing the products in such a way that
is suits the wants and preferences of the customer.
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5. Suggestions
The company has to introduce more quality features to its existing laptops and desktops in order to
increase their sales. As far as price is concerned it is normal but compared to Acer its price is little bit higher.
Prompt service is available only for home appliances, if it is implemented for IT products is would satisfy the
consumer and they would opt for our project. Battery backup and display clarity has to be improved in order to
compete with the other brands. As far as offers are concerned, the company can give CD’s like general
knowledge, dictionary and encyclopedia, song CD’s and also free accessories which is more useful to the
consumers. In case of promotion, the company should promote their IT products by giving TV Adds, by
distributing the pamphlets and by conducting more road shows. In order to improve the brand image the
company has to start their own retail outlets in many places.
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Abstract:
In The Face Of Globalization And Rapidly Decreasing Of Product Lifecycle, Manufacturing
Companies Trying To Improve The Machine Utilization And Product Life Cycle. Flowshop Scheduling Is
Major Task For Manufacturing Companies In Terms Of Improving Machine Utilization And Scheduling Of
Jobs. Here Agents Are Responsible To Solve Flowshop Scheduling Problem. The Differential Evolution
Algorithms Are Employed To Obtain Solutions For Solving Flowshop Scheduling Problem. This Paper
Describes Novel Approaches That Use The Price Utilization, Adaptive Auction Mechanism To Solve The
Flowshop Scheduling Problem.
Keywords: Flowshop Scheduling, Auctions, Resource Allocation, Bidding, Adaptive Auction, Combinatorial
Auction.

1. Introduction
Flow shop scheduling problems can be raised in scheduling Production Management System (PMS) in
manufacturing industries systems. To take advantage of the production management system it is necessary
togive full attention to the scheduling of such systems. This leads to problems in PMS resource allocation,
planning and scheduling. Despite success of PMS in manufacturing industries a number of inefficiencies occur
when PMS is used in allocating resources. The main problem is complementarities among resources, i.e when
multiple independently allocated in order to complete the single task, an agent will complete with only part of
the required resources, and efficiency. This issue is directly stated in a combinatorial auction mechanism. The
scheduling problem and resource allocation in this paper originates from a PMS scheduling problem where
between multiple agents of operations of a job on the same resource reallocating. Where agents seek to optimize
goals by contending for resources from a common pool. When a job has finished processing on this machine it
has to be processed in the second machine. For example consider the following problem scenario stated in [2]:
1. There are central pool of resources is available and that comprises multiple identical units of different
machine types.
2. There are multiple automated software agents, each having a job list and is responsible to service jobs in its
list by solving its respective scheduling problem. In this paper agent is used to solve generalized flow shop
problem.
The above problem scenario occurs in variety of applications, like loading and unloading of containers
operations and manufacturing. There different types of problems are raised for multiple decision makers
contendingfor resources for a common pool and these agents are self interested. Bidding is done for utilize
certain combination for machine resources from the pool over certain time periods. In multiple rounds
combinatorial auction mechanism that is built on the general equilibrium solution [8] and prices of the machine
resources over different periods will iterate over multiple rounds of the bidding process until price equilibrium
is achieved.

2. Flowshop Scheduling
Scheduling can be termed as, ―The allocation of resources over a period oftime to perform a collection
of tasks‖. Also, another form ofscheduling is stated as, ―It is a function to determine an actual (optimal or
feasible) implementation plan as to the time schedule for all jobs to be executed; that is, when, with what
machine, and who does what operation‖. For example flight scheduling, train scheduling are examples of the
scheduling applications. According to the nature of scheduling can be divided into project scheduling and
operations scheduling.
2.1 Project Scheduling:
In this scheduling all the activities of the scheduling are carried out in project. A project may be a
construction of a building, manufacturing of a computer or maintenance and repair of a factory or a plant etc.
Software based approaches are available to tackle this type of scheduling. They are like Graphical Evaluation
and Review Technique (GERT), Critical Path Method (CPM) . . . etc.
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2.2 Operations Scheduling:
Operations Scheduling can be stated as, ―The processing of a set of jobs, in a given amount of time, on
already allocated corresponding machines, in a workshop consisting of a several machines including operative
workers‖.Jain [1998] classified available operation scheduling as Job Sequencing, Flow shop scheduling, mixed
flow shop scheduling, Job shop scheduling and Open shop scheduling. In Job Sequencing model defines that the
sequence or order of the set of tasks to be processed on one machine. The sequence path is selected based on
their maximization or minimization of objective functions. Flowshop Scheduling processing of sequence would
be same for all jobs or tasks. Flowshop scheduling is used to find out job sequence in machines according to the
multiple stages. Flowshop is a shop in which machines are arranged in a sequence Jobs begin processing on
initial machine, process through several intermediary machines, and reaches the final machine to complete the
scheduling. This flowshop scheduling is shown in Fig. 1. In Flowshop, every job must visit machine exactly
once to complete the task and all jobs follow same route for visiting the machine.
In Job shop scheduling every job has its separate processing sequence. Scheduling of jobs complicated
compared to flowshop scheduling.

Fig 1. Flowshop Scheduling
A mixed shop scheduling is basically combination of both flowshop and job shop scheduling. In this
case some jobs have fixed machine sequence like flowshop and other processed in an arbitrary like job shop [4].
A number of decision rules can be used for job sequence in the machines; they are FCFS, EDD, SPT, CR, and
MP...etc.

3. Agent Based Scheduling
Multiagent System is stated as [1], ―An agent is computer system which is situated in some
environment, and that is capable to perform autonomous action in their environment in order to meet its design
objectives‖. Agents are responsible to solve flowshop scheduling problem in resource allocation and able to
perform fast bidding for timeslots to schedule the jobs with specified time. Different types of agents are in this
paper, Job Agents and Resource Agent. Job Agent seeks the resources for scheduling the jobs, solving the
flowshop problem and able to generate bidding price quickly and participating the auction. Resource Agent is
used to conduct auction between Job Agents based on the available resource on that time slot and able to solve
conflicts between the Job Agents. In this paper agents are used to solve the flowshop problem and schedule all
jobs with less makespan time with maximum utilization of machine resources. Different types of auction
mechanisms are described in further sections.

4. Auction Mechanism
The bidding procedure is done in two ways. First, negotiation and auction, these methods are used to
solve the conflicts between the bidders and auctioneers. Auction Mechanism is used to solve the conflicts
between bidders and auctioneers. Negotiation [1] is the interaction between the multiple agents, used to resolve
conflicts. It is useful for making possible proposals those agents to resolve conflicts. Agent negotiation is only
applicable for only limited number of agents to solve the conflicts. But auction is used to solve this problem
between the agents. An auction [6] is a mechanism to allocate resources to set of bidders on basics of bids.In a
traditionalauction, the auctioneer wants to allocate a resource to a single bidder from among a group of bidders.
There are four differenttypes of auctions are available:English auction, Dutch auction, First price sealedbid
auction, and Vickrey auction. An English auction is an iterative auctionwhere the bidders submit their bids
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monotonically increasing order of bids. Thisprocess continues until a price is reached where a single bidder who
is willing to buy. The item or resource isallocated to that bidder at the final bid price. The Dutch auction is
exactly same as English Auction but it reverse of the price, i.e., bids price is monotonically decreased by
auctioneer until there is a bidder who willing to buy that item at currently announced price.In both auctions one
important note that can observed as they are iterativein nature and price signals are continuously being fed
backto the bidders. In this paper Adaptive Auction mechanism and Combinatorial Auction are used for
allocating resources to the bidders. Adaptive Auction Mechanism [6] is ananalytical process. This Adaptive
Auction Mechanism is useful for online auction because auctioneer’s doesn’t know behavior of the bidders.
This adaptive auction mechanism is used to maximize a given objective function based on observed outcomes.
Over view of this approach is given in [6]. A parameterized mechanism shows that one or more auctions are
conducted by a population of various bidders, potentially unknown bidding strategies. Result is input to the
evaluator module; it revises the mechanism parameters and maximizes the seller’s revenue. Any number of
auction parameters is considered such as reserve prices, auctioneer fee…etc. The selection of mechanism is the
key active element here. This mechanism doesn’t depend on repeated interactions with the repeated bidders. It
assumes that bidder’s behavior remains constant. It helps to predict auction result as a function of the
mechanism. This mechanism is commonly used in sequential auctions, auction design choice…etc.
Combinatorial Auction Mechanism [7], is a kind of super market, where bidders can place all bids on
combinations of items, rather than individual items. In this mechanism all the items should be traded at once,
unlike the single-good auction. This mechanism helps to select the particular resources for the particular period
and allocating the resources to particular Scheduling agent.
The price is calculated based on the resource utilization by using general equilibrium solution [8] and
also calculating revenue for the auctioneer.

5. Bidirectional FLOWSHOP
This section givesa brief introduction about how multiple agents handle number of jobs. This BiDirectional Flowshop Scheduling under Critical Operation Sequence helps in handling the jobs with specific
settings [2]. The objective of function is to minimize sum of the weighted tardiness and penalty and makespan
cost. Based on the definition ofBidirectionalFSP with multiple renewablemachines and COS constraints [11],
the resource allocation problem is to allocate the multiple renewable machines to contendingjob agents, while
schedulingis to generate a schedulefor each job agent with the allocated resources. Given the jobrelease time,
due time, and tardiness penalty, theobjective is to minimize the weighted sum of makespan cost andtardiness
penalty. The system overview is shownin Fig. 2.

Fig. 2.Resource allocation and scheduling for multiple agents
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In BiFSP resource allocation and scheduling is preplanned, but allocating the resources to agents is
difficult and does not consider the dynamics such as system failure, breakage. This method is concentrated only
on centralized allocation and prescheduling. This problem can be explained in container terminal for loading and
unloading the goods from yard to land. With the help of decision parameters calculating the resource utilization
and cost estimation for that resource. These calculations are given below.
 Partitioning the total time into time horizon {1, 2, 3,..Tot} into F frames,{Tf:1<f<F}, all agents will be in
same time partition.
 Pi,jl,lϵ{1,2,….N},iϵ{1,2,…M},jϵ{1,2,…..oi}:processing time of operation j in job i in job l.
 Dl is due time for job l.
 Wdl delay penalty of job l.
 Wlm makespan price for job l.
Machine capacity and Constructive Heuristics Methods and Repair Heuristic Methods used for
scheduling the jobs on machines. Continuous-Time-Domain use for resource allocation for different agents may
have different timeslots.
Calculating machine capacity as follows
Machine Capacity
MCk(t) =

(1)

Wij(t)=

(2)

Resource utilization is obtained and calculating the prices for those utilized resources by using Price
Adjustment Methods [8, 9]. Notations are stated in Table 1.
TABLE I.

Symbol

LIST OF NOTATIONS
Description

N

Total number of Agents

Tot

Total Number of periods

F

Total Time Frames

oil

Total number of operations for job i in job
list

l

D

Due time of job list

Wdl

Delay penalty of job

Wlm

Makespan price for job
Start Time of operation j in job i
End Time of operation j in job i

6. Resource Allocation And Scheduling
Although the adaptive auction mechanism can improve the speed of the bidding for obtaining feasible
solutions through reallocation resources that has not been fully utilized after the auction process is completed.
For each non-fully utilized resource, allocate the spare unites to the agent . After each reallocation, agent will
reconstruct its schedule and recalculate its objective value (Makespan Tardiness Cost for agent ), but allocation
and scheduling, where information and decisions are decentralized [7]. Combinatorial Auction Mechanism that
allows agents to participate in bid for the resources needed in a multi-period. This Mechanism is used to show
how agents can decide optimal bidding strategies to respond to price adjustment strategies from the auctioneer.
The price adjustment process was based on tatonnement process which was originally proposed by Walras [9]
and enhanced by many other studies like Wellman [8].This process resolves resource conflicts by updating the
price based on excess demands iteratively. Several price adjustment process methods are available for
calculating price for the particular period. Although the adaptive auction scheme can improve the speed of
convergence and achieve feasibility, it often resultsas a local optimal solution. It is possible to obtain better
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solutions through reallocation of resources that has not been completely utilized after the auction process is
completed.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, an adaptive auction mechanism and combinatorial auction mechanisms are discussed,
solving the conflicts between the agents for resource allocation. Although discussion is centered on the
flowshop scheduling problem, these auction mechanism are used for generates the bid in each agent, based on
the requirements of the resources on particular timeslot resources are allocated with minimum makespan time
and these algorithms are readily replaces by another algorithms with modifications for increasing the system
performance and reducing the total makespan time of jobs in future enhancement work.
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Abstract:
In this paper we have investigated Five Dimensional String Cosmological Models with bulk viscosity
and determined it’s solution for three different cases. The various physical and kinematical properties are also
studied.
Keywards: Bulk viscosity, Cosmic string, Five dimensional cosmological models.

1. Introduction
The study of cosmic strings attached considerable interest of cosmologists in the frame work of general
relativity as it play an important role in the description of the universe in the early stages of its evolution (Kible
1976) and give rise to density perturbations leading to the formation of galaxies (Zel’dovich 1980). The
existence of a large scale network of strings in the early universe is not a contradiction with the present day
observations of the universe. Various authors (Hogan and Ress 1984; Myung et al.1990; Banerjee et al. 1990;
Gundalach and Ortiz 1990; Barros and Romero 1995; Yavuz and Yilmaz 1996; Sen et al.1997;Sen
2000;Bhattachajee and Baruah 2001; Barros et al.2001;Rahaman et al.2003; Reddy 2005) constructed string
cosmological models in various theories of gravitation. Seaz and Ballester (1986) formulated a scalar tensor
theory of gravitation in which the metric is coupled with a dimensionless scalar field in a simple manner. Singh
and Agrawal (1991), Shri Ram and Singh (1995) and Mohanty and Sahu (2003, 2004, 2005) studied various
aspects of Seaz and Ballester scalar tensor theory of gravitation. In particular Reddy (2003, 2006) studied some
string cosmological models in Seaz and Ballester scalar tensor theory of gravitation with the help of an excess
ad hoc condition in five dimensional Kaluza-Klein space time, even though these solutions may not reveal the
early universe.

2. The Field Equations
We consider the five dimensional line element in the form
(1)
where A and B are functions of cosmic time t only.
The energy momentum tensor for a cloud of string dust with a bulk viscous fluid is given by Letelier (1979),
Landau and Lifshitz (1963) as
(2)
where ‘ρ’ is the proper energy density for a cloud of strings with particles attached to them, ‘λ’ is the string
tension density, ‘ξ’ is the bulk coefficient of viscosity,
is the five velocity of the cloud of particles and
is
the direction of string i.e. direction of anisotropy satisfying the relation
(3)
The field equation in normal gauge for Lyra’s manifold as obtained by Sen and Dunn are
(4)
where 𝜙i is the displacement vector given by 𝜙i =(β(t),0,0,0,0).
The field equation (4) for the line element (1) leads to
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
where the suffix ‘4’ denotes ordinary differentiation with respect to ‘t’.

3. Solutions of Field Equations and Physical Properties
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Here we have four independent field equations in six unknowns. Hence in order to get determinate
solution, we consider the relation.
(9) B=g(A(t)).
From equations (7) & (8), we have
(10)
Using (9), we have
(11)
Here prime indicates the differentiation with respect to the argument.
Equation (11) is satisfied for the following cases:
Case I:
Case II:
Case III:
Case I:
leads to A = K where K ≠ 0 is a constant of integration.
With the help of (9), we have
Hence five dimensional string models in this case, after using transformations, reduces to the form
(12)
The energy density ρ, tensor density λ and the bulk viscosity ξ for the model (12) is given by
λ = 0,

Since θ = 0, therefore we conclude that the Lyra geometry and cosmic strings do not survive in this case and
space-time becomes Minkowaskian.
Case II:
Here
leads to
(13)
where L1 ≠ 0and L2 is a constants of integration.
Where as solving
After multiplying by
and solving , we get
.
(14)
.
After using some transformations the five dimensional string cosmological model in this case reduces to
(15)
The energy density ρ, tensor density λ and bulk viscosity 𝜉 for this model are given by

Bulk viscosity is given by the relation
The scalar of expansion, spatial volume, deceleration parameter and shear for the model are given by
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In this model string tensor density vanishes but energy density is present and it is only due to bulk viscosity.
Lyra geometry survives only due to the presence of bulk viscosity. In the absence of bulk the model reduces to
five dimensional vacuum model in Einstein’s theory. The model starts to expand with a big-bang and stops at
. Volume increases with time. As

, the string energy density

. Moreover string tension

density
therefore we can conclude that energy density is only due to the Lyra geometry. Shear decreases
as time increases. Since,
therefore the model is anisotropic for large values of .

(16)
where
is a constant of integration.
In particular if we take
,then for this case, we arrive at the following mathematical models.
If
, where
b are constants, then after suitable transformations we have the metric in
the form
(17)
For

reduces to flat 5-dimension space-time.

If
where
b are constants, then after some Transformations metric reduces to the form
(18)
Here for
, as increases, model contracts in four directions. For
as increases, model expands in
four directions. The model becomes flat at initial epoch. The model follows exponential expansion.
If we take
, where
are constants. Then model reduces to the form
(19)
Here model follows power law inflation.
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Abstract
This paper states how software agents will influence the present marketing prototype in interactive
media. It focuses on the importance of these in E-Commerce. E-Commerce is a platform for the online activities
of commerce, increase in the activities of trade in cyberspace increases the business opportunities over internet.
Software agents are the useful tools to help individuals to undertake their activities on E-Commerce
surroundings. Software agents create different paths for communication. Software agents increase the
effectiveness and efficiency in several levels of market processes. The agent technology builds the bridge
between the previously existing physical market and consequences of virtual markets. Software agents will have
dramatic competition effects by quick transfer of information through new technology. As the name indicates
software agents acts as mediators for the processes of choosing products and merchants. Overall software agents
act as a vehicle between E-Commerce and business.
Keywords: agent, Agent-Based technology, collaborative agent, e-business, E-Commerce, ecommerce analysis,
Mobile agent, reactive agent, Software Agents, technology

1. Introduction
Greater portion of daily activities such as shopping, socializing, and working are being transferred to
the internet environment. Over the past few decades, human computer interaction, and electronic transactions
are being used. Individual‟s online activities are getting more and more complex with growing opportunities of
internet environment. The internet that has grown dramatically in the past few years would by now becomes
unmanageable without E-Commerce for business [2]. It is claimed that within the next decade the internet could
be populated with billions of agents exchanging information, goods and services with one another and with the
people [3].
1.1 What is E-Commerce:
Modern methodology of news selling and merchandising tools that refers to the need of market by cost
reduction in turns giving quality goods and services. E-commerce means doing business over interconnected
networks. The term commerce is treated as transactions between business clients. So the meaning Electronic
Commerce is narrow to some people thus there is a usage of term E-Business. But E-Commerce is not just
buying and selling but also providing services to the clients and providing both inter and intra transactions of
information in the organization irrespective of the type of company. This extended use of internet for trade and
business led to the use of software agents in E-Commerce.
1.2 What are Software Agents:
Although the theory of agents stated that agent is given a very famous with the growth of internet.
Software agents are a piece of software which works for the user. However software agent is not just a program.
An agent is a system situated within and a part of an environment that senses that environment and acts on it.
Over time in pursuit of its own agenda and so as to effect what it senses in the future [4]? Important use of agent
concept is, as the tool for analysis not as dosage. As the system changes on can understand it.
1.3 Characteristics of Software agents:
Software agents are like guards and locomotives of most E-Commerce. The following are very few
characteristics:









Software agents can do their task without any outsource intervention.
Social interaction with other software agents and human.
Software agents are specific in their goals.
Good software agent is the one which has the attitude to receive and adopt changes [9]. The agent must be
programmed in a powerful language so as to express the rules.
Safety of the information must be promised by the agent.
Effective usage of the existing resources.
Agent must be a good sailor
Agents must be very careful in handling unauthorized users. The same information must be accessed by the
user to which they have right.
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1.4 Type of Software agents:
Agents are classified into different types based on the characteristics they posses. In order to possess
the above properties agents must have distinct features such as locomotion, integration, co-operation,
information, stimulation, etc. For the same sake software agents are classified into 8 agents.
1.5 Collaborative agents: A collaborative agent is a software program that helps users solve problem,
especially in complex or unfamiliar domains by correcting errors, suggesting what to do next, and taking care of
low level details. Collaborative agents are also refereed as collagen. In spite of their behavior of autonomy, cooperation, and learning, collagen punctuate the first two behaviors. In order to perform these they have to agree
on acceptable protocols.
1.6 Interface agents: Interface agents are computer programs that employ machine learning techniques in
order to provide assistance to a user dealing with a particular application (Maes, 1994b). These agents take
sufficient amount of time to understand and learn human behavior before they are onto work. In spite of their
artificial learning thoughts they are limited co-operative with other agents [10].
1.7 Mobile agents: A mobile agent is an executing program that can migrate during execution from one
machine to another in a heterogeneous network [11]. Mobile agents are used to solve many problem of network
computing with minimum bandwidth and connectivity [12]. The theme behind these agents is, „give program the
ability to move‟. The main advantage of mobile agent over stationery agent are:
(a)This is not bound to the system where it begins execution. (b) Can move from one system to another within
the network. (c) Both the state and code is transported.
1.8 Information/Internet agents: The intelligent part of software which can automatically search for
information on the website is termed as information agents. Information system can be considered as knowledge
base system. These agents are defined by what they do unlike collaborative agents or interface agents which are
defined by what they are. [10].
1.9 Reactive agents: These agents are responsible for stimulating the response to the present state of the
environment in which they are embedded. These agents interact with other agents in a very simple and basic
way. The important things which support reactive agents.(maes 1991 a ; p.1)
There is no prior specification of the behavior of these agents set since the dynamic interaction leads to the
emergent complexity. (b) Reactive agents are responsible for collection of modules which operate
autonomously. (c) Reactive agents tend to operate on representations which are close to raw sensor data [10]. (d)
Intelligent behavior is the interaction of these agents with their environment.
(a) Hybrid agents: Combining two or more of the previous mentioned agent philosophies will yield a better
functioning agent. E.g.: Synergy of reactive and collaborative model. The expectation is that this hypothesis will
come true.
(b) Heterogeneous agents: These agent systems unlike hybrid, refers to an integrated set up of at least two or
more agents which belong to two or more different agent classes. These may also contain two or more hybrid
agents [10].
(c) Smarts agents: The smart agents are the new form of software agents that interface with other agents
forming an artificial intelligence. SMART stands for System for Managing Agents for Real Time. The key
concept lies here is not the entire individual agent need be intelligent. But by working together in a smart way
the agents form a type of emergent intelligence that may appears to exhibit intelligence.
2.

Literature Survey
There are several experimental agent projects at HP Labs in Palo Alto and Bristol, focusing on Ecommerce and application management. Agents include standard libraries of measurement objects and methods
to initiate, change, and dynamically update measurement. (See http://beast.cs.utah.edu). They have implemented
a light-weight, dynamic agent infrastructure in Java (Chen, 1998, 1999), used for data mining and dynamic
workflow integration and provisioning. Dynamic agents support “on demand”.Several projects have focused on
the agent mediated E-commerce, looking at negotiation in task allocation (Preist 1999), implementing a new
facilitator architecture (Pearson, 1997), and playing a key role in the FIPA97 ACL specification. They are
developing an experimental web-based economic simulation environment for a shopping mall, and integrating
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that with personal agents and mobile appliances based on HP CoolTown (http://www.cooltown.com) (Griss,
2000), using Zeus (Nwana, 1999) as base.

3. Motivation:
It is a strong motivation for the use of software agents: agents with great powers should be carefully
designed and analyzed. The role of software agents is very important in E-Commerce since it performs many
functions like economic benefits, collaboration, integration, etc.. A full proof design is necessary to test the
importance.Software agents mimic the way human individuals, organizations & societies succeed in very large
complex tasks with the combination of E-Commerce. The fact is that a single human or any organization of
humans is usually good in doing something, called Creating Value [1]. The fact that one earns money is because
he/she creates value for their employer; the fact that some company makes money is because it creates value for
its customers. So the general motivation for an architecture that tries to mimic human or human organization is
to enable software to create value. It isn‟t that existing software today doesn‟t create value, the only reason
software agents exists is because it creates value. But, unlike software agents, humans aren‟t (explicitly)
programmed – they are given some initial knowledge (education/training), they are assigned some jobs, & they
create value while collecting the knowledge & expertise in doing it. Something innovative is required to
basically be able to claim that we can build such applications that create value without being programmed again
and again, except for some basic business: when assigned with a job, performing it, improving in it & creating
value without being specifically programmed as to how to solve each case. It can
 Solve unexpected situations,
 Create value in unexpected ways, employ both common sense & the ability to learn from situations,
improve its performance, i.e. by collaboration and by merely performing the job for sufficient amount of time.
The basic attribute of Intelligence can be assigned to three dimensions [5].i.e. Knowledge, Thinking, Learning.

Figure 1. Mode of operation of software agents modified [main source [6]]
The knowledge of an agent consists of information and protocols. Information is to be understood data such as
user preferences, or data. A protocol consists of simple if then relationships or represents also complex neural
networks. For the use of knowledge the agent needs the ability to think, which is called agent machinery. The
agent machinery requires two things. The agent must assume events in its environment over sensors and it must
combine the assumed events with its knowledge in a thought process (6). From this linkage the agent can draw
conclusions. And the agent can initiate autonomously, without intervention of the instructor, and act through the
actors. The extension of the knowledge base results from learning processes. Learning is a behavior
modification, which is the result of an experience. A software agent learns using its learning machinery [7]. The
agents execute their task by replicating themselves within a network from one computer to another
computer.Agent-based e-business in E-Commerce can be defined as a business enabled and operated by
software agent technology. The primary roles in the agent-involved E-Commerce environment are played by
users, agent-based e-business, existing e-business and other agents. The framework for agent-based ECommerce analysis in

displayed in Figure 3 from the paper [13] .
Figure 2. Framework for Agent-Based E-Commerce Analysis
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The classifications of researches by the framework for agent-based E-Commerce analysis are shown in the table.
Arrow 1-> Evolution of agent-based e-business [13].
Arrow 2-> Change of existing e-business [14]
Arrow 3-> Impact of agent-based e-business on existing e-business [15].
Arrow 4-> Effect of existing e-business sites on agent-based e-business [14]
Arrow 5-> Interaction with agent-based e-business and user [16]
Arrow 6-> Interaction between agents [17]
Arrow 7-> Influence of external entity (institutional, legal etc environments)[14],[5],[16].
The above discussed concepts, the Knowledge, Thinking, learning, and eventual change in e-business provokes
to note the important role of software agents in the market.
4.

Role of Software Agents In E-Commerce:

This part focus on the basic fundamentals including, the terms used in E-Commerce with respect to
software agents and different examples which explains the role.
4.1. Software Agents enabling the formation of virtual organization:
Virtual systems are the decentralized business networks which work in flexible. To have efficient
operation and productivity virtual organizations must be able to communicate, Co-operate and Co-ordinate (the
3Cs of business) with each other. Software agents are effective tool to virtual organizations since they provide
mechanisms to automate several activities like, gathering data, refining information, negotiate business deals
and also intelligent agents work like human beings in supplying and buying goods having the artificial machine
knowledge. Software have variety of applications which includes, B2B E-Commerce, Internet based info
systems, robotics, smart systems, DSS, data mining and Knowledge discovery. Agent technology helps in
finding intranet or internet, Customer relation management, supply chain management and market pricing.
4.2. The reason behind the use of Software Agents:
The software agents are used due to the effect of following reasons:
[1] Software Agents and Mobility: Mobile agents are a kind of software agent that represent a revolution in
how programs are distributed, run and server resources shared and how computer users interact with online
services.. They can act on behalf of their principals autonomously while performing their actions in some
level of pro-activity and reactivity.
[2] A software agent is a software entity that acts with autonomy to accomplish tasks on behalf of its users.
They function continuously and autonomously in a particular environment, often inhabited by other agents
of processes [20]. The idea here is the use of software agents for collaboration.
[3] Coping with Emergencies: There are situations where people, organizations or computer systems will
undergo stress. During this stage they fail to take quick actions which are common or daily tasks. For an
individual, if there are some natural problems like death in the family, illness, or job problem etc. they fail
to take care of simple thing like paying phone bill or electricity bill etc. For these kinds of problems it is not
the solution to have a automated systems. Dynamic Distributed systems: Software agents provide a better
figure for utilizing parallelism and dynamics of Computer networks which increases the usage of the
available networks. Software agents give an ideal figure out for distributed computing.
[4] Life agents: Life agents are software agents that are initiated and run in the background and act directly or
indirectly on the client‟s side automatically, monitoring the progress over the period of time.
4.3. Technology behind Software Agents:
The idea here is enabling the intelligent agent as an instantly connected computing service on the
network [18]. The use of WWW provides robustness and scalability of web servers; access of firewalls will also
become easier. Since Intelligent Software Agents (ISAs) include problem domains that require human-like
intelligence processing automated they need to have artificial human like intelligence. In order to process this
they need the knowledge of the techniques like Artificial Intelligence, Pattern recognition, neural networks,
embedded systems, and similarly such high end knowledge. Software agents offer great promise to build
loosely-coupled, dynamically adaptive systems on increasingly pervasive message-based middleware, P2P and
component technology, Java, XML, SOAP, HTML, HTTP and CGI etc. It can be seen that the knowledge of
software engineering and enterprise modeling is also required for software agents.
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4.4.
Examples of Software Agents:
 Buying agents: Also know as shopping bots. These bots helps the users to surf while finding the products
and services they are searching for. For example, when a person surfs for an item on eBay, at the bottom of
the page there is a list of similar products that other customers who did the same search looked at. This is
because it is assumed the user tastes are relatively similar and they will be interested in the same products.
 User agents: Also known as personal agents. These agents carry out user tasks automatically. For example,
some bots sort emails according to the user's order of preference, assemble customized news reports, or fill
out webpage forms with the user's stored information.
 Monitoring and Surveillance agents: Also known as predictive agents. For example, the agents keep track of
company inventory levels, observe competitor‟s prices and report them back to the company, watch stock
manipulation by insider trading and rumors, etc.
 Data-mining agents: This agent uses information technology to find out the modern fashion in information
from many different sources. For example, the agent that detects market conditions and changes and relays
them back to a user/company so that the user/company can make decisions accordingly. The others examples
are User agent, Mail Transfer agent, SNMP agent, DAML (Defense Agent Markup Language), 3APL
(Artificial Autonomous Agent Programming Language), OWL (Web Ontology Language), Management
agents, etc.

5. Applications And Benefits Of Software Agents:
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

[5]
[6]
[7]

Agents make less work for the end user and application developer.
The agent can adapt to its user preferences and habit over a course of time.
It will intelligently get shared among the community.
Mobile agents manage the user‟s E-mail, fax, phone and pager as well as linking the user to Telescriptenabled messaging and communication services such as America Online and AT&T PersonaLink
Services [10].
The most favorite area with respect to reactive agents is games and entertainment industry [10].
Shopping agents are ideal applications of AgentBuilder agents. These agents can be used to locate
merchandise, compare prices, place orders, etc.

Intelligent Software agents will have numerous applications in the field of human like intelligence capabilities
which is a area of research being done in Artificial Intelligence. Some of the applications are:
[1] Logical Inference and Deduction
[2] Contextual Domain Knowledge
[3] Pattern Recognition
[4] Learning and Adaptively.
Once the human-like intelligence capabilities are automated, autonomous operation permits software agents to
process vast volumes of data which would be unmanageable by human agents.

6.

Conclusion:

After studying the characteristics of software agents different conclusions were drawn that software
agents are flexible enough to adopt and adjust themselves into changes. Software agents provide security to the
information. Since E-commerce deal with business online, security plays the heart of business. Business needs
lots of communication skills which is provided by software agents. Software agents are responsible for customer
satisfaction in terms of B2B E-commerce. Software agents can be thus proved as an important entity with
respect to E-Commerce. Without Software agents E-Commerce is like “a man having his leg cut”.
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Abstract:
The world’s water resources are finite but exist on a planet with a constantly growing population. The
development of water resources to man’s benefit has been a fundamental factor in the evolution of civilizations
throughout history. But, as our populations continue to grow and shift, the availability of quality water resources
is in decline. Pollution, climate change and construction of cities in dry regions are some of the factors
exacerbating evolving supply/demand imbalances. Many innovative technologies have been developed in recent
times to assist the efficient delivery and utilization of drinking water. Water audits provide a rational, scientific
framework that categorizes all water use in your system. It is a tool to overcome drought related problem,
shortage, leakage and losses. International Water Association (IWA) / American Water Work Association
(AWWA) initiated a large scale effort to asses reduced above related problem with the help of audit.

Key Words: IWA, AWWA, Water Audit
1. Introduction:
Water Audit comes into picture in late 80s to overcome a drought related problem, shortage, leakages
and losses. The goal of an audit is to express an opinion on the person / organization / system etc., in question,
under evaluation based on work done on a test basis. Water audits provide a rational, scientific framework that
categorizes all water use in your system. It is a tool to overcome drought related problem, shortage, leakage and
losses. International Water Association (IWA) / American Water Work Association (AWWA) initiated a large
scale effort to asses reduced above related problem with the help of audit. Water audit is most effective tool for
water management. With the help of water audit, we identify and quantify what steps can be taken to reduces
water use and losses. Water audit and its analysis which can solve not only many water related problem but also
saves precious resources and public money. Just as business routine, bank prepares statement of debits and
credits for their customers and provides a statement of money, which is flowing into and out of accounts. The
water audit display how quantity of water flows into and out of the distribution system and to the customer. Yet,
as essential and commonplace as financial audit are to the world of commerce, water audit have been
surprisingly uncommon in public water supply throughout most of the world.
1.1 Importance of Water Audit:
A portion of the total water use is leakage, some of it is due to inaccurate metering, some of it may be
unauthorized use, and some of it is water delivered to customers. A water audit determines where the water ends
up and how much of it got there. The level of detail in the water audit will vary based on the information on
system has available. All water systems lose some amount of water for a variety of reasons. There are no
accurate statistics for how much water is lost. Water loss costs money, paid by the system and customers.
Utilities cannot reduce their water loss to zero. Some water loss is unavoidable, and it is not worth the expense
to try to eliminate every drop escaping your system. However, most of the loss that occurs in water systems can
be better managed by using a water audit. Managing a water utility is similar to managing any other business. In
India, the land, water resources and population are 2.4 percent, 4 percent and 16 percent respectively of those of
the globe. On an average the 50 percent of rain fall is within 15 days and in less than 100 hr, and this water is
used for 365 days. The present water availability of India is 1820 m 3 per capita per annum reduces from 6000
m3 per capita in 1947. In the context of prevailing scenario, the water audit becomes an inevitable activity in
India and in World. Thus it is a tool to identify public money wastage due to the water loss, un-authorized
connections as an advantage over the optimized use of water resources with environmental protection.

2. Objectives Of Water Audit:
Objectives of water audit is to find out physical losses due to pipe leakage and over flow, losses due to
metering errors, un-authorized connections and free water supply given by Municipal authority for public stand
post and park in the distribution system.
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2.1 Advantage of Water Audit:
[1] Water audits provide decision making tools to utility managers, directors, and operators. i.e., knowing
where water is being used in your system allows you to make informed decisions about investing resources
such as time, labor and money.
[2] Water audits allow managers to efficiently reduce water losses in the system.
[3] Reducing water used at the source may even result in delaying or avoiding capital investments such as a
new well, more treatment technology or additional water rights.
[4] Water audits also identify which water uses are earning revenue for the utility and which water uses are
not. Thus, System personnel can increase revenue by ensuring all appropriate uses are being accurately
measured and billed. This leads to more financial capacity in the water system, reduced cost per customer
and better management of the water resource.
[5] Creating awareness among water users i.e., customers can see and understand that the utility is taking
proactive steps to manage wasted water and save for the future.
[6] It is an effective educational and public relations tool for the water system.

3. Methodology Of Water Audit:
The standard water balance or methodology is the framework for categorizing and quantifying all water
uses in the water audit. It is called a balance because when it is completed, all uses of water in the system equal
the amount of water input by the sources. All water use is accounted for in the standard water balance
(eliminating the need for the term unaccounted-for water). The standard water balance is really a series of
simple equations. A graphical way to think about the standard water balance is presented in Figure 1. This is the
most common way to view the standard water balance and developed by American Water Works Association
(AWWA) and International Water Association (IWA) in 2000. It may also be presented in the form of separate
equations, or in worksheet format. Begin by reading the graphical standard water balance from the left side,
starting with the System Input category. It is important to understand that the vertical height of each category
represents a proportional amount of water. Thus, the height of the System Input category represents all water
pumped by the system in a given time period. This amount of water can be broken down into two additional
categories, Authorized Use and Water Losses. Therefore, Authorized Use + Water Losses = System Input. This
vertical height water measurement holds true across the entire standard water balance.
Following identify important relationships just by glancing at the standard water balance: Water Losses = Apparent Losses + Real Losses.
 Nonrevenue Water = Water Losses + Unbilled Authorized Use.
 Apparent Losses = Metering Inaccuracies + Unauthorized Use.

Figure 1: AWWA/IWA Water Balance
Thus by following the five step process outlined below will able to complete these equations,
 Source Evaluation.
 Calculation of Authorized Consumption.
 Evaluation of Apparent Losses.
 Evaluation of Real Losses.
 Performance Measurement.
3.1 Source Evaluation:
The step first in completing the standard water balance is determining System Input. The System Input
category may be comprised of various sources. A system may own multiple wells, springs or surface water
intakes. This is a very important step, because even though it is only one category, the amount of water input
should be balanced. Remember, in any type of balance, outputs must equal inputs. If this number is inaccurate,
all of the remaining calculations you perform will be in error. The amount of water input to the balance is
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determined by metering at the source. These meters are typically called master meters. Master meter readings
are extremely important to all water systems. Accurate master meter readings are the only reliable way to
determine how much total water the system is using; this may include dates of installation, warranties,
maintenance records, or verbal communication with system personnel. These readings affect other critical
aspects of the system, such as water rights compliance, mandatory taxes (i.e., the Water Conservation Fee), and
payments for any water purchased from other systems. Master meters are larger and more expensive than
customer meters. They will be subject to problems if they are not installed and maintained properly. Master
meters should be tested regularly, and repaired or replaced as necessary. In order to properly maintain these
meters, other appurtenances such as valves must be in good working order.
3.2 Calculation of Authorized Consumption:
This step should be fairly easy if system has been keeping good billing records. The first part involves
calculating the category Revenue Water, which is made up of Billed Metered Consumption and Billed
Unmetered Consumption. Since both of these categories are billed by the system, a review of the records should
give you the information you need. Billed Metered Consumption includes residential, commercial and industrial
customers. System may have different methods of billing these various customer classes. Other uses that should
be placed in this category include any water that is metered and sold to other systems – this is known as
exported water. Any other temporary or unconventional uses that are metered and billed during the month
should be accounted for in this category. Billed Unmetered Consumption consists of any contracts the system
has to provide unmetered water for a fee. An example is a contract to provide water to a construction site from a
fire hydrant to water down roads. The utility should be estimating the amount of water used in this category as
accurately as possible. For many systems, the water use in this category may vary over time, or it may be zero.
After getting the information from the two categories above, simply add them together to determine Revenue
Water. Also note that subtracting Revenue Water from System Input equals Nonrevenue Water. The final part of
this step is to calculate Authorized Consumption. This includes Revenue Water plus any Unbilled Authorized
Consumption. Since water use in this category is authorized by the system and might be expect that it will be
simple to quantify.
Unbilled Authorized Consumption is most often made up of public uses in the community. This
category is further broken down into Unbilled Metered Consumption and Unbilled Unmetered Consumption.
Metered uses should be easier to quantify, as long as these meters are being read and recorded. Sometimes
reading these meters is not a priority for system personnel since these uses are not being billed to anyone.
Quantifying unmetered consumption will require estimation or installation of meters. Unbilled authorized
consumption can be water uses like irrigation of public parks, fire flow for training or emergency use, and
flushing of water lines by utility personnel. Water can also be consumed by treatment processes at the water or
wastewater utility. Thus, at this stage it may be necessary to meet with other entities and educate them about the
importance of estimating their water uses.After quantifying both components of Unbilled Authorized
Consumption, add this category to Revenue Water, which is also Billed Authorized Consumption, to determine
Authorized Consumption. Subtract this figure from System Input to calculate Water Losses.
3.3 Evaluate Apparent Losses:
Two categories i.e. Apparent Losses and Real Losses make up the components of Water Losses. The
definition of these two terms is often confusing at first which are as follows,Apparent Losses of water occur as
inaccuracies in water flow measurement, errors in water accounting, and unauthorized usage. Real Losses are
the physical escape of water from the distribution system, and include leakage and overflows prior to the point
of end use.Another way to think about Apparent Losses is that this category consists of water that is delivered to
an end user – including unauthorized use – but is not properly measured or recorded. Sometimes apparent losses
are called “paper losses” because they consist of water that is not properly recorded on paper. Apparent losses
are more costly to the system than real losses. The cost of apparent losses occurs at the rate charged to the
utility’s customers. The cost of real losses occurs at the cost of producing the water and pumping it through the
distribution system.Thus the water audit allows understanding the true picture of water losses in water system.
In the standard water balance, Apparent Losses is made up of Unauthorized Use and Customer Metering
Inaccuracies. Unauthorized Use is theft or otherwise illegal consumption of water.There are different methods to
detect and determine unauthorized use. Flow measurements on distribution lines can lead you in the right
direction, particularly if the measurement can be limited to a few customers. Isolation of lines using valves may
also work.
3.4 Evaluate Real Losses:
Real Losses are the physical escape of water from the distribution system, and include leakage and
overflows prior to the point of end use. Real losses typically account for a greater volume of water lost by
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utilities in comparison to apparent losses. The marginal cost of real water loss occurs at the cost of production –
the expenses associated with extraction, treatment, delivery, operations & maintenance.Leakage on Mains is the
first category of Real Losses. Leakage on mains refers to any physical loss of water in the distribution system
other than storages or service connections. This category is often mistakenly confused with “water loss” or
“unaccounted-for water” by people who are unfamiliar with the standard water balance. Leakage on mains will
vary over time. It is important to keep good records of leak locations, repairs, and estimated losses.The amount
of effort needed to perform a leak detection survey depends heavily on the information you have available, such
as system maps, inventory of pipes and fittings, and history of repairs. Be sure that the information you are
paying for will meet the needs of water audit.The new and most advance real loss indicator (recommended by
the IWA and AWWA Water Loss Committee) is the ILI, the infra structure leakage index. The development of
the ILI started in 1997 when Allan Lambert the need for the real losses performance indicator which would
allow international comparison between system with very different characteristic, e.g. intermittent supply
situation; low and high pressure system; differences in consumption level. The ILI, in the first few years known
only to a few insiders, is now widely accepted and used by practitioner around the world, as it best described the
efficiency of the real losses management.
The ILI is a measure of how well a distribution network is managed (maintained, repaired and rehabilitated) for
the control of real losses, at the current operation pressure. It is the ratio of Current Annual volume of Real
Losses (CARL) to Unavoidable Annual Real Losses (UARL).
ILI = CARL/UARL
Being a ratio, the ILI has no units. But what are unavoidable losses and how are they calculated? Leakage
management practitioners around the world are well aware that Real Losses will always exist – even in new and
well managed system. With the help of following formula we can calculate the UARL.
UARL (liters/day) = (18xLm = 0.8 x Nc + 25 x Lp) x P
Where;
Lm = Length of mains (km);
Np = Number of service connections;
Lp = Total length of private pipe, curb-stop to customer meter (km);
P = average pressure (m).
Calculated components of Unavoidable Annual Real Losses are shown in table 1.
Sr. Infrastructure
No. Components

Background
Losses

Reported Unreported UARL
Bursts
Bursts
Total

Units

1

Mains

9.6

5.8

2.6

18

Liters/ km
mains/Day /meter
of pressure

2

Service
Connection,
meters at
edge
of street

0.6

0.04

0.16

0.8

Liters/Connection /
day / meter of
pressure

16.0

1.9

7.1

25

Liters/km / Day /
meter of pressure

3

Underground
pipes
between
edge of street
and
customer
meters

Table No 1: Component of UARL
3.5 Performance Measurement:
One more step remains in the water audit process – interpreting the information that had been collected.
A straight percentage performance measure does not account for variations in consumption or system input.
Consider the following simple example:
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System 1 and System 2 serve an identical number of customers. System 2 has a higher amount of per capita use,
a higher amount of total system input, and a higher amount of real losses. However, due to the ratio involved
between real losses and system input, System 2 has a lower percentage of water loss. System 2 and System 3
also serve an identical number of customers, and they have an equal amount of real losses. System 2 has a
higher use per capita, and a lower percentage of water loss.It should be clear from these hypothetical examples
that a straight percentage of water loss should not be used to evaluate system water efficiency performance
unless several other factors are taken into account. It is still a useful piece of information to consider,
particularly when these other factors do not vary much. Other performance measures exist to help evaluate your
utility’s water use efficiency.

4. Conclusion:
Water audit study shall be covered the holistic approach towards total water resource, distribution and
its efficient use to reduce the capital and operating cost as an added advantage over the optimized use of water
resource with environment protection. With the help of Water Audit we can able to find the leakage and
calculate the losses in the system and take the necessary measure for the future and fixed the performance target
for improve the service level benchmark of the area.
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Abstract:
The outgrowth of web usage leads to the expectation of faster and easier access of web resources.
Experts and even naïve users wish to have more advanced features on search schemes to acquire accurate results
within a short time span. Semantic web can bring this expectation to real practice. To bring Semantic web in
true, efficient Semantic Mapping is must. In this paper, a novel Two step Semantic Mapping algorithm and few
related Semantic Mapping schemes are detailed with their functions and features. It helps one to acquire more
knowledge on Semantic Mapping of concepts.

Keywords: Semantic web, WSDL,DAML-S,OWL-S.
1. Introduction
The Semantic web depends with machine interaction to acquire accuracy over information retrieval.
The Conventional web resources includes syntactic discovery which could bring out related results not the
relevant results. Thus it remains less efficient and needs an upgrade to the Semantic web. The Web 2.0 is termed
for Conventional web today. To switch over web 3.0 (i.e) the Semantic web, a transition from WSDL (Web
service description files) to OWL-S (Web Ontology Language for Services) files is must. This mode of
transition is termed as Semantic Mapping of Concepts.
1.1 Mode of Semantic Mapping
The semantic mapping of concepts focuses towards the evolution of web 3.0 and the redefinition of
conventional web resources in an efficient way. The ultimate goal of Semantic web is to bring an efficient
Search scheme for retrieving related results. A novel Search discovery algorithm is must to be implemented for
enabling the Semantic discovery of concepts.
To enhance the performance of this Search scheme, the conventional web services are mapped to
Semantic web services. The Semantically mapped concepts are grouped into standard categories for enabling
easier retrieval. On enabling rich semantics to the web resources through use of Web Ontology Language
Services (OWL-S), the machine interoperability to understand the user’s intention on information retrieval is
enhanced.The Conventional Web services are prevalently XML based web services and it doesn’t support
efficient Automation of Web Services. The Automation of web services includes enhancing better mode of
Discovery and Composition. The different modes of Discovery are Syntactic and Semantic Discovery. The
Syntactic Discovery offers only Keyword based search Schemes.
The WSDL services that exist with the current web services provide only syntactic description of Data [1].
It analyses the supplied request from the user and finds a specific service based on the syntactical equivalence of
input and output names. In Semantic Discovery, directory of Services be compiled which includes the
ontological description for every service. It finds the suitable matching service from the compiled directory of
services upon analyzing the user’s requests.

2. Common Features Of Existing Semantic Mapping Tools
In semantic discovery, directory of Services be compiled which includes the ontological description for
every service. The basic concepts on ontology modeling and various measures on extraction and matching of
ontological concepts is shown. The different approaches on semantic mapping [2],[3],[4] applied are compared
in the following Table 1.
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Table 1. Common factors among the Semantic Mapping Approaches.
FEATURES

ASSAM

METEOR-S

Mapping
Algorithm

Mapping the
WSDL services
using OWL-S are
focused on
Classification .
Using Iterative
Relational
Classifiers.
An Automated
Tool for creating
Semantic Data.

Mapping based on
DAML-S
ontologies.

Use of Machine
Learning
Approach.
A Semi-Automated
through use of
schema matching.

Standardized
concepts are
absent.
Using Distance
based Metrics.

Standardized
concepts are
absent.
Using Similarity
Measures.

Schemes on
Classification
Support for
Automation.

Standardized
Concepts
Performance
Evaluation

WSDL TO
DAML-S
Semantic mapping
of concepts using
DAML-S
Annotations
No Classification
Schemes.
An Automated
Tool brings out
Partial DAML-S
file.
Standardization of
concepts is absent.
Using Edge base
Metrics.

3. Semantic Mapping Algorithm
The Semantic Mapping of Concepts can be achieved through mapping the WSDL files into their
corresponding OWL-S files. The DAML-S formats are earlier Semantic descriptions. The OWL-S supports
more automation on complete generation of Information. Hence, it is more prevalent. The following Section
details the sequences of Mapping in a two step Semantic Mapping algorithm over the WSDL and OWL-S files.
3.1 Two step Semantic Mapping Algorithm
The ‘Semantics’ is a sense of meaning which is added to the conventional web. It brings machine
understanding and achieves more efficiency on information retrieval. This novel Semantic mapping algorithm
includes a mapping process that maps the WSDL descriptions into upper ontologies called OWL-S. Normally
the WSDL files are acquired from the Service Providers. Here, the WSDL descriptions are obtained from certain
freely available web service sites. Those websites act like a repository for web services which can be applied for
the Specified applications on research work.

The Semantic Mapping Algorithm includes three main phases as (i) Loading WSDL file, (ii)
Conversion using WSDL to OWL-S mapping and (iii) Generation of OWL-S files. The Mapping phase begins
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at the stage of acquiring WSDL files as input from the service providers. As shown in Fig.1 the WSDL files are
acquired from the freely available host websites through specifying the WSDL Demo and WSDL Schema
locations of those WSDL files. On specifying the locations of the WSDL Schema, the WSDL descriptions are
added to the repository and maintained as the input for mapping process. The WSDL files are converted to
OWL-S through the conversion function using WSDL Translator.
3.2 WSDL to OWL-S Mapping
The Conversion function admits WSDL files into WSDL Translator for type conversion. This WSDL
Translator is responsible for converting WSDL types into OWL format. In general, the WSDL components are
of two types either Abstract definition or Concrete definition. The message and operation parts of WSDL
Abstract definition are mapped into Service Information of OWL-S files. The Atomic process and Input-outputs
of OWL-S comprises the Service Profile Information of OWL-S Files. The Service Profile Information helps to
identify the type of Service, [6].
The Loading and mapping of abstract parts of WSDL components into OWL-S Components are clearly
shown below with the following Fig.2. The mapping process shown in this algorithm is a simple process
through use of WSDL Translator. The WSDL files are acquired from the Service Providers and the admitted to
conversion function for mapping. Hence, this two phases leads to generation of OWL-S Files.

The existing mapping schemes depend with schema matching and standardization before mapping.
Though these schemes prove efficient, it leads to more time consumption due to lack of Standardization,[5].
However, the Standardization of mapping is more important and this proposed mapping algorithm extends
further to add classification over the mapped web services in the enhancement work. A Simple Classification
scheme can be applied to group the web services, which could achieve more efficiency on higher speed over
information retrieval. This Simple Mapping Algorithm could achieve redefinition of Conventional web
resources into Semantic Definitions with less time consumption and Efficiency on Information processing can
be improved through adding a Classification scheme.
The Binding part of WSDL specifies the interface and style of SOAP binding. The Operation part
specifies the type of Function being carried with the Web service. On mapping these concepts to Service
Information, the OWL-S file is generated and added to the repository. Thus three phases of this Mapping
algorithm could achieve redefinition of web 2.0.

4. Results
The following section shows the results for Semantic Mapping of Concepts. The admitted Web service
description language files (WSDL) for semantic mapping undergoes two step of Semantic mapping phase. The
Message parts of WSDL file be mapped into Grounding part of OWL-S file. The Operation parts of WSDL file
be traced into Service Profile Information of OWL-S File.
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Results
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Fig 3.Message part in WSDL

Fig 4. Grounding in OWL-S
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Fig 5. Operations in WSDL
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Fig 6. Service Profile in OWL-S

6. Conclusion
The semantic web is a dynamic field with enhanced approaches evolving everyday. It steps more
higher on bringing a best model of Search. This paper proposes a novel scheme of mapping to generate semantic
descriptions from the WSDL files. The special feature of this mapping algorithm is the simple automated
mapping scheme with reduced time span. However, this mapping scheme can be made more efficient through
addition of classification schemes for standardization.
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Abstract:
In wireless sensor network one of the most security threats is the reactive jammer because of the mass destruction to the sensor communication and it is difficult to disclose. So we have to deactivate the reactive jammers by
identifying all the trigger nodes, because the transmission invokes the jammer. Such a trigger identification
procedure can work as an application-layer service and benefit many existing reactive jamming defending
schemes. In this paper, on the one hand, we leverage several optimization problems to provide a complete trigger-identification service framework for unreliable wireless sensor networks. On the other hand, we provide an
improved algorithm with regard to two sophisticated jamming models, in order to enhance its robustness for
various network scenarios. Theoretical analysis and simulation results are included to validate the performance
of this framework..

Keywords: Reactive jamming, jamming detection, trigger identification, error tolerant non adaptive group
testing, optimization, NP-hardness.

1. Introduction
The security of wireless sensor networks has attracted numerous attentions, due to its wide applications
in various monitoring systems and vulnerability toward sophisticated wireless attacks. Among these attacks,
jamming attack in which a jammer node disrupts the message delivery of its neighboring sensor nodes with
interference signals, has become a critical threat to WSNs. Ho wever a reactive variant o f this a ttack,
where j ammer nod es stay q uiet until an o ngo ing legitimate transmission (even has a single bit) is
sensed over the channel, emerged recently and called for stronger defending system and more efficient detection schemes. Existing countermeasures for reactive jamming attacks consists of jamming detection and jamming mitigation. On the one hand detection of interference signals from jammer nodes is non-trivial discrimination between normal noises and adversarial signals over unstable wireless channels. A mapping service of
jammed area has been presented in which detects the jammed areas and suggests that routing paths evade these
areas. This works for proactive jamming, since all the jammed nodes are having low PDR and thus incapable
for reliable message delay. However, in the case of reactive jamming, this is not always the case. By excluding
the set of trigger nodes from the routing paths, the reactive jammers will have to stay idle since the transmissions cannot be sensed. Even though the jammers move around and detect new sensor signals, the list of trigger
nodes will be quickly updated, so are the routing tables.
The basic idea of our solution is to first identify the set of victim nodes by investigating corresponding links PDR and RSS, then these victim nodes are grouped into multiple testing teams. Once the group testing schedule is made at the base station and routed to all the victim nodes, they then locally conduct the test to
identify each of them as trigger or non-trigger.
.

2. Problem Models
2.1 NETWORK MODEL
Consider a wireless sensor network consisting of n sensor nodes and one stations can be split into small
ones to satisfy the model. Each sensor node is equipped with a omnidirectional antennas, m radios for in total k
channels throughout the network, where k>m.
2.2 Attacker Model
We consider both a basic attacker model and advanced attacker models in this paper.
2.3 Basic Attacker Model:
Three concepts are introduced to complete this model.
Jamming range(R): Similar to the sensors, the jammers are equipped with omnidirectional antennas with uniform power strength on each direction. The jammed area can be regarded as a circle centered at the jammer
node.
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Triggering range(r): On sensing an ongoing transmission, the decision whether or not to launch a jamming
signal depends on the power of the sensor signal Ps.
Jammer distance: Any two jammer nodes are assumed not to be too close to each other, i.e., the distance between jammer J1 and J2 is ð(J1; J2) > R.
2.4 Advanced Attacker Model:
To evade detections, the attackers may alter their behaviors to evade the detection, for which two advanced reactive jamming models: probabilistic attack and asymmetric response delay time.

Fig1: sensor periodical status report message
2.5 SENSOR MODEL
Besides monitoring the assigned network field and generating alarms in case of special events, each
sensor periodically sends a status report message to the base station. The header is designated for anti-jamming
purpose, which is 4-tuple: Sensor_ID as the ID of the sensor node, Time_Stamp as the sending out time indicating the sequence number, as well as a Label referring to the nodes current jamming status, and TTL as the
time to live field.

Fig 2: Nodes in Gray and Blue are victim nodes
And in blue is also a trigger node.

3. Kernal Techniques
3.1 Error Tolerant Randomized Non- Adaptive Group Testing:
Group testing was proposed since WWII to speed up the identification of affected blood samples from
a large sample population. The traditional method of grouping items is based on a designated 0-1 matrix Mt, n
where the matrix rows represent the testing group and each column refers to an item.
3.2 Minimum Disk Cover in a Polygon:
Given a simple polygon with a set of vertices inside, the problem of finding a minimum number of
variable radii disks that not only cover all the given vertices, but also are all within the polygon, can be efficiently solved.
3.3 Cliques-Independent Set:
Clique-Independent set is the problem to find a set of maximum number of pair wise vertex disjoint
maximal cliques, which is referred to as maximum clique-independent set.

4. Trigger Node Identification
The decentralized algorithm for trigger identification is a light weight procedure and the calculations
are occur at the base station, the transmission overhead and complexity is low.
3 main steps of the procedure follow:

4.1 Anomaly Detection:
The base station detects potential reactive jamming attacks; each boundary node tries to report their
identities to the base station. The base station waits for the status report from each node in each period of length
P. If no reports have been received from node v with a maximum delay time, then v will be regarded as victim.
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4.2 Jammer Property Estimation:
The base station calculates the estimated jammed area and jamming range R based on the locations of
the boundary nodes.
4.3 Trigger Identification:
a. Base station creates an encrypted message Z and broadcast to all boundary nodes.
b. Boundary nodes keep broadcasting the Z to all victim nodes in the area.
c. All victim nodes execute the procedure and identify themselves as trigger or non-trigger.

Fig 3: Estimated R and jammed area
4.4 Discovery of Interference Free Items:
It is possible to discover the set of victim nodes within the same jammed area, i.e., with a distance R
from the same jammer node. Any two nodes within the same jammed area should be at most 2R far from each
other.
4.5 Estimation of Trigger Upper Bound:
As mentioned in the attacker model, r depends not only on power of both sensors and jammers, but also
the jamming threshold θ and path loss factor ζ.
r ≥((Pn.θ) / (Ps.Y))^(1/ζ)
4.6 Analysis of Time and Message Complexity:
4.7 Time complexity:
By time complexity mean the identification delay counted since the attack happens till all nodes successfully identify themselves as trigger or non-trigger. Therefore, the complexity break downs into four parts:
[1] Detection of interference signals at local links Td.
[2] Routing of sensor report to the base station from each sensor node, and the schedule to each victim node
from the base station, aggregated as Tr.
[3] Calculation of CIS and R at the base station Tc;
[4] Testing at each jammed area Tt.
4.8 Message Complexity:
On the one hand, the broadcasting schedule Z from the base station to all victim nodes costs O(n) messages in the worst case.On the other hand, the overhead of routing reports toward the base station depends on the
routing scheme used and the network topology as well as capacity.

5. Experimental Evaluation
5.1 Overview:
As a lightweight distributed trigger-identification service, our solution will be experimentally evaluated
from four facets:
[1] In order to show the benefit of this service, we compare it with JAM in terms of end-to-end delay and delivery ratio of our routes from the base station to all the sensor nodes.
[2] In order to show the acceleration effect of CIS we compare the complexity solution with varying parameters.
[3] In order to show the accuracy of estimating the jamming range we provide the range and error rate using
disk cover algorithm.
[4] In order to show its performance and robustness toward tricky attackers, we assess its false positive/negative rate and the estimation of R, for those two advanced jammer models.
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Fig 4: Benefits of Routing
5.2 Benefits for Jamming Routing:
This method is dedicated for proactive jamming attacks, which sacrifices significant packet delivery ratio due to unnecessarily long routes selected, though the effects of jamming signals are avoided. The length of
routes based on JAM quickly climbs up to the upper bound, while that of our trigger method is much lower and
more stable.
5.3 Improvements on Time Complexity:
The time complexity of our new clique based detection s proved to be asymptotically lower than the
previous. Parameter values lower than these intervals would make the sensor network less connected and jamming attack less severe, while higher values would lead to impractical dense scenarios and unnecessary energy
waste.

Fig 5: Time and Message Complexity
5.4 Accuracy in Estimating Jammer Properties:
Two observations are straightforward from these results:
[1] All the estimated values are above the actual ones, however, less than 10 percent difference. This meets our
[2] requirement for a tight upper bound of R.
The error rates in the case of fewer jammers are lower than those with more jammers. This is because the
jammer areas can have larger overlaps, which introduces estimate inaccuracies.
5.5 Robustness to various Jammer Models:
Jammers in the simulation respond each sensed transmission with probability 0.5 as well. All the simulation results are derived by averaging 10 instances for each parameter team. We consider the extreme cases
where jammers respond transmission signals with a probability as small as 0.1, or delay the signals upto 10 testing rounds later.
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Fig 6: Solution Robustness

6. Further Enhancement
We further enhance our work to give more protection for trigger nodes. Trigger nodes will be given a
security code to have protected communication once they had been identified. By doing this problem is controlled from spreading over the entire network. And we are using Channel Surfing to prevent from jamming.
That means when we transmit a data successfully the channel was changed for next data.

7. Conclusion
Thus we are providing an efficient trigger identification service framework, we leverage several optimization problem models and provide corresponding algorithms to them, which includes the clique-independent
problem, randomized error-tolerant group testing, and minimum disk cover for simple polygon. The efficiency
of this framework is proved through both theoretically analysis toward various sophisticated attack models and
simulations under different network settings.
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Abstract:
A cloud storage system, used to store large number of data in storage server. Cloud system is used to
provide large number storage servers, which provide long-term storage service over the Internet. Third party’s
cloud system does not provide data confidentiality. Constructing centralized storage system for the cloud system
makes hackers stole data easily. General encryption schemes protect data confidentiality. In the proposed
system a secure distributed storage system is formulated by integrating a threshold proxy re-encryption scheme
with a decentralized erasure code. The distributed storage system not only supports secure and robust data
storage and retrieval, but also lets a user forward data from one user to another without retrieving the data back.
The main technical involvement is that the proxy re-encryption scheme supports encoding operations over
encrypted messages as well as forwarding operations over encoded and encrypted messages. The method fully
integrates encrypting, encoding, and forwarding. The proposed system is applied for military and hospital
applications, then other secret data transmission.

Keywords: Decentralized erasure code, proxy re-encryption, threshold cryptography, secure storage system.
1. Introduction
Cloud computing is a model that treats the resources on the Internet as a unified entity, a cloud. Users
use a service without being concerned about how computation is done and storage is managed. This method
used to focus on designing a cloud storage system for robustness, privacy, and functionality. A cloud storage
system is considered as a large scale distributed storage system that consists of many self-governing storage
servers. Data robustness is a major obligation for storage systems. There are many proposals of storing data over
storage servers. One way to present data robustness is to duplicate a message such that each storage server stores
a copy of the message. It is robust because the message can be retrieved as long as one storage server survives.
Another way is to encrypt a message of k symbols into a codeword of n symbols by erasure coding. To store a
message, each of its encoded messages is stored in a various storage server.A storage server failure corresponds
to an erasure error of the encode symbol. As long as the number of failure servers is under the acceptance
threshold of the erasure code, the message can be recovered from the encode symbols stored in the available
storage servers by the decoding process. This provides a trade off between the storage size and the acceptance
threshold of failure servers. A decentralized erasure code is an erasure code that independently computes each
codeword symbol for an encrypted message. Thus, the encoding process for a message used to split up message
into n parallel tasks of generating codeword symbols. A distributed storage system is constructed a decentralized
erasure code. After the messages are sent to storage servers, each storage server separately computes a
codeword symbol for the received message and stores it. This finishes the encoding operation and storing
process. The recovery process is also the same process like a encoding process. Storing data in a third party’s
cloud system will not provide a data confidentiality. In order to provide well-built confidentiality for messages
in storage servers, a user encrypt messages by a threshold cryptography method before applying an erasure code
method to encode and store messages. When user wants to use a message, user needs to recover the codeword
symbols from storage servers, decode, and decrypt them by using cryptography keys. There are three problems
in the above simple integration of encryption and encoding methods. First, the user has to do computation and
the communication traffic between the user and storage servers is far above the ground. Second, the user has to
manage his cryptography keys. If the user’s tool of storing the keys is vanished or compromise, the security is
broken. Finally, in addition data storing and retrieving, it is inflexible for storage servers to directly support
other functions. For example, storage servers cannot frankly forward a user’s messages to another user. The
owner of messages has to retrieve message, decode, decrypt and then forward them to another user.
2. Related work
2.1. Ocean Store
Ocean Store is a utility infrastructure designed to span the globe and provide continuous access to
persistent information. Since this infrastructure is comprised of untrusted servers, data is protected through
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redundancy and cryptographic techniques. To improve performance, data is allowed to be cached anywhere,
anytime. Additionally, monitoring of usage patterns allows adaptation to regional outages and denial of service
attacks; monitoring also enhances performance through pro-active movement of data. A prototype
implementation is currently under development. In the past decade it has seen astounding growth in the
performance of computing devices. Even more significant has been the rapid pace of miniaturization and related
reduction in power consumption of these devices. Before such a revolution can occur, however, computing
devices must become so reliable and resilient that they are completely transparent to the user.
2.2. PAST
This technique sketches the design of PAST, a large-scale, Internet-based, global storage utility that
provides scalability, high availability, persistence and security. PAST is a peer-to-peer Internet application and
is entirely self organizing. PAST nodes serve as access points for clients, participate in the routing of client
requests, and contribute storage to the system. Nodes are not trusted, they may join the system at any time and
may silently leave the system Without warning. Yet, the system is able to provide strong assurances, efficient
storage access, load balancing and scalability. Among the most interesting aspects of PAST’s design are(1) the
Pastry location and routing scheme, which reliably and efficiently routes client requests among the PAST nodes,
has good network locality properties and automatically resolves node failures and node additions; (2) the use of
randomization to ensure diversity in the set of nodes that store a file’s replicas and to provide load balancing;
and (3) the optional use of smartcards, which are held by each PAST user and issued by a third party called a
broker. The smartcards support a quota system that balances supply and demand of storage in the system.There
are currently many projects aimed at constructing peer-to-peer applications and understanding more of the
issues and requirements of such applications and systems. Peer-to-peer systems can be characterized as
distributed systems in which all nodes have identical capabilities and responsibilities and all communication is
symmetric. We are developing PAST, an Internet-based, peer-to-peer global storage utility, which aims to
provide strong persistence, high availability, scalability and security. The PAST system is composed of nodes
connected to the Internet, where each node is capable of initiating and routing client requests to insert or retrieve
files. Optionally, nodes may also contribute storage to the system. The PAST nodes form a self-organizing
overlay network. Inserted files are replicated on multiple nodes to ensure persistence and availability.

3. System Model
3.1. Decentralized erasure code
In decentralized erasure code which is used to split up the messages or text data into n number of
blocks. This is used for splitting purpose. Our result n=akc allows that number of storage server be greater than
the number of blocks of a text data’s. Decentralized erasure code is a first phase of this project. This has been
initiated.In the decentralized erasure code is an erasure code that independently computes each codeword
symbol for a message. Thus, the encoding method for a message can be split into n parallel tasks of generating
codeword symbols. A decentralized erasure code is used in a distributed storage system. The n blocked message
is stored in for the integration process.
3.2. Integration
In an integration processes, the splinted message is joined into an m number of blocks, and stored into
lager storage server. User A encrypts his message M is decomposed into k number of blocks m1,m2, . . .,mk
and which has an identifier ID. User A encrypts each block mi into a cipher text Ci and sends it to v randomly
chosen storage servers. Upon receiving cipher texts from a user, each storage server linearly combines them
with randomly chosen coefficients into a codeword symbol and stores it. Note that a storage server may receive
fewer than k message blocks and we assume that all storage servers know the value k in advance.Integration is
used to combine messages into m number of block, which is encrypted and stored into a large number storage
server. Then forward to user B. Data which is encrypted by using single key. This is produced by using hash key
algorithm. In the data storage phase, user A encrypts his message M and dispatches it to storage servers. A
message M is decomposed into k number of blocks m1, m2, . . .,mk and which has an identifier ID. User A
encrypts each block mi into a cipher text Ci and sends it to v randomly chosen storage servers. Upon receiving
cipher texts from a user, each storage server linearly combines them with randomly chosen coefficients into a
codeword symbol and stores it. Note that a storage server may receive fewer than k message blocks and it
assumes that all storage servers know the value k in advance.
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Fig 1: Overview architecture
3.3. Encryption
This is used to encrypt a plain text into a cipher text. Cipher text is produced along with a single key.
This key is used to convert the cipher text again into a plain text. The integrated data is encrypted with a single
key using random key generation method. Hash key algorithm using random key generation. This is used to
generate, the random key. Whenever users encrypt the text, each season time a new key is generated.Storing
data in a third party cloud does not provide Confidentiality in cloud storage. Data confidentiality is provided by
threshold proxy re-encryption scheme. Using this technique the data is encrypted twice and key is generated by
a random key generation methods using hash algorithm. This is used to generate the more than 10,000 key at the
session time.
3.4. Data forwarding
In the data forwarding phase, user A forwards his encrypted message with an identifier ID stored in
storage servers to user B such that B can decrypt the forwarded message by his secret key. To do so, A uses his
secret key SKA and B’s public key PKB to compute a re-encryption key RKID A->B and then sends RKID A->B to all
storage servers. Every storage server uses the re encryption key to re-encrypt its codeword symbol for later
retrieval needs by B. The re-encrypted codeword symbol is the grouping of cipher texts under B’s public key. In
order to differentiate re-encrypted codeword symbols from intact ones, we call them unique codeword symbols
and re-encrypted codeword symbols, correspondingly.
3.5. Login
Log in page make user to access an account in a cloud server. When user has an account in the cloud
server for accessing data and provides other services. User can sign up the page directly else users needed to
create new account using create account option.
3.6. Uploading File
User after sing up his/her account. User forward data to another user using his/her account. Using id of
an user and IP address. Upload encrypted files and forward to a user. User upload files along with a key which is
used to encrypt the text.
3.7. Data Retrieval
Date retrieval is the final module of this project. User download data and using proxy re-encryption
method text decoded and partial decrypted. A proxy server can transfer a cipher text under a public key PK A to a
new one under another public key PKB by using the re-encryption key RKA->B. In the data retrieval phase, user A
retrieves a message from storage servers. The message is either stored by user A or forwarded to user A. User A
sends a recovery request to key servers. Upon receiving the recovery request and execute a proper verification
process with user A, each key server KSi needs u randomly chosen storage servers to get code symbols and does
partial decryption on the received code symbols by using the key share SKA,i. Finally, user A combine the
partially decrypted codeword symbols to obtain the original message M.There are two suitcases for the data
recovery phase. The first case is that a user A retrieves his own message from cloud. When user A needs to
retrieve the message with an identifier ID, he informs all key servers with the individuality token A key server
first retrieves original code symbols from u randomly chosen storage servers and then performs partial
decryption Share Dec on every retrieved original codeword symbol. The result of partial decryption is called a
partially decrypted code symbol. The key server sends the moderately decrypted codeword symbols and the
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coefficients to user A. After user A collects replies from at smallest amount t key servers and at least k of them
are originally from distinct storage servers, he executes Combine on the t partially decrypted codeword symbols
to recover the blocks m1,m2, . . .,mk. The second case is that a user B retrieves a message forwarded to user B.
User B informs all key servers straight. The collection and combining parts are the same as the first case except
that key servers retrieve re-encrypted codeword symbols and perform partial decryption Share-Decrypted on reencrypted codeword symbols.

4. Experimental Result
This experiment shows that our approach is practical and could be used in secure data forwarding in
distributed environment using cloud storage system. The empirical results show that cost reduction, time
consuming, provide more security.

Fig 2: This result shows that compare to the previous system, the proposed system is provide more security, low
cost, time consuming.

5. Conclusion
The study of existing system has revealed the use of centralized server, micro bench mark and Third
Party Auditor (TPA). The implementations of the traditional systems have resulted in crashes, DOS attacks and
unavailability due to regional network outages. In the proposed system a secure distributed storage system is
formulated by integrating a threshold proxy re-encryption scheme with a decentralized erasure code. The proxy
re-encryption scheme supports not only the expected encoding operations over encrypted messages but also the
forwarding operations over encoded and encrypted messages.
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Abstract
This paper describes seismic analysis of high-rise building using program in STAADPro. with various
conditions of lateral stiffness system. Some models are prepared that is bare frame, brace frame and shear wall
frame. Analysis is done with response spectrum method. This analysis will produce the effect of higher modes
of vibration & actual distribution of forces in elastic range in a better way. Test results including base shear,
story drift and story deflections are presented and get effective lateral load resisting system.

Keywords: High-rise building, response spectrum method, seismic analysis, story deflection, time period,
lateral load resisting system, storey drift

I. Introduction
A large portion of India is susceptible to damaging levels of seismic hazards. Hence, it is necessary to
take in to account the seismic load for the design of high-rise structure. The different lateral load resisting
systems used in high-rise building are: 1.Bare frame 2.Brace frame 3.Shear wall frame. In tall building the
lateral loads due to earthquake are a matter of concern. These lateral forces can produce critical stresses in the
structure, induce undesirable stresses in the structure, induce undesirable vibrations or cause excessive lateral
sway of the structure.
Sway or drift is the magnitude of the lateral displacement at the top of the building relative to its
base.Traditionally, seismic design approaches are stated, as the structure should be able to ensure the minor and
frequent shaking intensity without sustaining any damage, thus leaving the structure serviceable after the event.
The structure should withstand moderate level of earthquake ground motion without structural damage, but
possibly with some structural as well as non-structural damage. This limit state may correspond to earthquake
intensity equal to the strongest either experienced or forecast at the site.In present study the effect of bare frame,
brace frame and shear wall frame is studied under the earthquake loading. The results are studied for response
spectrum method. The main parameters considered in this study to compare the seismic performance of different
models are storey drift, base shear, story deflection and time period.

2. Objective Of Studies
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

To analyze the building as per code IS 1893-2002 part I criteria for earthquake resistant structure.
Dynamic analysis of the building using response spectrum method
Building with different lateral stiffness systems
To get economical and efficient lateral stiffness system

2.1 Response Spectrum Method
The response spectrum represents an envelope of upper bound responses, based on several different
ground motion records. For the purpose of seismic analysis, the design spectrum given in figure 1 of IS: 1893
(Part 1): 2002 is used. This spectrum is based on strong motion records of eight Indian earthquakes.This method
is an elastic dynamic analysis approach that relies on the assumption that dynamic response of the structure may
be found by considering the independent response of each natural mode of vibration and then combining the
response of each in same way. This is advantageous in the fact that generally only few of the lowest modes of
vibration have significance while calculating moments, shear and deflections at different levels of the building.
Following procedure is generally used for the spectrum analysis:
[1] Select the design spectrum.
[2] Determine the mode shapes and periods of vibration to be included in the analysis.
[3] Read the level of response from the spectrum for the period of each of the modes considered.
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[4] Calculate participation of each mode corresponding to the single-degree-of-freedom response read from the
curve.
[5] Add the effect of modes to obtain combined maximum response.
[6] Convert the combined maximum response into shears and moments for use in design of the structure.
Analyze the building for the resulting moments and shears in the same manner as the static loads.In this
method, natural frequencies and mode shapes are to be obtained by a free vibration analysis. The design
lateral force at each floor level in each mode of vibration is given by the equation. The peak shear force
acting in storey i in mode k is given by the equation.

Qi  Akik PkWi
n

Pk 

W 
i 1

ik

i

n

W (
i

i 1

ik

)2

The peak storey shear force in storey i due to all modes considered is obtained by combining those due to each
mode in accordance with using SRSS combination given by equation. So the lateral force at each storey due to
all modes considered is calculated by the equation
Froof = Vroof
Fi = Vi – Vi + 1
In response spectrum method the peak response of the structure is calculated from model combination, where
the following two methods can be used.
a) Square Root of Sum of Square (SRSS) Method



r

 (

k

)2

k=1

where, k = Absolute value of quantity in mode k
r = Number of modes being considered.
b) Complete Quadratic Combination Method:
r

r

   1 P1 j
i 1 j 1

where, i = Response quantity in mode
Pij = Cross modal coefficient
j = Response quantity in mode j
Pj = Cross-modal coefficient

8
(1   2 ) 2  4
where,  = Modal damping ratio in fraction
 = Frequency ratio = j/i
i = Circular Frequency in ith mode
j = Circular frequency in jth mode
2.2 Response Spectrum Method by using StaadPro
This is accurate method of analysis. The design lateral force at each floor in each mode is computed by
STAADPro in accordance with IS: 1893 (Part 1)-2002. The software provides result for design values, modal
masses and storey wise base shear. Response Spectrum data specification is shown in figure 1.
Methodology: The design lateral shear force at each floor in each mode is computed by STAAD in accordance
with the IS: 1893 (Part 1) -2002 following equation.
Qik = Ak*fik*Pk*Wk and Vik = Qik
STAAD utilizes the following procedure to generate the lateral seismic loads.
[1] User provides the value for

Z I
 as factors for input spectrum.
2 R

[2] Program calculates time periods for first six modes or as specified by the user.
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[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]

Program calculates Sa/g for each mode utilizing time period and damping for each mode.
The program calculates design horizontal acceleration spectrum Ak for different modes.
The program then calculates mode participation factor for different modes.
The peak lateral seismic force at each floor in each mode is calculated.
All response quantities for each mode are calculated.
The peak response quantities are then combined as per method (CQC or SRSS or ABS or TEN or CSM) as
defined by the user to get the final results.

3. Analysis of Building With Response Spectrum Method
Seismic Analysis of high-rise building having following data is analyzed for different models of lateral
load resisting systems. Typical plan is shown in figure 2. Analysis is

Figure:1 Response Spectrum data specification
done by taking into account the data form STAADpro. Space frame model is prepared. Member Properties are
column size up to 6th storey 0.45 X 0.60m, column size above 6th storey 0.30 X 0.45m, beam size 0.23 X 0.30m,
shear wall 0.2m, concrete bracing 0.23 X 0.23m, thickness of slab 0.1m. Loads considered are floor load, wall
load, live load and earthquake load. The grade of concrete is M20 & steel used is Fe415.
The parametric study for following mentioned models is carried.
[1] Bare frame
[2] Brace frame
Case 1 Bracing at location A in plan- Bracing is centrally located at exterior frame of Z direction through out
height.
Case 2 Bracing at location B in plan- Bracing is centrally located at exterior frame of X direction through out
height.
Case 3 Bracing at location A and B in plan- Bracing is centrally located at exterior frame of both X and Z
direction through out height.
Case 4 Bracing at location C in plan- Bracing is located at exterior frame end corners of both X and Z direction
through out height.
3.1 Shear wall frame
Case 1 Shear wall at location A in plan- Shear wall is centrally located at exterior frame of Z direction through
out height.
Case 2 Shear wall at location B in plan- Shear wall is centrally located at exterior frame of X direction through
out height.
Case 3 Shear wall at location A and B in plan- Shear wall is centrally located at exterior frame of both X and Z
direction through out height.
Case 4 Shear wall at location C in plan- Shear wall is located at exterior frame end corners of both X and Z
direction through out height.
For present work response spectrum method as per IS:1893-2002 is carried out for reinforced concrete moment
resisting frame having (G+14) storey situated in zone IV. The floor to floor height of the building is 3m. The
total height of building is 45m.
Load combinations considered in this analysis are
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1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

1.5(DL+LL)
1.2(DL+LL+EQX)
1.2(DL+LL-EQX)
1.2(DL+LL+EQZ)
1.2(DL+LL-EQZ)
DL+1.5EQX
DL-1.5EQX
DL+1.5EQZ
DL-1.5EQZ

Figure 2 Plan of building showing location of braced frame & shear wall frame
Design Parameters: The design spectrum used is of medium soil as per IS 1893 Part I (2002). A response
spectrum is shown in figure 3.

Figure 3 Response spectrum for soil as per IS 1893 Part I (2002)

4. Result and Discussion
The variation of storey drift, base shear, story deflection and time period is evaluated for all these
models and compared with response spectrum method.
4.1 Variation of base shear, story deflection, storey drift and time period
The parametric study to know base shear, story deflection, storey drift & time period in case of all
models is performed here. The results are shown in table I to IV & in graph 1 to 4 which are listed below. From
Table I and graph 1, it is observed that base shear minimum for case 2 and 3 in both brace frame and shear wall
frame. From Table II and graph 2, time period is also less for case 2 and 3 in both brace frame and shear wall
frame. As base shear increases time period of models decreases and vise versa. Building with short time period
tends to suffer higher accelerations but smaller displacement. Therefore, from table III & IV, graph 3 & 4 story
deflections is also minimum for case 2 and 3 in both brace frame and shear wall frame. Story drift i.e. top story
displacement is also reduced for case 2 and 3 in both brace frame and shear wall frame.
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Graph 1 Design Base Shear in KN

Graph 2 Time period in sec

Graph 3 Storey deflection in mm
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Graph 4 Storey drift in mm
Brace frame

Method

RSM

Bare
frame

272.5

Shear wall frame

case 1
(bracing at
location A in
plan)

case 2
(bracing
at location
B in plan)

case 3(
bracing
at
location
A & B in
plan)

Case 4(
bracing at
location C
in plan)

case 1
(Shear
wall at
location A
in plan)

case
2(Shear
wall at
location
B in
plan)

case 3
(Shear
wall at
location
A & B in
plan)

Case 4
(Shear wall
at location
C in plan)

366.92

527.2

612.9

553.9

304.05

495.4

482.9

358

Table I Design Base Shear in KN
Brace frame

Method

RSM

Bare
frame

1.315

case 1
(bracing
at
location
A in
plan)

case 2
(bracing
at location
B in plan)

1.319

0.794

Shear wall frame

case 3(
bracing at
location A
& B in
plan)

0.66

Case 4(
bracing
at
locatio
n C in
plan)

case 1
(Shear
wall at
location
A in
plan)

0.68

0.8

case
2(Shear
wall at
location B
in plan)

0.79

case 3
(Shear
wall at
location A
& B in
plan)

Case 4
(Shear
wall at
location C
in plan)

0.66

0.57

Table II Time Period in sec
Brace frame

Story
Level

Bare
frame

Shear wall frame

case 1
(bracing
at
location
A in
plan)

case 2
(bracing
at
location B
in plan)

case 3(
bracing
at
location
A & B in
plan)

Case 4(
bracing
at
location
C in
plan)

case 1
(Shear
wall at
location
A in
plan)

case
2(Shear
wall at
location
B in
plan)

case 3
(Shear
wall at
location
A & B in
plan)

Case 4
(Shear
wall at
location
C in
plan)

1

0.34

0.34

0.23

0.39

0.3

0.35

0.14

0.14

0.09

2

2.55

2.56

1

0.48

1.06

2.63

0.87

0.87

0.7

3

5.88

5.9

1.85

1.98

2.05

6.06

1.58

1.57

1.44

4

9.69

9.73

2.87

3.03

3.32

9.99

2.48

2.45

2.42

5

13.65

13.71

4.04

4.21

4.71

14.05

3.55

3.51

3.6

6

17.58

17.64

5.32

5.49

6.24

18.05

4.77

4.72

4.95

7

21.38

21.46

6.68

6.85

7.86

21.92

6.11

6.05

6.44
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8

25.26

23.35

8.16

8.3

9.61

25.85

7.55

7.48

8.05

9

28.79

28.89

9.71

9.82

11.47

29.4

9.07

8.99

9.74

10

31.98

32.09

11.31

11.4

13.4

32.61

10.64

10.55

11.49

11

34.84

34.96

12.92

13

15.39

35.48

12.25

12.15

13.28

12

37.34

37.47

14.52

14.6

17.38

37.98

13.88

13.76

15.08

13

39.45

39.58

16.09

16.18

19.37

40.06

15.51

15.39

16.88

14

41.09

41.23

17.58

17.71

21.33

41.69

17.15

17.02

18.68

15

42.25

42.39

19.04

19.2

23.23

42.82

18.78

18.64

20.46

16

42.99

43.12

20.38

20.6

25.09

43.51

20.38

20.23

22.19

Table III Storey deflection in mm
Brace frame

Method

Bare
frame

RSM

42.99

case 1
(bracin
g at
locatio
n A in
plan)

case 2
(bracin
g at
locatio
n B in
plan)

case 3(
bracing
at
location
A&B
in plan)

Case 4(
bracing
at
location
C in
plan)

case 1
(Shear
wall at
location
A in
plan)

43.12

20.38

20.6

25.09

43.51

Shear wall frame
case
case 3
2(Shea
(Shear
r wall
wall at
at
location
locatio
A & B in
n B in
plan)
plan)
20.23
20.38

Case 4
(Shear
wall at
locatio
n C in
plan)
22.19

Table IV Storey drift (Top storey displacement) in mm

5. Conclusions


A significant amount of decrease in story drift has been observed in case 2 and 3 i.e. lateral stiffness system
is centrally located at exterior frame of X direction through out height and lateral stiffness system is
centrally located at exterior frame of X & Z direction through out height in both brace frame and shear wall
frame compared to other models. Also shear wall models in case 3 gives less storey deflection and storey
drift than bare frame and brace frame.



A significant amount of decrease in time period of model in case 2 and 3 i.e. lateral stiffness system is
centrally located at exterior frame of X direction through out height and lateral stiffness system is centrally
located at exterior frame of X & Z direction through out height in both brace frame and shear wall frame
compared to other models, therefore displacements in the structure are minimized.



Building with short time period tends to suffer higher accelerations but smaller displacement.



Comparing the top storey drift in the longitudinal direction, it can be seen that it decrease by 52.59%,
52.08% & 41.63% in case 2, 3 and 4 of brace frame as compared to bare frame and it decreases by 52.59%,
52.94 & 48.38% in case 2, 3 and 4 of shear wall frame as compared to bare frame. The models with shear
wall located at exterior frame of X & Z direction through out height is found most effective in resisting
lateral loads because it shows least deflection as compare with other models.



A significant amount of increase in the lateral stiffness has been observed in all models of brace frame and
shear wall frame as compared to bare frame.



More accurate values of response may be obtained for buildings by the modal analysis method, using
modified design response spectra for inelastic analysis.
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Abstract
Data mining algorithms and statistical methods are applied to analyze the jerk data obtained from
monitoring the gearbox of a wind turbine. Two types of analyses are performed— failure component
identification and monitoring vibration excite-ment. In failure component identification, the failed stages of the
gearbox are identified in time-domain analysis and frequency-domain analysis. In the time domain, correlation
coefficient and clustering analysis are applied. The fast Fourier transformation with time windows is utilized to
analyze the frequency data. To monitor the vibration excitement of the gearbox in its high-speed stage, data
mining algorithms and statistical quality control theory are combined to develop a monitoring model. The
capability of the monitoring model to detect changes in the gearbox vibration excitement is validated by the
collected data.
Index Terms—Data mining, failure component identification, fast Fourier, jerk, transformation with time
windows, vibration excitement monitoring, wind turbine gearbox.

I. Introduction
WIND energy has experienced a remarkable expansion in recent years. As wind farms are aging, their
operations and maintenance issues are gaining significance. The wind in-dustry has been affected by failures of
wind turbine components, such as main bearings, gearboxes, and generators. High cost in replacing failed
components impacts the energy cost. There-fore, research in fault identification and condition monitoring is
warranted. Fault identification is concerned with a fault that has occurred and its labeling. In condition
monitoring, parame-ters reflecting the component conditions are identified and their changes are analyzed to
detect an emerging failure.Fault detection and condition monitoring of wind turbine blade and generator has
been widely discussed. Tsai et al. [1] presented a wavelet transform-based approach to the damage detection of
wind turbine blades [1]. Kusiak and Verma [2] ap-plied a data-driven approach for monitoring wind turbine
blade faults [2]. Watson et al. [3] utilized wavelet techniques to ex-tract bearing failure faults of doubly fed
induction generator based on power output data [3]. The literature on gearbox faults is focused on the
frequency-domain analysis. Wavelet and the Fourier transformation are the two widely applied techniques.
Mohanty and Kar [4] discussed fault detection of a multistage gearbox by applying discrete wavelet
transformation to demod- ulate the current signal [4]. Wang and McFadden [5] applied a wavelet transform to
the vibration signal to detect faults in a helicopter gearbox [5]. Yuan and Cai [6], [7] developed a modified
Fourier transform method, the variable amplitude Fourier series, to study gearbox diagnosis based on vibration
signals [6], [7]. Wang et al. [8] applied complex Morlet con-tinuous wavelet transform to fault diagnosis of a
gearbox with fluctuating loads [8].
Although the frequency analysis may lead to detection of faults of a gearbox, it has some drawbacks.
One disadvantage is that frequency-domain analysis is more effective in fault iden-tification but less effective in
condition monitoring. Another drawback is that the commonly used techniques in frequency domain analysis,
such as the Fourier transformation, assume that the underlying process is linear and stationary. Moreover, the
time factor is omitted in the frequency-domain analysis and the change of a process is not considered. In this
paper, the fault identification analysis is studied in both the time domain and frequency domain based on the
vibration data of an impaired gearbox tested by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL). The
identified faults are validated by the gearbox in-spection report provided by the NREL.Besides fault
identification, the vibration excitement moni-toring model is also discussed in this paper. The monitoring model
is developed by combining data mining with statistical control theory. Data mining algorithms are utilized to
estab-lish models for predicting vibration excitement. As an emerg-ing science, data mining has been
successfully applied in var-ious domains [9]–[11]. Its capability in building high-quality predictions models has
also been proven in our previous re-search [12]–[15]. Statistical control charts are then applied to detect the
increase in the vibration excitement by monitoring the prediction residuals. The capability of the proposed
moni-toring model in detecting the increase of vibration excitement is validated by the data.
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2. Gearbox Test Environment
The data used in this research came from a damaged gear-box of a test wind turbine. The gearbox was
retested at the Dynamometer Test Facility (DTF) at NREL. To retest the gear-box, the complete nacelle and the
drivetrain of the test wind turbine were installed at the DTF. The nacelle was hard-fixed to the floor without
hub, rotor, and yaw bearing. The gearbox included three stages—low-speed stage (LSST), intermediate-speed
stage (ISST), and high-speed stage (HSST). It was instru-mented with over 125 sensors. Fig. 1 shows the side
view of the gearbox. As shown in Fig. 1, the LSST is connected to the rotor, and the HSST is connected to the
generator.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Structure of gearbox.

Coordinate system of vibration acceleration.

To investigate the root cause of the gearbox damage and de-velop the condition monitoring strategies, vibration
data were collected. Thus, 12 accelerometers were mounted on the out-side of the gearbox, generator, and main
bearing to measure the vibration acceleration. Vibration data of all 12 accelerometers were collected at 40 kHz
using a high-speed data acquisition system. Besides the vibration data, the corresponding torque of the lowspeed shaft and the generator speed were recorded. The direction of the drivetrain vibration acceleration is
described as a 3-D coordinate system and sensed by accelerometers. The origin of the coordinate system is the
intersection of the planet-carrier rotation axis and the plane cutting the torque arm cylinder in half along their
length. The x-axis describes the system acceleration along the main shaft axis and the downwind side, and the yaxis represents the vibration acceleration direction, which is hori-zontally perpendicular to the x-axis. The z-axis
is orthogonal to the x- and y-axes. Fig. 2 illustrates the coordinate system of the vibration acceleration. Although
the vibration acceleration of the system is depicted by a 3-D coordinate system, the mounted accelerometers can
only sense one or two directions of acceler-ation. Table I presents the locations of the accelerometers, the
measured directions of vibration acceleration, and the units of the recorded data. In the research presented in this
paper, three test cases, Case 1, Case 2, and Case 3, are analyzed. In Case 1, the nominal speed of the high-speed
shaft is set to 1800 r/min and the electricity power is set to 25% of the rated power. In Case 2, the nominal speed
of the high-speed shaft is the same as in Case 1, but the electricity power is set to 50% of the rated power. This
indicates that the
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TABLE I
LOCATIONS AND DESCRIPTIONS OF THE SENSORS

torque in Case 2 is twice the amount of torque in Case 1.
In this section, a blind study is discussed. The study consid-ers identification of component failures in the
gearbox using the vibration acceleration data while the failed components are un-known. Time- and frequencydomain analysis of the vibration acceleration data is performed to investigate the failed compo-nents and the
root causes of the failure.

2.1 Data Processing and Description
To analyze the gearbox vibration in the time domain, jerk is utilized. Jerk describes the rate of
acceleration change, and it is often used to indicate the excitement of vibration. For the high-frequency vibration
acceleration data in Section II, the jerk is approximated in

J

₃ ≈

₃ a

t

− ₃ a

t−T

.

(1)

Since the sampling frequency is high (i.e., 40 kHz), the num-ber of data points within 10 min length is large.
Therefore, vi-bration, the high-frequency jerk data (40 kHz), is then converted into much lower frequency data
(1/15 Hz) by computing the mean of jerk at 15-s intervals. The standard deviation and the maximum value of
the jerk data in each 15-s interval are also computed. The sampling frequency, 1/15 Hz, reduces the data size for
ease of time-domain analysis.
2.2 Time-Domain Analysis
In Section III-B, the correlation coefficient [16] and clustering analysis [17] are utilized to investigate
the failed components in the gearbox. The component failure can be identified by examining the pattern
similarity of the jerk data measured by accelerometers mounted at different locations of the drivetrain.
1)
[16]

Correlation Coefficient Analysis: Correlation coefficient
is a fundamental but useful tool to analyze the linear
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TABLE II
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT OF THE DATA IN CASE 1

TABLE III
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT OF THE DATA IN CASE 2

dependence between parameters and it is widely used in research. In this study, a correlation coefficient analysis
is performed based on the processed jerk data discussed in Section III-A to examine the linear relationship
between sen-sors for Cases 1 and 2. Tables II and III present the results of correlation coefficient analysis for the
two cases.The data in Tables II and III show that the jerks of sen-sors AN5, AN6, AN7, AN8, and AN9 are
positively correlated. However, the correlation with the other sensors is relatively low. Besides Cases 1 and 2,
the gearbox was tested in another Case 3 with generator speed of 1200 r/min and the torque set at 25%. In Case
3, the linear correlation between the jerks of all sensors is above 90%. This is due to the fact that the drivetrain
system is highly coupled and the abnormal vibration patterns of some damaged components do not appear for
low generator speed and torque. When the generator speed increases to 1800 r/min in Case 1 and the torque
increases to 50% in Case 2, the correla-tion among these sensors changes as shown in Tables II and III. Since
the main bearing sensed by AN1 and AN2 is healthy, the low correlation between the main bearing
accelerometer signal and accelerometers in ISST and HSST point to some issues in the health condition of
components in ISST and HSST.
2.3 Clustering Analysis: To further analyze jerk patterns of the 12 sensors in Table I, clustering analysis is
applied. Cluster-ing analysis is an unsupervised method of data analysis. Clus-tering algorithms group
observations into clusters by evaluating similarities among the observed data.The clustering analysis in Section
III-B2 aims at grouping data from 12 sensors using the jerk data. The time series of the jerk of Section III-A is
utilized in the clustering analysis. The k-means algorithm [17] is modified in this study to establish clusters. In
the original version of k-means algorithm, the num-ber of clusters k should be arbitrarily set by the analyst. In
this study, a clustering cost function is introduced to evaluate the cluster quality with k. The clustering cost
function is formu-lated as (3) and used in a tenfold cross-validation scheme [18], [19]
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where d is the clustering cost, k is the number of clusters, m is the number of observations (sensors) contained in
each cluster, x is a vector of parameters used in this research, c presents the centroid of each cluster, j is the
index of each data point, and Ci represents cluster i.
The modified k-means algorithm involves the following steps: Step 1. Set the initial value of k to 2.
Step 2. Divide the dataset into 10 subsets of equal size. Step 3. Repeat ten times.
Step 3.1. Randomly select nine subsets for training and use the tenth subset for testing.
Step 3.2. Initialize k centroids.
Step 3.3. Repeat the following two steps until the centroids do not change.
Step 3.3.1. Assign data point to the closest cluster by

Step 3.3.2. Update the values of the centroids by ci =
where n is the total number of observations.
Step 3.4. Compute the clustering cost d.
Step 4. Estimate the average of clustering cost d in tenfold
cross-validation.
Step 5. Stop the algorithm if d(k, x, c) – d(k – 1, x, c) ≤ ξ or
k = 12; otherwise, go back to Step 1.
To implement the modified k-means algorithm, the parameter ξ is set to 0.05. The results of clustering analysis
for Cases 1 and 2 are presented in Table IV, respectively.
Three clusters are generated by the modified k-means algo-rithm (see Table IV). In Cluster 1, most of the
sensors sense the vibration acceleration of the gearbox low-speed stage. Clus-ter 2 contains data from two
sensors that monitor the accel-eration of the main bearing. Sensors that measure the vibra-tion acceleration in
the intermediate and high-speed stage make Cluster 3. To further analyze the data in the three clusters, the
Euclidean distance between the centroids of clusters is calcu-lated. The shorter the distance, the more similar the
two clus-ters are.Since the gearbox test experiment was conducted to examine the failure components of the
gearbox, the vibration of the main
TABLE IV
CLUSTERING RESULTS FOR CASES 1 AND 2
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TABLE V
CLUSTER DISTANCES FOR CASES 1 AND 2

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Jerk data measured by AN9.

Power spectrum of second-minute acceleration data of Case 1.

bearing was normal in this research. In Table V, the distance between the centroids of Clusters 1 and 2 is 2.31
while the distance between the centroids of Clusters 3 and 2 is 5.72. Based on the results in Table V, the
components sensed by the accelerometers in Cluster 3 are considered to be primarily failed because the distance
between Clusters 1 and 2 is small. Some components sensed by the sensors in Cluster 1 are also considered as
failed since the data from the two sensors belong to two different clusters. The clustering algorithm is also
applied to Case 3. The distance between Clusters 1 and 2 is 2, the distance between Clusters 1 and 3 is 3, and the
distance between Clusters 2 and 3 is 5. The distance between two clusters should be less than the distance in
Case 3 because the abnormal vibration in ISST and HSST is not fully excited in Case 3.
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3. Root Cause Analysis:
The correlation coefficient and clustering analysis in Sections III-B1 and III-B2 both point to the
failure of components in the gearbox at the intermediate- and high-speed stage. The main reason is that the jerk
data measured by the sensors mounted at intermediate- and high-speed stage have an extremely similar pattern
which should be different in normal condition. Fig. 3 illustrates the trend of the jerk data sensed by AN9 during
the 10-min test in Case 2.In Fig. 3, it is observable that the change of vibration accel-eration is gradually
increased from the beginning to the end of the test experiment. This trend of jerk data indicates that the
excitement of vibration in the high-speed stage gradually be-comes stronger during the test. This is highly
possible due to the gradually increased friction between gears in the high-speed stage. The possible root cause of
the increasing friction is lubri-cation starvation and damaged gears. The analysis of the failure component and
possible root cause is then proved according to the inspection report of the disassembled gearbox provided by
the NREL.
3.1 Frequency-Domain Analysis
In Section III-C, fast Fourier Transformation with time win-dows [20] is applied to develop power
spectrums based on the original vibration acceleration data of both Cases 1 and 2 mea-sured by accelerometers
described in Section II. The pattern of vibration excitement gradually increasing in the high-speed stage of a
gearbox, shown in Fig. 3, can also be observed from the power spectrums with time windows. In time-domain
anal-ysis, the failure of the high-speed stage of the gearbox has been identified. To monitor the vibration
acceleration in the high-speed stage, three accelerometers—AN7, AN8, and AN9—are utilized. Since the
frequency-domain analysis results of all three sensors are similar, the result of AN7 is selected as the representative in the following discussion.Figs. 4 and 5 depict the power spectrum developed based on the secondand tenth-minute acceleration data of AN7 in Case 1. Figs. 6 and 7 show the same content of AN7 in Case 2. In
Figs. 4 and 5, it is obvious that the magnitude of power is

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.

Power spectrum of tenth-minute acceleration data of Case 1.

Power spectrum of second-minute acceleration data of Case 2.
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Fig. 7.

Power spectrum of tenth-minute acceleration data of Case 2.

Fig. 8.

Power spectrum of the gearbox in healthy condition.

increased from the second minute to the tenth minute in Case 1. Figs. 6 and 7 present the same pattern as in
Case 2. Moreover, by comparing the power spectrums of Case 1 to those of Case 2, it is observable that the
magnitude of power becomes much larger when the rated power is increased from 25 to 50%. This indicates that
the vibration in the high-speed stage of the gearbox in Case 2 becomes more significant due to the increase of
rated power.To identify that the gearbox is in abnormal status, the power spectrums based on the vibration
acceleration data in the tenth minute of a damaged gearbox can be compared to the power spectrum based on the
acceleration data of a healthy gearbox. Fig. 8 presents the power spectrum of a gearbox in healthy con-dition. In
Figs. 5 and 7, the spike at around 200 and 1375 Hz (HSST modulations) is much higher than the same spike displayed in Fig. 8. In this frequency-domain analysis, the damage in the high-speed stage of the gearbox is
identified. However, it is difficult to identify the details of the damage in the high-speed stage, such as fretting
corrosion, scuffing, and dents of the high-speed gear set. To identify the details of the damage, the gearbox
needs to be disassembled.

4. Monitoring Vibration of Gearbox
4.1 HIGH-SPEED STAGE
In this section, a framework of monitoring vibration accel-eration at the high-speed stage of the
gearbox is developed. Data-driven prediction models are integrated with the control chart theory to build the
vibrationmonitoring model. The vi-bration monitoring model is capable of detecting the level of vibration
excitement at the high-speed stage of the gearbox.
4.2 Data Description
In this section, data used to develop the vibration monitor-ing model are discussed. Jerk of vibration
acceleration data of AN7 discussed in Section II is applied for training data-driven models. As mentioned in
Section II, the sampling frequency of jerk data sensed by AN7 in this study is 40 kHz, which is unrealistic in
industrial applications. Thus, the high-frequency (40 kHz) jerk data is averaged to a lower frequency, 10 Hz,
with the corresponding sampling interval of 0.1 s. The standard devi-ation and maximum value of the 40 kHz
jerk data is calculated at each 0.1-s interval. Since faults may occur in a short time, e.g., as 10 s, the 0.1-s data
are monitored to detect the emerging faults.
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The processed dataset contains 6000 data points. The dataset is then split into three subsets—the training
dataset, test dataset, and analysis dataset—for developing data-driven models. The first 3000 data points are
selected to form the training dataset utilized for the development of data-driven models. To validate the datadriven models, a test dataset is needed. The test dataset contains 1000 data points, immediately following the
3000 data points in the training dataset. The analysis dataset is composed of the last 1000 data points in the
original processed dataset. The 1000 data points between the test dataset and the analysis dataset are not utilized
in this study. The three datasets are characterized in Table VI.
4.3 Data-Driven Models
To monitor the vibration excitement of the high-speed stage of the gearbox, data-driven models need to
be developed that are able to predict the jerk derived from the acceleration data mea-sured by AN7. In this
section, three types of models—single-signal model I, single-signal model II, multisignal model—are discussed
to predict the jerk at the gearbox high-speed stage. These three types of models are developed by considering
three different sensor conditions of the gearbox. Single-signal model I reflects a scenario wherein only one
sensor is mounted on the high-speed stage of the gearbox; while in single-signal model II, the mounted sensor
on the high-speed stage records data at a higher frequency than needed. Multisignal model reflects a scenario
wherein the multisensors are mounted on the gearbox and the sensor on the high-speed stage fails.Seven datamining algorithms—neural network (NN) [21]–[23], neural network ensemble (NNE) [24], boosting tree
regression (BT) [25], [26], random forest regression (RF) [27], classification and regression tree (CART) [28],
support vector machine (SVM) [29], [30], and k nearest neighbor (kNN) [31]— are selected to construct the
data-driven models.

4.4 Single-Signal Model I: In this section, the single signal model I, a data-driven time series model, is
introduced to predict the jerk of AN7 at time t. To predict the jerk of AN7 at time t, the past ten states of jerk of
AN7 at time t are derived from the dataset of Section IV-A. A parameter selection strategy, the importance
analysis by the boosting tree algorithm, is utilized to select the five most important past states of jerk of AN7 at
time t as the input to the single-signal model I. Table VII presents the ten past states of jerk of AN7 and the
associated importance evaluated by the importance analysis. In Table VII, symbol J means quantity jerk, AN7
presents the sensor name, t is the current time, and T describes the data sampling interval.Based on the
parameter importance provided in Table VII, five past states—JA N 7,t−T , JA N 7,t−2T , JA N 7,t−3T , JA N 7,t−9T ,
and JA N 7,t−10T —are considered as the inputs of the single-signal model I. Then, the single-signal model I is
formulated
as

where f (·) is the model developed by data-mining algorithms. Seven data-mining algorithms—NN, NNE, BT,
RF, CART, SVM, and kNN—are all applied to train the data-driven models (single-signal model I) based on the
training dataset. The test dataset then is used to validate and compare the trained models. Four metrics—used in
model evaluation of the mean absolute error (MAE), standard deviation of absolute error (SDofAE), mean
absolute percentage error (MAPE), and standard deviation of absolute percentage error (SDofAPE)—for
validation of data-driven models are formulated in (5)–(8), respectively,
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where yˆ is the predicted value by a model, y is the observed value, and n means the total number of data points
in training or the test dataset Table VIII presents the test results of data-driven models with seven data-mining
algorithms. As shown in Table VIII, all seven data-mining algorithms can develop good quality data-driven
models to predict the jerk of AN7. The accuracy of data-driven models is about 98% (MAPE is about 2%).
However, since SVM provides relatively higher prediction accuracy, it is selected to develop the single-signal
model I. Fig. 9 illustrates the first 100 test results of the model developed by the SVM algorithm.
4.5 Single-Signal Model II:
In Section IV-A, the standard deviation and the maximum of the jerk of AN7 were derived. The past
states of the derived data, such as its standard deviation and maximum, could benefit the prediction model. In
Section IV-B2, the five past states of the jerk of AN7, its derived standard deviation and its maximum are all
considered to construct the

single-signal model II to predict jerk of AN7 at time t. The same parameter selection strategy in Section IV-B1
is utilized to select the five most important parameters as the inputs of the single-signal model II.
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Table IX presents the results of importance analysis. Sym-bol S represents the standard deviation and M
represents the maximum. The remaining notation is defined in Section IV-B1. The most important five
important parameters are JA N 7,t−T ,
J
(see
A N 7,t−5T , JA N 7,t−2T , JA N 7,t−4T , and SA N 7,t−4T
Table IX). These five parameters are selected as the inputs of the single-signal model II. The single-signal
model II is expressed in the following:
J

A N 7,t−5T , JA N 7,t−2T ,
J
A N 7,t−4T , SA N 7,t−4T ) (9)
where f (·) is the data-driven model.
The seven data-mining algorithms of Section IV-B1 are ap-plied to develop the single-signal model II. The test
results of the data-driven models are illustrated in Table X. In Table X, the
best-performed algorithm is SVM with the prediction accuracy higher than that in Table VIII.
Fig. 10 presents the first 100 test points of the single-signal model II trained by the SVM algorithm.
A N 7,t

= f (J

A N 7,t−T

,J

4.6 Multisignal Model: Besides the information of jerk of AN7 itself, the jerk derived based on acceleration
data mea-sured by other sensors can be used to predict the jerk of AN7. Table XI describes the pool of
parameters used in the parameter selection and the result of parameter selection based on the same procedure
discussed in Section IV-B1. In the fifth column, the presents the rate of generator speed ω or torque τ at time t.
Based on the importance illustrated in Table XI, JA N 6,t ,
JA N 5,t , JA N 9,t , JA N 8,t and JA N 10,t , are considered as the inputs of multisignal model, and the multisignal model
is formulated as
J

A N 7,t

= f (J

A N 6,t , JA N 5,t , JA N 9,t , JA N 8,t , JA N 10,t ).

(10)

Table XII interprets the test results of data-driven models (mul-tisignal model) developed by data-mining
algorithms discussed

TABLE XII
TEST RESULTS OF MULTISIGNAL MODEL DEVELOPED BY SEVEN ALGORITHMS

Fig. 11.

First 100 test points of the multisignal model developed by BT.
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Fig. 12.

Modified x-bar chart for the test dataset.

the mean and the standard deviation of the test dataset need to be computed according to (11) and (12),
respectively,

in Section IV-B1. In Table XII, the BT algorithm provides the most accurate and stable prediction results of jerk
of AN7 based on the five most important parameters in Table XI. In addition, by comparing Table XII with
Tables VIII and X, it is observable that the information of other sensors is beneficial to developing the
prediction model of jerk of AN7. Fig. 11 shows the first 100 test results of the multisignal model trained by the
BT algorithm in predicting the jerk of AN7.
4.7 Monitoring Models
Two monitoring models are discussed in this section to detect the increase in vibration excitement at
the high-speed stage of the gearbox. To detect the increase in vibration excitement, two statistical control
methods are applied to monitor the prediction residuals of the single-signal model I.

5. Modified X-Bar Chart:
The single-signal model I, devel-oped by the SVM algorithm in Section IV-B1, offers 98% ac-curate
predictions based on the test dataset. Unlike multisignal models, the single-signal model I uses only one signal
to predict JA N 7,t . If the modeled system changes in the future and the changes do are reflected in the training
dataset, then the single-signal model I will not be able to provide accurate predictions. The degradation of
prediction performance is manifested in the increase of the prediction residuals. Therefore, the shift in the
vibration excitement at the high-speed stage of the gearbox can be detected by analysis of the prediction
residuals of the single-signal model I.To analyze the prediction residuals, in this section, a modified x-bar chart
where μt represents the mean of the test dataset, st describes the standard deviation of the test dataset, and m is
the total number of data points in the test dataset.
Based on the computed μt and st , the modified x-bar chart is formulated as

The UCLx , CLx , and LCLx in (13)–(15) represent the upper control limit, centerline, and lower control limit of
the modified x-bar chart, respectively. The parameter c controls the width between the upper and lower control
limit. The parameter q denotes the number of sampling data points.
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To monitor the prediction residuals of the single-signal model I by the modified x-bar chart, two datasets–a test
dataset and an analysis dataset—are utilized. The test dataset is applied to de-velop the modified x-bar chart and
then the trained modified x-bar chart is employed to examine whether the vibration ex-citement at the highspeed stage has shifted for the analysis dataset.Definition 1: If the number of prediction residuals greater than
the upper control limit or lower than the lower control limit in the analysis dataset is larger than that in the test
dataset, then the vibration excitement is considered as shifted. Otherwise, the vibration excitement is considered
normal. Fig. 12 presents the residual analysis results based on the test dataset using the modified x-bar chart. To

Fig. 13. Modified x-bar chart for the analysis dataset
display the concept clearly, only the data points in the second half of the test dataset
are included in Fig. 12. Fig. 13 shows the prediction residuals based on the analysis dataset monitored by the
modified x-bar chart. The first 500 prediction residuals of the analysis dataset are included. As shown in Figs.
12 and 13, it is quite obvious that the shift of the vibration excitement is detected because there are more
residuals that exceed the upper control limit in Fig. 13 than in Fig. 12
5.6 Exponentially Weighted Moving Average Chart: In statistical quality control, the exponentially weighted
moving average (EWMA) chart [32] is commonly applied to detect a small shift in a process. As shown in Fig.
3, the vibration excitement at the high-speed stage shows a gradually increasing pattern that is similar to a small
shift in a process. The pattern of signal sensed by AN7 is similar to that of AN9 (see Fig. 3). Therefore, the
EWMA chart is able to detect the increase of vibration excitement at the high-speed stage of the gearbox.
Compared to the modified x-bar chart in Section IV-C1, the detection result of the EWMA chart is clearer and
easier to understand. In the EWMA chart, the value of a quantity, EWMA, is monitored and estimated by

where z presents the EWMA, x is the prediction residual and i
is the index of a data point

where L and λ are two parameters that need to be arbitrarily
set to develop the EWMA chart and the remaining notation is
presented in Section IV-C1.
Fig. 14 shows the EWMA chart of the analysis dataset. The test dataset is utilized to calculate the μt and st in
(16)–(18). The parameter L is set to 3 and λ is set to 0.1, according to the recommendation in [32]. In the
EWMA chart, L = 3 indicates
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Fig. 14. Result of EWMA chart
that a three-sigma limit is considered and a small λ indicates a small weight of new data in the estimation of
EWMA which ensure the effectiveness of EWMA in detection of small shifts.As shown in Fig. 14, the vibration
excitement described in the analysis dataset is clearly different from that of the test dataset. This is because
EWMA is above the upper control limit most of the time in Fig. 14.

6. Conclusion
Analysis of jerk data derived from vibration acceleration data of the wind turbine gearbox was
discussed in this paper. The vibration acceleration data were collected in the test facility of the NREL. To test
the gearbox, the drivetrain system (without blades or hub) were removed from a wind turbine and fixed on the
floor of the NREL test facility. Twelve vibration accelerometers were mounted on different locations of the
drivetrain system to sense the vibration acceleration. Based on the jerk data, two types of analysis—component
failure identification and monitoring gearbox high-speed stage vibration—were addressed.In the analysis of the
component failure identification, the correlation coefficient analysis and clustering analysis were applied to
identify the failure stage of the gearbox in the time domain. In the frequency-domain analysis, fast Fourier
transformation with time windows was applied. The failure of the intermediate- and high-speed stages of the
gearbox was correctly identified by the approaches discussed in this paper. Some root causes could be inferred
based on the data patterns of some specific sensors. However, to confirm the root cause of the gearbox fault, the
actual inspection of the disassembled gearbox was undertaken. Besides the component failure identification
analysis, models for monitoring the vibration excitement of the gearbox highspeed stage were introduced. Datadriven models and statistical control theory were integrated to develop a monitoring model. Four types of datadriven models were introduced to predict the jerk indicated by the vibration excitement of the gearbox
highspeed stage. Each data-driven model represented a condition of sensors in the test. Two statistical control
charts were established based on the developed data-driven model. The shift of vibration excitement at the highspeed stage was effectively detected. Although, in this paper, only the monitoring model for the high speed
stage vibration was discussed, this framework could be applied to monitor the vibration excitement of other
parts of the gearbox. The main shortcoming of this study was the gearbox test condition. Since the drivetrain
was fixed to the floor, other factors (e.g., force from the wind and tower) that could impact the vibration
excitement were not resented. To develop a more applicable monitoring model, gearbox vibration acceleration
data collected from field-operated wind turbines is needed.
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Abstract
Three different operational curves—the power curve, rotor curve, and blade pitch curve—are presented
for monitoring a wind farm’s performance. A five-year historical data set has been assembled for constructing
the reference curves of wind power, rotor speed, and blade pitch angle, with wind speed as an input variable. A
multivariate outlier detection approach based on -means clustering and Mahalanobis distance is applied to this
data to produce a data set for modeling turbines. Performance monitoring ofwind turbines is accomplished with
the Hotelling control chart.

Index Terms—Control chart, -means clustering, Mahalanobis distance, performance monitoring, turbine
performance curves.

I. Introduction
R Ecent years have witnessed a rapid expansion of wind energy. The growing number of wind turbine
installations presents the asset operators with turbine operations and maintenance issues [1]. Variable wind
conditions contribute to varying loads, which in turn lead to wind turbine faults, e.g., spalled bearings and
fractured gears. Failures of wind turbines require repairs and negatively impact their performance [2]–[4].
Monitoring the performance of wind turbines is the key to re- duction of operations and maintenance costs.
Wind turbine per-formance is affected by: 1) external factors such as wind turbu-lence, storms, and icing; and 2)
internal factors such as compo-nents’ temperature and lubrication. While the external factors cannot be
controlled, events associated with the internal fac-tors can be predicted. An efficient way to measure the impact
of internal factors is through turbine operations. The operational characteristics of turbines depend on
parameters such as rotor power, torque, and pitch angle. Continuous monitoring of these parameters can be
useful in assessing wind turbine performance. State-of -the-art turbine monitoring applications are discussed in
[3]–[5]. Condition monitoring approaches, namely vibration analysis [6], oil analysis [7], and strain
measurement [8], are widely used in the literature. Data- mining- based approaches have gained their popularity
in wind turbine research. Related applications of data mining include: 1) power curve monitoring [9], 2)
monitoring and prediction of wind turbine states [10],
TABLE I
DATA DESCRIPTION

[11], 3) modeling turbine abnormal behavior [12], [13], and 4) prognosis of turbine faults [14].
In this paper, turbine performance is assessed with three per-formance curves—power curve, rotor curve, and
blade pitch curve. To perform such an assessment, operational wind tur-bine data is needed. Supervisory control
and data acquisition (SCADA) systems record wind turbine parameters at different time intervals. SCADA data
may be effectively used to tune a wind farm and provide early warnings of possible failures. In the research
reported in this paper, historical wind turbine data is used to extract reference curves.The paper is organized as
follows. Section II presents the data set used in the research, along with a description of turbine performance
curves. In Section III, the solution methodology is presented, which consist of: 1) reference curve construction,
2) outlier detection, and 3) moment calculation. In Section IV, a statistical control chart is employed for
performance monitoring of wind turbines. Section V concludes the paper with topics for future research.

2. Data for Turbine Performance Curves
The data used in this paper has been collected from a wind farm of over 100 wind turbines. Three wind
turbine performance curves—power curve (power versus wind speed), rotor curve (rotor speed versus wind
speed), and blade pitch curve (blade pitch angle versus wind speed)—are constructed for wind tur-bine
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performance. The data set analyzed in this paper is di-vided into three parts. First, a four-year historical data
(August 2005–August 2008) from 22 turbines is available to extract the reference curves for the month of
August. The data is aver-aged over 10-min intervals (10-min data). The reference curves are validated with data
from the following year (August 2009). To conduct performance monitoring, one month of data from 22 wind
turbines was collected in August 2011. Table I presents the data used in the research. Descriptions of the three
turbine performance curves are pro-vided in Section II-A.
2.1 Wind Turbine Performance Curves
A power curve indicates power generated by a wind turbine at various wind speeds. Malfunctions of a
wind turbine will impact its power- generation capability. A typical wind power curve re-sembles a sigmoid
function; however, due to various malfunc-tions (e.g., sensors and components), the power curve acquires a
shape of its own

Fig. 1. Proposed solution methodology.
A rotor curve represents a mapping between rotor speed and wind speed. Failures of turbine components impact
its shape. A typical rotor curve is a monotonically increasing function of the wind speed. A blade pitch curve
shows the relationship between the tur-bine pitch angle and wind speed. The turbine’s control system adjusts the
blade angle for maximum power capture. A malfunc-tion of the control system and high wind speed causes a
turbine to stall, i.e., blade pitch angle becomes 90 . During the normal operations of a wind turbine, the pitch
angle is set to, e.g., 0 , 66 , and 83 . In general, during the startup of a wind turbine, the blade pitch is set to a
high value. A negative value of the pitch angle reflects the presence of a strong wind. In the cut-in to cut-out
region of the wind speed, the blade pitch settings are adjusted by the control system for the max-imum power
output. At the rated wind speed, the blade pitch angle is continuously adjusted to maintain the power required.
In Section III, the proposed solution methodology is discussed.

3. Solution Methodology
The proposed solution methodology includes four phases (see Fig. 1). The historical wind farm data
from several wind turbines is scanned initially to select wind turbine data (Phase 1). Due to the stochastic nature
of the wind and inherent variability in the individual turbines, the noisy raw data is processed using a
multivariate outlier detection approach (Phase 2). The resulting reference curves are used as a benchmark to
evaluate the perfor-mance of individual turbines (Phase 3). Skewness and kurtosis of performance curves are
calculated for each wind turbine and compared against the corresponding reference curves. In Phase 4, a quality
control chart is used for performance monitoring of wind turbines.
All solution phases are discussed in the subsequent sections.
3.1 Construction of Reference Curves
Wind turbine performance depends on wind speed. The data used in this research is obtained from a
large wind farm lo-cated in Blairsburg, Iowa. The monthly average distribution of wind speed at this location is
investigated. Fig. 2 provides the monthly distribution of wind speed. The average wind speed varies across
different months. Constructing reference curves using the yearly performance data may not be ideal as many details may be missed. Based on the distribution of the wind speed, the reference curves for individual months are
constructed. Based on the completeness of data across different years, per-formance curves for the month of
August are extracted from the turbine data collected on 22 turbines over a four -year pe-riod (i.e., August 2005–
August 2008). Based on the analysis,
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Fig. 2. Average monthly wind speed distribution near the wind farm location (source: Iowa Energy Center).

Fig. 3. Performance curves for the month of August (August 2005–August 2008). (a) Power curve. (b) Rotor
curve. (c) Blade pitch curve.
data from 22 wind turbines is averaged to obtain three reference curves. Fig. 3(a)–(c) provides the reference
power curve, rotor curve, and blade pitch curve of the historical monthly data for the month of August.
In Section III-B, a bivariate outlier selection approach is discussed.
3.1 Bivariate Outlier Detection
The reference curves constructed from the historical data con-tain outliers which need to be removed
for clear depiction of normal turbine behavior. These outliers are largely due to the sensor errors and
fluctuations in the turbine performance. In this paper, a multivariate outlier detection approach based on
Mahalanobis distance is used. The Mahalanobis metric expresses the distance of an instance to the centroid in
the multidimensional space [15], and it is calculated based on the correlation-covariance
matrix.Therefore,Mahalanobis distance indicates whether an instance is an outlier with respect to the
independent variable values

In (1), D2st the Mahalanobis distance between instance 's' and 't' , and COV-1 is the inverse of covariance matrix.
Due to distinct shape of performance curves, calculating Mahalanobis distance for an overall curve can be
misleading as the centroid (usually for wind speeds between 4.5 and 7m/s) will consider the extreme data points
(points close to cut-in wind speed, or/and near in order to improve outlier detection, the performance curve data
is grouped into smaller clusters. The -means clustering algorithm determines the number of clusters for each
curve by minimizing the cost function in the following [16]:
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where is the clustering cost, is the number of clusters, is the number of data points in cluster i , represents the
data points, and represents cluster . The proposed procedure for identifying outliers in the bivariate performance
curves is presented next.
3.2 Procedure: Extracting Smooth Performance Curves
Parameters:perf-C={PC,RC,BPC} , optimal number of clusters (kopt), maximum number of data subsets
(Max_fold), Mahalanobis distance threshold
Begin
For each x €;perf-C
Set initial number of clusters
Divide the data set intoMax_fold
For f = 1 : Max-fold
Randomly select 90% subset for training and 10%
for testing.
Initialize K centroids
Repeat, until the centroid does not change.
Evaluate the training error using the cost function in
End for
Output: (Optimal number of clusters)
For j=1 : kopt
Evaluate the Mahalanobis distance(Dpq) (1) for each
data pair from the cluster mean
Sort the data pairs(p,q) based on the distance (Dpq)
Retain data pairs(p,q) with (Dpq) <= ᵟ
End for
Output: Mahalanobis distance between all data
points for clusters
Repeat
Do until x = |perf-C|
End
3.3 Output: Smooth performance curves:
In the above procedure, the Mahalanobis distances between the data points and the cluster centers
(centroids) are computed. The K-means clustering algorithm applied to the monthly reference curves provides
14, 11, and 9 clusters for the power curve, the rotor curve, and the blade pitch curve, respectively. Fig. 4(a)–(c)
illustrates the clustered reference curves with training errors 0.039, 0.062, and 0.075 for these same curves,
respectively. Fig. 5 depicts the Mahalanobis distance of power curve for individual clusters. The outlier data
points can beeasily identified in Fig. 5. Similarly, rotor curve and blade pitch curve are analyzed. The aim here
is to extract smooth reference curves; therefore, a conservative approach based on the Mahalanobis distance
metric is used to remove the outlier data points. The threshold distance is chosen in such a way that the data
points corresponding to the high-density clouds in the clusters are selected. Table II presents the threshold
distance for each cluster. Using the threshold distance indicated in Table II, 10%–15% of the data points were
considered as outliers and thus are discarded.The refined performance curves are illustrated in Fig. 6(a)–(c).In
Section III-C, the moment of the performance curves is discussed. Scalar performance matrices, namely,
skewness and kurtosis of bivariate data, are evaluated.
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3.4 Moment Calculation:
The third- and fourth-order moments, namely kurtosis and skewness, are often used to describe the
shape of the data distribution.The multivariate kurtosis and skewness can also be used as a data compression
technique providing a single value describing the shape of the distribution. Due to the high frequency data that is
used in the proposed research, the performance curves are described using kurtosis and skewness. The refined
reference curves obtained in Section III-B are used as a

Fig. 4. Performance curves with clusters. (a) Power curve. (b) Rotor curve.
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3.5 Blade pitch curve.

Fig. 5. Mahalanobis distance (MD) of power-curve-based clusters. (a) Clusters
1–10. (b) Clusters 11–14.
benchmark for performance monitoring of the wind farm. Multivariate skewness is a univariate measure of
skewness for mul- tivariate data, where a value close to zero indicate elliptical symmetry. The multivariate
skewness is defined [17], [18]

where x1 is the matrix mean, and cov -1 is the estimated population covariance matrix. Similarly,multivariate
kurtosis is a univariate measure of kurtosis for multivariate data. For column matrix, a value of kurtosis
coefficient close to p(p+2) indicates approximate multi-normality.Multivariate kurtosis is mathematically
described in the following [18], [19]:
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In general,under-performing wind turbines will deviate from the reference curves,resulting in different values of
kurtosis and skewness that can be tracked in a 2D-graph.depending on the requirements, performance
monitoring can take place on a daily, weekly,or monthly basis.
TABLE II
MAHALANOBIS DISTANCE THRESHOLD FOR PERFORMANCE
CURVE CLUSTERS

TABLE III
MULTIVARIATE KURTOSIS AND SKEWNESS OF REFERENCE CURVES

table III compares the kurtosis and skewness of yearly and monthly reference curves with respect to the test
data (August 2009). The kurtosis and skewness of reference curves constructed based on the yearly data
(January 2008–December 2008) is obtained in a similar way. The values presented in Table III indicate that the
skewness and kurtosis of monthly reference curves are much closer than of the yearly reference curves. Thus,
monthly reference curves are used for monitoring the wind farm.

Fig. 6. Refined performance curves. (a) Power curve. (b) Rotor curve. (c) Blade pitch curve.
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3.6 Monitoring a Wind Farm:
In this section, data from 22 wind turbines over a period of a month (August 2011) are analyzed using
kurtosis and skewnes s for three performance curves. The analysis is based on the 10-min average data. Turbines
located farthest from the reference points (see Table III) are considered to be abnormal. Euclidean distance is
used to evaluate the distance of individual wind turbines from the reference points. Figs. 7–9 provide a2-D
scatter plot of the performance curves, where each point(diamond) represents an individual wind turbine. In
addition, kurtosis and skewness of the reference curves are included in Figs. 7–9. Depending on the distribution
of data points across the performance curves, the kurtosis and skewness distribution varies. Due to the distinct
shape of the power curves, the kurtosis and skewness values are higher and more spread out than those of the
rotor and blade pitch curves. In the 2-D skewness-kurtosis graph, wind turbine performance can be assessed by:
1) relative location of individual turbines with respect to the reference curves, and 2) location of individual
turbines with respect to the turbine clusters. In general, turbine showing the same behavior will form a distinct
cluster. Any abnormal turbine behavior can be easily visualized in a 2-D scatter graph. The possible reasons for
the distinct location of individual turbines in the skewness-kurtosis plot could be:
[1]
[2]
[3]

under-performance due to system abnormalities,
under-performance due to different wind speeds, and
over-performance due to errors in wind speed measurement.

Fig. 7. Status of a wind farm reflected by the power curve.

Fig. 8. Status of a wind farm reflected by the rotor curve
Using the guidelines mentioned earlier in this section, the power-curve-based skewness-kurtosis graph identifies
turbines 10 and 12 as abnormal, whereas turbines 6, 9, 13, and 17 behave differently in the rotor and blade pitch
curves.
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Fig. 10 illustrates the power curve of turbine 10. The abnormal behavior of turbine 10 is clearly visible as the
fault logs confirm the faults associated with generator windings. More information about turbine fault logs is
provided in [3] and [20]. Performance of wind turbines can be assessed with the 2-D kurtosis-skewness graph;
however, time is not depicted in the scatter plot. Therefore, to keep track of time, control charts are utilized.

4. Performance Monitoring Of Wind Turbines
In this section, performance monitoring of wind turbines is performed using a quality control chart.
The overall monitoring of the wind farm can be done on a weekly or monthly basis; however, for performance
monitoring of a wind farm over time, quality control charts are required. In this paper, two output metrics are
used—skewness and kurtosis.

Fig. 9. Status of a wind farm reflected by the blade pitch curve.

Fig. 10. Power curve of turbine showing abnormal behavior (turbine 10).
Monitoring the matrices independently can be misleading. Therefore, bivariate process monitoring using
Hotelling’s control chart is employed. In the literature, Hotelling’s chart has been widely used to simultaneously
monitor two or more output variables [21]. Equations (5)–(7) define the statistic as follows:
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In (5), is the individual observation, is the mean, is the covariance matrix inverse, and is the index of input
variables.Since the subgroup size is 1, the covariance matrix is evaluated by pooling all observations [22], [23]

For two output variables, the covariance matrix will take the form

The lower control limit (LCL) is always 0, whereas the upper control limit (UCL) is calculated from (7)

In (8), is the number of output variables, is obtained from distribution. The value of is set to 0.001. The kurtosis
and the skewness can be monitored simultaneously; however, the Hotelling test requires the data to be normal.
Therefore, the initial data is normalized using the Box-Cox approach. A value varies from 5.0 to 5.0. Fig. 11
provides a comparison of initial and transformed skewness data of turbine 1 obtained using the Box-Cox
approach. For equal to 0.552, the transformed data resembles a normal distribution. This process is repeated for
all turbines. The transformed bivariate data of turbines is divided into two parts, e.g., training and testing.

Fig. 11. The Box-Cox transformation of turbine 1 data (λ= -0.552)

Fig. 12. Control limits for training data points (iteration 1).
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Fig. 13. Control limits for training data points (iteration 3)
Using the information presented in the power-curve-based kurtosis skewness data (see Fig. 7), turbines 7, 10,
11, 12, and 15 are used for testing, whereas the control limits are obtained by using data from the remaining
turbines. Fig. 12 provides the UCL of 10.507, resulting in 12 data points out of control. The out-of control data
points are removed, and the training process is iterated until all data-points meet the control limits. After three
training process iterations, all data points were found in control, with the resulting UCL of 10.505 (Fig. 13).Fig.
14(a)–(e) illustrates the test data corresponding to turbines 7, 10, 11, 12, and 15. Based on the obtained UCL
values, turbines 7, and 11 were found to be affected by an abnormal dayin a month, whereas, two abnormal days
were found for turbine10. The remaining turbines, e.g., turbines 12 and 15 were found to operate normally. In
general, various faults (cable twisting left, faulty pitch controller) contributed to the abnormal days of turbines 7,
10, and 11. However, the main reason for abnormal days is the power curtailment. Due to the limited number of
observations,no significant pattern in the value was observed.

Fig. 14. Hotelling’s T2 chart for the test data (a) turbine 7, (b) turbine 10, (c) turbine 11, (d) turbine 12, and (e)
turbine 15.
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5. Conclusion:
A systematic approach for monitoring the performance of a wind farm was presented. Three
performance curves—the power curve, rotor curve, and blade pitch curves—were used. The Mahalanobis
distance was computed to identify outliers in the performance curves. The bivariate performance curve data was
grouped into several clusters for better identification of outliers. Using the skewness and kurtosis of bivariate
data, the initial high-frequency data was compressed to a single value .Hotelling’s control chart was used for
performance monitoring of the data points in time. The transformed kurtosis-skewness graphs were determined
to be better suited for turbine monitoring than the high-frequency performance curves.The Hotelling control
chart was applied to the daily average data. Future research will focus on hourly data. The impact of the output
variables on Hotelling’s control chart deserves further study.
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Abstract:
Cash Deposit Machines (CDM) has altered the relationship between banks and their depositors, as well
as the competitive relationships among banks. In this paper, I survey the literature to describe the ways have
influenced these aspects of banking markets. The project is designed to provide fully automatic cash deposit
machine. It is combination of Embedded, DIP & Automation. In Mat lab every data image of note is compared
with ideal stored image of every appropriate type of note. Every note is passed through UV light to detect the
originality of note which consequently results in acceptance and rejection of faulty notes.
.Keywords: Currency, Fake Detection, Spindle, Storage, UV light.

1. Introduction
Automated cash deposit machines can offer significant benefits to both banks and their depositors. The
machines can enable depositors to deposit cash at more convenient times and places than during banking hours
at branches. At the same time, by automating services that were previously completed manually, CDMs can
reduce the costs of servicing some depositor demands. These potential benefits are multiplied when banks share
their CDMs, allowing depositors of other banks to access their accounts through a bank’s CDM. In this paper, I
will review the literature on CDM pricing and focused both on the motives for sharing CDM facilities.

2. System Overview
The project is designed to provide fully automatic cash deposit machine. The hardware consists of LCD
screen for displaying option to select the bank and enter Acc. No in which cash is to be deposited and also
guides the customer to next steps .The carriage is provided to carry the currency notes one by one from
customer where camera captures image of every note and send the data image to PC with Matlab. Every data
image of note is compared with ideal stored image of every appropriate type of note. Every note is passed
through UV light to detect the originality of note which consequently results in acceptance and rejection of
faulty notes.

“Figure1. Database contexts”
Spindle is used to push notes from carriage to storage container of notes. Counter is provided to count the cash
and counted data will be sending to MC.

“Figure2. System overview”
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Finally LCD screen will show the new balance of customers account and will also give printed receipt

“Figure3. Unique receipt”
If there is any fault in machine then buzzer will make sound. Likewise there is one note is duplicate then buzzer
will be make a sound. There is LED which indicate that machine is ready to use.
2.1. CDM Provide Busy Customer Service
[1] Improved levels of convenience and security
[2] Improved speed of deposit and ease of use
[3] Reduced queuing time, increased customer satisfaction
[4] Unique receipt slip issued after each deposit made
[5] Revenue generating opportunities, created by re-deploying staff to more profitable activities
[6] Flexibility to process cash at a convenient time or to outsource task
[7] Speed of transaction minimizes customer exposure to risk of attack
[8] Enhanced management information
2.2. Customer Requirement
Banks customers’ taste and desire have begun to raise the stakes of expectation of exceptional services.
Customers want to transact their banking transactions at any time and location convenient for their life-style.
They want to pay their regular household bills. The four forces - customers, technology, convergence and
globalisation have the most important effect. The success of electronic banking, as agued by many researchers,
depends probably on bank service quality, customer preferences and satisfaction. Recent studies found that
consumer behaviour is changing partly because of more spare time. The way of use of financial services is
characterised by individuality, mobility, independence of place and time, and flexibility. Historically, banks
have taken the attitude that they will provide customers with the services and, the banks, wish to provide. In
order to survive both from domestic and the increasing level of global cross-border competition, banks need to
change their process of servicing their customers
2.3. Benefit of automatic Banking
The perceived benefits of electronic banking have been documented in recent studies, especially
several electronic distribution channels available for banks in United States and concluded that customer
orientations towards convenience, service, technology, change, knowledge about computing and the Internet
affected the usage of different channels. Convenience of conducting banking outside the branch official opening
hours has been found significant in cases of adoption. Banks provide customers convenient, inexpensive access
to the bank 24 hours a day and seven days a week. Literatures indicate the movement away from cash
transactions and in words of the use of non-cash payment has continued to rise with increasing value. Tellers are
today equipped to issue receipts (deposit slips) for cash deposits the service of ordering bank draft of certified
cheques made payable to third parties has also been increasingly automated .A reduction in the percentage of
customers visiting banks with an increase in alternative channels of distribution will also minimize the queues in
the branches. Increased availability and accessibility of more self-service distribution channels helps bank
administration in reducing the expensive branch network and its associate staff overheads. Bank employees and
office space that are released in this way may be used for some other profitable ventures
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2.4. Customer always require fast technology
New technology has raised your customers’ expectations, and whilst they may come from many
different backgrounds, lifestyles and professions, your customers have one thing in common: Choice of leisure
time, work patterns, shopping, and the choice of how, when and with whom they carry out their banking
requirements. In this competitive environment the winners are responding to their customer’s needs, and
improving the banking experience with
[1] A convenient customer service
[2] A modern retail environment
[3] Faster transactions and improved security
[4] Extended hours access to services
Communications – complete with a monitoring system to constantly verify operation and status of the CDM,
whether remotely or centrally located. A file transfer utility is also available for retrieving audit and event
history files. Automated Cash Deposits help you deliver more efficient Self-Service solutions. Our range of
Cash Deposit Machines has been designed either for free standing or in the wall installation
2.5. Risks Associated with Electronic Banking
Although, electronic banking provides many opportunities for the banks, it is also the case that the
current banking services provided through Internet are limited due to security concerns, complexity and
technological problems Hewer and Howcroft used the term trust to describe a measure of risk. Viewed risk in
the context of security concerns and risk in the context of trust in one’s bank .Finally, a number of studies found
trust and perceived risks have a significant positive influence on commitment and ultimately leads towards
overall satisfaction Reputation of a service provider is another important factor affecting trust

3. Application
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]

Banks and other financial institutions:Personal and business customers making cash/cheque deposit.
Local Government Offices: Payment of rents, taxes, court fines, parking fines.
Utility company Offices:
Payment of water, gas, electricity, telephone bills.
Transport: Airline cabin crew, bus or train drivers and conductors who need to deposit fares or payments
received.
Retail Outlets :Convenient cash deposit system for daily takings and offers customers a paying in point for
store cards

4. Conclusion
With incorporation of cash deposit machine we will be able to solve the problems like fake note
detection. Main purpose of cash deposit machine is to provide flexibility depositing money 24x7 in particular
bank account so that we could get lead from queuing in front of bank window and inconvenience in time
availability. Reduction in queuing time increases customer satisfaction. It also improves speed of deposit and
level of convenience with security.
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Abstract
In recent researches, there are countless applications where sine and cosine wave are used, like in
Physics, Digital Signal Processing for various transforms, several modulation and demodulation techniques etc.
There are numerous ways to generate digital sine and cosine waves, the use of previously calculated tables is
one of the choices, but it requires excessive memory usage when good quantization level is needed. CORDIC
algorithm, on the other hand, offers an excellent alternative, and its best characteristic is flexibility. Its
quantization accuracy is a function of word length. In this paper a simple Pipelined CORDIC structure for
generation of sine and cosine values has been implemented and verified using Simulink tool by MATLAB.

Keywords: CORDIC, Simulink, Pipeline Architecture, Shift And Add, Trigonometric, Unscaled, HDL,
Hardwired.

I. Introduction
The CORDIC is hardware-efficient algorithms for computation of trigonometric and other elementary
functions by only shift and adds operations. The CORDIC set of algorithms for the computation of
trigonometric functions was designed by Jack E. Volder in 1959 to help building a real-time navigational system
for the B-58 bomber [1]. Later, J. Walther in 1971 extended the CORDIC scheme to other functions [2]. The
CORDIC method of functional computation is used by most calculators (such as the ones by Texas Instruments
and HP) to approximate the normal transcendental functions.
The popularity of CORDIC was very much enhanced there-after primarily due to its potential for
efficient and low-cost implementation of a large class of applications which include: the generation of
trigonometric, logarithmic and transcendental elementary functions; complex number multiplication, Eigenvalue computation, matrix inversion, solution of linear systems and singular value decomposition (SVD)[4]for
signal processing, Fourier and related Transforms[3], image processing, and general scientific computation.
Some other popular and upcoming applications are:
[1] Direct frequency synthesis, digital modulation and coding for speech/music synthesis and communication;
[2] Direct and inverse kinematics computation for robot manipulation;
[3] Planar and three-dimensional vector rotation for graphics and animation
Although CORDIC may not be the fastest technique to per-form these operations, it is attractive due to
the simplicity of its hardware implementation, since the same iterative algorithm could be used for all these
applications using the basic shift-add operations.In this paper, our purpose is to demonstrate the utility of the
simulation tool Simulink by MATLAB to implement the basic CORDIC algorithm for calculating the
trigonometric values. Simulink, developed by MathWorks, is a data flow graphical programming language tool
for modeling, simulating and analyzing multidomain dynamic systems. Its primary interface is a graphical block
diagramming tool and a customizable set of block libraries. It offers tight integration with the rest of
the MATLAB and XILINX environment and can either drive them or be scripted from them. Simulink is widely
used in control theory and digital signal processing for multidomain simulation and Model-Based Design.The
remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, describes the principles of CORDIC operation,
covering the elementary ideas from coordinate transformation to rotation mode and vectoring model operations.
In section III, the implementation of CORDIC for calculation of sine and cosine values is discussed. The
CORDIC architecture applied for this paper has been described in Section IV along with its implementation in
Simulink. The conclusion along with future research directions are discussed in Section V.

2. Basic Cordic Algorithm
The CORDIC algorithm performs a planar rotation as shown in Fig 1. Graphically, planar rotation
means transforming a vector (Xi, Yi) into a new vector (Xj, Yj). Using a matrix form, a planar rotation for a
vector of (Xi, Yi) is defined as-
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Fig-1: Plannar rotation of a vector
The θ angle rotation can be executed in several steps, using an iterative process. Each step completes a small
part of the rotation. Many steps will compose one planar rotation. A single step is defined by the following
equation:

Here n = no. of iterations. Equation 2 can be modified by eliminating the

factor.

Equation 3 requires three multiplies, compared to the four needed in equation 2. Additional multipliers can be
eliminated by selecting the angle steps such that the tangent of a step is a power of 2. Multiplying or dividing by
a power of 2 can be implemented using a simple shift operation.The angle for each step is given by eq (4) and
All iteration angles summed must equal the rotation angle θ as in eq (5).

Where S = {+1,-1}
This results in the following equation for
Combining equation 3 and 7 results in-

Besides for the
coefficient, the algorithm has been reduced to a few simple shifts and additions. The
coefficient can be eliminated by pre-computing the final result. The first step is to rewrite the coefficient.
The second step is to compute equation 9 for all values of „n‟ and multiplying the results, which we will refer to
as K.

K is constant for all initial vectors and for all values of the rotation angle; it is normally referred to as the
congregate constant.
Because the coefficient K is pre-computed and taken into account at a later stage, equation 8 may be written as

or as

At this point a new variable called „Z‟ is introduced. Z represents the part of the angle θ which has not been
rotated yet.

Combining equations 5 and 13 results in a system which reduces the not rotated part of angle θ to zero.
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Thus the basic CORDIC equations are –

So, the CORDIC method evaluates elementary functions merely by table-look-up, shift and add operations. A
small number (of the order of n, where n bits of precision is required in the evaluation of the functions) of precalculated fixed constants is all that is required to be stored in the look-up table. The CORDIC algorithm has
nice geometrical interpretations: trigonometric, exponential, multiply functions are evaluated via rotations in the
circular, hyperbolic and linear coordinate systems, respectively. Their inverses (i.e., inverse trigonometric
functions, logarithm and division) can be implemented in a “vectoring” mode in the appropriate coordinate
system. Thus, there exist two modalities of CORDIC algorithm, VECTORING and ROTATION mode. In
vectoring mode, coordinates ( , ) are rotated until
converges to zero. In rotation mode, initial vector
( , ) starts aligned with the x axis and is rotated by an angle of θi every cycle, so after n iterations, θn is the
obtained angle. Also,

Hence, in ROTATION MODE

And in VECTORING MODE

3. CORDIC Theory for Trigonometric Functions
3.1 SINE AND COSINE
The rotation mode CORDIC operation can simultaneously compute the sine and cosine of the input
angle. Setting the y component of the input vector to zero reduces the rotation mode result to:

By setting to K the rotation produces unscaled sine and cosine of angle argument, z0. Very often sine cosine
values modulate a magnitude value. Using other techniques (for example: look up table) requires a pair of
multipliers to obtain the modulation. The CORDIC technique performs the multiply as a part of rotation
operation, and therefore eliminates the need for a pair of explicit multipliers. The output of CORDIC rotator is
scaled by the rotator gain. If the gain is not acceptable, a single multiply by the reciprocal of gain constant
placed before CORDIC rotator will yield unscaled results. It is worth noting that the hardware complexity of
CORDIC rotator is approximately similar to that of a single multiplier with the same word size.
Summary:
Mode: Rotation mode
Initial values: [x, y, z] = [K, 0, ]( = input angle)
Direction: Reduce z to Zero
Output: [x, y, z] = [cos , sin 0]
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Fig-2: Taxonomy of CORDIC architectures

4. Proposed Cordic Architecture
As in fig-2, there are number of ways to implement CORDIC processor. The ideal architecture depends
on the speed versus area tradeoff in the intended application. The CORDIC algorithm has traditionally been
implemented using bit serial architecture with all iterations executed in the same hardware [6]. This slows down
the computational device and hence, is not suitable for high speed implementation.For this paper we use a
Pipelined Architecture [6, 10], Instead of buffering the output of one iteration and using the same resources
again, one could simply cascade the iterative CORDIC, which means rebuilding the basic CORDIC structure for
each iteration. Consequently, the output of one stage is the input of the next one, as shown in Fig. 6, and in the
face of separate stages two simplifications become possible. First, the shift operations for each step can be
performed by wiring the connections between stages appropriately. Second, there is no need for changing
constant values and those can therefore be hardwired as well. The purely unrolled design only consists of
combinatorial components. Input values find their path through the architecture on their own and do not need to
be controlled. While implementation a single iteration of the basic CORDIC structure like in fig-4, the Generic
resource report which is obtained from the HDL code generator of Simulink is as follows:

Fig-3: Resource report of a Single CORDIC iteration

Fig-4: Hardware implementation of single CORDIC iteration

Fig-5: The Addition/Subtraction Logic Subsystem

Fig-6: Pipeline architecture of CORDIC for sine and cosine.
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Fig-7: Output obtained on the workspace window
Here the input angle is 600 i.e. 1.0466 radians and
as shown in the figure above the output values attained are: sine60 0 = 0.8659 and cos600 = 0.5002.

5. Conclusion
In this paper simple calculation of sine and cosine of the input angles is done, CORDIC algorithm is
implemented by using simple hardware through repeated shift-add operations and this is the feature which
makes it attractive for a wide variety of applications. The code above implements a pipeline algorithm of a 12stage CORDIC operating within the rotation mode. Here since the number of shifts to be performed by the
shifters at different stages is fixed (shift-operation through i bit positions is performed at the ith stage), the shift
operations could be hardwired with adders.
The same is the case with the constant arctan (2^-i). This is to help reduce the no. of resources and also
the latency of computation. In all of these ways, the CORDIC algorithm proves its merit as a simple but
powerful algorithm that all FPGA designers should be aware of. Using CORDIC algorithm to generate these
waveforms can, if correctly done, result in a high spurious-free dynamic range. Good SFDR performance is
required for most signal-processing applications. Also, Simulink being a graphical language makes it easy to
implement and understand the physical meaning of CORDIC.As future work the HDL code (can be VHDL or
VERILOG) can be generated from the Simulink graphical program and can further be used on FPGA. Also the
implementation of the CORDIC algorithm can be done on FPAA (Field Programmable Analog Array), the analog
cousin of FPGA by using SIM2SPICE tool that automatically converts analog systems from Simulink design to
Spice netlist and further the placing and routing can be done on FPAA with the help of other tools.
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Abstract
In this paper a overcurrent protection using concept of symmetrical component for power transformer is
presented .first we review the concept of symmetrical component. Secondly we investigate how the concept of
symmetrical component can be used to improve the transformer protection scheme and how it helps to discriminate
the fault and non fault events. For this an algorithm and discrimination criteria is analysed for various fault
condition and switching event.

Keywords : Fault, overcurrent relay, symmetrical Components, type of Faults, Transformer energizing, PSCAD,
Switching event

1. Introduction
The Concept of symmetrical components provides a practical technology for understanding and analyzing
power system operation during unbalanced conditions such as those caused by faults between phases and/or ground,
open phases, unbalance impedances, and so on. Also, many protective relays operate from the symmetrical
component quantities. Thus a good understanding of this subject is of great value and a very important tool in
protection.
1.1 Methodology For Improved Protection Schemes:
For any unbalanced or nonsymmetrical network, such as unsymmetrical fault occurs or having
unbalanced load, symmetrical component conversion can decouple three-phase system into three independent
sequence equivalent networks, namely positive, negative and zero sequence network. Therefore these three
sequence networks can be analyzed separately. Then we can convert the sequence value back into phase
variables. This analysis procedure is commonly used in analyzing the unbalanced system network, including
fault. Symmetrical components can be viewed as a mathematical tool on which we can entirely based to analysis
system without converting back to phase variable. For example, the amplitude of zero sequence signifies the
degree of unbalance, and therefore can be used to detect the unbalanced fault.
1.2 Theoretical background
The symmetrical component transformation for an arbitrary three-phase set of variables (balanced or
unbalanced), for example the three-phase current, and inverse transformation is given in (1) and (2).
-------- (1)

Here I1 , I2 and I0 denote the positive, negative and zero sequences respectively. And
α =1∟1200 = − 0.5 + j0.866
In general application in power system analysis, we typically begin with information in “phase variables”
denoted by subscripts a, b, and c. Note that phase variables corresponds to actual physical quantities. The value
of converting physical quantities to symmetrical components is in visualizing and quantization the degree of
unbalanced system network. For a balanced three-phase system, it won’t be difficult to calculate that the zero
and negative sequences are zero, and the positive sequence is equal to phase a, no matter current or voltage.

2. Operation And Principle Of Overcurrent Relays
There are two characteristics for overcurrent relays:
1) definite- time characteristic and 2) inverse-time characteristic. In the definite-time characteristic relays, if
the current amplitude exceeds a pre-defined value, the relay trips after a definite time. In the protection of
motors, these relays are used to prevent the unbalanced operation of the motors. According to IEC standard
[19], the characteristic of inverse time overcurrent relays (excluding induction type) is depicted by the
following expression:
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----- (2)
T- the relay operation time;
C- constant for relay characteristic;
Is-current setting threshold;
I- current detected by relay (normally the effective
value) ; I > Is
α- constant representing inverse-time type α> 0
By assigning different values to α and C, different types of inverse characteristics are obtained.
2.1 Proposed Algorithm
Any three-phase voltage and current consist of three components in sequence space which are related
to each other as follows:

Here I1 ,I2 and I0 denote the positive, negative and zero sequences respectively. And
α =1∟1200 = − 0.5 + j0.866
Also 1+α+α2=0 if currents Ia,, Ib and Ic are balanced (i.e., Ia,= I∟0, Ib = I ∟ -1200 and Ic = I ∟ +1200 ). So
existence of the negative components means that the system is unbalanced. except over a transient period that
may be as a result of different switching method or non identical saturated case of three-phase transformers,
three phases are almost affected simultaneously during switching event. Consequently, the negative component
is not considerably changed in this case. On the other hand, faults are classified into symmetrical and
asymmetrical parts. The major feature of these faults is the large value of the negative component, such that
there are the theoretical following casesFor phase–ground fault

…… (4)
Where Zf is the fault impedance between the line and ground Z0, is the zero component impedance Z1, is the
positive component impedance, and Z2 is the negative
component impedance.
For phase-phase fault:
….. (5)
For phase-phase- ground fault:
…… (6)
Therefore, the negative component in the asymmetrical faults is considerable. For symmetrical faults the
negative component tends to zero. Not often, the three-phase fault occurs and the negative component of the
current is negligible and almost equal to zero similar with the switching case. The criterion function for
discriminating fault from nonfault switching is defined as follows
. The criterion function for discriminating fault from non fault switching is defined as follows:
----- (7)
Since there is a considerable negative component in the asymmetrical fault case, according to criterion function
the value of R is close to zero. In the switching case, the negative component is very small and R is close to 1.
In the switching case, the negative component is very small and R is close to 1. Except over a transient period
that may be as a result of different switching methods or a non identical saturated case of three-phase
transformers, three phases are almost affected simultaneously and the three-phase network has not a major
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unbalance, during the switching event. In the calculation of I2 and I1 in equation (1), Ia ,Ib , and Ic are phasor
value (amplitude of the fundamental harmonic). Therefore, dc values and its harmonics are largely eliminated.
So the difference in dc value in the current is not important. According to the above, R<0.35 indicates the fault;
otherwise, over current is the result of switching. The suggested criterion is based on the different behavior of
the current components during fault and non fault conditions and is independent of the amplitude of the current
which is advantageous. The reason is that it operates based on the relative difference between the negative and
positive component of the current. Another advantage of the suggested criterion function is that its proper
operation is independent of the power system balancing. Actually, the suggested criterion function in the
asymmetrical distribution networks also operates properly. The reason is that during the asymmetrical fault, the
negative component of current increases and the value of R is much smaller than that before fault event. Thus,
it is enough that the threshold value be lower than at the value of R in the normal state of the network.

3. Simulation
To show the advantage of the proposed algorithm, a part of a distribution system shown in Fig.1 is
modeled; using the EMTDC/ PSCAD package. The network parameter of the 2-bus distribution system is
illustrated in this figure. Several nonfault events are applied to this system along with some short circuit events
at different times. The simulation results show that how the proposed algorithm could help the overcurrent relay
to discriminate fault from nonfault events. The following cases are presented here:
• Transformer energizing;
• Induction motor starting;

4. Transformer Energizing
When the primary winding of an unloaded transformer is switched on to normal voltage supply, it acts
as a nonlinear inductor. In this situation there is a transient inrush current that is required to establish the
magnetic field of the transformer. The magnitude of this current depends on the applied voltage magnitude at
the instant of switching, supply impedance, transformer size and design. Residual flux in the core can aggravate
the condition. The initial inrush current could reach values several times full load current and will decay with
time until a normal exciting current value is reached. The decay of the inrush current may vary from as short as
20 cycles to as long as minutes for highly inductive circuits. The inrush current contains both odd and even
order harmonics.In order to study a transformer energizing, various inrush current conditions were simulated at
different parts of the power system. Various parameters which have considerable effect on the characteristic of
the current signal (e.g., core residual magnetization, nonlinearity of transformer core and switching instant)
were changed and the current signal was analyzed by the proposed method. In all cases, correctness of the
proposed algorithm has been proved.
Malfunctioning of transformers is mainly because of following reasons:
Due to magnetizing inrush current, Harmonics generated due to occurrence of internal faults, Short Circuit in
core winding, Symmetrical or Asymmetrical Faults Symmetrical components consist of three quantities:
positive-sequence (exists during all system conditions, but are prevalent for balanced conditions on a power
system including three-phase faults); negative-sequence (exist during unbalanced conditions); zero-sequence
(exist when ground is involved in an unbalanced condition). Negative and zero-sequence components have
relatively large values during unbalanced fault conditions on a power system and can be used to determine when
these fault conditions occur. Negative-sequence components indicate phase-to-phase, phase-to-ground, and
phase-to-phase-to-ground faults. Zero sequence components indicate phase-to-ground and phase -to-phase-toground faults
4.1 Inrush due to switching-in
Initial magnetizing due to switching a transformer in is considered the most severe case of an inrush.
When a transformer is de-energized (switched-off), the magnetizing voltage is taken away, the magnetizing
current goes to zero while the flux follows the hysteresis loop of the core. This results in certain remanent flux
left in the core. When, afterwards, the transformer is re-energized by an alternating sinusoidal voltage, the flux
becomes also sinusoidal but biased by the remanence. The residual flux may be as high as 80-90% of the rated
flux, and therefore, it may shift the flux-current trajectories far above the knee-point of the characteristic
resulting in both large peak values and heavy distortions of the magnetizing current A detailed study of a
typical case is presented below. In this case transformer at busbar 1-2 is switched on at instant t= 0.25s and
three-phase currents are measured at busbar 7. Fig. 2 shows these three-phase currents. As shown in Fig. 3,
except over a transient period, R is close to 1 and is larger than setting R= 0.35s that shows nonfault case. In this
case tripping signal is prevented.
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4.2 Fault
In this case a phase-ground fault (A-G) occurs at busbar 1 at instant t= 0.25s and three-phase currents
are measured at busbar 7. Fig. 4 shows these three-phase currents. As shown in Fig. 5, R is close to zero that
shows a fault case in which the tripping signal is issued.
Bus 2
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Fig. 4 Three phase current due to fault (A-G)
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Fig. 5 Value of R versus time due to fault (A-G)
Three-phase currents are measured at the busbar 1 Fig. 4 shows these currents is close to zero which
indicates that there is a fault and the relay trips. In fact, one more advantage of the suggested algorithm is that,
in addition to the diagnosis of the fault in the individual occurrence from the nonfault case, it enables to
discriminate a fault from simultaneous switching properly. This is necessary because, if in the case of fault, the
operation of the relay is prevented and it is assumed switching case, it may lead to a serious damage.

5. Theoretical Analysis

6. Conclusion
In this paper, from simulations results it indicates that enhanced sensitivity can be achieved with a
symmetrical component based overcurrent protection. Also the paper presents a new algorithm- overcurrent
protection based on symmetrical component and shows vastly improved performance over conventional
techniques, to discriminate fault and non fault events like switching and magnetizing inrushes in transformer.
Undesirable operation of relay due to the switching is prevented. The capability of the new method has been
demonstrated by simulating various cases on a suitable power system for various types of asymmetrical faults.

7. Future Scope
Here only the fault cases related to Transformer is studied but in future it can be studied for Alternator,
Turbo-generators etc.
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Abstract:
Cellular automata (CA) based seeded tumor segmentation method on magnetic resonance (MR)
images, which uses Region of interest and seed selection. The region of tumor is selected from the image for
getting seed point from abnormal region. This seed is selected by finding Co occurrence feature and run length
features. Seed based segmentation is performed in the image for detecting the tumor region by highlighting the
region with the help of level set method. The brain images are classified into three stages Normal, Benign and
Malignant. For this non knowledge based automatic image classification, image texture features and Artificial
Neural Network are employed. The conventional method for medical resonance brain images classification and
tumors detection is by human inspection. Decision making is performed in two stages: Feature extraction using
Gray level Co occurrence matrix and the Classification using Radial basis function which is the type of ANN.
The performance of the ANN classifier is evaluated in terms of training performance and classification
accuracies. Artificial Neural Network gives fast and accurate classification than other neural networks and it is a
promising tool for classification of the tumors.
Segmentation of brain tissues in gray matter, white matter and tumor on medical images is not only of
high interest in serial treatment monitoring of “disease burden” in oncologic imaging, but also gaining
popularity with the advance of image guided surgical approaches. Outlining the brain tumor contour is a major
step in planning spatially localized radiotherapy (e.g., Cyber knife, iMRT) which is usually done manually on
contrast enhanced T1-weighted magnetic resonance images (MRI) in current clinical practice. On T1 MR
Images acquired after administration of a contrast agent (gadolinium), blood vessels and parts of the tumor,
where the contrast can pass the blood–brain barrier are observed as hyper intense areas. There are various
attempts for brain tumor segmentation in the literature which use a single modality, combine multi modalities
and use priors obtained from population atlases. Using gray scale, spatial information and thresholding method,
region growing was applied to segment the region. The region of tumor is selected from the image for getting
seed point from abnormal region. This seed is selected by finding Co occurrence feature and run length features.
Seed based segmentation is performed in the image for detecting the tumor region by highlighting the region
with the help of level set method.

I. Introduction
Ultrasound image segmentation is a critical issue in medical image analysis and visualization because
these images contain strong speckle noises and attenuation artifacts. It is difficult to properly segment the
interested objects with correct position and shape. In addition, poor image contrast and missing boundaries is a
challenging task. Large numbers of different methods was proposed on ultrasound medical image segmentation.
Some of them use a semi automated approach and need some operator interaction. Others are fully automatic
and the operator has only a verification role. These methods can be represented by threshold based technique,
boundary based methods, region based methods, mixture techniques that combined boundary and region criteria
and active contour based approaches. Threshold technique uses only gray level information and do not consider
the spatial information of the pixels and do not manage well with noise or poor boundaries which generally
encountered in ultrasound images. Boundary based methods use the gradient of pixel values at the boundary
between adjacent regions. In these methods an algorithm searches for pixels with high gradient values that are
usually edge pixels and then tries to connect them to produce a curve which represents a boundary of the object.
But to convert the edge pixels into close boundary is difficult for the ultrasound image segmentation .Region
based segmentation is based on the principle that neighboring pixels within the one region have similar value.
FCM algorithm is best known region based category for the segmentation. These methods affect the results due
to speckle noises in ultrasound images. Another method is active contour method which is suitable for finding
edges of a region whose gray scale intensities are significantly different from the surrounding region in the
image. To segment homogenous regions, the semi automatic region growing methods first requires users to
identify a seed point. In this paper, A full automatic region-growing segmentation technique is proposed. First
we found the seed automatically using textural features from Co-occurrence matrix (COM) and run length
features. Then using gray scale, spatial information and thresholding method, region growing was applied to
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segment the region. With the advances in imaging technology, diagnostic imaging has become an indispensable
tool in medicine today. X-ray angiography (XRA), magnetic resonance angiography (MRA), magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI), computed tomography (CT), and other imaging modalities are heavily used in
clinical practice. Such images provide complementary information about the patient. While increased size and
volume in medical images required the automation of the diagnosis process, the latest advances in computer
technology and reduced costs have made it possible to develop such systems. Blood vessel delineation on
medical images forms an essential step in solving several practical applications such as diagnosis of the vessels
(e.g. stenosis or malformations) and registration of patient images obtained at different times. Segmentation
algorithms form the essence of medical image applications such as radiological diagnostic systems, multimodal
image registration, creating anatomical atlases, visualization, and computer-aided surgery.

2. Automatic Selection Seed Point
In this section we describe the method for automatic selection of abnormal region from ultrasound
image using Co occurrence matrix probability feature and run length method

3. Co-Occurrence Matrix Probability Feature

A Co-Occurrence Matrix (COM) is square matrices of relative frequencies P (i, j, d, Ɵ) with which two
neighboring pixels separated by distance d at orientation _ occur in the image, one with gray level i and the
other with gray level j “Fig. 1” [6]. A COM is therefore a square matrix that has the size of the largest pixel
value in the image and presents the relative frequency distributions of gray levels and describe how often one
gray level will appear in a specified spatial relationship to another gray level within each image region. Fig 3.1.
Co occurrence matrix with its orientations There are 14 features that may be extracted from COM matrix, but
usually 4 or 5 features are more interested ones. In this paper 2 textural features were calculated from the COM
for direction h values of 0° and a distance d of 1. The matrix was normalized by the following function:

R is the normalized function, which is usually set as the sum of the matrix.

For example; with an 8 grey-level image representation and a vector t that considers only one neighbor, we
would find [1]:

Fig 3.2 Image example

Fig 3.3 Classical Co-occurrence matrix
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In this work the co-occurrence features energy and entropy which can easily differentiate non-homogeneous
region from homogeneous region are considered. Energy is called Angular Second Moment. It is a measure the
homogeneousness of the image and can be calculated from the normalized COM. It is a suitable measure for
detection of disorder in texture image. Higher values for this feature mean that less changes in the image
amplitude or intensity result in a much sparser COM. The energy is formulated by the following equation:

Entropy gives a measure of complexity of the image. Complex textures tend to have higher entropy. Entropy is
represented by the following equation

The value of energy and entropy are high for homogeneous regions and low for non-homogeneous regions. The
abnormal region in the ultrasound images appears to be homogeneous. So these parameters can identify a seed
pixel from the abnormal regions. Some cases the seed pixel is selected from the normal region which appears to
be homogeneous. This draw back can be avoided by the calculating run length features that will describe in next
section.

4. Gray Level Runlength Features
Run length features are based on computation of continuous probability of the length and gray level of
the primitive in the texture. After the selection of seed pixel from co-occurrence features, we can check whether
the selected seed pixel belongs to abnormal region or not. This can be checked by calculating the Run length
features. These features are calculated from the Run length matrix P (i, j) which describes the number of times
that the image contains a run of length j in a given direction consisting of points having gray level i.
The following two features that give the good difference between homogeneous and non-homogeneous regions
are considered.
Long run emphasis

Run length Non Uniformity

That P (i, j) is run length matrix, G denotes number of gray levels and R is longest run. The long run length
emphasis is high for homogeneous region and low for non homogeneous region and the run length non
uniformity is low for ,homogeneous and high for non homogeneous. The run length features have been
calculated around the points selected by co occurrence features. If all the run length features of selected point
and its neighborhood points are equal then the point is considered as a seed point.

5. CA ALGORITHM BASED ON SEED BASED SELECTION
A cellular automata is basically a computer algorithm that is discrete in space and time and operates on a
lattice of cells. Since it was first proposed by Von Neumann and Ulam, Cellular Automata has attracted
researchers from various fields in both physical and social sciences because of its simplicity, and potential in
modeling complex systems. Each individual cell is in a specific state and changes synchronously depending on
the states of some neighbors as determined by a local update rule. They are parallel, local and homogeneous,
since the state of any cell depends only on the states of the local neighbors at the previous time step and the
update rules are same for every cell.
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Formally, a cellular automaton (CA) is a triple A=(S, N, δ), where is a nonempty set, called the state set, N is the
neighborhood, and δ: SN→S is the neighborhood; SN, which is the argument of, indicates the states of the
neighborhood cells at a given time, while, which is its value, is the state of the central cell at the next time step.
Although the usual definition for “Cellular Automata” is in favor of a finite state set (discrete and bounded),
continuous state sets in which the states are real numbers are also used in CA literature under the name
“Continuous CA” or “Coupled Map Lattices”. A detailed discussion and some of the issues that can arise while
using a continuous state set on a finite machine. There are various attempts of using CA in image processing
problems including: image enhancement (sharpening and smoothing), image filtering, edge detection and image
segmentation (Grow-cut).Grow-cut method uses a continuous state cellular automaton to interactively label
images using user supplied seeds. The cells are corresponding to image pixels, and the feature vector is RGB or
gray scale intensities. The state
set for each image pixel consists of a “strength” value in a continuous
interval [0,1] , a label and an image feature vector
The automat a label and an image feature vector . The
automata are initialized by assigning corresponding labels at seeds with a strength value between 0 and 1 where
a higher value reflects a higher confidence in choosing the seed. Strengths for unlabeled cells are set to 0.
Where g is a pixel similarity function bounded to [0, 1] depending on the image features i.e.,

Where the argument x is for instance, the absolute difference between the intensities of two neighboring pixels.
The surprising success of this simple algorithm, especially on medical images, motivated us to further analyze
the algorithm. We showed that the result of the iterations of this algorithm converges to that of the shortest paths
algorithm by modifying the similarity function used: g(x) =. We note that, the original similarity function used
in Grow-cut is a first order approximation to the one we utilized. In connecting shortest paths to cellular
automata framework, maximizing the product of the edge weight ωij was shown to be equivalent to minimizing
the sum of the –log ωij’s s, i.e.,|| ij||’s resulting in the shortest ath between a seed node to any non seed node in
the graph over the negative logarithm edge weights.
These weights can be interpreted similarly to the reciprocal weight ω ij defined in Sinop and Grady,
which was shown to infer a connection between the shortest path algorithm and the general seeded segmentation
optimization with L∞ norm minimization. Simultaneously and independently from our work, it has also been
shown that the Grow-cut algorithm is equivalent to the Belman–Ford algorithm, which calculates the shortest
paths on a weighted graph. However, there, the motivation and emphasis was on fast hardware implementation
of the CA algorithms, due both increasing availability of low-cost graphical hardware (GPUs), and CA
algorithm’s suitability to run on parallel processors. Shortest path idea was utilized in other works such as,
where the Eikonal equation was solved with two different boundary conditions constructed from foreground and
background seeds. Image-dependent speed functions were inserted into the right hand side of the Eikonal
equation, whose solutions led to two distance functions: shortest paths of each pixel from the foreground seeds
and the background seeds. For each pixel, the smaller distance to the foreground seeds produced the resulting
segmentation.
The grow cut method, first find the maximum intensity variation which means that from this intensity
to 0 we are sure that this is not the ROI. Second we cut the histogram from MAX to 0. Then, find the threshold
from MAX to the highest intensity which separates the uncertainty area from the ROI. This is simply done using
the well-known Otsu thresholding method. This is a parameter free thresholding technique which maximizes the
inter-class variance. It is interesting to observe that the Otsu method is more accurate in cutting into two classes
than a k-means for example, because the k-means just measures distances between data and classes’ centroids
but Otsu also take care to get compact clusters using the inter-class variance.

6. Morphological Process
A shape (in blue) and its morphological dilation (in green) and erosion (in yellow) by a diamond-shape
structuring element Mathematical morphology (MM) is a theory and technique for the analysis and processing
of geometrical structures, based on set theory, lattice theory, topology, and random functions. MM is most
commonly applied to digital images, but it can be employed as well on graphs, surface meshes, solids, and many
other spatial structures. Topological and geometrical continuous-space concepts such as size, shape, convexity,
connectivity, and geodesic distance, can be characterized by MM on both continuous and discrete spaces. MM is
also the foundation of morphological image processing, which consists of a set of operators that transform
images according to the above characterizations.
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7. Binary Morphology
In binary morphology, an image is viewed as a subset of an Euclidean space

or the integer grid

, for some dimension d.Example application: Assume we have received a fax of a dark photocopy.
Everything looks like it was written with a pen that is bleeding. Erosion process will allow thicker lines to get
skinny and detect the hole inside the letter "o".

8. Grayscale Morphology
In grayscale morphology, images are functions mapping an Euclidean space or grid E into
, where is the set of real’s,
is an element larger than any real number, and
is
an element smaller than any real number. Grayscale structuring elements are also functions of the same format,
called "structuring functions".

9. Conclusion
A Segmentation algorithm for the problem of tumor delineation which exhibit varying tissue
characteristics, as the change in enhancing part of the tumor after radiation therapy becomes important. The
segmentation to partition the tumor tissues further into enhancing parts. Seed based segmentation is performed
in the image for detecting the tumor region and then highlighting the region with help of level set method preprocessing. More importantly, the supervised segmentation method requires considerable amount of training and
testing data which comparatively complicates the process. Whereas, this study can be applied to the minimal
amount of data with reliable results. As future work, we will be trying to improve classification of Tumor using
Radial basis function which is the type of ANN. The performance of the ANN classifier was evaluated in terms
of training performance and classification accuracies. Artificial Neural Network gives fast and accurate
classification than other neural networks and it is a promising tool for classification of the tumors.
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Abstract:
As a consequence, of the implementation of advanced manufacturing technologies and just-in-time
production systems, the nature of the production environment has changed during the last two decades. This has
allowed companies to massively produce products in a customized way. But the increase in automation and the
reduction in buffers of inventory in the plants clearly put more pressure on the maintenance system. The present
maintenance management policy has been proposed in order to diminish this pressure. Whatever the policy an
organization adopts, it has to be evolving to continue being useful against the fast changes that occur in
business, communications and industry. Most companies lack a formal method to address maintainability during
the project delivery process, yet maintenance can seriously affect productivity. This paper outlines the proposed
model process and describes the potential roles and benefits of maintenance policy [1].

Keywords: Maintainability, Maintenance, Organization, Production Environment, Productivity, Maintenance
Policy,

1. Introduction
Maintenance is defined as the combination of all technical, administrative and managerial actions
during the life cycle of an item intended to retain it in, or restore it to, a state in which it can perform the
required function. In the same standards, maintenance management is defined as all the activities of the
management that determine the maintenance objectives or priorities, strategies, and responsibilities and
implement them by means such as maintenance planning, maintenance control and supervision, and several
improving the methods including economical aspects in the organization. The maintenance management policy
can be viewed as one of the basic and integral parts of the maintenance management function. The maintenance
management function consists of planning, organizing, implementing and controlling maintenance activities.
The management organizes, provides resources (personnel, capital, assets, material and hardware, etc.) and leads
to performing tasks and accomplishing targets. Once the plans are created, the management’s task is to ensure
that they are carried out in an effective and efficient manner. Having a clear mission, strategy, and objectives
facilitated by a corporate culture, organizing starts the process of implementation by clarifying job and working
relations (chain of command, span of control, delegation of
authority, etc.) [2].

2. Maintenance Management Policy
2.1 The Maintenance Schedule
It is generally accepted that, in any maintenance department where there are more than 10 crafts
persons and more than two or three crafts, some planning, other than day-to-day allocation of work by
supervisor or leadsperson, can result in improved efficiency. As the size of the maintenance organization, for
example, scheduling, increases, the extent to which work planning can be formalized and the amount of time
that should be spent on this activity are increased. There should be only as much planning as necessary for
maximum overall efficiency so long as the system costs less than the cost of operating without it.
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Fig: 1. The Maintenance policy [3].
2.2 The Procedure for Scheduling
There are practical limitations to any scheduling system. A very detailed schedule that because of
emergencies becomes obsolete after the first hour or two of use is of little value. If, however, actual performance
indicates from 60 to 80 percent adherence during normal operation, the value of the schedule is real.
Justification of any scheduling system requires proof of its effectiveness in dollars saved. Where some form of
incentive system or work measurement exists, such proof is readily available. But in most maintenance
departments no such definitive method is available and the only criteria of measurement are overall trends in
maintenance costs and quality of service. Some aspects to be considered in arriving at a sound work-scheduling
procedure are work unit, size of jobs scheduled, percent of total work load scheduled, and lead time for
scheduling.
Work Unit. Most detailed schedules are laid out in terms of labour-hours or, if standard times are used,
fractions of hours. Other scheduling systems use a half craft-day as a minimum work unit. Others may use a
craft-day or even a craft-week as a basis.
Size of Jobs Scheduled. Some work-scheduling systems handle small jobs as well as large ones. Others
schedule only handle major work where the number of crafts persons and the length of time involved are
appreciable.
Percent of Total Work Load Scheduled. Although in some cases all work may be scheduled, the most
effective systems recognize the inability of any maintenance engineering department to anticipate all jobs,
especially those of an emergency nature, and do not attempt scheduling for the entire work force. A portion of
the available work force is left free for quick assignment to emergency jobs or other priority work not
anticipated at the time of scheduling.
Lead Time for Scheduling. Lead time for scheduling, or the length of time covered by the schedule, is another
variable to be considered. Some scheduling systems do not attempt to cover breakdown repairs and are limited
to the routine preventive maintenance and to major work that can be anticipated and scheduled well in advance.
In these cases a monthly or biweekly allocation of manpower suffices. In most instances, however, a weekly
schedule with a 2- or 3-day lead time results in good performance, yet is sufficiently flexible to handle most
unexpected work. In extreme situations a daily schedule with a 16- to 18-hr lead time may be necessary to
provide the necessary control. A more workable solution for this situation, however, involves use of a master
schedule for a minimum of 2 weeks with provision for modifying it daily.
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3. Selection And Implementation Of A Scheduling System
3.1 Flow-of-Work Requests.
Before any formalized scheduling program can be initiated, the method of requesting work from the
maintenance department should be formalized. This request may take the form of a work description or job
ticket, listing labour hours or equipment requirement, or it can be in the form of a work sheet on which the same
type of information is accumulated by either verbal or written communication. Regardless of the form this
information takes, it must be routed to one central point if a scheduling system is to be used. In a small plant this
can be the supervisor, self direct team leader, the maintenance superintendent, or the maintenance engineer. In a
larger maintenance department it should be through a staff individual or group. The amount of information on
the work request depends upon the type of talent used in the scheduling group. If the individual charged with
planning is completely familiar with the job requirements and can determine the craft skills and labour-hours
involved, the necessary equipment, and any other information required for scheduling, a summary of the jobs
will suffice. On the other hand, where complexity of work is such that it is practically impossible for any
individual to have this information, or if the person charged with scheduling does not have the training
necessary to analyze the work, then the information on the work request must be presented in more detail. The
number of labour-hours required, by craft, the timing, the relation between crafts, the location and availability of
parts and equipment, and any special requirements concerning coordination with production schedules or
personnel should be included. In addition to job information required for planning, it is equally important to
have a feedback on actual performance in terms of notification of completion and actual time consumed, by
craft. This may be incorporated in the work-request system, but provision must be made for channelling this
information back to the scheduling centre. The scheduling system should also provide for work scheduled but
not completed becoming a part of the work backlog. As such, it is considered, along with new work, for new
scheduling.
3.2 Determination of Priority.
In any maintenance organization which is efficiently manned, the work load, in terms of quantity or
timing, exceeds the availability of men and/or equipment. For this reason the problem of defining the order in
which the work is to be carried out, or establishing priority, exists and is an important factor in scheduling. In a
small plant with one operating department and a small maintenance organization, establishment of priorities
may amount to casual discussion between maintenance and production. However, as the plant grows and the
maintenance department is called upon to provide service to more than one production department, the problem
of equitable and efficient priority assignment becomes more involved. One of the most serious problems in
maintaining good relations between maintenance and production departments is in this sphere. Too frequently
personalities, working conditions, accessibility, or geographic location with respect to central shops influence
the order of work assignment. This may decrease the overall efficiency of the plant. The means for determining
work priority figures most importantly in the establishment of a work-scheduling system. On the surface a
solution to this problem would reserve decisions concerning priorities to an individual who is in position to
judge the effect on overall plant performance.
In a plant of any size, it is usually most effective to handle such decisions at a lower level of management, with
the plant manager having the final say when no decision as to priority of work can be reached. A method which
has proved satisfactory in many instances has been to assign a rough allocation of craft manpower to each
production department, then to establish the priority of work within each department by consultation with its
supervision. When it is necessary to vary the allocation of men, this should be done by negotiation between
production departments to arrange a mutually agreeable exchange. If such a reallocation cannot be concluded, as
a last resort the plant manager must make the decision.
3.3 Coordinating and Dispatching.
In the execution of an effective scheduling system it is necessary to compromise with the practical
considerations of getting the work done, and done economically. If a supervisor or team leader guided his or her
crafts persons on the assumption that the job must be completed at the exact time he had estimated and then
continued to assign work on the basis of his estimate of the time necessary, it is obvious that confusion,
incomplete work, and idle craft time would result. A formal schedule, issued weekly and followed blindly,
would have the same effects. Instead, the schedule should be used as a guide, and modifications can be made as
needed. Rapid communication of such modifications to the men responsible for carrying them out is essential to
the success of a work schedule. It is also essential that any changes or unexpected work for which provision has
not been made in the schedule be funnelled through the dispatch centre. Usually the dispatch centre can
incorporate this type of work more efficiently than is possible by random selection of the nearest craftsmen or
injection of higher authority into the picture [4].
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4. Preventive versus Breakdown Maintenance
Preventive maintenance has long been recognized as extremely important in the reduction of
maintenance costs and improvement of asset reliability. In practice it takes many forms. Two major factors that
should control the extent of a preventive program are first, the cost of the program compared with the carefully
measured reduction in total repair costs and improved asset performance; second, the percent utilization of the
asset being maintained. If the cost of preparation for a preventive-maintenance inspection is essentially the same
as the cost of repair after a failure accompanied by preventive inspections, the justification is small. If, on the
other hand, breakdown could result in severe damage to the asset and a far more costly repair, the scheduled
inspection time should be considered. Furthermore, in the average plant preventive maintenance should be
tailored to fit the function of different items of equipment rather than applied in the same manner to all
equipment. Key pieces of equipment in many other integrated manufacturing lines are in the same category.
Conversely, periodic inspections of small electric motors and power transmissions can easily exceed the cost of
unit replacement at the time of failure. Indeed, a program of asset or component replacements can result in
considerably lower maintenance costs where complete preventive maintenance is impractical. In a plant using
many pumps, for instance, a program of standardization, coupled with an inventory of complete units of pumps
most widely used, may provide a satisfactory program for this equipment. This spare-tire philosophy can be
extended to many other components or subassemblies with gratifying results. Sometimes, instead of using a
centrally administered formal preventive program, qualified mechanics are assigned to individual pieces of
equipment, or equipment groups, as mechanical custodians. Operating without clerical assistance and with a
minimum of paperwork, these men, because of familiarity with equipment and ability to sense mechanical
difficulties in advance, can effectively reduce maintenance costs and breakdowns. These compromise devices
can frequently be used to greater advantage, even in plants where equipment is not in continuous operation and a
more comprehensive preventive program might be set up.
Periodic shutdown for complete overhaul of a whole production unit, similar to the turnaround period
in oil refineries, is another method of minimizing breakdowns and performing maintenance most efficiently.
Unfortunately, this is a difficult approach to sell to management of a 7-day, around the- clock manufacturing
plant not accustomed to this method. One of the most effective methods of tempering ideal preventive
maintenance with practical considerations of a continuous operation is that of taking advantage of a breakdown
in some component of the line to perform vital inspections and replacements which can be accomplished in
about the same time as the primary repair. This requires recording of deficiencies observed during operating
inspections and moving in quickly with craftsmen and supervision prepared to work until the job is done.
Production supervision usually can be sold the need for a few more hours’ time for additional work with repair
of a breakdown much more easily than they can be convinced of its necessity when things are apparently
running smoothly [5].
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Abstract :
Mulberry is cultivated by farmers for its leaves, the sole food for silkworm (Bombyx mori L.) for
commercial production of raw silk in Sericulture Industry. As mulberry is a perennial crop can be maintained
for several years in the field, selection of suitable land and follow-up of recommended package of practices are
inevitable for maintenance of potential productivity of the variety selected for cultivation. As the quality of
mulberry leaves alone contributes about 38.2% for the success of silkworm cocoon crop, quality linked leaf
productivity of mulberry leaves can be achieved through adequate supply of all required input into soil. Nitrogen
is one of the important macronutrient required for mulberry in larger quantity. In order to reduce the high cost
involved towards nitrogenous chemical fertilizers and to maintain the soil health in an eco-friendly way
Integrated Nutrient Management (INM) approach in agriculture sector became popular and the same has been
followed in mulberry cultivation as well in recent years. Use of different kinds of microbial inoculants as biofertilizer to fix atmospheric nitrogen in mulberry garden brought improvements in soil health maintenance and
helps to reduce nitrogenous chemical fertilizer requirements and expenditure to farmers considerably without
affecting the quality linked productivity.
Keeping in view of the above an experiment study was conducted to ascertain the consistent efficacy of
Azotobacter chroococcum inoculants @ 108-9 cells per g charcoal carrier material used as nitrofert bio-fertilizer
application in mulberry garden during July to September 2012 crop. S1635 mulberry variety in Paired Row
System [PRS] of plantation with (150+90) x 60 cm spacing under irrigated condition with two treatments i.e.,
T1 as control with basal dose of application of 20 MT FYM ha-1 year-1 in two split doses and recommended
336:180:112 NPK ha-1 year-1 in 5 split doses and in T2, except 50% of N replaced by 20 kg nitrofert biofertilizer ha-1 year-1 in 5 split doses all other nutrients and package of practices as followed in T1 with 13
replications in CRD. Average leaf yield of 7.35 & 7.34 and total biomass of 12.95 & 13.0 tons ha-1 obtained in
T1 and T2 respectively and quality of leaves on economic characters found without significant difference
between the treatments revealed the consistent efficiency of Azotobacter chroococcum in fixing atmospheric
nitrogen in the soil of mulberry garden to reduce nitrogenous chemical fertilizer and expenditure without
affecting the quality linked leaf productivity and mass culture of the bacteria for preparation of Nitrofert biofertilizer, its application techniques are discussed in the paper.

Key Words : Mulberry leaf, bio-fertilizer, biological nitrogen fixation, eco-friendly soil health, potential
productivity.

1. Introduction :
Mulberry is cultivated by farmers for its leaves, the sole food for silkworm (Bombyx mori L) for
commercial production of raw silk in Sericulture Industry. As mulberry is a perennial crop can be maintained
for many years, selection of land and follow-up of recommended package of practices are inevitable for quality
linked potential productivity throughout. Further the quality of mulberry leaves as single factor contributes
about 38.2% for the success of silkworm crop (Miyashita, 1986), adequate supply of all required input into soil
is very much essential. In India, during the Green Revolution period more emphasis was given for increase unit
area productivity of crops which facilitated in indiscriminate application of inorganic chemical fertilizers,
chemicals to control various pests and diseases without considering the soil health maintenance for long-term
use for agriculture purposes resulted in considerable damage to the soils of agriculture land. It was reported that
out of 235 mha of cultivable area, soils of 166 mha have been damaged (Swaminathan, 1994) in the country,
necessitated alternate methods to improve the soil health. Excessive uses of nitrate and phosphatic fertilizers
have led to extensive contamination of surface and ground waters (Dahama, 2003). To complete life cycle
normally, living organism requires a large numbers of substances from outside are called nutrition. Green plants
being autotrophic, requires only inorganic substances from outside (Pandey and Sinha, 1972). An essential
element is defined as one whose absence prevents plants from completing its life cycle or one that has clear
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physiological role (Arnon and Stout, 1939). Though the atmosphere contains more than 70% of nitrogen, only
about 0.1% of fixed nitrogen is present in the soil and small traces of nitrogen from the atmosphere reach the
soil in a dissolved state in rain water (Rangaswami and Bagyaraj, 2004). The fate of nitrogen fertilizers in the
soil is controlled by several physical, chemical and biological factors. The percentage of recovery of nutrients
varies between the different types of fertilizers reported as 50-60; 5-15 and 75% of N P K respectively and
nitrogen deficiency is observed in plants grown on soils with low organic matter (< 0.4 % organic carbon) and
also reported that nearly 62 % soils are deficient in Nitrogen (Anonymous, 2011).
Nitrogen fixation is the reduction of N2 (atmospheric nitrogen) to NH3 (ammonia). Free living
prokaryotes with the ability to fix atmospheric dinitrogen (diazotrophs) are ubiquitous in soil. But our
knowledge of their ecological importance and their diversity remains incomplete. In natural ecosystems,
biological N2 fixation is most important source of N. The capacity for nitrogen fixation is widespread among
bacteria and archaea. The estimated contribution of free-living N-fixing prokaryotes to the N input of soil ranges
from 0-60 kg. ha-1 year-1 (Bűrgmann et al., 2003). Bio-fertilizers can make significant contribution towards the
development of strategies for productivity improvement which do not lead to an exponential rise in the
consumption of non-renewable forms of energy (Subba Rao, 1982) and the use of bio-fertilizers is currently
gaining interest as a cheap, safe alternative to chemical fertilizers (Sharma, 2002).
After isolation of two aerobic free living nitrogen fixing bacteria in 1901 by Martinus Beijerinck, and
named them as Azotobacter chroococcum and A. agile study on practical applicability of these Azotobacter spp.
attracted several workers. Yamagata and Itano (1923) reported that Azoto-bacter is ubiquitous in neutral and
weakly basic soils, but not in acidic soils and the growth of bacteria favored at a temperature of 20-30°C and
Moreno et al., (1986) observed that in dry soils, Azotobacter can survive upto 24 years in the form of cysts. Use
of variety of carbohydrates, alcohols and salts of organic acids as sources of carbon and pH 4.8 to 8.5 found
optimum for growth of the bacteria George (2005).
Wong and Maier (1985) reported that hydrogen dependent mixotrophic growth of Azotobacter in a
nitrogen-free medium containing mannose and availability of hydrogen in the soil facilitates the growth of
Azotobacter in nature. Culture media inoculated with A. chrococcum with high NaCl concentration, incubated
on rotary shaker for 60 hours at 200 rpm facilitated full growth of colony and shown brown colour pigment. A.
chrococcum being a non-symbiotic bacteria have a great potential for use in production of bio-fertilizer due to
its ability to fix N2 (Nakade et al., (2012). Besides, nitrogen fixation, it also produces, Thiamin, Riboflavin,
IAA and gibberellins, when applied to seeds, seed germination is improved to a considerable extent and also
controls plant diseases due to the above substances (Kader et al., 2002).
Presence of ferredoxin, hydrogenase and an important enzyme nitrogenase required for nitrogen
fixation was reported by Shank et al., (2005) and of the different type of nitrogenase, the basic one is
Molybdenum- iron nitrogenase was reported by Howard and Rees (2006). Chen et al., (1995) observed that
Azotobacter spp. facilitate the mobility of heavy metals in the soil and thus enhance bioremediation of soil from
heavy metals, such as cadmium, mercury and lead. Emtiazia et al., (2004) reported that Azotobacter biodegrade
chlorine-containing aromatic compounds, such as 2,4,6-trichlorophenol which was used as an insecticide,
fungicide and herbicide till its mutagenic and carcinogenic effect was found (Li et al., 1991).
Like other agricultural crops, mulberry requires all sixteen nutrients and nitrogen in large quantity.
Based on the high cost involved in application of nitrogenous chemical fertilizers and to maintain the soil health
in an eco-friendly manner, Integrated Nutrient Management (INM) approach in agriculture sector became
popular in recent years, the same has been followed in mulberry cultivation as well.
A. chroococcum cells blended with peat soil/charcoal/FYM in powdered form as carrier material
containing 108-9 cells g-1 observed as optimum for application in mulberry garden. CSR&TI., Berhampore, India
has standardized the mass culture technique for production of a bio-fertilizer under the name “Nitrofert” to
reduce nitrogenous fertilizer requirement and expenditure in mulberry cultivation without affecting the quality
linked leaf productivity and for eco-friendly way of soil health improvement (Sudhakar et al., 2000). Mass
culture of A. chroococcum for production of nitrofert bio-fertilizer, findings of the experiment conducted on its
application and crop productivity in S1635 mulberry garden are discussed in detail in this paper.
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2. Materials And Methods
2.1Mass multiplication of Azotobacter chroococcum for Nitrofert bio-fertilizer production in laboratory :
Preparation of Walkman’s bacterial culture medium and inoculation of A. chroococcum mother culture
for mass culturing and production of bio-fertilizer in charcoal powder as carrier material maintaining 108-9 cells
g-1 as described by Sudhakar et al., 2000 rotary shaker for shaking at 200 rpm for 60 hours for mass (Plates : 110).
2.2 Efficacy of Nitrofert on nitrogenous fertilizer saving and crop productivity in mulberry garden :
The experiment was carried out in Plot No. A-9 Agronomy Section of CSR&TI, Berhampore West
Bengal, India, well established irrigated mulberry garden raised in alluvial soil with S1635 high yielding variety
under Paired Row System with plant spacing of (150+90) x 60 cms the mulberry garden during July to
September 2012. After pruning of plants, 26 number of plots demarcated each with two paired rows and 10
plants and thus a total 40 number of plants per plot (Chaturvedi and Sarkar, 2000) in Completely Randomized
Design [CRD] as described by Sukhatme and Amble (1985) was drawn as experiment plan to accommodate 2
treatments with 13 replications each. In T1, recommended quantity of FYM @ 20 ton ha-1 year-1 in two equal
split doses and chemical fertilizers NPK @ 336 : 180 : 112 kg. ha-1 year-1 in 5 equal split doses (Ray et al.,
1973) as control and in T2 FYM @ 20 ton ha-1 year-1 in two equal split doses and chemical fertilizers NPK @
168 : 180 : 112 kg. and Nitrofert 20 kgs ha-1 year-1 in 5 equal split doses (Plates : 11-16). Irrigation water
applied as and when required and all other package of practices recommended for mulberry garden maintenance
were followed uniformly in all plots. On 70th day 5 randomly selected plants from each plot were pruned and
observations made on the following parameters individually and yield was estimated as suggested by Sreenivasa
Shetty et al., (1990).
2.3 Growth Parameters
like Number of branches / plant, Branch height (cm), Total shoot length / plant (m), Number of leaves /
branch, Number of leaves / plant, Total leaf weight / plant (kg), Total shoot weight /plant (kg), Green biomass
weight / plant (kg), Leaf weight ha-1 crop-1 (ton), Shoot weight ha-1 crop-1 (ton), Biomass green weight ha-1 crop1
(ton), Biomass dry weight ha-1 crop-1 (ton) and Leaf quality Parameters like Moisture Content of leaf (MC)
and Moisture Retention Capacity (MRC) (Vijayan et al., 1997). All data of the experiment were subjected to
statistical analysis using AGRES Software and the results were tabulated and discussed separately.

3. Results And Discussion
3.1 Mass multiplication of Azotobacter chroococcum for Nitrofert bio-fertilizer production in laboratory :
From 10 litres of Azotobacter chroococcum bacteria media charcoal powder mixed 23 kgs of Nitrofert
bio-fertilizer with 108-9 cells g-1 carrier material prepared.
3.2 Efficacy of Nitrofert on nitrogenous fertilizer saving and crop productivity in mulberry garden :
Microbial inoculants in carrier based preparations containing beneficial microorganisms in a viable
state intended for seed or soil application and designed to improve soil fertility and help plant growth by
increasing the population and biological activity of desired microorganism in the root environment (Subba Rao,
1982). Inoculation of Azotobacter and AM fungus in mulberry has proved beneficial in terms of economizing N
and P fertilizer application by 50% without adverse effect on leaf yield and quality (Das et al, 1994).
Application of n-triacontanol (Vipul) as foliar spray and use of Azotobacter bio-fertilizer could increase the leaf
yield by 15-20% besides, 50% reduction in nitrogenous fertilizer (Rajanna et al, 2005).Azotobacter bio-fertilizer
application @ 20 kg ha-1 year-1 was able to curtail 50% nitrogenous fertilizer requirement of mulberry without
affecting yield and quality of leaves (Sudhakar et al, 2000). Similar results (Table 1 & Fig. 1-2) obtained in the
experiment conducted are discussed as below:
3.3 Number of branches / plant : An average of 15.92 and 13.92 number of branches recorded per plant in T2,
T1 respectively and the difference between the two treatments was statistically significant @ CD 5% level.
3.4 Branch height (cm) and total shoot length plant-1 (m) The difference in the average height of branches in
T1 and T2 recorded was statistically non significant @ CD 5% level the same was reflected in as well.
3.5 Number of leaves branch-1 and plant-1 : Though the difference in average number of leaves per branch
observed was statistically significant @ CD 5% level and the same per plant was non significant in T1 and
T2.
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3.6 Total leaf weight and shoot weight plant-1 (kg) : An average of 0.5285 kg of leaves produced per plant
during the crop period in T1 and T2. Similarly, there was no difference in weight of shoots among the
treatments.
3.7 Green biomass weight plant-1 (kg) : As there was no difference in the weight of leaves and shoots
produced per plant during the crop period in T1 and T2 the same was reflected in the total biomass green
weight as well.
3.8 Leaf weight ha-1 crop-1 (ton) : Average estimated yield of 7.35 and 7.34 tons of mulberry leaves ha-1 crop1
in T1 and T2 respectively are on par statistically @ CD 5% level.
3.9 Shoot weight ha-1 crop-1 (ton) : Average estimated shoot weight of 5.55 and 5.67 tons harvested during the
crop in T1 and T2 respectively are on par statistically @ CD 5% level.
3.10 Biomass green weight ha-1 crop-1 (ton) : Average estimated biomass green weight of 12.90 and 13.00
tons ha-1 produced during the crop in T1 and T2 respectively and its dry weight recorded are on par
statistically @ CD 5% level.
b) Leaf quality Parameters :
3.11 Moisture Content of leaf (%) : Average Moisture Content of leaf of 81.79 and 81.71% recorded during
this crop in T1 and T2 respectively are on par statistically @ CD 5% level
3.12 Moisture Retention Capacity of leaf (%) : Average Moisture Retention Capacity of leaf of 94.00 and
94.94% recorded during this crop in T1 and T2 respectively are on par statistically @ CD 5% level.

4.

Conclusion :

It may be concluded that the maintenance of A. chroococcum bacteria culture and mass multiplication
in Walkman’s culture medium under laboratory conditions for production of “Nitrofert” bio-fertilizer is
viable. “Nitrofert” bio-fertilizer application @ 20 kgs. ha-1 year-1 in 5 split doses in mulberry garden helps to
reduce upto 50% nitrogenous chemical fertilizer requirement and saves expenditure without affecting the quality
linked productivity, in addition it improves the soil health in an eco-friendly way.
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Plates showing different stages in mass multiplication of
Azotobacter chroococcum and Nitrofert biofertilizer production

Plates : 1 & 2 Culture media preparation

Plate: 3 Sterilization of culture media

Plate : 4 Inoculation of A. chroococcum

Plate : 5 A. chroococcum culture

Plate : 6 Shaking for growth of culture
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Plate : 7 Microscopic observation

Plate : 8 Mixing of culture in carrier material

Plates showing Nitrofert biofertilizer production & experiment in the field

Plate : 9 Nitrofert weighing & packing

Plate : 10 Nitrofert Bio-fertilizer

Plate : 11 Experiment Plot layout

Plate : 12 Mixing of NPK fertilizer
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Plate : 13 Nitrofert mixing with FYM

Plate : 14 Treatment in progress

Plate : 15 Experimental plot

Plate : 16 Data collection
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Abstract:
The WiMAX Forum has defined a two-tiered mobility management to minimize handover delay and
packet loss. However, it leads to another problem: When to perform ASN GW relocation? The standards only
define the ASN GW relocation procedures without specifying when the ASN GW relocation should be
performed. It is left for vendors and operators to develop their own proprietary solutions. In this paper, we
propose an algorithm, which incorporates traditional Admission Control (AC) and Wiener Process (WP)-based
prediction algorithms to determine when to carry out ASN GW relocation. We further develop an analytical
model to analyze the proposed algorithm. Simulations are also conducted to evaluate the performance of the
proposed algorithm. The results show that the proposed algorithm can improve the performance significantly in
terms of blocking probability, dropping probability, average serving rate, and average signaling overhead. The
performance is checked with hard handoff and compared with the existing system.

Keywords: Admission control Wi-MAX networks, Mobility management, resource management, statistics and
stochastic process and wireless networks

1. Introduction:
The IEEE 802.16-series standards [1], [2] are expected to provide broadband wireless access for a
variety of multimedia services. The working group standardizes physical (PHY) layer and Medium Access
Control (MAC) layer only. To build a complete system, higher layers are still necessary. One of the major
objectives of WiMAX Forum thus, is to develop and standardize the WiMAx Forum Network Architecture
[4],[5],[6] ,[7] which is evolving into Internet Protocol (IP)-based Service Network (ASN) which provides
wireless radio access for WiMAX subscribers. It consists of one ASN Gateway (ASN GW) and many base
stations (BSs). Each ASN is connected to Connectivity Service Network (CSN), which provides IP connectivity
services. To support IP mobility, Mobile IP (MIP) 1 is adopted. The Home Agent (HA) of a Mobile Station
(MS) is located in the CSN of the MS’s Home Network Service Provider (H-NSP). In the shown fig :1 there
takes place two mobility’s:
They are as follows
i) ASN Anchored mobility
ii) CSN Anchored mobility
ASN Anchored Mobility refers to MS’s movement between BSs that belong to the same or different ASN GWs.
In ASN Anchored Mobility, the context of the designated MS is transferred from the previous BS to the new
BS. Without performing CSN Anchored Mobility, ASN Anchored Mobility can minimize handover delay and
packet loss.An MS may perform intra-ASN handover (e.g., changing from Flow (1) to Flow (2) in Fig. 1) while
still attaching to the same ASN GW. In addition, an MS may perform inter-ASN handover (e.g., changing from
Flow (2) to Flow (3) in Fig. 1) where the ASN GW A is the traffic anchor point and responsible for ASN CSN
tunneling. That is, traffic is still sent to ASN GW A, which then further tunnels traffic to ASN GW B. In Flow
(1) and Flow (2), the MS is called Serving MS of ASN GW A. In Flow (3), the MS is called Anchored MS of
ASN GW A and handover MS of ASN GW B. In such case, the ASN GW A and ASN GW B are called
anchored ASN GW and Serving ASN GW, respectively. CSN Anchored Mobility refers to the process of
changing the traffic anchor point and is independent of the MS’s link layer handover [4]. It is also called ASN
GW relocation. For example, if CSN Anchored Mobility is not performed, when the MS roams from ASN GW
B to ASN GW C in Fig. 1, ASN GW A will tunnel traffic to ASN GW C. The MS is still served by two ASN
GWs (ASN GW A and ASN GW C). As aforementioned discussion, the MS is called Anchored MS of ASN
GW A.
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Fig: 1 ASN Anchored Mobility and CSN Anchored mobility in WiMAX Networks
The ASN GW A may request the MS to carry out CSN Anchored Mobility, i.e., ASN GW relocation. This may
happen due to the heavy load of the ASN GW A, to reduce end-to-end latency, or for resource optimization
purposes [4], [5]. After performing ASN GW relocation, the traffic anchor point is changed to ASN GW C. The
MS then is not served by ASN GW A. This is shown in Fig. 1 after changing from Flow (4) to Flow (5).
2. Algorithms

2.1 Gateway Relocation Admission Control Algorithm (Grac)
The ASN GW relocation may be initiated at different times with different reasons. For example, as
aforementioned discussion, an MS may perform ASN Anchored Mobility without performing CSN Anchored
Mobility to reduce handover latency. After the handover is completed (i.e., the handover delay has been
reduced), the MS may perform ASN GW relocation immediately so the number of Anchored MSs can be kept
small. However, it may not be a good strategy always to relocate an Anchored MS so quick. For example, an
MS may move fast and keep changing its Serving ASN GW. In this example, it might be better to keep the
Anchored ASN GW unchanged. In some other examples, if the system load is light, there is no emergent need to
perform ASN GW relocation. However, when more and more MSs are served by two ASN GWs, the system
load will become heavy. New users may be blocked. Handover users may be dropped as well. The network
performance may be reduced significantly. Therefore, performing ASN GW relocation is essential. In WiMAX
standards [4], [5] it is specified that ASN GW can decide when to perform ASN GW relocation. In this paper,
we consider that the system load is heavy so Anchored MSs are forced to perform ASN GW relocation. The
proposed GRAC determines when to request Anchored MSs to perform ASN GW relocation and how many
Anchored MSs should be relocated. After ASN GW relocation, resources are released and system performance
is improved.
The proposed algorithm does not need to exchange information between neighboring ASN GWs. It
also does not require centralized coordination and any assistance from extra servers. In addition, the proposed
algorithm does not need to predict the movement of the mobile stations. It combines AC algorithm with a
prediction technique to determine when is necessary to perform ASN GW relocation. Thus, it is called Gateway
Relocation AC (GRAC).
2.2 New call bounding algorithm
The GRAC can work with any AC algorithm. In this section, we simply pick up the new call bounding
algorithm. For simplicity, here we assume that the resource assigned to each MS in one ASN GW is equal. The
main point is not on a specific AC algorithm. The focus is on how to modify an AC algorithm for the two-tier
mobility management in WiMAX. The proposed GRAC with the new call bounding Algorithm will limit the
number of Serving MSs and Anchored MSs in one ASN GW. The maximum number of MSs in the network and
Tncb is the limit for the number of new MSs, which have been admitted into the network. when a new call enter
the network it will either accepted or dropped based on the network resource availability.
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2.3 WP-based prediction algorithm
In the above algorithm, we can set C0 as C because a new coming MS can be queued until the
resource is available after ASN GW relocation is completed. However, this approach cannot be applied to
handover MSs because handover MSs are sensitive to handover latency. The acceptable handover delay is much
less than the queuing delays of a new MS. Assuming that a handover MS arrives and C is reached. If the
handover MS needs to wait for the ASN GW relocation of one Anchored MS, the handover latency will be too
high. Actually, if ASN GW relocation is performed just when a handover MS arrives, it is equivalent to
performing both ASN Anchored Mobility and CSN Anchored Mobility. The handover latency cannot be
reduced. On the other hand, one may perform ASN GW relocation much earlier than C is reached. However,
this may force many Anchored MSs to perform ASN GW relocation, which may not be preferable as already
discussed earlier. Thus, for handover MSs, it is critical to perform ASN GW relocation at an appropriate time.
Therefore, we propose a prediction algorithm based on Wiener Process (WP) which provides a systematic way
to determine when to request Anchored MSs to perform ASN GW relocation. In addition, the algorithm can also
estimate how many Anchored MSs should be relocated. The proposed algorithm is simple and accurate.
Wiener Process has been proven effective in modeling Stochastic processes where the values of the
random variables are affected by a large number of independent or weakly dependent factors, each with a
relatively small impact [18]. The W (t) we want to model is impacted by a large number of factors. These
factors are either independent or weakly dependent of each other. For example, W (t) is impacted by the arrival
rate of new MSs, arrival rate of handover MSs, average connection holding time, average network residence
time, and so on.
2.4 Load balancing algorithm(LB)
The load balancing algorithm will reduce the overload of packets and reduce the blocking and dropping
of the packets. After the handover is completed (i.e., the handover delay has been reduced), the MS may
perform ASN GW relocation immediately so the number of Anchored MSs can be kept small. Here the load
balancing is done with the hard handoff. Here once the gateway is overloaded then the entire gateway is
relocated immediately, therefore the mobile users can communicate with the new gateways. Because of the
gateway relocation the dropping and blocking of packets will be reduced. Hence the average serving rate of the
packets within the network will be increased. Hence the performance of the network will also be increased.

3. Performance analysis
We propose an analytical model to investigate the performance of the proposed algorithm. In the
analysis, the connection holding time is defined as the time from an MS connects to the network until it is
disconnected. The network residence time is the time an MS is served by an ASN GW. We assume each ASN
GW has two arrival processes which are Poisson distributed with rate λn and λh for new MSs and handover
MSs, respectively. If a new MS is admitted into the network, we assume the connection holding time and
network residence time follow exponential distribution with mean 1/µc and 1/µn, respectively. For a handover
MS, only network residence time is required. It is also assumed to be exponentially distributed with mean 1/µn
.To analyze the proposed GRAC, there are three major factors are —the number of Serving MSs, the number of
handover MSs, and the number of Anchored MSs. Intuitively, a 3-D Markov chain may be used to investigate
the performance. Unfortunately, the computational complexity of a 3-D Markov chain will be increased
dramatically when the number of MSs in the system becomes large.
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Fig: 2-State transition diagram
Upper bound: If we assume each MS never performs ASN GW relocation, it will always be served by two ASN
GWs. For each ASN GW, the average service time of new MSs is 1/µc. That is, the MSs will stay in the ASN
GW for the duration of whole connection holding time. It will result in the highest blocking probability for new
MSs and dropping probability for handover MSs.
Lower bound: If each MS always performs ASN GW relocation immediately after each inter-ASN handover,
the average service time of new MSs becomes 1/ (µc + µn) for each ASN GW

4.Numerical Results
The analysis is validated by extensive simulations by using Network Simulator-version 2 (ns-2). The
analytical results of both upper-bound and lower-bound cases are close to the simulation results. In addition to
the upper-bound analysis and lower-bound analysis, we also provide simulation results for the proposed GRAC
with WP-based prediction. The parameters and values used in simulations are listed in Table:1.The following
sections present the results with various performance metrics. The results are based on exponential distribution
for connection holding time and network residence time. We have also conducted simulations by using gamma
distribution to model connection holding time and network residence time with mean 1/µc and 1/µn
TABLE: 1 Parameters for simulation

C: Maximum number of MSs in one ASN GW
Тncb: Threshold for blocking a new MS
1/µc: Average connection holding time for new MSs
Тwnr: Threshold for carrying out WP-based prediction
Т: Sampling time interval
Κ: Number of latest samples
α: Standard normal random variable

4.1 Blocking probability of New MSs
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The blocking probability of new MSs when λn is varied from 0.01 (1/s) to 0.1 (1/s). We set λh= 0:04
(1/s) and 1/µn = 400 (s). As expected, for both upper-bound and lower-bound cases, the blocking probability
increases significantly when λn increases. Nevertheless, Fig. 4 shows that the blocking probability of the
proposed GRAC is close to that of the lower-bound case regardless of the value of ∆t. This is because our
algorithm can appropriately request Anchored MSs to perform ASN GW relocation when a new MS arrives. We
also investigate the blocking probability with Different mean network residence time, 1=µn. In this case, we
choose λn = 0.04 (1/s) and λh= 0.04 (1/s). When 1/µn increases, the MSs will be served by the ASN GW longer.
Thus, they perform inter-ASN handover less. Therefore, the blocking probability in the lower-bound case and
the proposed GRAC is increased even if λn and λh are fixed. On the other hand, because the new MSs never
perform ASN GW relocation, the blocking probability of the upper-bound case is irrelevant to 1/µn. Therefore,
it remains constant. Comparing the upper-bound case with the lower-bound case, when 1/µn is much lower than
1/µc, many new MSs become Anchored MSs. The incoming new MSs can be accepted easily by requesting the
Anchored MSs to perform ASN GW relocation in the lower-bound case. Here HH referred to as Hardhandoff.

Fig: 3 Arrival rate vs. Blocking probability with AC
with LB (HH)

Fig :4 Arrival rate vs blocking probability

4.2 Dropping Probability of Handover MS
The dropping probability of handover MSs when λn is varied from 0.01 (1/s) to 0.1 (1/s) we set λh =
0.04 (1/s) and 1/µn= 400 (s). When λn increases, i.e., there are more MSs in the system, the dropping probability
increases too. The handover MS is dropped when C in the AC algorithm is reached. In the proposed GRAC,
however, the WP-based prediction is sensitive to the variation of the samples. The Anchored MSs are requested
to perform ASN GW relocation when the system is expected to be overloaded. Thus, the dropping probability of
handover MSs is reduced significantly. Thus, they perform inter-ASN handover less. Therefore, the dropping
probability is increased even if λn and λh are fixed. The dropping probability of the upper-bound case is also
increased. This is because the handover MSs are also served by one ASN GW longer. In addition, in the
proposed GRAC, the dropping probability of ∆t=10 (s) is lower than that of ∆t = 5 (s).
4.3 Average Serving Rate
The average serving rate is defined as the average number of MSs served by an ASN GW per minute. It
includes both new MSs and handover MSs. The average serving rate versus λn, where λn is varied from 0.01
(1/s) to 0.1 (1/s). We choose λh = 0.04 (1/s) and 1/µn = 400 (s). The upper-bound case and lowerbound case are
almost equal when λn ≤ 0.02 (1/s). This is because the blocking and dropping probabilities are small in both
cases. However, when λn increases, the average serving rate of lower-bound case increases faster than that of
upper-bound case. This is because the blocking and dropping probabilities in the upper-bound case are higher
than those in the lower-bound case. Thus, less MSs are served in the upper-bound case. Please also note that the
average serving rate of the proposed GRAC is very close to that of the lower-bound case.
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Fig: 5 Arrival rate vs dropping probability with AC.
with LB(HH).

Fig:6 Arrival rate vs dropping probability

4.4 Average Signaling Overhead
The average signaling overhead per minute versus λn, where λn is varied from 0.01 (1/s) to 0.1 (1/s).
We set λh = 0.04 (1/s) and 1/µn = 400 (s). The amount of signaling traffic generated by executing CSN
Anchored Mobility can be measured by the number of ASN GW relocation performed in the system. As, the
signaling overhead of the upper-bound case is 0, because new MSs never perform ASN GW relocation in the
upper-bound case. In the lower-bound case, the signaling overhead is increased when λn increases. However,
the signaling overhead of the proposed GRAC is always lower than that of the lower-bound case. This is
because with WP based prediction, the proposed GRAC can request ASN GW relocation only when the system
is expected to be overloaded. Furthermore, we also investigate the average signaling overhead with different
mean network residence time, 1/µn. We still set λn = 0.04 (1/s) and λh = 0.04 (1/s). Again, the signaling
overhead of the upper bound case is 0

5.conclusion
In WiMAX standards, an ASN GW can decide when to perform ASN GW relocation. In this paper, we
consider that the system load is heavy hence more number of packets will be either blocked or dropped. In order
to reduce that the we can increase the threshold value and the capacity of the network using load balancing
algorithm.It is done with the Hard handoff. Hence here the capacity and threshold has been increased than in the
existing system using hard handoff.The numerical results show that the proposed algorithm can effectively
reduce the blocking probability, dropping probability, and average signaling overhead. It also increases the
average serving rate. Hence we compare the proposed system with the existing system.
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Abstract:
The effect of second sound on the onset of Rayleigh-Bénard instability in a dielectric fluid subject to
the simultaneous action of a vertical ac electric field and a vertical temperature gradient is investigated
theoretically by means of the method of small perturbation. The horizontal layer of the fluid is cooled from the
upper boundary, while an isothermal boundary condition is imposed at the lower boundary. The eigenvalues are
obtained for free-free, isothermal boundary combinations and the influence of various parameters on the onset
of electrothermal convection has been analyzed. Some of the known cases are derived as special cases. The
Rayleigh-Bénard problem for a Maxwell-Cattaneo dielectric fluid is always less stable than that with classical
heat conduction. It is shown that the destabilizing influence of the Cattaneo number is not attenuated by that of
the dielectrophoretic force and vice versa, and that both second sound and electric forces change the aspect ratio
of convection cells appreciably.
Keywords: AC electric field, Dielectric fluid, Electroconvection, Hyperbolic energy equation, MaxwellCattaneo heat flux, Roberts number, Stationary instability.

1. Introduction
The problems of natural convection in dielectric fluids have received widespread attention because they
are representative of a variety of non-isothermal situations. The dielectric liquids are characterized by very
slight electrical conductivity. Transformer oil (and most other organic substances) and distilled water are
examples of such fluids. Compared to magnetic liquids, these liquids are easier to prepare. Under the influence
of an external electric field such a fluid exhibits a large polarization and as soon as the field is removed, the
fluid attains zero polarization state at once. Dielectric liquids can be controlled by electric forces and the
relevant details were addressed by Melcher [1]. The general topic of electrically enhanced heat transfer in fluids
and possible practical applications has been reviewed by Jones [2] and Chen et al. [3]. Electrically induced
convection in dielectric liquids has been the subject of investigation for many decades right from the
experimental work of Gross and Porter [4]. They observed that the convection pattern established by the electric
field is quite similar to the familiar Bénard cells in normal convection. Turnbull [5] examined the effect of
dielectrophoretic forces on the Bénard instability. The principle of exchange of stabilities is shown to hold for a
certain set of boundary conditions. Approximate solutions for the critical temperature gradient as a function of
the wavelength and the electric field are found using the variational principles and the Galerkin method.
The effect of uniform rotation on the onset of convective instability in a dielectric fluid under the
simultaneous action of a vertical ac electric field and a vertical temperature gradient was considered by
Takashima [6]. It is shown that the principle of exchange of stabilities is valid for most dielectric fluids. It is
shown that, even when the electrical effects are taken into account, the coriolis force has an inhibiting effect on
the onset of instability and as the speed of rotation increases the coupling between the two agencies causing
instability (electrical and buoyancy force) becomes tighter. Stiles [7] investigated the problem of an electrically
insulating liquid layer confined between horizontal conducting electrodes, the upper of which is warmer. It is
found that the system becomes unstable with respect to the onset of steady convection when the electric field
strength reaches a critical value, which in a rapidly varying ac field is due to the polarization body force.
Maekawa et al. [8] considered the convective instability problem in ac and dc electric fields. Linearized
perturbation equations are solved analytically.
Stiles et al. [9] studied the problem of convective heat transfer through polarized dielectric liquids. It is
shown that for a critical voltage, as the gravitational Rayleigh number becomes increasingly negative, the
critical wavenumber at the onset of convection becomes very large. As the temperature drop between the plates
increases the fraction of the heat transfer associated with convection is found to pass through a maximum value
when the critical horizontal wavenumber is close to four times its value when gravity is absent. Smorodin [10]
analyzed the effect of an alternating arbitrary-frequency electric field on the stability of convective flow of a
dielectric liquid occupying a vertical layer in the EHD approximation. The stability thresholds are determined in
the linear approximation using Floquet theory. Maruthamanikandan [11] investigated the problem of
gravitational instability in a dielectric liquid in the presence of internal heat generation, surface tension,
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radiation and viscoelasticity. Mikheev et al. [12] experimentally verified that dielectric liquids can be purified
by means of turbulent electroconvection under the action of pondermotive forces arising in an inhomogenous
alternating electric field. Radhakrishna and Siddheshwar [13] investigated linear and a weakly nonlinear
stability analysis of thermal convection in a dielectric liquid permeated by a vertical, uniform ac electric field
using the normal mode method and truncated representation of Fourier series respectively. It is found that the
effect of increasing the electric number is to enhance the amplitudes and thereby the heat transport.
The propagation of thermal waves is sometimes referred to as second sound effect. The classical energy
equation allows for an infinite speed for the propagation of heat, which is physically unacceptable. The energy
equation to be considered in the present work is effectively a damped wave equation and is therefore hyperbolic
rather than parabolic. The knowledge of second sound has provided a rich source of information for the study
and understanding of the superfluid state. Second sound is not in any sense a sound wave, but a temperature or
entropy wave. In ordinary or first sound, pressure and density variations propagate with very small
accompanying variations in temperature; in second sound, temperature variations propagate with no appreciable
variations in density or pressure. Recently, it has been realized that this is not just a low temperature
phenomenon, but has important applications in such fields as skin burns, phase changes, biological materials,
and in nanofluids (Straughan [14]).
Straughan and Franchi [15] investigated the effect of thermal waves (second sound) upon the onset of
convective instability of a Newtonian fluid confined between a horizontal layer of finite thickness. They
obtained critical Rayleigh number for the onset of convection when the Maxwell-Cattaneo heat flux law is
employed, which allows for thermal waves of finite speed. Stress-free boundaries have been considered. It is
found that convection is possible in both heated above and below cases and that the Bénard problem for a
Maxwell-Cattaneo fluid is always less stable than the classical one and overstability only occurs in the heated
below case. Lebon and Cloot [16] examined the effects resulting from the substitution of the classical Fourier
law of heat conduction by the Maxwell-Cattaneo law in Bénard’s and Marangoni’s problems. Considering only
infinitesimally small perturbations, it is shown that when buoyancy is the single factor of instability, no
stationary convection can develop in a fluid layer heated from above, but oscillatory convection is possible. It is
found that, in Maxwell-Cattaneo fluid, oscillatory convection does not play an important practical role.
Straughan [14] investigated the problem of thermal convection for a layer of fluid when the heat flux
law of Cattaneo is adopted. The boundary conditions are taken to be rigid-rigid and isothermal. It is shown that
for small Cattaneo number, the critical Rayleigh number initially increases from its classical value until a critical
value of the Cattaneo number is reached. For Cattaneo numbers greater than this critical value a notable Hopfbifurcation is observed with convection occurring at lower Rayleigh numbers and by oscillatory rather than
stationary convection. It is also found that the aspect ratio of the convection cells likewise changes. Smita and
Pranesh [17] studied the problem of the onset of Rayleigh-Bénard convection in a second order Colemann-Noll
fluid by replacing the classical Fourier heat flux law with non-classical Maxwell-Cattaneo law. The eigenvalue
problem is solved using the general boundary conditions on velocity and third type of boundary conditions on
temperature. It is found that the classical Fourier heat flux law overestimates the critical Rayleigh number
compared to that predicted by the non-classical law and that the results are noteworthy at short times.
While the effect of a variety of non-uniform basic temperature gradients on the onset of
electroconvection has been studied intensely, this paper is devoted to studying qualitatively the effect of
propagation of thermal waves upon the onset of electroconvection in a horizontal layer of dielectric fluid. The
linear stability analysis is based on the normal mode technique and we allow for a thermal wave of finite speed
by adopting the heat flux model of Cattaneo.

2. Mathematical Formulation
We consider a Boussinesq dielectric fluid layer of thickness ‘d’ with a uniform vertical ac electric field
applied across the layer. The lower and upper boundaries of the fluid layer are maintained at uniform, but
different temperatures To and T1 (with To  T1 ) respectively. A Cartesian coordinate system  x, y, z  is chosen
with the origin at the bottom of the fluid layer and the z-axis normal to the fluid layer.
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Fig. 1 Configuration of the problem.
The relevant governing equations for an incompressible dielectric fluid under the Boussinesq approximation are
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)



where q is the velocity vector, P the dielectric polarization, E the electric field , T the temperature, p the

pressure,  the fluid density,  the thermal diffusivity,  the fluid viscosity, g the acceleration due to

gravity,  the coefficient of thermal expansion, o the density at a reference temperature T  To , Q the heat
 1

flux vector,  the constant relaxation time and     q  . The electric properties involved in the Kelvin
2


body force are the polarization P and the electric field gradient E . In a dielectric liquid the polarization

vector P measures the electric dipole moment per unit volume of fluid due to partial alignment of intrinsic

molecular dipoles induced by the applied electric field E . It should be noted that if the frequency of the electric
field becomes too high there can be appreciable heating associated with dielectric loss. Fortunately, this form of
dielectric heating is negligible for the frequencies discussed in this paper.

The relevant Maxwell equations are



P   o  r 1 E

 .  o r E  0


 E  0 or E 





(6)
(7)
(8)

where o is the electric permittivity,  r the relative permittivity or dielectric constant and  the electric
potential. The dielectric constant is assumed to be a linear function of temperature according to

 r   ro  e T  To 

(9)

where e  0 is the dielectric permittivity and  ro  1  e with e being the electric susceptibility.
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2.1 Basic state
The basic state is quiescent and is described by
 
 
q  qb   0, 0, 0  , p  pb ( z ),   b ( z ), T  Tb ( z ), E  Eb   0, 0, Eb ( z )  ,


 
T T
P  Pb  (0, 0, Pb ( z )),  r   rb ( z ),   b ( z ), Q  Qb   0, 0,    ,   o 1
d
where the subscript b denotes the basic state. The quiescent basic state has a solution given by
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where Eo is the value of the electric field at z  0 .
2.2. Perturbed State
Since we are interested in the stability of the basic state, we superimpose infinitesimally small
perturbations on the basic state according to
 

q  q b  q '   u ', v ', w ' , p  pb  p ',   b   ', T  Tb  T ',
 

 
   
(17)
E  Eb  E ', P  Pb  P ',  r   rb   'r ,   b   ' , Q  Qb  Q '
where primes denote perturbed quantities. Following the classical procedure of linear stability analysis, the
linearized equations governing small perturbations turn out to be
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. Non-dimensionalzing (18), (19) and (20) using the length, time, velocity, temperature

and electric potential scales d ,
simplicity)
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 o eEo  d 2
o g  d 4

where Pr 
is the Prandtl number, R 
is the thermal Rayleigh number, L 

 (1  e )
 o
the Roberts number and C 

2

is



is the Cattaneo number. The boundary conditions are taken to be free-free,
2d 2
isothermal and their importance will be made clear in Section 5. So the boundary conditions are
w  D2 w  T  D  0 at z  0, 1 .

(24)

It should be mentioned that Takashima and Ghosh [18] used the boundary condition D  0 in order to obtain
exact solution to the problem of electrohydrodynamic instability in a viscoelastic fluid with free-free, isothermal
boundaries. The derivation of the general boundary conditions for the electric potential  is given in the work
of Maruthamanikandan [11].

3. Linear Stability Analysis
We use the normal mode solution for the dependent variables according to

 w, T ,    W ( z),  ( z),  ( z) exp i(lx  my)   t

(25)

where l and m are the dimensionless wavenumbers in the x and y directions respectively and  is the growth
rate. Because the linear eigenvalue system (21) – (23) has constant coefficients, it has a general solution with an
exponential dependence on z . Substituting (25) into (21), (22) and (23), noting that the principle of exchange of
stabilities is valid [6, 16], we arrive at the following stability equations

 D2  a2  W  (R  L)a2  La2D  0
 D2  a2   C  D2  a2  1 W
 D2  a2   D  0
2

(26)
(27)
(28)

d
and a  l 2  m2 is the non-dimensional wavenumber of the convective disturbance. In view
dz
of (25), the boundary conditions (24) take the form
where D 

W  D2W    D  0 at z  0, 1 .

(29)

4. Exact Solution
Equations (26), (27) and (28) together with boundary conditions (29) constitute an eigenvalue problem
with R being the eigenvalue. Let us assume the solution in the following form so that they satisfy the boundary
conditions (29). The solution is therefore given by

W  A1 sin z,   A 2 sin z, D  A 3 sin z,

(30)

where A1, A2 and A3 are constants. The condition for the existence of a non-trivial eigenvalue leads to the
following expression for R
R

( 2  a 2 )3
a 2 1  C ( 2  a 2 ) 





La 2

 2  a2

.

(31)

Before developing the consequences of (31), we mention a couple of limiting cases that can be derived from
(31). In the limiting case of L  0 , one recovers the result of Lebon and Cloot [16] and the associated Rayleigh
number R is given by
R

( 2  a 2 )3
a 2 1  C ( 2  a 2 ) 



.

(32)
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In this case R assumes its minimum value at the critical wavenumber ac2 





1 C  2 1 C  2 1

. In the
C
limiting case of C  0 , one recovers the classical result established for Fourier dielectric liquid (Turnbull [5])
and the corresponding Rayleigh number R is given by
R

( 2  a 2 )3



La 2

a2
 2  a2
Moreover, in the limiting case when L  C  0 , we obtain

R

.

(33)

( 2  a 2 )3

(34)
a2
which is the well-known expression concerning the problem of Rayleigh-Bénard convection in a Newtonian
Fourier fluid [19]. We find that R assumes its minimum value Rc  27  4 4 at ac  

2.

5. Results and Discussion
The problem of convective instability induced by a coupling of thermal and dielectrophoretic effects in
an initially quiescent polarised dielectric liquid is investigated analytically by the method of small perturbation.
The non-classical Maxwell-Cattaneo heat flux law involves a wave type heat transport and does not suffer from
the physically unacceptable drawback of infinite heat propagation speed. The eigenvalues are obtained for freefree, isothermal boundary conditions. It was corroborated, in Maxwell-Catteneo fluid convection and dielectric
liquid convection, that oscillatory convection does not play an important practical role [8, 16]. Indeed, it is
known from thermodynamics that the relaxation time and consequently the Cattaneo number C are positive
quantities. It has been established that oscillatory convection occurs only for C above a threshold value and
since the C values encountered with laboratory fluids appear well below this threshold, it is advantageous to
concentrate on stationary convection.
It should be remarked that the use of realistic flow boundary conditions does not qualitatively, but
quantitatively change the critical values (Chandrasekhar [19]). Similarly the use of realistic boundary conditions
on the electric potential is of only very limited impact on the stability of the system [5]. It is well known that
rigid-rigid boundaries offer most stabilizing effect against the fluid motion and the least suppression is offered
by free-free boundaries [19]. For non-dissipative flows there is an alternative variational approach to stability
which relies on determining whether or not the energy of the flow is a minimum at equilibrium (Straughan [20]).
Neutral stability curves in the  R, a  plane are plotted for different values of the governing parameters. The
coordinates of the lowest point on these curves designate the critical values of R and a .
Before we embark upon a discussion of the results obtained, it should be noted that the heat is
transferred purely by conduction in the quiescent state and by both conduction and convection in the steady
convective state. The thermal Rayleigh number R , characterising the stability of the system, is calculated as a
function of the Roberts number L and the Cattaneo number C . The variation of thermal Rayleigh number R
with the wavenumber a for different values of the Roberts number L and for the Cattaneo number C  0 is
shown in Fig. 2. The Roberts number L is the measure of the ratio of electric to dissipative forces. Dissipative
forces can be neglected when L is extremely large. It is observed that as L increases, Rc decreases

monotonically. From Figs. 3 and 4, it is seen that this trend continues to be the same even for C  0.01 and
C  0.1 . This means that the dielectrophoretic force has a destabilizing influence on the system. So higher the
electric field strength, the less stable the system due to an increase in the destabilizing electrostatic energy to the
system. In other words, the presence of electric field facilitates heat transfer more effectively and hence hastens
the onset of electroconvection at a lower value of the thermal Rayleigh number.
Moreover, as can be seen from Figs. 2 through 4,

Rc decreases monotonically with an increase in the

Cattaneo number C . The reason for the destabilizing effect of second sound is that the energy equation
considered is effectively a damped wave equation and is, therefore, hyperbolic rather than parabolic. Noticeably,
the band width of the neutral stability curves increases with an increase in C indicating that large values of C
augment the destabilizing influence of the electric forces and vice versa. It is also obvious that maximum
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destabilization is achieved when both L and C are large. Consequently, the onset of electroconvective
instability in a dielectric fluid layer is hastened by increasing the magnitudes of second sound and electric
forces.

Fig. 2 Variation of thermal Rayleigh number R with
Roberts number L when C  0 .

a for different values of

Fig. 3 Variation of thermal Rayleigh number R with
Roberts number L when C  0.01 .

a for different values of

On the other hand, the dimensionless number a is the characteristic of the convection cell shape and
size. It is evident from Figs. 2 through 4 that the effect of increasing the values of both L and C is to increase

ac monotonically. This means that the convection cell size is contracted when both L and C are increased. It
follows that the transition from equilibrium state to destabilization is accompanied by the shorter wavelength
electroconvection on account of the presence of second sound and the dielectrophoretic force. We believe that
the present study offers some insights into the heat transfer mechanism that can take place in devices wherein
dielectric fluids play a vital role. Undoubtedly, the problem would be more challenging if the magnetic and
couple-stress effects are taken into account (Saravanan [21, 22]).
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Fig. 4 Variation of thermal Rayleigh number R with
Roberts number L when C  0.1 .

a for different values of

6. Conclusions
The effect of non-classical heat conduction on the onset of Rayleigh-Bénard instability in a horizontal
layer of a Cattaneo-dielectric fluid subject to the simultaneous action of a vertical ac electric field and a vertical
temperature gradient is investigated analytically by the method of small perturbation. The instability criteria are
determined in terms of the thermal Rayleigh number, wavenumber, the Cattaneo number and Roberts number.
The following conclusions are drawn:
(i)

The Rayleigh-Bénard problem for a Cattaneo-dielectric fluid layer is always less stable than that with the
Fourier-dielectric fluid.
(ii) The system is considerably influenced by the effect of second sound in the presence of dielctrophoretic
forces.
(iii) The effect of second sound reinforces the destabilising influence of dielectrophoretic forces and vice versa,
and maximum destabilization is achieved for large values of the Roberts number and the Cattaneo number.
(iv) The threshold for the stationary instability decreases with increase in the electric forces and the Cattaneo
number.
(v) Increase in the magnitude of electric forces and second sound causes the convective motion to occur at
shorter wavelengths.
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Abstract:
The principal objective of image enhancement is to modify attributes of an image to make it more
suitable for a given task and a specific observer. Many research works have been carried out to enhance the
degraded images using many techniques including hybrid approaches such as fuzzy logic and Ant Colony
Optimization (ACO). Besides, many works have adopted optimization techniques to improve the quality of the
degraded images where convergence of optimizing parameters plays an important role. An approach has been
proposed in this paper using fuzzy logic and Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) optimization technique to improve the
convergence time as well as quality of the degraded images. This approach has yielded better results than ACO
with respect to convergence time.

Keywords: ABC, ACO, Fuzzification, Gaussian membership function, Hue Saturation Value (HSV),
Overexposed, Underexposed.
1. Introduction
Enhancing the visual clarity of an image is termed as image enhancement which helps to maximize the
clarity of the captured image. Because of the limited capabilities of the hardware device which is used for image
acquisition, the atmospheric effects such as mist, fog and cloud adds unwanted information which results the
image to blur and so it is an essential factor in the imaging domain. In addition to this reason, image
enhancement technique is needed in many areas such as remote sensing, robot navigation, textiles, military, film
industry, document processing, graphic arts, printing industry, biomedical image analysis and forensic image
analysis. Several techniques have been developed to serve this purpose. This research work contributes further
to enrich the visual clarity of the degraded images.

2. Image Enhancement
Histogram equalization is a technique for adjusting image intensities to enhance contrast. In histogram
equalization, the pixel will be uniformly distributed instead of original pixel distribution and hence the image
gains more clarity. For color images, histogram equalization is more tedious due to the vectorial nature of color.
Individual pixel value is represented by a vector in a proper color space i.e., (Red, Green and Blue) RGB in the
RGB space with as many components as the color. Nikoletta Bassiou and Constantine Kotropoulos use
probability smoothing and a multilevel smoothing to derive the transformations of the original intensity and
saturation color components to uniformly distributed ones. This method produces more visually appealing
images [1]. Duan has introduced a novel histogram processing algorithm which considers the original
distribution of pixel in the equalization process [2]. Low-complexity algorithm for contrast enhancement was
introduced by T. Arich in which histogram modification techniques such as adjustable histogram equalization,
histogram smoothing, weighted histogram approximation, black and white stretching are done by computing
histogram and by adjusting the level of enhancement [3]. But it cannot be applied to other types of degraded
color images. Color image enhancement technique applied to RGB color space is not suitable for human visual
system.
When boundary values are not clear for any image, it will lead to vagueness which means that there is a
need for fuzzification and so operations of fuzzy sets like AND, OR, NEGATION are performed for
fuzzification. Fuzzy classification is mainly done by conditions and rule based smoothing. For getting the crisp
output values, defuzzification is done. For classification of image values fuzzy logic method is used [4]. In
Khandelwal‟s algorithm, the fuzzy logic rules are generated which will differentiate between ambiguous colors
[5]. The fuzzy sets are classified based on the HSV color components in Lior Shamir‟s approach. For example,
the rule “Dark Orange, Medium, Medium Dark gives Dark Brown” is defined manually by classifying the HSV
color component. Fuzzy logic-based method provides a more accurate color classification [6]. Sarode M.K.V
have introduced a new algorithm to retrieve the features related to a specific tumor disease in which only hue is
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preserved, whereas saturation and value are changed. Author was able to detect the serious tumor regions and
remove the noisy pixels by applying the fuzzy logic rules [7].
H.D. Cheng proposed a novel adaptive direct fuzzy contrast enhancement where the sigmoidal
membership function is used to map an image from spatial to fuzzy domain. While transforming the image from
one color space (RGB) to another color space (HSV, HIS, YIQ), only the intensity and saturation components
were altered without modifying the hue component but it resulted in gamut problem [8]. S.K. Naik tried to keep
the transformed values within the range of the RGB space so as to avoid the gamut problem [9]. B. Tang et.al in
his approach has changed the color data into chromaticity and brightness and carried the processing further [10].
A HVS Controlled Color Image Enhancement and Evaluation (HCCIEE) algorithm was proposed by
K.-Q. Huang which mostly concentrated on the visual effect and the image is enhanced without ringing or halo
artifacts [11]. D. Yu have introduced hue preserving correction algorithm named normalized SI correction
appropriate for different kinds of enhancement [12]. Fuzzy intensification method was proposed by M.
Hanmandlu in which the hue value is preserved, and changes made only on saturation and value and by
minimizing the fuzzy entropy. This has resulted in more visual quality image in the contrast enhancement
perception [13].
In order to enhance the image, many optimization techniques are used such as greedy, genetic, fuzzy,
bacterial foraging and ACO. It is used for optimizing the parameters in color image enhancement techniques
[14]. Knowledge about various color image enhancement techniques are gained through a survey on color image
enhancement technique [15]. ABC optimization [16-19] is used to optimize the objective function in the
proposed approach. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 3 covers the proposed system and the
working of the optimization algorithm with its results and analysis of this work. Conclusions are given in
Section 4.

3. Proposed Methodology
In this proposed methodology, a degraded image which is either underexposed or overexposed is
enhanced by using fuzzy logic and ABC technique. The RGB color value of the image is converted into HSV
color value. Only the value and the saturation components of the image changed whereas the hue component
remains unaltered. The diagrammatic representation of the proposed approach is shown in Figure 1.
3.1 Fuzzy Approach
The word „Fuzzy‟ means vagueness. Fuzziness occurs when the boundary of a piece of information is
not clear. In [14], the degraded images are enhanced by combining fuzzy logic and ACO optimization
technique. In this approach, a degraded image is taken as input. The image is categorized into underexposed,
mixed-exposed and overexposed regions. In [14], only the luminance compponent is fuzzified by preserving the
hue component. Guassian membership function has been used to fuzzify the underexposed and overexposed
regions. The parameters in the membership function are optimized using ACO optimization techniques. The
fuzzy approach followed in this research work is mainly based on the work adopted in [14].

Figure 1: Block diagram of Proposed Methodology
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3.2 Optimization using ABC
The revolution of Bee‟s algorithm is started during 2005 for optimizing parameters [16-19]. This
technique is based on intelligent foraging behavior of honey bee swarms. The purpose of bees is to find the
places of food sources where high amount of nectar is present. It consists of three phases: employee bees,
onlooker bees and scout bees. The overall flowchart of the ABC algorithm is shown in Figure 2 [20].
3.2.1 The employed bees
It flies around the multidimensional search space and find food sources depending on their experiences
and their neighbor bees. The colony size consists of sum of same number of employee bees and onlooker bees.
Initially the food source positions are randomly generated by using the equation (1). Then by using the fitness
function the fitness value is calculated [17]. If the current fitness value is higher than that of the previous fitness
value then the current value is replaced by the previous one. Otherwise the value is not replaced and remains the
same. By using greedy mechanism the process of comparing and replacing the value is done.
(1)
  (  )

vij

xij

xij

ij

xkj

Where Vij is the new food position, k and j are the randomly chosen parameters of different values,
where k € [1,2,…,SN] and j € [1,2,…,D] .(Xij – Xkj) is the difference between two old food source positions. D
is the number of optimization parameters and SN is the number of employed bees. Φij is a random number
between [-1, 1].
3.2.2 The onlooker bees
It gets the information of food sources from the employed bees and selects one of the best food
position which is having high nectar amount. Then by using equation (2) the probability value is calculated.
Now based on the probability information the current and previous value are compared by using greedy
approach. If the present value is higher than the previous then the current value is replaced by the best value.
During this process a limit value is assigned. Each time when the values are compared and if best result is
obtained then the counter is set to zero otherwise the limit value will be incremented. Similarly the process is
repeated for other bees.
(2)
fit i
pi 



SN
j 1

fit

j

th

Where, Pi is the probability value associated with i food source. fiti represents ith food source‟s nectar amounts.
SN is the number of food source which is equal to the number of employed bees.
3.2.3 Best food source
The best value that is obtained from the above process is stored in the memory.
3.2.4 The scout bees
It finds the new food positions randomly without any experience for the exhausted food sources and the
iteration are repeated. The scout bee finds a new random food source position using the equation (3).
j
j
j
 rand (0,1)( xmax
 xmin
)
xij  xmin

(3)

where xjmin and xjmax are lower and upper bounds of parameter j, respectively.
3.2.5 Stopping criteria
1) If the previous value is equal to the current value while comparing the value by using greedy
mechanism then the algorithm is stopped. 2) A particular limit value is assigned while comparing the value by
using greedy if until the limit, the value obtained is not best then the algorithm is stopped. 3) If the maximum
numbers of iterations are executed then the algorithm is terminated.
3.3 Defuzzification:
By using the optimized values of the parameters, the fuzzy membership values are enhanced in the
under and overexposed regions. After enhancing membership values defuzzification is done in the underexposed
and overexposed regions of the image using inverse functions. By combining the under and overexposed region
and applying the original histogram in the middle region gives an image which is then converted from HSV to
RGB to get the final enhanced image.
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3.4 Results and analysis
The degraded image such as underexposed and overexposed images and the histogram of the original
image is shown in Figure 3(a), Figure 4(a), Figure 5(a) and Figure 6(a). The over and underexposed region in
the original image is classified by two threshold values and then it is fuzzified. After that the intensification and
exposure parameters are optimized using ABC, and then defuzzification is done on the image to get the
enhanced image. The enhanced image and their histogram are shown in Figure 3(b), Figure 4(b), Figure 5(b),
and Figure 6(b). The time taken by proposed approach is compared with ACO based approach and is found to
be better ie, faster than ACO and is shown in Table 1.
Initial food source
positions
Calculate nectar amounts
Determine new food positions for
employed bees

Calculate nectar amounts

Determine a neighbor food source
position for the onlooker
No

All onlookers
distributed

Select food source for
onlooker
Yes

Memorize the position of best
food source

Find abandoned food source

Produce new position for the
exhausted food source

Is termination
criteria satisfied?
No

Yes

Final food positions
Figure 2: Flowchart of ABC algorithm [20]
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Figure 3(a): Tree image (over exposed image) and its histogram, (b): Enhanced image and its histogram with the
proposed approach.

Figure 4(a): Scenery image (over exposed image) and its histogram, (b): Enhanced image and its histogram with
the proposed approach.

Figure 5(a): Tree image (underexposed image) and its histogram, (b): Enhanced image and its histogram with
the proposed approach.

Figure 6(a): Scenery image (underexposed image) and its histogram, (b): Enhanced image and its histogram
with the proposed approach.
Table 1. Comparison of time taken by ABC (proposed approach) with ACO.
Test Image
Figure 3(a)
Figure 4(a)
Figure 5(a)
Figure 6(a)

Time taken by ACO (sec)
195.73
194.40
197.79
173.95

Time taken by ABC (sec) proposed approach
19.73
11.49
13.82
12.42
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4. Conclusion
In this paper a degraded image is taken as input and divided into underexposed, mixed-exposed and
overexposed regions. Guassian membership function has been used to fuzzify the underexposed and
overexposed regions. The parameters in the membership function are optimized using ACO and ABC
optimization techniques. Based on the simulation results, it has been found that ABC has given better results
than ACO approach.
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